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INSTRUCTIONSINSTRUCTIONSINSTRUCTIONSINSTRUCTIONSINSTRUCTIONS
Neil Gaiman

Touch the wooden gate in the wall you never
saw before.

Say �please� before you open the latch,
go through,
walk down the path.
A red metal imp hangs from the green-painted

front door,
as a knocker,
do not touch it; it will bite your fingers.
Walk through the house.  Take nothing.  Eat

nothing.
However, if any creature tells you that it hungers,
feed it.
If  it tells you that it is dirty,
clean it.
If it cries to you that it hurts,
if you can,
ease its pain.

From the back garden you will be able to see the
wild wood.

The deep well you walk past leads to Winter�s
realm;

there is another land at the bottom of it.
If you turn around here,
you can walk back, safely;
you will lose no face. I will think no less of you.

Once through the garden you will be in the
wood.

The trees are old.  Eyes peer from the under-
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growth.
Beneath a twisted oak sits an old woman. She
may ask for something;
give it to her.  She
will point the way to the castle.
Inside it are three princesses.
Do not trust the youngest.  Walk on.
In the clearing beyond the castle the twelve

months sit about a fire,
warming their feet, exchanging tales.
They may do favors for you, if you are polite.
You may pick strawberries in December�s frost.

Trust the wolves, but do not tell them where
you are going.

The river can be crossed by the ferry.  The ferry-
man will take you.

(The answer to his question is this:
If he hands the oar to his passenger, he will be free to

leave the boat.
Only tell him this from a safe distance.)

If an eagle gives you a feather, keep it safe.
Remember: that giants sleep too soundly; that
witches are often betrayed by their appetites;
dragons have one soft spot, somewhere, always;
hearts can be well-hidden,
and you betray them with your tongue.

Do not be jealous of  your sister.
Know that diamonds and roses
are as uncomfortable when they tumble from

one�s lips as toads and frogs:
colder, too, and sharper, and they cut.
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Remember your name.
Do not lose hope�what you seek will be found.
Trust ghosts.  Trust those that you have helped

to help you in their turn.
Trust dreams.
Trust your heart, and trust your story.

When you come back, return the way you came.
Favors will be returned, debts will be repaid.
Do not forget your manners.
Do not look back.
Ride the wise eagle (you shall not fall).
Ride the silver fish (you will not drown).
Ride the gray wolf (hold tightly to his fur).

There is a worm at the heart of  the tower; that is
why it will not stand.

When you reach the little house, the place your
journey started,

you will recognize it, although it will seem
much smaller than you remember.

Walk up the path, and through the garden gate
you never saw before but once.

And then go home.  Or make a home.

And rest.





CAULIN�S DUSTCAULIN�S DUSTCAULIN�S DUSTCAULIN�S DUSTCAULIN�S DUST
Rebecca Bradley

�You talk as if  you�re the first to go looking for it,� I said.
�Does that matter?� asked the stranger.  It was a straight question, and

perhaps not his fault that his high-flown accent made the words sound like a
favor bestowed upon an inferior.  Out there on the rim of  empire, where
nobody talked much except to camels, and then mostly in the language of the
big stick, every traveler from the cities seemed to speak as if he had a large
jewel stuck in his throat.  And this young man, to my ears, had the accent of
the greatest city of all, the very navel of empire, home to the highest lords,
seat of  the all-conquering line of  kings.  I tried not to hate him for it.

�It wouldn�t matter to me where you wanted to go,� I said across the top
of my tankard, �so long as you paid me in advance.  What I�m telling you is,
don�t blame me when you�re the next to slink back here with a red face and a
pair of  empty hands.�

�There will be no slinking back,� said the stranger, lifting his own tan-
kard.  It was his own tankard, too, I noticed, a graceful and fine-walled article
that bore the same relation to the tavern�s lumpen vessels as the stranger�s
gown bore to my travel-worn gunny shirt.  I tried to imagine the extent of his
baggage.  The stranger glanced around and leaned his chiseled face a little
closer.  �It would seem to me,� he went on in a low voice, �that those who
went before me were not looking in the right place.�

I shrugged.  �Obviously, or they�d have found it already.  You�re not the
first to fool yourself  that way either.  But Aliso was not a big town, and not
very rich to begin with, and it�s been a long time in ruins�so believe me,
every stone in the place has been turned over, most of them twice.  I�ve
turned over a good many of them myself, working for the fatheads who
came before you.  Yes, and dug more than my share of  little holes.  Which
would cost extra, by the way.�

�Cost doesn�t matter.  You�ll be paid double your normal fee anyway,
and a generous bonus if  we find the dust.  We�ll set off  tomorrow.�  Again,
the lofty accent, the audible if  probably unintended sneer.  I drained my
tankard and set it down, managing not to bang it.
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�I haven�t agreed to take you yet.  And even if  I do, it�ll take two full days
to gather supplies and make sure of  the camels.�

�No,� the stranger said firmly.  �We leave tomorrow.�
�Hey-ho,� I said, taken aback.  �If  you�re in such a hurry to get there, why

have you hung around this pisshole oasis for two weeks already?  All the
caravan guides know the way�you could have been there and back by now,
and on the way home to your soft bed in Great Kranna.�

He spoke quietly.  �I don�t want another guide.  My orders were to hire
you, and I was prepared to wait until you returned.  And now you�re
here��

�You were ordered to wait for me?  Ordered?�
The stranger reached towards the floor and pulled a tall flask from under

the bright billows of gown around his feet.  He poured some of it into my
empty tankard, some into his own.  �There�s no reason why I shouldn�t tell
you this.  We receive reports, far off  in Great Kranna�nothing escapes cer-
tain ears.  And so we know that fully half  the seekers who ever set out for the
ruins never return.  Sometimes their guides come back without them with
tales of  desert fever, or Dellics, or snakes, or sandstorms, and sometimes the
guides perish too.  But you, Master Raf�your clients have a way of  returning
alive, and my superiors in Great Kranna like the sound of that.�

�I�ll grant you I�m very good,� I said.
�Then we leave tomorrow.�
 I assayed the golden surface of  the stranger�s wine, swirling it in my

tankard to gain thinking time.  Maybe this arse from the city was the chance
I�d been waiting for�or maybe he was just another arse from the city.  I�d
seen quite a few.  I gazed into the limpid and hugely expensive depths of  the
wine, looking up only when the door swung open to let in a couple of
drovers and a painful rectangle of high noonday sun.  �If I do agree to guide
you,� I said, �we�ll be taking none of  that camelshit with us.�

�What?�
�All that.� I waved my hand in a gesture that took in the grand swathes

of his robe, the wondrous tankard, the golden wine.  �Enough waterskins to
get us and three camels to the wells at Aliso, plus extra for emergencies, and
you can forget about drinking out of a vessel of any sort.  The neck of a
goatskin is good enough for me, and it�ll be good enough for you.  Proper
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clothing for the desert, a blanket so you don�t freeze at night, enough jerky
and pressed greens to keep the two of us from hunger��

�The seven of  us,� said the stranger.
�Seven?  What do you mean, seven?�
�You, me, and my staff.  And we�ll travel in whatever style I choose.  If

I choose to eat my dinner off a silver plate and drink my wine from a golden
tankard, that is what I will do.  If  I choose to cross the desert in full court
dress or the winter garb of  a snow-eater, that is what I will do.  None of  that
is your concern�nor are the supplies and the camels.  Everything will be
ready.  Your part is to guide me, and that�s all.  And you shall guide me.�

This time, I thought, it was not just the accent.  This time, the arrogance
and condescension were real.  �You talk a great deal about choosing,� I said,
as coldly as I dared to a citizen of  Great Kranna.  �For my part, I do not
choose to guide you as far as the tavern door, let alone the ruins of  Aliso.  Make
your own way.  Have a pleasant journey.�  Shoving aside the tankard of  wine,
still three-quarters full, I began to push myself away from the table.

The stranger took a firm grip on my shoulder, far firmer than I would
have expected, and pulled me back into the chair.  Then he rotated a plain
jade band on a finger of his left hand until its hidden side was revealed.  The
hidden side was anything but plain.  I stared at the single intaglio glyph set into
the flattened bezel, grateful that my face was in shadow.

�Is that�?�
�Yes,� said the stranger.
�He�s involved?�
�Of  course he is.  Who has a better right to Caulin�s Dust than the em-

peror who rules the world?�
�What good news it would be for the world,� I said with careful neutral-

ity, �to have our beloved emperor find the means to live forever.�
�Of  course.�  He speared my face with those sharp blue eyes.  �You�ll

speak to nobody of  this,� he stated, as if  it were a matter of  fact, which
indeed it was.  I�m no fool.  �You�ll not boast about it to the others, even
though it�s the emperor himself  who has chosen you for the honor of  guid-
ing his right hand.�

�That means you, I suppose,� I said.  �Is that your title?  The emperor�s
Right Hand?�
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�My name is Maddin.  Any titles I might have are not your business.  And
I warn you, speaking of this ring to anyone will be considered treason.  As far
as those other yokels know, I�m a rich young idiot from Great Kranna seek-
ing Caulin�s Dust on my own account.�

�Fine.�  I slumped into my seat and, with a calculated show of resigna-
tion, took another sip of  the golden wine.  For a change, I was gratified when
the hard drinkers in the corner raised their voices in what they wrongly imag-
ined was song�the noise was hideous, but it was loud enough to cover the
double-time thudding of my heart.  An imperial ring!  I had waited a long
time, a very long time, for someone with an emperor�s imprimatur to come
seeking Caulin�s Dust.  But he was watching my face too closely�continuing
my show of  reluctance seemed to be in order.

I cleared my throat.  �I still think you�re wasting your time, Lord Maddin.
For myself, I think the story of  the great wizard and his precious dust was
made up by the caravan guides after the conquest, to drum up business and
earn a little food.  The survivors needed something, you know.  After your
forefathers destroyed the canal system, nobody could grow enough any-
more.  Not that anyone�s bitter, of  course.�

The stranger twisted the glyph back into its hiding place, inside his closed
fingers.  �The story is true.  Caulin did exist and was a great wizard, and the
dust of life is there to be found.  I�ll tell you what else you need to know once
we�re on the road to Aliso.  Don�t call me Lord.  And we leave tomorrow.�

�Yes,� I said, �I suppose we do.  Maddin.�
I drained my wine and held out the tankard for more, putting on the face

of a man making the best of a very bad deal.  But inside my head, I was
singing a very old song.

cd

My custom was to spend the day before an expedition checking and
packing supplies of food and water, arranging any camels needed beyond
my own Beautiful Boy, and then sleeping in the shade until the sunset depar-
ture.  That day, I just slept.  Boy had been well watered the morning before,
when we returned to Shaldy from an excursion of my own, and there was
room in the side-bag for enough food for one in case the worst happened.
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As far as the rest of the supplies were concerned, I rather trusted the pig-dog
bastard from the city to have arranged things competently.  Emperors did
not send stupid people out on vital missions.

When at last I rolled out of my cot and ambled towards the Aliso Gate,
rubbing the sleep out of my eyes, the sun was already a crimson ball drop-
ping rapidly towards the western horizon.  Red light painted the drab adobe
housefronts, glowed off the white-plastered façade of the council hall, clashed
with the long blue shadows in the alleys.  Long ago, I had found such colors
beautiful.  Now I just yawned.

Most of the drovers in town should have been propping each other up
on Tavern Street by that point, but a good crowd of  them was clustered
around the Aliso Gate when I arrived at the camel pen, which itself seemed
remarkably empty.  The camel proctor walked across to me with Beautiful
Boy hobbling behind, already saddled and loaded.  The proctor tossed the
lead-rope in my general direction.  �The Boy�s restless today,� he said.  �It was
all I could do to get your kit tied down.  Mind you, I don�t blame him.  You
should see what that bloody aristo has done to a string of  our poor camels.�

�You mean my client?  What�s he done?�
�See for yourself.  That�s what they�re all looking at�that high-and-fancy

has his own ideas about roughing it in the desert.  You�d think he was a
bloody prince at least!  Good luck, Raf, and try to bring the filthy buggers
back in one piece, for all our sakes.�  The proctor reached down to cut the
hobble and to whack Boy affectionately on the shinbone, and then he walked
off shaking his head.  Lead-rope in hand, Boy snorting behind me, I pushed
through the crowd.

Thirteen camels, which explained the relative emptiness of the pen.  Seven
wore high-piled loads under packsheets of some strange silvery fabric; five
wore unusual but quite recognizable saddles, and the last wore what I rea-
soned had to be a saddle too, though only because it was strapped to the
back of a riding camel.  Otherwise I might have taken it for a priceless bit of
furnishing from a lord�s reception room, or perhaps an outstandingly high-
class whorehouse�not ornate, but exquisitely made, severely elegant, light-
weight, strong.  Quality work from the center of  empire.  And I could see the
brilliance of the design as well, the contouring that would cradle a bottom
without tiring it, the padding that would support a back without chafing it,
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the adjustable canopy that would shield from the sun without sacrificing breadth
of vision.  I bet myself the artful contouring was shaped precisely to the
nether parts of  the emperor�s Right Hand.

I looked at the faces around me.  They were all slightly glazed by the
effort of  totting up in their heads the value of  Maddin�s baggage, and wistful
at the result.  Cutthroats, many of them, but I had no worries about theft or
ambush from that quarter.  Nobody in Shaldy needed to see the emperor�s
ring to become honest�even the dimmest would have noticed Maddin was
a citizen of Great Kranna.  And not even the greediest kicked-in-the-head
drover could have failed to profit by the example of Minoon, three days to
the north, a well-salted ash-strewn boneyard which had been an oasis until a
Kranna man got himself  murdered there a few years ago.  Maddin was
asking for trouble, but nobody would dare give it to him.  Especially not me.

cd

The procession trailed out of the Aliso Gate just after sunset, with me in
the lead.  I had guessed right�the whorehouse easy-chair was to comfort
Maddin�s gently nurtured bum.  Of  my five other charges, one was a body-
servant, one a cook, and the other three were large dangerous-looking indi-
viduals with a great deal of  weaponry stowed discreetly about their persons.
Attempts at conversation when I rode back past them, dressing the string,
were met with cold looks and very few words.  One other thing I noticed�
the three of them were all dark-haired and well-featured, and enough like
each other to pass for triplets, and you could be sure each of them had a tiny
black snake tattooed on the back of his neck under the root of the glossy
black braid.  Members of the Cobra Guard, I had no doubt; the elite fight-
ers, best of the best, raised like a threatening hood around the vile old snakehead
himself.  Which meant that Maddin had to be a member of the imperial
family, or under its direct protection.  It was perhaps lucky that my revenge
did not include trying to kill them.  Only partly to retain my perfect record, I
wanted everybody to get home alive.

cd
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Shaldy�s few lights dropped below the horizon at about the time the
moon rose, a thin silver smile on the face of  the emperor�s heaven.  At least,
I assumed heaven belonged to the emperor, since everything else seemed to.
Around us lay the desert, to which he was entirely welcome.  Myself, I was
born a town man, though the drovers in Shaldy would have hooted at the
thought and stood me a drink each for lying so entertainingly.  And yet it was
true, and I never left the streets of a town for the desert tracks without a pang
of bitter grievance.

That close to Shaldy, the drifting sands still covered ghosts of  the old
canal system and the dead fields, and the moonlight tumbled across a broken
surface of parallel rises and hollows; but by midnight we were crossing wil-
derness as featureless as the top of a well-polished table.  Just before dawn,
as we came in sight of  the first line of  hills, I rode Boy up beside Maddin�s
astonishing travel-saddle.  He turned an impassive face to mine.

�That�s where we�ll shelter during the heat,� I said, pointing to the hills.
�There�s a valley where I usually stop on the first morning, and it�s fairly
safe�just watch out for snakes and don�t turn over any rocks.  And tell your
men the same.�

�My staff  have been trained for this.  The emperor�s full resources are
behind me, Master Raf, including the efforts of the archivists and the college
of  the court.  We know what to do�as for you, just guide.�  He turned his
face away.

Over-confidence�the bane of  the beginner.  And yet, I found that he
was correct.  They did know what to do.  At the campsite, a shaded vale
bitten into the blackstone cliffs on the side away from the sun, they conjured
a neat row of silver tents and a lush breakfast out of the camels� loads in
something under a quarter hour.  They seemed aware of  all hazards.  When
they trotted off to relieve their bowels, they avoided the patches of sand
where vipers were likely to lurk, kept well clear of the unstable slope where
sudden rockfalls could crush the unwary, spotted a pitfall laid by the Dellic
mantrappers just as I was about to point it out to them, and ignored the
temptation of plump purple berries on the stay-forever bushes that dotted
the valley floor.  Nobody needed saving from himself, not even once.  When
they were safely back and quiet in their tents, I stepped over the rather clever
and innovative snake barrier set around Maddin�s tent, a large silver construc-
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tion equally as astonishing as his saddle, grimaced at the lone guardsman on
duty, and tugged at the flap.  Maddin�s voice bade me enter.

At least one camel must have been loaded entirely with cushions and
carpets.  Without asking, I flopped down beside Maddin and looked disap-
provingly at the wineflask.  �Out here,� I said, �you should drink only water.
The heat��

�I know,� he said, and took another long draft from his tankard, and
then added, �What I eat and drink is none of  your business.  What do you
want?�

�We�re on the Aliso road.  You said you�d tell me what you know that
hundreds of  seekers before you didn�t know.�

He looked bored, but he reached back to a copper box on a kind of
folding-table thing behind him and withdrew a linen-wrapped packet, which
he tossed across to me.  I began to fumble with the complicated fastenings.
�I�ll tell you when to open it,� he said, so I dropped it in my lap and waited.
Maddin was in no hurry�he poured himself some more of the golden
wine, though he did not offer me any.  �I�m sure you don�t honestly believe
that Caulin of  Aliso was a legend,� he began.  �I�m sure you know he was real
enough.  Two hundred and some years ago, in the time of  Emmis the Con-
queror, he was known as a great wizard, famed as far as the city-states for his
inventions�and they were inventions, by the way, not magic.  Magic is an
illusion for the lower orders to believe in�lords and emperors must be
more realistic.�

�Why yes,� I said.  �And there�s surely no magic about a dust that can
make a man immortal.�

�Don�t attempt to be witty,� he said.  �As for immortality, that�s not
proven.  How could it be?  But at the time of the conquest, Caulin was
known to be over a hundred and twenty years old, and he looked like a man
of  thirty, like yourself.  And he had taken a wife who was nearly a century
younger and was siring children by her, as well.  And it is known that every
day he drank a pinch of  dust of  his own concoction, mixed in a little water.
Life is the greatest treasure, Master Raf.  How could a conquering king let a
humble scholar keep a treasure like that to himself ?�

�A moment ago, you were calling him a great wizard.�
�Next to kings, all other men are humble.  Now I�ll tell you something
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you may not know.  After the city-states fell one by one into the hands of
Emmis First of Kranna, the new emperor of the world sent for Caulin to be
a wizard of the court.  He refused, though he should have been grateful for
the honor, and he refused to send even a spoonful of his dust to prolong the
mightiest life on earth.  The historians suppose he thought Aliso�s isolation
would protect him, but he was wrong.  Emmis sent an army after him, and
you know the result.�  He leaned across me to pick a honey-dripping cube of
preserved fruit off  a silver plate and took a civilized bite from the edge.  His
face did not suggest that I should help myself.

I kept my face neutral.  �You�re saying the war in the oases was all�all�
for the sake of Caulin and his dust?�

�I�m saying exactly that.  The emperor would have gotten around to the
oases eventually, perhaps, but he was already old, and he urgently needed
Caulin�s Dust.  The wizard should have come of  his own accord, or the
people of Aliso should have handed him over, and instead they chose to
resist.  And when they did ...�  He moved his shoulders dismissively and
nibbled again on his little jewel of fruit.

�From the stories I�ve heard,� I said carefully, �Emmis First�s army swept
in like a cloud of oversized locusts, killing and burning and destroying every-
thing in their path.  I don�t recall any story about them asking for Caulin to be
handed over.�

He looked mildly surprised.  �The Conqueror did not become the Con-
queror by bargaining with inferiors.  That would be like asking a bullock�s
permission before you slit its throat.  No, the oases were given the usual
treatment.�

�Ah,� I said, �then it would seem this was one war the Conqueror lost.�
Maddin�s face darkened.  �The oases were subdued.�
�The oases were smashed almost beyond recovery�but if the war was

on Caulin�s account, and he wasn�t captured, and his dust wasn�t found, then
clearly Emmis First of  Kranna lost the war.  So much for your great conquer-
ing emperor.  How long did he live after that?�

�I�ll overlook your lack of  tact,� Maddin said, �this time.  The wizard
was never found.  His wife and some brats were in the house in Aliso when
the army arrived, but she would not say where he had gone, nor where he
kept the dust.  It was assumed later that he was in the citadel or the market
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enclosure when Aliso was punished, but his body was never identified.�
�Not surprising,� I said.  �Hundreds of  corpses burned beyond recogni-

tion must have been difficult to sort out.�
�Caulin was the only prize the emperor wanted from Aliso,� Maddin

said sharply.  �If  he had made himself  known, he would have been spared
and taken to Kranna.  As for the rest, it was normal practice when a town
offended the emperor.�

I shut my eyes in memory, thinking of  Aliso, thinking as well of  the acre
or so of greasy ash and black bone in the market square in Minoon.  �Isn�t it
still?�

�Look in the packet,� he said, sounding impatient.
I opened my eyes and set grimly to undoing the knots tied in silken twine

around the wrapper of fine linen.  Inside were two polished wooden leaves
like the covers of a book, and between them was a single sheet of wheaten
paper.  I held it into the light from the open flap.  �Can you read it?� asked
Maddin.

�Not very well,� I lied, squinting at it ferociously to cover the shock of
my relief and pleasure.  This was astounding luck�there was no problem
now about steering Maddin in the right direction, no need to bring any of my
contingency plans to bear.  I remembered Sohn Klee, of  course, but I had
forgotten all about this document.

�It�s a copy of  a letter in Caulin�s own hand,� said Maddin, taking it back,
�addressed to a minor wizard, evidently a friend as well as a colleague, in one
of  the subject cities.  It seems the friend, Sohn Klee, was contemplating a
journey to Aliso�and among many jokes, Caulin tells him they will visit the
Nostril, and hopes the giant will not sneeze from the dust.�

�The Nostril?� I said, grinning.  �Sounds like a tavern.�
�You know better than that, Master Raf.  Keep quiet while I finish.  This

document was found five months ago, buried in the archives of  Sohn Klee�s
order, and it�s the reason the emperor sent me here in such haste.  What
Emmis First failed to find, Emmis Eighth is determined to have.  According
to our records, you�re reputed to know the hills east of  Aliso very well, better
than anyone.  I�ve told you what was in Caulin�s letter.  Forget about playing
the fool�I can see you�ve worked it out.�

I held my breath for a moment or two and sighed as if  surrendering.
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�Of  course I�ve worked it out.  For a desert simpleton, I�m not so slow.
Hundreds of seekers have spent two centuries turning Aliso upside-down,
but the dust was never in Aliso, isn�t that right?�

�Carry on.�
�I�ve done a lot of  exploring the area around the ruins.  A half-day�s

journey beyond the town, in the second range of hills, one of the higher
peaks has the look of  a giant�s head from certain angles.  I�ve heard the Dellics
even call it the Giant.  Perhaps that�s the place Caulin meant.  As far as I
remember, there might even be a cave high up the mountainside in about the
right place for a giant to breathe through�or sneeze through.  But you knew
that, didn�t you?�

�We have some very old reports in the archives, yes.  But we don�t know
where the peak is, and time is too short for a long search.  The emperor is
nearly seventy and fears he is dying.  So you will take me to the Giant, and if
the dust is there, your fee will be trebled.�

�What if the dust isn�t there?�
He shrugged.  �Have some faith, Master Raf.  Our information is good.

Now I wish to rest�here, have one of  these on your way out.�  Belatedly, he
held out the plate of honeyed fruit.  I took two and left him.

cd

Maybe it was the near-indigestible bit of fruit that brought the dream of
the green place back after so long�or maybe not.  Maybe, given the circum-
stances, I was just ripe to dream it again.

In the dream-place, nothing had changed.  It was as crushingly green as
ever, as thickly overgrown, the same vapor hung over massed crimson wild-
flowers and rolled along the surface of  knife-edged reeds.  Every few steps
the bones in the undergrowth would catch at my feet, but I knew they were
not suitable�it was flesh that was needed, and the flesh of these poor sods
had been devoured down to the white by worms and carrion beetles.  But
the lord of the city was a different matter�he had coughed his innards into
a silver bowl quite early on, when the hands were still there to case him in gold
and sit him in a stone-lined mortuus with his fathers.  That is where I would
find the flesh.  The green-shrouded tower of the mortuus loomed above the
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vapors ahead of me ...
I awoke smiling.  And I lay awake for some time afterwards, counting

back, trying to remember just how long it had been since the green place first
entered my dreams.

cd

The desert is not all that dangerous if  you know what you�re doing, and
I had lots of experience�about five times more than any other man alive.
Over the next three nights we saw two expeditions plodding dejectedly back
towards Shaldy, and the desiccated remains of  another which had clearly
wandered around for a while before dropping dead.  We passed them all by
without comment.  In the middle of the fifth night, we rode through the hills
to the west of Aliso and saw the ruins of the town spread out before us,
backed by the massive ranks of  the eastern ranges.

The moon was still up and chequered the rubble of Aliso with strange
patches of pale light, which did nothing to soften the bleakness of the place.
The sight of  the tumbled houses and the little citadel�s fire-blackened walls
had not bothered me much for at least a century, but this time I had some
trouble controlling my face as I gazed down at them.  Fortunately Maddin
was looking around with what I took to be professional appreciation as the
camels padded down the lip of the basin.

�Do you happen to know,� he asked, �which was Caulin�s house?�
�Near the center,� I said, keeping my voice level.  �But if  you want to see

it, you�ll have to be quick.  I want to reach the Giant before we camp, and
dawn�s in about four hours.�  I rode on, trusting him to follow.

Aliso had been a pretty and well-favored little place, broader in the streets
and blessed with more gardens than the nearby oasis towns.  There was room
for Boy and Maddin�s camel to proceed side by side down what had once
been a minor thoroughfare leading to the gem of the little citadel, an avenue
which I dimly remembered as lined with flowering trees in those happier
times.  Now nothing grew there but thorny scrub, and I saw a snake slide off
the altar of a roofless shrine in the public garden, and foxes slinking in the
courtyards.  I turned aside at the shattered stumps of  a gateway in the next
stretch of street.
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�Here�s Caulin�s house,� I said.  �Be careful of  all the little holes.  It�s a
favorite place for the punters to dig.�  Maddin dismounted and drifted be-
tween the broken gateposts, but I stayed on Boy�s back and did my best to
control my breathing.  I had not been in Aliso when Emmis First�s army
swept in.  I had actually been in the eastern hills, on my way home from the
Giant, when a wrong bit of sky reddened, far too early for the dawn.  Of
course I had been into the courtyard many times since, indeed I had cheerfully
dug many fruitless pits into my family�s floors on behalf  of  hopeful idiots
over the last two centuries.  But now all I could think of  was my first sight of
it after the Kranna army left, four charred bodies still lashed to the same
blackened herm in the middle of  the garden.  I had no wish to visit my ghosts
in this company.

�To think,� Maddin said as he climbed aboard his saddle again, �that the
wizard turned down the court of Kranna to stay in that sad little hole.�

�I�m sure it wasn�t such a sad little hole before your army got through
with it.�

Maddin�s grunt sounded distinctly contemptuous.  He hardly glanced at
the citadel as we passed it, though a thousand flaming phantoms shrieked in
my ears.

cd

�Yes, I�m sure,� I said.
�It doesn�t look like a giant head to me.�
�We�re seeing it from the south, Maddin.  The illusion is better from the

north.  And there�s a cave, all right�look about midway up and you should
spot it.�

Maddin squinted up past the edge of  his canopy.  The sun was already
higher than was safe without shelter, but only the cook and body-servant
were busy pulling camp-things from the loads.  The Cobra guardsmen were
clustered around us on their camels, and I could see they were scanning for
danger with calm efficiency as Maddin searched for the cave.  We had seen a
party of  Dellics from a distance a couple of  hours ago, but I suppose they
recognized Boy among the crowd and sheered off.  I was grateful for that�
they had protected the Giant for me for a good long time, and I did not want
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them hurt in the endgame.
�I see it.  We�ll go up now.�
�We should wait for sundown��
�We�ll go up now.�
The mountainside bulged out under the Nostril in a kind of monstrous

chin, approached by an awkward series of scree slopes and fields of knife-
edged black boulders.  There was a path, well hidden, which I arranged to
discover by artful accident somewhat before our shoes were cut to ribbons
by the sharp rocks.

Ahead of us the cavemouth grew larger, tucked under the swelling over-
hang of  the Giant�s nose.  Despite the beating sun, Maddin climbed with ease
and energy, slipping only twice in the path my feet had polished over the
years.  I had no trouble keeping in the lead, though�vengefulness is a great
tonic.  I paused once to look far down to the foot of the slope, where the
servants and one guardsman were setting up camp in the shade of  huge
tumbled boulders.  In his eagerness, Maddin trod on my heels.

Typically, Maddin�s minions had flint and torches in their packs.  They
could have spared themselves the trouble.  The workroom was just inside the
mouth of the cave, sunlit from the door and from a broad natural crevasse
cutting up through the rock of the roof.  I stood by to let Maddin pass
through first.

Everything was as I left it a few days before, when I returned to Shaldy.
A table and two chairs, two bedframes against one wall, an array of books
and charts and little crocks with unreadable labels, all well preserved by the
dry desert air.  Not much dust nor many cobwebs, just a thin drifting of  sand
across the rocky floor.  No footprints, though�I always took care to cover
my tracks.  In one alcove, a small cooking hearth.  In another alcove�an aged
close-weave sack of the sort that usually held unmilled grain, about half-full
and tied at the top with a bit of  twine.  Maddin spotted it immediately.

He strolled across the workroom, glancing back at me once.  Somehow,
the two guardsmen were right behind me a moment later, and something
ominously knife-like pricked into my back.  I took it as an invitation to join
Maddin at the sack.  He had the twine undone by the time I reached him and
was rolling the sides of the sack down to the level of the contents�plain
grayish dust.
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�Well, fancy that,� I said lightly, �and after all these years.  Do I get my
triple pay now?�

When Maddin looked up at me, he was smiling.  The effect was unpleas-
ant.  He rose gracefully to his feet.  �You�ll get your reward,� he said, �when
you lead us to Caulin�s Dust.�

The knife pricked my back again.  �Am I missing something?� I asked.
�This must be the Nostril, and there�s a sack of  dust.  What more do you
want?�

�I want the real thing.  We found this far too easily, Master Raf�you
should have tossed a few obstacles in our way.  What�s in it?  Poison?  Glass
powder?  Something to send us all mad?�

�How should I know?  I�m just a guide.�
�Yes, and a very experienced one.  How long have you been guiding,

Master Raf?�  I frowned and made as if  to count on my fingers, but he hit
me a hard blow on the side of  the head and kept talking.  �Master Dene, I
should say.  Or Master Olof, or Master Lain, or Master Zaffe, or any of  the
other names you�ve taken since you shed the one you were born with.�  He
waited a beat, then added, �Where is the dust, Master Caulin?�

I gaped at him for a moment, then shut my mouth and examined the
ceiling.  Maddin laughed softly and wandered across the room to shuffle
through the dry leaves of paper on the table.

�You were in our records the whole time, if  only we�d known what to
look for,� he said.  �It was always assumed you were dead; but I told the
archivists to assume you were alive and see what they could find.  And you
made it easy for us�you should have allowed yourself to lose a client now
and then, just to break the pattern.  They were able to trace your career back
to the time of Emmis Third, now in one oasis, now in another, with a few
gaps here and there to dim the memories of these short-lived people.  But
our records have a very long memory indeed.�

I looked at him at last, saw he was still smiling, and decided to grin right
back.  �You wouldn�t believe me if  I denied it, would you?�

�No, wizard, I would not.�
�Then I won�t bother.  What now?�
�Well�if  I thought I could trust you, I would offer you a place in my

court.�
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�Your court?�
�My court.  Your dust is for me, wizard.  No heir of  empire wants his

father to live forever.  But I don�t think I can trust you, and I do think we can
find the dust now without your help, and find our own way back.  And I also
think you�ve lived quite long enough.�  He nodded to the guardsmen behind
me.

All this was terribly predictable, and I had thought through the contin-
gency plans a thousand times.  I was already flinging myself  in the right direc-
tion when the guardsman�s knife jabbed forward, so it did no more than tear
my back.  Holding my breath, I seized the sack and heaved it over my shoul-
der�somebody behind me grunted.  I dived for the hole in the wall, the one
the sack had hidden, and was scrambling up the rough chute through the rock
by the time a sneezing guardsman wriggled through after me.  I kicked a
certain point on the side of the chute as I climbed past it, and my carefully
arranged rockfall thundered down behind me.  When I reached the shad-
owed ledge looking down into the workroom, the dust from the sack was
floating in the shafts of sunlight well below me, and the crown prince was still
sneezing.  The guardsman was doing the same, while also trying to tug his
colleague by the legs out of the hole in the wall.  He was not making much
progress.  I said goodbye to my perfect record.

�Leave him,� said Maddin, wiping his streaming eyes.  �If  he�s not dead
now, he will be soon, and that damned wizard must be dead as well.  And
about time, too.  Just look for the dust.�

I settled myself comfortably for a long wait, but the guardsman was
clever enough to search behind the cooking hearth almost at the first.  Out
came the iron box and the tiny measuring spoon, and a heartbeat later Maddin
was examining the contents, even taking a deep sniff above the open lid.
Then he dipped his finger in the dust and licked it clean.

And thus, after two hundred years, my father�s vengeance was finally set
in motion.

cd

I did not wait to see them off  the premises.  While they were still collect-
ing a pile of useless papers for the archivists of Great Kranna to pore over in
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the dying days of empire, I crawled back to the upper chamber to retrieve
my father�s journal and tuck it into my shirt beside the precious flask of
Caulin�s Dust, and set off  climbing the upper chute.  An hour later, when I
reached the surface, I looked far down towards the row of silver tents,
where the tiny figure of Maddin was just striding past the camels ahead of
the laden guardsman.

He was a dead man now, Maddin, though it would take a while for him
to become dangerous and then for the signs to show�long enough for him
to get safely back to the center of empire.  By the time he began coughing his
lungs out and bleeding from every pore, enough people would have breathed
his air to get the plague nicely started in the court of the emperor; and there
was sufficient dust in the iron box anyway to infect half of Great Kranna.

There was a pleasant irony as well.  Long ago, after I brought the flesh of
a dead lord back from a green ruin far to the south, my father labored for
twenty years to perfect his final invention.  Many dead goats later, he re-
moved his mask and breathed deeply�he was tired of living, he said, and he
really needed to test the effect on a human body.  But after he died, there was
something he needed me to do.

So I did.  Caulin�s own dust was mingled with the other in the box.  My
father would deliver his vengeance in person to the court of Great Kranna.
And since my task was now done, and I was a little tired of life myself, I
emptied the flask into the wind before I set off down the other side of the
mountain.
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Guth Bandar skirted the fighting around the temple of the war god,
took a right turn off  the processional way, and descended the cramped,
winding street that connected the acropolis with the cattle market.  He ig-
nored the shrieks around him and the whiff of acrid smoke stealing up from
the lower town, where the invaders were firing houses they had already looted.

After a few paces he found the narrow alley and stepped into its dark
confines.  The passage led to the blank stone wall of  a substantial house
where a man in the robes of a prosperous merchant was scraping a hole
beneath the masonry.  Beside him was a leaden coffer.  As Bandar squeezed
past, the man finished digging.  He opened the box long enough to strip rings
from his hands and a chain from his neck and place them within.  Polished
gold and the glint of gems gleamed in the dim light; then the lid snapped shut.

Bandar paid no heed.  The merchant was always here at this point in the
cycle.  In a moment he would scuttle back to the street, there to be caught by
a clutch of soldiers, iron swords out and bronze corselets crimson with blood
and wine.  They would torture the merchant with practiced skill until he led
them, weeping and limping, back to the buried hoard.  Then they would cut
his throat and throw him on the rubbish heaped against the wall at the alley�s
end.

Now the man stood and turned to go.  He passed Bandar as if  he were
not there, which from the merchant�s point of  view, he was not.  Bandar
continued to chant the nine descending tones, followed by three rising notes,
which insulated him from the man�s perceptions as it did from those of  all
the idiomatic entities intrinsic to this Event.

The chant was called a thran, one of several dozen specific combinations
of  sounds which enabled scholars of  the Institute of  Historical Inquiry, where
Bandar was apprenticed, to sojourn among the multitude of archetypal Events,
Landscapes, and Situations which constituted the human noösphere�what
the laity called the collective unconscious�of Old Earth.

Still chanting, Bandar climbed the stinking heap at the end of  the alley.  At
its apex would lie a large amphora with a fractured handle.  He would seize
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the amphora, prop it against the wall, then mount and scramble atop the
barrier.  There he would chant a new thran, opening the gate to the next-to-
last stage of  the test: a Landscape preserving an antique time when the world
was mostly forest.

The apprentice had already made his way by rocket-tube and teeming
public slideways across the world-girdling City of a hyperindustrialized glo-
bal state that flourished and faded eons before, taken a short detour through
an insidious alien invasion�it had failed�and traversed a rift valley where
early human variants competed to determine whose gene pools would dry to
dust in the evolutionary sun.  Now a walk in the forest and a segue into one
of the Blessed Isles would see his quest completed.

But when he reached the top of  the refuse heap, instead of  the great urn
he found it smashed to fragments.  That ought to have been impossible,
Bandar knew; nothing changed in the noösphere.  Events and Situations re-
peated themselves exactly and eternally.

There was only one possible explanation: Didrick Gabbris had already
passed this way, climbed on the amphora, and departed.  But before doing
so he had contrived to destroy the vital stepping stone.

Frantic, Bandar scoured the area, digging through the rubbish in hope of
finding something of sufficient size and sturdiness to take his weight.  But if
there had been anything useful, Gabbris had removed it.

Bandar was left with three choices.  His first option was to search the city
and bring back something else to climb on.  But his insulation from the
idiomats� perceptions would not extend to a substantial object that was inher-
ent to the Location.  And the longer he interacted closely with the substance
of  the Location, the more risk that the thran�s effect would weaken and he
might be perceived.

Suppose some brutal soldier, startled as a chair was borne along by a
vague, misty figure, thrust his spear into the mist.  Bandar�s corpse would
thence forward be a permanent feature of  the Sack of  the City.  His tutors
had warned of  the risks of  �dying� in an Event.  The sojourner�s conscious-
ness became bound to the Location, reforming as one of  the idiomatic enti-
ties and forever �living� and �dying� as the cycle played out endlessly.

His corporeal body, seated cross-legged on a pad in the examinations
room at the Institute, would remain comatose.  It would be transferred to the
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infirmary, bedded and intubated, and consigned to a slow decline.
Bandar�s second option was to find an out-of-the-way corner and re-

main there until the Event concluded and began anew.  Then, when he came
back to the rubbish heap, the amphora would be waiting for him.  But that
would take time�too much time, even though durations in the noösphere
did not run at the same speed as in the phenomenal world.

Different sites had their own internal clocks.  This Event ran far slower
than reality; the few hours in which he waited out the cycle would be almost
a day in the examination room.  Bandar would be the last apprentice to
complete the quest; he could abandon all hope of winning the Colquhoon
Bursary and being admitted to the advanced collegia.

Which was exactly why Didrick Gabbris had smashed the urn.  Gabbris
would win the bursary.  Gabbris would scale the academic heights, while
Guth Bandar slunk back to his family�s commerciant firm, to spend his life
buying and selling and fretting over the margins between the two.

His third option was no help: he could intone a specific thran and a ripple
would appear in the virtual air.  He would step through the emergency exit
and instantly plunge back into his own seated body.  He might complain to
the Institute�s provost about Gabbris�s perfidy, but by the time a board could
be convened to investigate, the Event would have recycled and all evidence
of the crime would have disappeared.

Glumly, Bandar weighed his options and decided to risk searching for a
step-up.  But as he started down the pile of  refuse there was a commotion at
the mouth of the alley and three soldiers appeared, pushing the merchant
before them.  They watched as he knelt and dug up the box, amid coarse
jokes and pokes with a sword at the man�s plump buttocks.

There was nothing Bandar could do.  The way was too narrow for him
to pass, even unseen.  He must sit on the rubbish heap and sing the thran,
waiting while the soldiers gloated over the treasure, argued over its division,
then cut the merchant�s throat and finally departed.

There would be no time to find something to step on.  Sadly Bandar
waited for the blood to spurt and the soldiers to leave.  He would open a
gate and return to the examination room.  Perhaps his story would be be-
lieved and he would be given a make-up exam.  But that was a faint hope; he
could imagine the conversation.
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Bandar would say, �I accuse Didrick Gabbris of  malfeasance in the mat-
ter of the amphora.�

Gabbris would not deign to sully a glance by directing it at Bandar.  He
would elevate his nose and say, �Words without substance fleetly fly but sel-
dom stick.  Bring forth your evidence.�

�I have none but my character.�
�Your character is a subjective quality.  You perhaps measure it as large

and splendorous, while others might call it mean and marred by envy.�
�This is injustice!�
�Again, a subjective concept, while blunt facts resist manipulation.  Failure

must find no favor.�
Senior Tutor Eldred would tug at his sparse side whiskers and make his

disposition.  He would be swayed by the force of  Gabbris�s views.  Bandar�s
would seem the squeakings of some timorous creature.

The pathetic scene at the foot of the refuse heap was nearing its conclu-
sion.  The merchant said, as always, �There, you have taken all that I valued.�

One of the soldiers drew a dirk.  �Not quite all.�
The merchant trembled.  �My life is of no worth to you.  Though you

take it from me you cannot carry it away with you.�
�Yet we are inclined to be thorough,� said the invader.
Bandar waited.  He thought of some of the Locations he had visited

during his years at the Institute, the places he would miss.  It was then, as he
said goodbye to some of his favorites, that it occurred to him that he had a
fourth option.

The Institute had issued the examination candidates a partial map of the
noösphere, showing only the Locations they would need to navigate the test
course.  The full chart of  humanity�s collective unconscious was an intricately
convoluted sphere, complexity upon complexity.  It was the work of  thou-
sands of years of exploration by noönauts, many of whom had been ab-
sorbed by perils lurking in dark corners of  the Commons.

Bandar did not have such a map.  A noönaut could take on his journey
only what he could hold in his memory, and to encompass the schematic
representation of an organic realm that had been evolving for eons was itself
a work of  years.

But there was a physical representation of the full map in the communal
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study chamber and Bandar had spent many hours gazing into its labyrinthine
depths.  He could not reify it fully like a master, so that it would appear to
hang in the air before him, twisting and rotating to display its maze of lines
and spheres.  But he could recall large parts of  it, all of  the major Landscapes,
most of the first-order Situations, and more than a few of the significant
Events.

The more he thought of  it, the clearer grew his recollection of  the map.
He saw connections and linkages from this Event to a Landscape and from
there to a Location from which he knew three paths radiated.  In his mind�s
eye he could plot a route that would let him navigate to the test�s final Loca-
tion, a prototypical island paradise, where Eldred waited for the candidates
to arrive.

It was just possible that Bandar could indeed find his way home.  Better
yet, he was fairly sure that some of the sites through which he would travel
had advantageous temporal dimensions: the alternate route, though it required
more steps, might actually be traversed in less objective time than the course
the tutors had set.

The merchant had gurgled out his last bloody breath.  The alley lay empty.
Bandar made up his mind to try the long way home.  Perhaps his resourceful-
ness would so impress the examiners that they would overlook his failure to
follow the prescribed course.  At the worst, if hopelessly stuck, he could exit
through an emergency gate.

He risks nothing who has lost all, he told himself.  Singing the thran, he
returned to the processional way and followed it past the burning royal pal-
ace to the city�s shattered gates.  Dead defenders were piled high, and he had
to climb a rampart of bodies to reach the wooden bridge that spanned the
canal.

A little beyond was a stand of  date trees.  A single attacker, pinned to a
trunk by an arrow through his shoulder, weakly struggled to work the head
free of the wood.  His eyes widened when Bandar ceased intoning the insu-
lating thran and suddenly appeared before him.

�Have you come to help me?� the soldier said, indicating the shaft through
his flesh.  �You do not resemble the god I prayed to.�

�No,� said Bandar.  It was unwise to feel emotions, critical or supportive,
in response to the idiomatic entities.  They were not, after all, real people; they
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were more like characters in stories, no more than a collection of necessary
attributes.  The wounded soldier was probably a version of  Unrequited Faith;
to pull the arrow free would contradict his role in the Event and could cause
the entity to act disharmoniously.

Bandar faced the space between two of the date palms and sang five
notes.  A wavering vertical fissure divided the air.  He stepped through.

cd

A gust of wind threw stinging sleet into his face.  He was in a world of
black and white and gray, standing on glacial scree that sloped down from a
bare ridge above and behind him.  The closest thing to color was the dark
blue of mountains whose lower slopes were visible beyond the ridge until
they rose to disappear above the leaden overcast from which the sleet was
flying.  If  the wet clouds dispersed they would reveal no peaks; the tops of
the mountains were buried in unbroken ice all the way to the pole.

Downslope, a cold, wet plain of lichen and coarse grass extended to a
line of horizon that was largely invisible behind the showers of freezing rain.
Far out he saw a mass of reindeer and the humped shapes of mammoths,
identifiable by their peculiar bobbing gait.  Closer, a ring of musk oxen turned
curved horns toward a short-muzzled bear that circled the herd on long legs.

Good, thought Bandar.  He recognized the scene.  He had visited this
Location before though not at these precise coordinates.  Still, the connecting
node that would admit him to the next site was near, in a narrow cave set
back from a ledge that must be farther up the ridge.  He strove to remember
how the view before him had looked from that previous vantage.  He had
definitely been higher up and somewhere off to his right.

The experienced noönaut developed a feel for these things.  Though he
could not call himself  experienced, Bandar could perform the exercise that
enhanced his sense of direction.  After a moment, he experienced a tiny
inclination to go to his right.  He let his will yield to it, and the predilection
grew stronger.

That�s that, he told himself  and turned in the direction.  A motion from
the corner of his eye caught his attention.  The snub-faced bear was loping
toward him across the flatland, broad paws flicking up spray from the wet
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lichen.  It was almost to the bottom of the slope.
Bandar swiftly sang the thran of nine and three notes which had seques-

tered him in the sacked city.  The bear�s pace did not slacken, and its small
black eyes remained fixed upon him.  Quickly, the noönaut intoned the seven
and four, the second most common insulating thran.

The bear reached the base of  the scree and began to climb.  He could see
its condensed breath smoking from its gaping mouth, its lolling tongue bright
pink against its brown fur.

There were three other thrans Bandar could try.  He suspected now that
the oldest and simplest of  them, the four and two, would insulate him from
the idiomatic bear�s perceptions.  But if  he was wrong, there would not be
time to determine which of  the other two would work.  The bear had in-
creased its speed, ears flattened against its broad head.  It would be on him in
seconds.

Bandar sang five tones, and the air rippled behind him.  He flung himself
through the gap and tumbled to the ground in the date grove.  The Event
was still unwinding and the wounded soldier remained pinned to his tree.
The man blinked at him, but Bandar counted slowly to ten, then sang the five
tones once more.  He stepped through the fissure.

As he had expected, much more time had passed in the ice world, and it
had recycled.  The Landscape was as it had been the first time he had stood
on the slope, the bear stalking the musk oxen out on the plain.  Bandar saw it
become aware of  him, saw it turn toward him and take its first step.  He sang
the four and two; instantly the predator turned back to the herd.

Chanting the tones, the noönaut faced about and began to climb.  The
loose gravel rattled out from under each footstep, so that he slid back half  a
step for each one he took.  The icy rain assaulted the weather side of his face
and neck, and his extremities were numb.  Bandar paused and, continuing the
thran, applied another of  the adept�s exercises: thick garments grew to re-
place the nondescript garb in which he had imagined himself when he en-
tered the noösphere.  Warm mittens and heavy boots covered his hands and
feet, and a fur lined hood encased his head.  For good measure, he imagined
himself a staff.  The climbing went better after that.

The top of  the ridge was broad and only slightly curved.  He made good
time with the wind at his back, and within a few minutes he saw the ledge
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jutting out of the scree.  But when he scrabbled down from the ridgetop he
was surprised to find several fissures and cracks in the rock.

He turned and looked out at the plain again.  He was sure this was the
spot his tutor had brought them to, but the class had been warned not to
venture out of  the recess, presumably because of  the bear.  They had only
looked out through the narrow opening, to fix the scene in memory, then
attended as the tutor had revealed the two nodes and sung the thran that
activated both.

Bandar looked into the first fissure and rejected it as too scant in both
width and height.  The second was no better.  The third looked promising,
however.  The opening was the right height, and the darkness beyond prom-
ised that the cave was also deep enough.  Throwing back his hood, he stepped
within.

The gates would be to his right, and Bandar turned that way.  Thus he did
not at first notice the bulky shape squatting in the rear of the cavern holding
her sausage-fingered hands to the tiny warmth of  a grease lamp burning in
the severed cranium of  a cave bear�s skull.  He drew breath to sing the four
and two but before a sound could emerge, a noose of plaited rawhide
dropped over his head and constricted his throat.

cd

The Commons was the distillation of all human experience, everything
that had ever been important to humankind, individually or collectively, since
the dawntime.  It was the composite memory of the species, the realm of the
archetypes.  Some were of  great moments, battles and disasters; some were
the small but vital elements of  a full life, the loss of  virginity, the birth of  a
child; some were simply landscapes�deserts, sea coasts, lush valleys, ice age
barrens�against which generation upon generation of humans had mea-
sured their existence.

The elements of  the noösphere were formed by aggregation.  An event
happened, and the person to whom it happened remembered it.  That indi-
vidual memory was the smallest particle of the noösphere, called by scholars
an engrammatic cell.  On its own, a single cell drifted away on the currents of
the Commons and was lost.
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But when the same event�or even closely similar events�happened to
a multitude, the individual cells were so alike that they cohered and joined,
drawing vitality from each other and forming a corpuscle.  As a corpuscle
grew it became more potent, more active, even to the extent of absorbing
other similar corpuscles.  Enough such adhesions and corpuscles aggregated
into archetypal entities, permanent features of  the collective unconscious.  They
took up specific Locations in the Commons.

Events, Situations, and Landscapes were not precise nor accurate records.
Rather they were composite impressions of what similar happenings had
meant to those to whom they happened.  They included every horrid crime
and tragic defeat, every joy and triumph of the human experience, real or
imagined, each distilled to its essence and compounded.

And all of those essential Events, Situations, and Landscapes were peopled
by appropriate idiomatic entities, like the mammoths on the sleet-swept plain,
the tortured merchant in the burning city, and the immensely fat female cave
dweller whose piglike eyes now regarded Guth Bandar from the rear of the
cave, while whoever was behind him jerked the noose, leaving him dancing
on tip-toe, struggling to breathe.

cd

The fat one grunted something, and another figure appeared from be-
hind her bulk.  This one was as lean and dried as the rawhide that constricted
Bandar�s throat, with a face that was collapsed in on itself  and wrinkled up
like dried fruit, framed by thin white hair clotted together by rancid oils.  She
poked a wisp of wool into the grease lamp to make a second wick, then
lifted the skullcap and crossed the cave to hold it before Bandar�s face.

She peered at him from rheumy eyes, toothless gums working and lips
smacking loudly.  Then the hand that was not encumbered by the lamp reached
under his parka and worked its way into his leggings.  She seized parts of
Bandar that he would have rather she had left untouched, weighing them in
her dry, hard palm.  Then she made a noise in her throat that expressed
disappointment coupled to resignation and spoke to the unseen strangler
behind him.
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�Ready him.�
The noose about his throat loosened, but before Bandar could gain enough

breath to sing the thran, a hood of grimy leather descended over his head.
The noose was slipped up over the ill-smelling hide until it came level with his
mouth.  Then it was cinched tight again, gagging him.  He tried to intone the
thran but could not produce enough volume.  Meanwhile, his hands were
bound together behind him.

There were eye holes in the hood and a slit where his nose protruded,
allowing him to breathe.  He felt a weight on his head and realized that the
headgear supported a pair of  antlers.

The strong one who had held him from behind now stepped into view,
and he saw that she too was female, though young and muscular, with a mane
of  tawny hair and a face that mingled beauty with brute power.

She moved lithely to hitch a hide curtain to a wooden frame around the
cave�s mouth, closing out the light and the cold air that flowed in like liquid
from the tundra.  The old one was dipping more wicks of what was prob-
ably mammoth wool into the grease lamp, creating a yellowy glow on the
walls while the fat one began to strip off  her furs and leathers.

It was an ancient maxim at the Institute that a little learning made a peril-
ous possession.  Bandar realized that aphorism defined his predicament.  He
had been brought to this Location once before, but barely long enough to fix
the place in his memory.  He had misjudged its category.

When they had briefly visited an adjacent cave, the tutor�s sole concern
had been to display the nodes that coincided there.  He had not explained the
Location�s nature, and when Bandar had looked out at the tundra he had
thought that they were briefly passing through a mere Landscape; instead, it
was now clear that this was a Situation.

In the dawntime, there had been an archetypal tale of three women�
one young, one old, one in the prime of life�living in some remote spot.
Questers came to them, seeking wisdom and always paying an uncomfort-
able price.  In later ages the Situation had evolved into bawdy jokes about
farmers� daughters or poetic tropes about dancing graces.  But here was the
raw base, rooted deep in humankind�s darkest earth.  Bandar had no doubt
that the final outcome of this Situation, as with so many others, was blood
and death.
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The grease fire was warming the cave as the crone and the girl efficiently
rendered Bandar naked.  The matron, now also uncovered, grunted and
sprawled back on the pile of furs, giving Bandar more than an inkling of the
first installment of  the price he must pay.

The young one took a gobbet of  the grease that fed the lamp and warmed
it between her hands before applying it to the part of Bandar that the crone
had weighed and found merely adequate.  Despite Bandar�s disinclination to
participate, her ministrations began to have an effect.

Bandar realized that he was in danger of being pulled into this Situation,
deeply and perhaps irrevocably.  The longer one stayed in a particular place
and interacted with its elements, the more its �reality� grew and the more
integrated with it the sojourner could become.  The speed of the effect was
heightened if the noönaut abstained from intoning thrans or if he adopted a
passive attitude.

The old hag was shaking a bone rattle and grunting a salacious chant
about a stag and a doe.  Meanwhile, the young one had finished greasing him
and was surveying the result with a critical eye.  Bandar looked down and saw
that his virtual body was behaving as if it were real flesh.  It was a worrisome
sign.

Act, do not react was the rule in such a predicament.  But outnumbered,
bound, and gagged, he had few options for setting the agenda.  He mentally
cast about for inspiration and found it in the expression on the face of the
youngest of  the three cave dwellers.  She was regarding what was now Bandar�s
most prominent feature in a manner that more than hinted at disappoint-
ment.

Her look gave the noönaut a desperate idea: if it was possible to grow
winter clothing and to create a staff from nothing, might he likewise be able
to change the proportions of his own shape?.  His tutors had never spoken
of  such a thing, but necessity was a sharp spur.  If  it was possible for Bandar
to increase the dimensions of his most intimate equipment, he might improve
his position.

While the young one reapplied herself to his lubrication, Bandar em-
ployed the adept�s exercises that had protected him against sleet and slippery
footing, although now with a more personal focus.  After a few moments he
heard the rattle and chant stop.  The crone was staring, open mouthed, and
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the tawny haired one was blinking with surprise.  Bandar looked down and
saw that his efforts had been more successful than intended.  What had be-
fore been merely presentable was now grown prodigious.

�That will need more grease,� the old woman cackled.  The young one
agreed and scooped up a double handful.

When he was thoroughly lubricated, they manhandled him over to where
the fat one lay in expectation.  He was forced first to kneel between her
enormous splayed thighs, then to lie prone upon the mountainous belly.  The
crone took hold of his new-grown immensity and guided him until connec-
tions were established, which brought first a grunt of surprise from the ma-
tron, then other noises as the young one placed a cold, calloused foot on
Bandar�s buttocks and rhythmically impelled him to his labors.

The woman beneath him began to thrash about, making sounds that put
Bandar in mind of  a large musical owl.  For his part, he concentrated on
mental exercises that placed a certain distance between his awareness and his
virtual body, lest he become too involved in the activity and find himself  on
a slippery slope into full absorption.

Seize the process or be seized by it, he remembered a tutor saying.  The Com-
mons was an arena rife with conflict, where will was paramount.  To control
his place in a Location, the uninsulated noönaut must be the dominant actor,
not one of the supporting cast.  How can I amplify my impact? he asked himself,
rejecting any further increase in size�he might damage the matron.

The idea, when it came, seemed unlikely to succeed.  Still, he had heard
that women could grow fond of certain devices used for intimate achieve-
ments.  Bandar summoned his conviction and focused his attention on effect-
ing the change.  Within seconds a new sound rose above the matron�s musical
hoots: a deep thrumming and throbbing which he could clearly hear despite
the fact that its source was buried in the mounds of flesh beneath him.

The matron now began to issue throaty moans with a counterpoint of
high-pitched keening.  She thrashed about with an energy that might have
propelled Bandar from her if the young one hadn�t continued to press down
with her pumping foot.  At last the heaves and flings culminated in a final
paroxysm, and Bandar heard a long and satiated sigh, followed almost at
once by a rumbling snore.

Immediately, the other two hauled the noönaut from the matron�s crev-
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ice and flung him down on his back, the vibrating immensity buzzing and
humming above his belly.  There was a brief  tussle between youth and old
age, quickly decided by the former�s strength despite the latter�s viciousness
and guile.

The tawny haired woman straddled Bandar and seized his conspicuous
attribute.  As she lowered herself onto it her, eyes and mouth widened and
tremors afflicted her belly and the long muscles of  her thighs.  Then she
leaned forward, placed her palms on his shoulders, and set to work.

Bandar saw the crone peering over the young one�s shoulder with an
expression that sent a chill of apprehension through him.  Ritual slaughter
might not be the worst fate he would suffer.  He resolved to exert himself.

He reasoned that the same exercises that had enlarged some parts of him
must make others shrink.  While the young female lathered herself to a fine
foaming frenzy above him, Bandar focused his attention on his still bound
hands.  In a moment he felt them dwindle until they were the size of  a doll�s.
The rawhide thongs slipped off.

The young woman was quicker to reach the heights than her older cavemate
but stayed there longer.  Bandar bided his time.  Finally, she emitted a long
and thoughtful moan and collapsed onto the noönaut�s chest.  The old woman
wasted no time but avidly seized the incumbent at hip and shoulder and
rolled her free of  Bandar.  She stepped over him and prepared to impale
herself.

Bandar bent himself  at knee and hip to put his feet in the crone�s belly,
then launched her up and away.  As she squawked in pain and outrage, he
sprang to his feet and made straight for the hide that hid the exit.

His tiny hands gave him trouble, but when a glance behind showed his
two conquests sitting up and the hag reaching for a long black shard of razor
edged flint, he put an arm between wood and leather and tore the covering
away.

The sleet slashed at him.  The bare ledge was slick with freezing rain.
There was another cave a short dash along the ledge�it looked to be the
right one�and he half-ran, half-slid toward it, the antler-topped mask bob-
bing on his head and his still enormous and buzzing bowsprit pointing the
way.

As he went he tried to loosen the cord that pressed the mask into his
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mouth, but his puny hands hindered him.  Yet he must free himself  of  the
mask to chant the thran that opened the gate in the next cave or be caught by
the pursuing women.

He decided to shrink his head.  There was no time for refinement and he
did not try to specify the degree to which his skull must diminish; he could
put things to rights later.

As he ran he felt the mask loosen, then the cord dropped loose around
his neck as the dimensions of his jaw diminished.  He tossed his chin up and
the antlered hood flew backwards.  From behind him he heard a grunt and a
curse and a clatter.  Someone had tripped over it, and they had all fallen.

Bandar did not look back but threw himself into the new cave, which he
was relieved to see was empty.  He recognized it now, though he could not
recall whether the gate he sought was to left or right.

If  he had time, his memory or his noönaut�s acquired sense of  direction
would tell him which to choose.  But there was no time.  He could not even
intone the four and two thran and remove himself from his pursuers� pur-
view: having spent so long uncloaked in this Situation and so closely involved
with its idiomats, he could not hide himself  completely.

The moment he entered the cave he chanted the opening thran.  Nothing
happened.  Then the cave darkened as the doorway behind him filled with
murderous females.  Bandar had no time to work out why the thran had not
succeeded.  Fortunately, the answer came before full panic set in: he had sung
the notes through vocal equipment that was markedly smaller than his regular
issue; just as a miniature horn plays a higher note, his shrunken larynx and
throat had thrust the thran into a higher register.  Thrans had to be exactly the
right pitch.

Bandar adjusted for scale and sang the notes again, and was rewarded
with two ripples in the air.  Arbitrarily he chose the one to his left and leapt
through as the young cavewoman�s nails sank into his shoulder.

cd

He emerged into Heaven.  All was perfection: verdant meadows with
grass soft as velvet and dotted with flowers of exquisite filigree; groves of
stately trees, each impeccable in composition and form; skies as clear and
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blue as an infant�s gaze; and air as sweet as a goddess�s breath.
The rift through which he had come closed behind him, and Bandar

stood a moment, a tiny hand to his breast as his fear ebbed away.  At once he
knew that he had taken the wrong gate�he should now be alone on a
mountaintop from which he could have segued to the destination island.

He could retrace his route.  The cavewomen�s Situation would soon re-
cycle.  But first he should restore his body parts to their proper proportions
and reclothe himself.  He needed to make tones of the right pitch, and it
would not do to encounter the Senior Tutor while stark naked and presenting
the humming enormity that dominated his ventral view.

He looked carefully around.  He was standing under some trees.  There
were no idiomatic entities in view, and Heaven was usually a tranquil Loca-
tion.  But just to be safe he decided to move deeper into cover.  He ducked
to pass under the lower branches of a flawless flowering tree; the perfume
of its blossoms at close range made his head swim.  With each step the touch
of  the grass against his bare feet was a caress.

A very sensuous Heaven, he thought and resolved to explore it more thor-
oughly when he was received into the Institute as a full fellow.  Perhaps he
would make a special study of such Locations; it would be pleasant work.

Secluded among the scent-laden trees, he concentrated on a mental im-
age of  his own head and performed the appropriate exercises for what he
judged to be sufficient time.  But when he raised his miniature hands to
examine the results he discovered that his skull had remained tiny while his
ears and nose had grown far beyond normal; indeed they were now as out
of  harmony with nature as the buzzing, vibrating tower that rose from his
lower belly.

If  I could see what I am doing, it would make the work much easier, Bandar
reasoned.  The setting seemed too arcadian for an actual mirror, but the
noönaut heard the gentle tinkling of  water nearby.  A still pool would do, he
thought.

He followed the sound deeper into the grove and came to a clearing
where a bubbling spring welled up to form a pool of  limpid clarity.  He knelt
and gazed into the gently rippling water.  The image of  his shrunken face,
albeit now centered by a trunk-like proboscis and framed by a pair of sail-
like ears, looked back at him with grave concern.  He began the exercises
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anew.
�Bless you,� said a mellow voice behind him.  Bandar swung around to

find a sprightly old man with the face of a cherub beaming down on him
from under a high and ornate miter that was surrounded by a disk of golden
light.  The saint was dressed in ecclesiastical robes of brilliant white with
arcane symbols woven in gold and silver thread.  In his hand was a stout staff
topped by a great faceted jewel.

�Thank you,� said Bandar.  �I�ll be but a moment.�
But as he spoke he saw the man�s beatific expression mutate sharply to a

look of horror succeeded by a mask of righteous outrage.  Faster than Bandar
would have credited, the jewel-topped staff  rotated in the hierophant�s hand
so that it could be thrust against the noönaut�s chest, and he was toppled into
the crystal water.

�Glub,� said Bandar as he passed below the surface.  When he struggled
back to the air he saw the old man looming over him, the staff set to do new
damage.  He had time to hear the idiomat cry out, �Enemy!  An enemy is
here!� before the gem struck Bandar solidly on his tiny cranium and drove
him under again.

Bandar wondered if  it was possible to drown in the Commons.  He
elected not to find out and kicked off toward the other side of the pool,
swimming under the surface.

The throbbing queller of cavewomen was not diminished by the cold
water.  Indeed it tended to dig into the soft bottom of  the pool so that he
had to swim closer to the surface.  But his action took him out of range of
the staff, and in moments he had hauled himself  free of  the water.  The
idiomatic saint was circling the pool, clearly intent on doing more damage, all
the while bellowing alarms.

Bandar fled for the trees, but as he ran he heard the rush of very large
wings.  Casting a look over his shoulder, he saw a vast and shining figure
passing through the air above the grove.  The long bladed sword in its grasp
was wreathed in flame, and the look on its perfectly formed features be-
spoke holy violence.

Bandar fell to his knees and opened his mouth.  The four and two would
not work here, he was sure.  And he doubted the nine and three would be
efficacious.  Given how his fortunes had fared today, it would be the three
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threes.  This was the most difficult sequence of  tones, even when the chanter
was not possessed of mouse-sized vocal equipment absurdly coupled to an
elephantine nasal amplification box, while distracted by vibrations from be-
low and the threat of incineration from above.

His alternatives rapidly dwindling, the noönaut frantically adjusted his
vocalizations to find the exact pitch.  At least the giant ears assisted in letting
him hear exactly how he sounded.  The sight of the descending winged
avenger lent urgency to his efforts, and in moments he struck the right tones.
He sang the three threes and saw the terrible beauty of  the angel�s face lose its
intensity of  focus.  The wings spread wide to check its ascent; it wheeled and
flew off, its flaming sword hissing.

The staff-wielding hierophant stood on the other side of the bubbling
pool, scratching his head and wearing an expression like that of a man who
has walked into a room and cannot remember what he came for.  Then he
turned and went back the way he had come.

The gate back to the ice-world was too close to where the saint was
keeping his vigil.  Bandar did not fancy hunting for it and standing exposed
while seeking the right pitch for the opening thran, with hard-tipped staffs
and flaming swords in the offing.  He would find another gate and take his
chances.

Chanting the three threes, he went out onto the luxurious lawn again, but
now its caressing touch mocked his dismay.  He saw above the distant hori-
zon a squadron of winged beings on combat patrol.  In another direction
was a walled citadel, giant figures watching from its ramparts, a glowing
symbol hovering in the sky over the heads.

There could be no doubt: he had passed into one of those Heavens that
offered no happy-ever-aftering; instead, here was an active Event�one of
those paradises threatened by powers that piled mountains atop each other
or crossed bridges formed of  razors.  In such a place an uninsulated so-
journer would not long remain unnoticed.  And neither side took prisoners.

If he stopped chanting the three threes, someone might launch a thun-
derbolt at him.  Still, Bandar attempted the techniques that would restore his
parts to their proper size.  At the very least, he wished to be rid of the
humming monstrosity connected to his groin; it slapped his chest when he
walked and when he stood still it impinged upon his concentration.
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But it was too difficult to maintain the complex chant through his dis-
torted vocal equipment while attempting to rectify his parts.  All Bandar could
manage was to alter the color of the buzzing tower from its natural shade to
a bright crimson.  It did not seem a profitable change.

He abandoned the effort and concentrated instead on using his sense of
direction to tell him where the next gate might be.  In a moment an inkling
came, but he was dismayed to recognize that the frailty of the signal meant
that the node was a good way off.

Bandar set off in that direction, chanting the three threes, ears flapping
from fore to aft and nose swaying from side to side, his chest slapped contra-
puntally.  After he had walked for some time he noticed that the signal was
only marginally stronger; it would be some time before he reached its source.

While I was making alterations I should have doubled the length of  my legs, he
thought and scarcely had the idea struck him than he realized if he had had
that inspiration in the sacked city he could have climbed onto the wall to open
its gate and none of  this would have been necessary.

The noönaut stopped and sat down.  I have been a fool, he thought.  Didrick
Gabbris deserves to win�he will fit this place far better than I ever could.   He felt his
spirit deflate and resolved not to persist with the quest.  He would open an
emergency gate and leave the Commons.

But not here in the open, where someone might cast who knew what
lethal missile in his direction.  Without warning, in such a Location, an actual
god might appear and unleash disasters that only an irate deity could conceive
of.

Bandar rose and crossed quickly to the nearest copse of  trees.  Under
their sheltering boughs he spied a troop of  armored figures drawn up in a
phalanx, the air above their head a blaze of gold from their commingled
halos.  Still chanting, he backed away.

He walked on, investigating one stand of trees after another, finding each
under the eye of  at least one brightly topped sentry.  Several were peopled by
whole battalions of  holy warriors.

He would have to leave Heaven before he could find a safe place in
which to call up an emergency exit.  He wished he knew more about these
Locations�his interests ran more toward the historical than the mythologi-
cal�but he recalled that there was often a ladder or staircase connecting
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them to the world beneath.  It was usually at the edge, sometimes wreathed in
clouds.

He kept on until eventually he found himself descending a long, grassy
slope which seemed to end in a precipice.  Gingerly, he inched toward the
edge.  He would have crawled on hands and knees, but his enormous red
appendage hampered him.

Near the lip he looked out into empty air that was suffused with light
from no discernible source.  Far below, scattered clouds drifted idly, the gaps
between them allowing glimpses of fields and forests beneath.  Bandar shuffled
closer to the edge to look almost directly down, hoping to see some means
of  descent, but his view was hindered by the vibrating enormity.  Finally he
knelt and leaned forward.

There was something there, just beyond the last fringe of  lush grass.  He
reached to move away the obscuring blades.  Yes, that looked much like the
top of  a ladder.

�Ahah!� said Bandar, breaking off  the thran to indulge in a moment of
triumphant relief.  Immediately, a scale-covered hand appeared from beyond
the rim, seized his wrist with claw tipped fingers, and yanked him over the
precipice.

Bandar�s squawk was cut off  by a hot, calloused palm pressed against his
mouth.  There was a reek of  sulfur and he was clutched by rock hard arms
against an equally unyielding chest, then he heard a flap of leathery wings and
felt his stomach lurch as the creature that held him dropped into empty space.

They spiraled downward, affording Bandar a panoramic view of what
lay beneath Heaven.  There was a ladder; indeed, there were many.  But
though their tops were set against the grassy lip from which he had been
seized, their bases were not grounded on the earth far below.  Instead, they
were footed on a vast expanse of stone paving that was the top of an impos-
sibly colossal construction that rose, tier upon tier, to thrust up through the
clouds and end just below the celestial realm.

The tower top was thronged by legions of blood red creatures, some
winged, some not, but all armored in shining black chitin and clutching jagged
edged swords and hooked spears as they swarmed up the ladders.

As Bandar spun downwards he saw the topmost of the invaders being
boosted onto the grass and heard the piercing sound of a horn.  Then he and
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his captor descended into a cloud and for a time all was mist.  They emerged
to fly beneath an overcast, dropping ever lower toward a great rent in the
earth from which foul clouds and odors emerged, as well as more marching
legions of  imps, demons, and assorted fiends, all bound for the great tower.

The demon that held Bandar lifted its wings like a diving pigeon and
plummeted into the reeking chasm.  A choking darkness closed the noönaut�s
eyes and nose, but he sensed that they fell a long, long way.

cd

�In a moment, my servant will remove his hand from your mouth,� said
the occupant of the black iron throne.  �If you attempt to say the name of
You Know Whom,��one elongated finger directed its pointed tip at the
roof of the vast underground cavern��you will utter no more than the first
syllable before your tongue is pulled out, sliced into manageable pieces, and
fed back to you.  Are we clear?�

Bandar looked into the darkness of  the speaker�s eyes, which seemed to
contain only impossibly distended pupils.  He wished he could look away but
he was by now too far acclimated to this Location, and the Adversary�s pow-
ers gripped him the way a snake�s unwavering gaze would hold a mouse.

He nodded and the palm went away.  The other�s upraised finger now
reflectively stroked an aquiline jaw, its progress ending in a short triangular
beard as black as the eyes above it.  �What are you?� said the voice, as cool as
silk.

Bandar wished he�d studied more about the Heavens and Hells, but he
had always been more compelled by Authentics than by Allegoricals.  He
knew, however, that within their Locations deities and their equivalents had all
the powers with which their real-world believers credited them.  So, in this
context, he faced an authentic Principal of evil�or at least of unbridled
ambition�that had all the necessary resources, both intellectual and occult, to
battle an omnipotent deity to at least a stalemate.  Bandar, who could not out-
argue Didrick Gabbris, was not a contender.

The sulfur made him cough,  Finally he managed to say, �A traveler, a
mere visitor.�

The triangular face nodded.  �You must be.  You�re not one of  mine
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and,��the fathomless eyes dropped to focus briefly on Bandar�s vibrating
wonderment��you�re certainly not one of  His.  But what else are you?�

Every Institute apprentice learned in First Week that the concept of  thrans
had originated in a dawntime myth about an ancient odist whose songs had
kept him safe on a quest into the underworld.  This knowledge gave Bandar
hope as he said, �I am also a singer of  songs.  Would you care to hear one?�

The Adversary considered the question while Bandar attempted to con-
trol his expression.  The distant gate he had sensed in Heaven was but a few
paces across the cavern.  He had only to voice the right notes, perhaps while
strolling minstrel-like about the space before the throne, to call the rift into
existence and escape through it.

�Why would you want to sing me a song?� said the Adversary.
�Oh, I don�t know,� said Bandar and was horrified to see the words take

solid form as they left his mouth.  They tumbled to the smoldering floor to
assemble themselves into a wriggling bundle of  legs and segmented body
parts that scuttled toward the figure on the throne, climbed his black robes,
and nestled into the diabolical lap.  The Principal idly stroked it with one
languid hand, as if it were a favored pet.

�All lies are mine, of  course,� the soft voice said, �and I gave you no
leave to use what is mine.�  He nodded to the winged fiend that still stood
behind Bandar, and the noönaut felt a icy pain as the thing inserted a claw into
a sensitive part and scratched at the virtual flesh.

�Now,� said the Adversary, when Bandar had ceased bleating and hop-
ping, �the truth.  What are you, why did you come here, and, most urgent of
all, how did you contrive to enter His realm behind His defenses?�

�If I tell you, may I go on my way?�
�Perhaps.  But you will tell me.  Ordinarily, I would enjoy having it pulled

out of  you piece by dripping piece, but today there is a certain urgency.�
�Very well,� Bandar said, �though the truth may not please you.�  And he

told all of it�thrans, Locations, examinations, Gabbris, the smashed am-
phora�wondering as he did so what the repercussions might be.  It was no
great matter if the odd idiomat saw a sojourner pass by; but Bandar had
never heard of an instance where a Principal was brought face to face with
the unreality of all that he took to be real.

At the very least, the Institute would be displeased with Apprentice Guth
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Bandar.  Yet, whatever punishment Senior Tutor might levy, Bandar could
not imagine that it would be a worse fate than being absorbed into a Hell.
Chastising malefactors, after all, was what such Locations did best.

When the noönaut had finished, the listener on the throne was silent for a
long moment, stroking his concave cheek with a triangular nail, the great dark
eyes turned inward.  Finally he laid a considering gaze on Bandar and said, �Is
that all?  You�ve left out no pertinent details that might construe a trap for a
hapless idiomatic entity such as I?�

Bandar had thought about trying to do exactly that, but had not been
able to conceive of  a means.  Besides, he had expected this question and
knew that any lie he attempted would only scamper off to its master, leaving
Bandar to re-experience the demon�s intruding claw, if  not something worse.

�It is all.�
The Adversary stroked at his beard.  �You can imagine that this news

comes as a shock.�
�Yes.�
�Even a disappointment.�
�I express sympathy.�  It wasn�t a lie.  Bandar could express the sentiment

without actually feeling it.
�It repeats forever?  And I never win,� he indicated the cavern�s ceiling

again, �against You Know Whom?�
�Never.�
�What would you advise?� the archfiend asked, then added, �Honestly.�
Bandar thought it through but could come to no other conclusion.  �You

must be true to your nature.�
The archfiend sighed.  �That I already knew.�  He reflected for a mo-

ment then went on, �It ought to be comforting to know exactly why one
exists.  Instead I find it depressing.�

A silence ensued.  Bandar became uncomfortable.  �I can offer one
solace,� he said.

The dark eyes looked at him.  �It had better be exceptionally good.  I
usually need to see a great deal of suffering before I am comforted.�

Bandar swallowed again and said, �When your Location�s cycle ends and
recommences, you will not know of  this.�

�Hmm,� said the other.  �Thin comfort indeed.  Knowledgeability is my
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foremost pride.  To know that I shall become ignorant is a poor consolation
until ignorance at last descends.  The battle up there may go on for eons.  I
must think about this.�

Bandar said nothing and attempted to arrange his mismatched features
into an expression of  studied neutrality.  He saw thoughts making their pres-
ence known on the Adversary�s features, then he saw his captor�s gaze harden
and knew the archfiend had come to the inevitable conclusion.

The voice was not just cool now; it was chilled.  �I see.  If I keep you and
make you part of  this �Location,� as you call it, then might I expect you to
regularly reappear and remind me that I am not what I thought I was?�

�I do not know how much of  my persona would survive the process,
but there is a risk,� said Bandar.  �I would be happy to relieve you of  it by
moving on.�

�Hmm,� said the other.  �But someone must suffer for my pain.  If  not
you, then who?�

Bandar looked around the smoky cavern.  All the demons and imps
seemed to be regarding him without sympathy.

He thought quickly, then said, �I may have an idea.�

cd

Intoning the three threes, Bandar scaled the ladder that reached to the
brink of Heaven.  The first assault had failed and the invaders had pulled
back, leaving mangled fiends and demons heaped on the tower�s top and
scattered about the narrow strip of celestial turf that marked the limit of
their advance.

Angels of lower rank were now heaving the fallen over the edge and
casting down the scaling ladders so that Bandar had to climb with scamper-
ing haste to avoid being toppled.  He picked his way across the grass, step-
ping over bodies and dodging the clean-up.  There was a sharp tang of
ozone to the otherwise delicious air of Heaven; an inner voice told him it was
the afterscent of  thunderbolts.

No one paid him any notice as he made his way between regiments of
angelic defenders, drawn up in precise blocks and wedges, their armor and
weaponry dazzling and the space above their heads almost conflagrant with
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massed halos.  But beyond the rearmost ranks he saw others laid upon the
grass, their auras flickering and dim, shattered armor piled beside them.

As he neared the recumbent forms he heard again the whoosh of  great
wings.  Huge figures gracefully alit and  gathered up the fallen angels, then
took to the air and winged away.  Urged by his inner voice, Bandar ran
toward the evacuation and, seizing the robe of an archangel, climbed to the
broad span between his wings.  His tiny fists made it hard to hold on as the
great pinions struck the air and they sprang aloft.

So far, so good, said the voice.  Bandar was too busy clutching and intoning
to frame a response.  They climbed above the fields and woods of heaven,
until the great rivers were mere scratches of  silver on green.  For a long time,
the archangel�s wings dominated the air with metronomic strokes, then the
rhythm ceased and the great feathered sails held steady as they glided down
toward a city of shining stone upon a conical hill, with serried roofs and
pillars and windows that flashed like gems.  The archangel alighted on a pris-
tine pavement and carried the angel in his arms toward a vast edifice of
marble and alabaster.

Down, said the inner voice, and Bandar descended, clutching handfuls of
angelic fabric until his feet touched the polished flags.  Turn right and go up the
hill.  There�s a staircase.

Bandar wanted to say, �This is unwise,� but he was afraid that to cease
intoning the thran in this part of the Location would invite a blast from on
high.  He topped the staircase and came upon a broad plaza of more white
stone accented by inlays of  colored gems.  On the other side of  the square
stood an enormous rotunda�yet more white stone, though this one was
roofed with a golden dome.  Its gigantic doors�still more gold, bedizened
with mosaics of gems�gaped open, throwing out an effulgence of light and
a glorious sound of  massed voices.

Here we go, said the inner urging.  Bandar advanced on trembling legs until
he stood in the doorway.  The interior was incandescent with magnificence.
Rank upon rank of angels stood on wall-climbing terraces, singing unparal-
leled choruses to the great white-bearded figure who sat on a diamond throne
that grew from the middle of  a diamond floor.

In, said the voice in Bandar�s mind, and keep chanting.  The noönaut�s legs
could not have felt looser if they had been made of boiled asparagus, but he
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did as he was told, crossing the brilliant floor until he stood directly before
the throne.  Its occupant�s feet rested on a footstool that resembled a globe
of  the earth, just at Bandar�s eye level.  He noticed that the bare toes bore
delicate hairs of gold.

The sojourner stood, awaiting direction from within.  It was hard to
keep intoning the thran while the thousands of perfect voices sang in flawless
harmony a song that thrilled the soul.

It�s always the same song, you know, said his passenger.  He never tires of  hearing
it, and they know better than to tire of singing it.

The music was climbing, crescendo upon crescendo, ravishing notes im-
possibly achieved and sustained, quavering tremolos that intoxicated the senses.
It was all Bandar could do to keep intoning the three threes, especially with his
distorted vocal equipment and the difficulty compounded by the sharpness
of hearing that his elephantine ears provided.

Wait for it.
The thunderous chorus was now pealing out such a paean of praise that

Bandar feared the golden dome might lift away.
Almost.
The voices soared to the brink of climax.
Now.
Bandar ceased intoning the thran.  From the point of view of the idiomats,

including the Principal on the throne, he suddenly appeared before them,
with all his acquired anatomical peculiarities on full display.

The music stopped in mid-melisma.  There was an instant silence so
profound that Bandar wondered for a moment if he had been struck deaf.
Then he heard the thrumming sound of the giant crimson monstrosity that
still vibrated on his front.

Perfect, said the inner voice.  Open up, here I come.
Bandar opened his mouth.  He felt the same unpleasant sensation of

stretching and an urge to gag that he had experienced when the Adversary
had entered him down in the sulfurous cavern.  A moment later the sinister
figure was standing beside him, looking up at the divine face staring down at
him from the throne of Heaven.

The archfiend raised his arms and cried, �Surprise!�
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�It�s always much easier to get out of  Heaven than to get in,� com-
mented the Adversary, as they plummeted toward the lake of  fire.  When the
heat grew uncomfortable for Bandar, the archfiend considerately sprouted
wings�much like an archangel�s though somber of  feather�and swept the
noönaut to safety in a subterranean passageway that led back to the cavern of
the iron throne.

�Are you going to keep your promise?� said Bandar.
�Ordinarily, I wouldn�t,� said the Principal, �but I don�t want you pop-

ping up in every cycle to remind me of  my futility.�
�Thank you,� Bandar said.
�Although it goes against my nature to be fair, you do deserve any re-

ward in my power to grant.�  The dark eyes unfocused for a moment as their
owner looked inward to memory.  �The expression on His face.  The way
His eyes popped.  That was worth anything.  I will keep the war going as long
as possible just so I can retain that image.�

�I will be happy to accept what we discussed,� Bandar said.
�Very well.�  The Adversary looked at him.  �It is done.�
Bandar consulted his own memory and found there a complete chart of

the noösphere, exactly like the great globe suspended in the Institute�s com-
munal study chamber.  Or was it?

�Is it real?� he asked.
�I have no idea,� said the archfiend.  �Since your arrival my concept of

reality has been severely edited.  I used my powers to improve your memory.
I can assure you, however, that it will lead you away from here, I hope for-
ever.  I do not want you back.�  His long fingers imitated the action of
walking.  �Off  you go.�

Bandar consulted the globe and saw that the gate in the cavern led to a
selection of Locations, depending on which thran was used to activate it.  He
returned the map to his memory, chose the seven and one, and stepped
through the rift.

He was overjoyed to find himself  in a shaded forest of  giant conifers.
He recognized a particular tree not more than a few paces distant, strode to it,
and sang a handful of  notes.  Again the air rippled and he departed the forest
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to emerge into hot sunlight on a white beach strung between laden coconut
palms and gentle wavelets.

�I have overcome!� he cried.
�You have certainly achieved some sort of  distinction,� said the nasal

voice of  Didrick Gabbris.  Bandar turned to meet his rival�s sneer.  Gabbris
lounged in the shade of  a palm.  Beside him, Senior Tutor Eldred inspected
Bandar in detail, from the tiny skull with its flapping ears and pendulous nose
down to the minuscule hands and the crimson humming centerpiece.  When
he had finished the catalog, his face formed an expression that Bandar found
uncannily like that which he had recently seen on a deity.

�I can explain,� the apprentice said.
�Not well enough,� predicted Eldred.
It was a prescient observation.  The Institute decided that Guth Bandar

was not what they were seeking in a new generation of  noönauts.  Nor was
Didrick Gabbris, for Bandar�s account of  the shattered urn was believed and
he had the compensatory satisfaction of seeing his enemy driven from the
cloister while he was still being debriefed by a hastily convened inquiry.

Bandar learned that in the tens of thousands of years that noönauts had
been visiting the Commons, other sojourners had run afoul of Principals,
though no one it seemed had ever shaken the confidence of both a god and
his chief opponent.  It was decided that the contaminated Locations would
be declared out of bounds for a few centuries, to give them time to recycle.

Bandar returned to the family firm and took up buying and selling.  But
in his leisure hours he would sit crosslegged and summon up his perfect map
of the noösphere.  He soon found an Allegorical Location entirely peopled
by nubile young women.  And with his ability to make useful modifications
to his virtual anatomy, the idiomats were always delighted to receive him.

He decided that a little learning was only dangerous when spread too
thin.
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Nictay paused in her leaf  gathering.  From the jungle shadows, she watched
the battlefield.  Not long after the Moon warriors had retreated with their
captives, women of the Red Crown village had come into the bloodied
fields of maize stubble to care for wounded brothers and husbands, to wail
for the dead, to grieve for the defenders who had been taken captive.  The
attackers had lost men, too.  Red Crown warriors led some of  the Moon
warriors into the village as prisoners.  Other Red Crown warriors helped the
women to carry the wounded and the dead.

Soon, Nictay knew, those men would return across the field of  battle and
satisfy themselves that the invaders had not lingered in the jungle to set an
ambush.  Once they were sure that all the able-bodied Moon warriors had
retreated, they would scour the jungle for stragglers like the one Nictay had
found.  But Nictay meant for the big, scarred Moon warrior to be her captive.

She whispered her apologies to the plants as she pulled off  more leaves.
�Forgive me, Her Daughter.  My need is great.  I thank you for what I must
take.�  Then she hurried back to the tree where her Moon warrior sat with his
obsidian-toothed club in his lap.  Among his fresh wounds were traces of  old
ones; he had many white scars on his arms and legs, and one on his cheek.
His nose had been broken some time in the past and healed crooked.  His
expression was so passive, his posture looked so relaxed that he seemed to be
merely taking his ease.  But his skin looked gray.  He had lost a lot of  blood.

�What is your name?� she asked.
�Do your priests care how their sacrifices are named?�  His words came

slowly, as if  he were drunk on balche.  But it was blood loss, no doubt.
Nictay�s words had been heavy in her mouth like that when she had bled
herself, seeking a vision.

Nictay bound the leaves to his legs with cotton string.  �I have already
told you.  I am not from this village.  My people do not make sacrifice of
their captives.  Our gods demand only the sacrifice that they take themselves
upon the sea.  Fishermen drown, and the gods are satisfied.�  She gave him a
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water gourd.  �Drink.�
He sipped, watching her.  �If  you are not of  these people,� he said, �then

they will think you are of  mine.�  The water had helped.  Words slipped
more easily from his lips.

�I am not dressed as one of your women.�
�No,� he admitted, taking in the details of  her plain cotton cloak, her

shell necklace  �But they will not stop to consider.  It will not go well for
you.�

�That is why you must stand.  We must get away from here.�
�You saw my legs.  Leave me!  The gods have made their decision about

me.  Maker of Himself has decided.�  Breath whistled through his crooked
nose.

�You are as good as dead if  I leave you.  And if  I save you, your life is
mine.�

�The gods have decided.�
�No god attacked you, but men.  You fought well.  Swinging your great

club, wearing your feathered helmet ... how great a prize you seemed!  That is
why so many tried for you.  Now stand.�

�But my legs ...�
�The Red Crowns cut you many times, yes, but they did not sever the

tendons.  Up!�  She picked up her spear, then strained to lift him.  He made
no effort to stand.

�Why should I go with you?�
�Because you�ll die if you stay!�
�If I�m to save myself, let me crawl after my own men.�
�I need you.�
His gaze on her was hard, speculative.  �Need me for what?�
Nictay pursed her lips.  She could tell him the truth, but the trials of  her

village meant nothing to foreigners.  Once again, she would have to lie.
�Come with me, and I will make you a rich and powerful noble.�
He grimaced.  �I am a Nacom of  the Moon People.  Would you make

me greater than that?�
So he was indeed a great warrior.  A veteran.  A general.  He was just

what she was looking for.  �I would make you a rival to the greatest Nacoms
of  the Middle People,� she said.  �That jade you wear on your breast plate,
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the feathers of your helmet are nothing compared to the wealth my people
take from the sea.�

The warrior grunted.  �Who are you to offer these things?�
�I am a princess.�
The sound he made was like soft laughter, but bitter.  �You haven�t the

look of  nobility.�
�Our customs are not like yours,� she said, �and I do not travel in my

regalia.  Why should I call attention to myself ?�
�A woman alone is of  interest whether she is high or low,� he said.
�And so I have come here by stealth.  Will you quibble with me until the

Red Crowns come?  Stand!  I have need of a warrior like you.�  She strained
again to lift him.

Shakily, he rose.  He said, �There is no honor in bleeding to death in the
jungle, Shell Woman.�

�You will be honored among my people.  Alive.�
�As if  I could walk all the way to the sea.  I don�t have that many steps in

my legs.�
�Take one,� she said.
Leaning against her, he took a step, trembling.  He made a bitter face, as

if  embarrassed by his weakness.  She had been about to offer to carry his
club, but thought better of  it.

�Another step now,� she said, looking over her shoulder toward the vil-
lage.  �And another.�

�Caan Cuy,� he said.  �My name is Caan Cuy.�
�I am called Nictay,� she said.  �The Princess Nictay.�

 cd

At home, her grandmother had warned her about lies.  Shaking a half-
shucked corncob at her grandaughter, she had said, �One day you will reap a
harvest from them that you do not expect.�  But how could Nictay fulfill the
tasks that her visions set for her except by lying?  Foreigners would not want
to give her willingly what she sought when she ventured into enemy lands to
spy.  So she had pretended to be a trader from a non-existent city, a represen-
tative of  a noble, offering cacao on terms that were almost too good to be
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true.  Greed made the enemy merchants eager to offer her protection and
information.  They gave her gifts of  city clothes, and she ended up looking
more and more like who she pretended to be.  She had lied her way to the
valley of the Middle People, had seen their Island City in the center of a
mountain lake.  She had seen how powerful they really were.  And she had
learned that the Middle People had overrun and destroyed villages and even
whole cities that opposed them.

When she first learned this, when she first confirmed the ferocity of  the
Middle People, she despaired.  Not long ago, Nictay�s village had never even
heard of  the Middle People.  Now, because of  the Middle People raiders,
Nictay�s people had been forced to take refuge on an island off  the coast, but
without fresh water, the island was no place to settle for good.  Were Nictay�s
people to be extinguished by this new enemy?

But Nictay had learned of  more than the Middle People�s ferocity.  She
had discovered something that gave her hope.  The Middle People did not
sack all the villages and cities they warred against.  Many people were driven
from their ancestral lands, never to return.  But the Middle People respected
enemies who fought as they did, who traded captives in battle.  If her people
could learn these foreign ways, they might negotiate, if not peace, a sustain-
able enmity that would let them return to their own lands.  The only costs
would be some tribute, perhaps fish, and the obligation to fight the Middle
People now and then in flower wars, losing a few villagers as captives for
sacrifice.  This was better than annihilation.

How could her people learn to fight Flower Wars, those ritual battles to
exchange captives?  The obsidian toothed war clubs were unknown to Nictay�s
village until the first Middle People raiders had come.  Nictay�s people fought
and hunted with spears.  They did not know how to block and attack with a
shield, how to slash at an enemy�s legs and take a captive.  They didn�t know
how to fix the obsidian points into the club�s flat blade, like teeth in a shark�s
jaw.

Certain that she must discover how to teach these new ways, Nictay
returned to her village.  She bled herself and fasted for a vision.

Then the First Mother has shown her the path she must walk.  She must
take a captive.  Not one of the Middle People, but a warrior who fought like
them.  She must bring home a master of  the obsidian club, some fighter
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from the southern peoples: the Jaguar Tails, the Red Crowns, the Dog Eaters.
Or a Moon warrior, a man like Caan Cuy.

So it was that she had crossed the jungle alone.  She had seen a war party
leaving the Moon city, and she had followed them to the Red Crown Village.
Hidden in the jungle, she watched the battle unfold.  Caan Cuy was brilliant,
cutting at the legs of  his enemies with the black teeth of  his club, knocking
them down with his shield.  He might have taken many captives had the Red
Crowns not ganged up on him.

It had all gone perfectly.  Caan Cuy, her captive, a teacher for her people,
had been wounded just enough to be left behind, but not so badly that she
had no chance of saving him.  He would be the teacher her village required.

cd

They were slow.  Caan Cuy�s legs stiffened on the second day, and he
took even shorter, shakier steps.  Then the rains came.  Water fell in torrents
through the canopy.  Big drops pelted their skin like pebbles wherever they
crossed a clearing open to the sky.  In places, the mud was slick and greasy.  In
others, it was watery and sucked at their feet.

From time to time, she noticed that he would look toward the south as if
considering a return to his own people.  She would make up stories, then, of
the riches that her father bestowed on warriors.  She did not worry yet what
Caan Cuy would do once he learned that her father was a simple fisherman,
that there was no emperor among her people.  What would he say when he
found no stone palaces, when he saw that the only riches were in fish and fruit
and shells?  She would deal with that later.  What mattered was getting him
back to her people, pressing him closer to them and farther from the Moon
city.

On the third day, Caan Cuy�s fever began.  He stopped often to stare
through the rain-grayed air, as if he saw enemies where there were only more
trees.

They were hungry all the time.  Nictay could not leave Caan Cuy to hunt
for fear that she would not find him again.  She crushed ants with her fingers.
They were sour, and it took so long to gather them that they were hardly
better than nothing.
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In the middle of the fourth rain-soaked night, Caan Cuy groaned out,
�Water!�  He waved his hands before his face.  �Water!�

In the darkness, Nictay groped for the gourd.  She brought it to him, but
he pushed it away and said, �Too much water!�  She made him drink anyway,
and once he had taken a swallow, he drank eagerly.  Then his hands flailed
again against the rain.  �Too much water!�

His fever made him careless.  The next day, he just missed stepping on a
yellowjaw serpent.  Later, clumsy with exhaustion and walking ahead of  Nictay,
he stumbled and fell face-first into a pool.  He had mistaken a mat of waterlilies
for solid ground.  When he got his feet beneath him, he stared at the logs in
the pool that moved toward him.  But they weren�t logs.  Crocodiles.  Still he
stood watching until Nictay had splashed in beside him to pull him back to
solid ground.

His wounds no longer bled.  Nonetheless, every day a little more of his
strength left him, a little more of  his wits drained away.  When he dropped his
obsidian-toothed club for the third time, Nictay picked it up and carried it
herself.

�Sleep,� Nictay encouraged him at the end of  the fifth day.  �Soon you
will be among new friends.�

She awoke to hear the whistling of  his breath, which reassured her.  But
something was wrong.  In the bluish phosphorescent light of  the jungle, she
saw black flowers blooming from Caan Cuy�s sandaled feet and her own
hand.  As she puzzled at them and willed herself to alertness, she felt the
wetness on her hand, the faintest tickle of a tiny tongue.  A bat.  She closed
her hand around it and flung it away.  When she rose, the bats feeding on
Caan Cuy flew off.

That was when she heard the nearby cough of  a jaguar.  Was it stalking
them?  She spent the rest of that night wide awake, listening, knowing that a
spear was little discouragement to a hungry jaguar, but unwilling to resign
herself  to the cat�s mercy, unwilling to sleep.

cd

In the morning, the rain continued, and Caan Cuy could not rise.  Nictay
yanked on his arms to drag him, inches at a time, through the mud to the base
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of  a tree where he could sit up, leaning against the black trunk.  She removed
the leaves that bound his wounds and decided not to replace them when she
saw the moldy splotches on his skin.  The warrior�s eyes were glassy.  Sweat
beaded on his lips.

�We will rest today,� Nictay said, kneeling beside him.
Caan Cuy grinned at her, or grimaced.  It was hard to tell.  He let his head

drop back against the tree trunk.  An ant crawled close to his eye, but he made
no effort to sweep it away.

They were still many days from the coast.  �I would leave you and go for
help, if  we were nearer.�

The moon warrior shut his eyes.  �I am dying,� he said.
�No!�  Nictay pinched his chest, hard.  He did not flinch or open his eyes.

�You will live!�  But she knew that as long as they lingered in the jungle rains,
he would only get weaker.  �Do you hear?� she shouted very close to his ear.
�You will not die!  I need you!�  But what would he care about what she or
her village needed?  �You will not die!�

Caan Cuy did not move.  He made no sound.
�I am a princess!� she shouted.  �Great honors await you!�  She shook

him.  �I forbid you to die!�
Laughter.  Nictay held herself  very still.  She heard a woman�s laughter

nearby.  Where was it coming from?  Nictay looked around.  She saw nothing
but leaves and vines.  The voice seemed to come from in front as much as
behind, from the left as much as the right, below as much as above.

The shells of  Nictay�s necklace rattled as she jumped to her feet.  �Who�s
there?  Show yourself!�

The laughter continued, then ceased.  �Who am I?� asked a womanly
voice, neither young nor old.  �Why do you not tell me instead who you are?
Who trespasses at my front door?�

Trespass?  Front door?  There was nothing here but dense jungle, as far as
Nictay could tell.  But if she had truly trespassed, then a show of righteous
confidence might be best.  Nictay stood up straight.  �I am the Princess
Nictay,� she said.  She remembered what Caan Cuy had called her.  Shell
Woman.  �Princess Nictay of  the Shell Woman clan,� she elaborated.  �If  you
have aid to offer, I would thank you to show yourself and offer it.  If not, I
would thank you to leave us.�
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�Ah, a princess,� said the voice.  �But why is your head shaped like a
commoner�s?  You don�t have the look of  nobility.�

�Among my people,� Nictay said, �no mother shapes her child�s head.�
That much, at least, was true.  Nictay�s village was small.  There were no
nobles among them.

�And this man?� asked the voice.  �Why does his head have a noble
shape?�

�He was once from a band of foreigners who have been adopted into
my clan.�

�Why do you forbid him even the respite of death?�
�He is a great fighter,� Nictay said, then added, �He is my general.  I need

him.  He is Nacom Caan Cuy, leader of  the shark warriors, captor of  men,
slayer of  enemies.�

�Yet you carry the war club.�
�Women are warriors among my people,� Nictay invented.  �We are

captors of  souls on the battlefield as well as in our houses.  We know the
pains of both battle and childbirth.�

�I had not known there were such people,� said the voice with a touch
of  mockery.

�Not heard of  us?  Not heard of  the ... the Highland People?  We are the
greatest rivals to the Middle People.  We are their closest enemy, and we are
their match.  Or haven�t you heard of the Middle People, either?�

�I know about them,� said the voice.  The jungle around Nictay had been
dark already, but now the gloom deepened.  �I know about the Middle
People.  But you Highland People��  There was mirth in the voice.  �--you
were unknown to me.  Until now.�  Nictay felt the ground tremble.  The tree
trunk that Caan Cuy was propped against seemed to swell, then flatten out
against Caan Cuy�s back.  The high canopy overhead receded, as if  the whole
jungle were growing taller, as if the sky were receding, or as if the ground
where Nictay stood were sinking.  Vines and ferns shrank back into the ground,
leaving it barren.

�What is happening?�
The voice gave no answer.  Nictay was sure now that she was dropping,

that the ground where she stood was sinking deep into the earth.  The last
gray light dimmed to blackness, and still the ground trembled.  When it stopped,
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the air was still.  No rain fell.  No insects churred.  No night birds sang.  And
the blackness was absolute, without the blue phosphorescent glow of decay-
ing wood or the green sparks of  fireflies.

Caan Cuy breathed.  Nictay heard her own heart beating.  That was all.
Nictay knew now that the voice had been the voice of  a goddess.  She

knew she should have spoken with more respect.  Honesty would have served
better than lies, though now that she had told such an inventive lie, she could
hardly take it back.  The goddess had seemed amused by what Nictay had
said, and the truth now might anger her.  If  she was not already angry.  Who
can guess at the thoughts of the gods?

�Lady,� Nictay said, kneeling though she didn�t know if  even a goddess
could see in such gloom.  In utter blackness, even a jaguar might be blind.
�Lady, if  I have given some offense, I am sorry.  I did not know you.  I did
not understand your nature.�  Her voice echoed.

No answer came.
The ground under Nictay�s knees was hard.  She felt it with her fingertips,

rapped it with her knuckles.  It was not mud, or even hard-packed earth, but
cold unyielding stone.  �Lady,� Nictay said, �if  it is shelter that you grant us, I
thank you.�

Again, silence.
Nictay had carried no fire, nor any means to start one.  And now even if

she could strike a spark, what could she use for fuel?
She stood.  She waved Caan Cuy�s club overhead.  The ceiling, if  there

was one, was out of  reach.  Was this a cave?  There might be drop-offs that
she couldn�t see.  She inched forward, tapping the stone floors with her toes
before she shifted her weight.  She waved the club before her, flinching when
at last it grazed something solid.  A wall.  She felt it with her other hand.  The
wall was flat, with regular seams where great blocks of  stone fit together.  It
was a made wall.  This was not a cave, but a stone house or temple like the
city peoples built.

Gingerly, she felt her way along the wall.  It extended for a long distance
without interruption, and when Nictay could no longer hear Caan Cuy�s breath-
ing, she went back to him.

�Caan Cuy?�  She found his form in the blackness and nudged him.  He
did not stir, but his breathing was regular and strong.  She groped for the
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water gourd, poured a few drops past his lips, then groped about again.
There was another wall opposite the first.  She followed it in both directions,
returning again when she could no longer hear Caan Cuy�s whistling breath.

She went back to him once more, tried again to rouse him.  He groaned
but did not awaken.  She felt his neck.  The fever had broken.  Now if they
did not die of  thirst or starvation, he might live after all.  She sat beside him
in the blackness.  At least here she did not think there were bats or jaguars.
Here she might sleep in peace.

cd

She dreamed many times of waking, of taking a narrow stairway back
to the surface of the world.  Then she woke to find herself still in the dark-
ness.  Or did she dream that, too?  Were all her awakenings also dreams?  At
last she opened her eyes to orange light.  Flames burned steadily against the
high walls, far above her.  She moved and felt stiff  as if  from a week of
sleeping.  Her eyes were so dry, so crusted with sleep that it hurt to blink.  Her
tongue felt swollen, her throat papery.  The pressure of  her bladder was so
painful, though, that she didn�t need to thump her breastbone to see if she
were truly awake.  She exhaled what would have been a groan if her throat
were not so dry, and she sat up.

�There�s water,� said Caan Cuy.  He was sitting with his back to the wall.
Light danced in his dark eyes.  �And food.�

She looked to where he pointed.  Three water jugs and two bowls of
fruit were against the wall.  There were breadnuts, too, and palm hearts.  Next
to these was a shallow basin for washing.  There was even a chamber pot.

�Someone�s looking out for us,� Caan Cuy said.  �But who?  Where are
we?  I don�t remember coming here.�

Nictay held her hand up to silence him.  She drank from one of the jars,
then took the pot down the corridor, beyond where the last flames curled up
from the walls.  In the half-darkness, she relieved herself.  Leaving the pot
behind, she returned to Caan Cuy, knelt beside the basin, and washed her
shaking hands.  She tore the yellow rind of  a guava with her teeth and swal-
lowed the pink flesh.  She devoured a second one.  A third.  Then she sighed,
far from satisfied, but no longer desperate.  She looked at Caan Cuy.  �We are
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guests,� she said.  �Or prisoners.  I do not know which.�  She told him how
they had come there, though she did not mention how she had lied to the
goddess.

�I might have guessed a Power�s hand was in this,� Caan Cuy said.  �Those
are no ordinary lamps.�  He nodded toward the flames that curled out from
the walls.  �I see no wick, no channel for oil.  The stone itself  seems to burn.�

�You seem ... better.�
�I am healed.�  He slapped the scars where his wounds had been.  �We

slept a long time.  And she restored my strength.  She knit my wounds.�  He
looked at the walls.  They seemed to rise forever.  The ceiling was so high that
the orange glow of the flames did not reach it, if there were a ceiling at all.
�What can she want from us?�

�So very little,� said a voice that seemed to emerge from the walls.
Caan Cuy sat up very straight.  Nictay looked around, though naturally

the goddess did not reveal herself.  �I desire only that you should entertain
me.  Princess, you say that women are warriors as much as the men among
the Highland People.�

Nictay exchanged a glance with Caan Cuy.  �That is what I told you,
Lady.�

Caan Cuy frowned.
�And if  you are such close neighbors to the Middle People, you must

surely play the ball game as they do.�
Nictay had seen the ball courts of the Middle People.  The game they

played there was known, in different forms, to all the city peoples.  She
nodded, though she had never played the game herself, nor heard of any
woman who did.

�And your general?  Speak to me, Nacom Caan Cuy of  the Shell Clan.�
�I am of  the Swallow Clan,� said Caan Cuy.
�You were of  that clan,� Nictay said, �until my people adopted you.�
Caan Cuy considered her, eyes narrowed.
�I play the ball game,� he said.
�Then you both shall play for me,� said the voice of  the Power.  �You

will play to the sacred count.  Each point shall add a day, beginning with the
day after One Deer.  The first player to rest again on One Deer shall return
home to the city of the Highland People ...�
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�The city of Highland People?� Caan Cuy said.  �I have never heard of
such a place!�

Nictay pleaded with her eyes, but the Moon warrior said, �Lady, when I
win, you must return me to the Moon city.  That is my home.�

After a moment, the voice said, �And you, Princess Nictay.  What is your
true home?  For there are no Highland People, no great rivals to the Middle
People.  And you are no noble.  Where, truly, are you from?�

Nictay bowed her head.  �From a village by the sea.  It is called Kana�s
Place.�

�Did you think you could deceive me?  I am the first born of earth and
sky.  My ear is everywhere.  There are no peoples I have not heard of.  You
have never stepped into a ball court, have you?  But you are in one now, and
you play for your life.�  At these words, the corridor changed shape, growing
wider where they stood.  Walls formed at either end, with smaller chambers
perpendicular to the first: an I-shaped court.  �Choose your ends,� said the
voice.  �Then prepare.  The winner returns home.  The loser dies to honor
me.�

Caan Cuy considered the court for a moment, then walked to one end.
Nictay went to the opposite end.  In the smaller, back-court chamber, she
found leather guards for her forearms and shins.  She tied them on, not
certain that she was doing it right, and remembered what she could of the
rules.  They traded serves.  The served ball must bounce on the server�s own
side no more than once ...

She tied on the yoke that would protect her hips.  Her grandmother had
been right about lies.  But how could Nictay have done otherwise?  Would
she have lied to a goddess, knowing she was a goddess?  Of course not!  She
would not have lied to anyone at all if honest appeals could have done her
any good in foreign lands.  She had been a powerless woman among a pow-
erless people.  She�d been using her wits because her wits were all she had.

What were the chances that she could beat a warrior who had practiced
at this game?  How could she use her wits in a game that depended instead on
strength?

The voice of the goddess said, �From One Deer, I advance you both to
Two Yellow.  The rest of  the points you must earn.  Begin!�

Nictay strode to her side of the court.  Caan Cuy stood in his back
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chamber.  He held a ball.  He said, �I am grateful to you, Shell Woman, for
saving me.  I give you my thanks.  But we are enemies now.�

�I want to live as much as you do,� Nictay said.  �But we are not en-
emies.�

�Begin!� said the goddess.
Caan Cuy threw the ball.  It bounced in his court, in Nictay�s court, and

skipped toward the back chamber.  Nictay lunged at it, swinging her arm
through the empty air.  As she landed, she knocked over a marker stone.  The
ball bounced into the back chamber.

�A point for the chamber and a point for the stone,� said the goddess.
�Caan Cuy�s count is Four Dog.�

Nictay got up slowly, rubbing her shoulder.  She returned the marker
stone to its position and retrieved the ash-colored rubber ball.  She squeezed
it in her hand.  How hard must she throw it to get it to bounce in the right
way?

Nictay threw.  The ball bounced twice on her own side.
�Caan Cuy�s count is Five Monkey,� said the goddess.  �Nictay remains at

Two Yellow.�

cd

By the time Nictay made her first successful serve, Caan Cuy�s score had
run the course of  twenty day names and stood at Eight Deer.  On the rare
occasions when she returned the ball, Caan Cuy always knocked it back to her
side where it often died before she could reach it.  He never ran into his own
marker stones.  Nictay, on the other hand, concentrated so hard on returns
that she often knocked her own stones down.  Caan Cuy even scored by
hitting her marker stones with the ball.  By the time she got one serve past him
to advance to Three Thunder, he had run through the twenty day names
again, resting on Two Deer and Nine Deer on the way to One Tooth.

At this rate, he would cycle through the 260 sacred days before Nictay
had even reached 13 Rain.

It was hot.  Nictay�s skin was slippery under the leather guards.  Her
throat burned.

When her turn came to serve, she held the ball.
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�Throw,� said the goddess.
�I thirst.�
�Warriors do not stop to drink in the midst of  battle,� the goddess

chided.
�And we fight a battle through a year of  day names.  Would you keep us

from resting through a whole year?  Give us drink.�
�Throw.�
�He scores two and three points at a time.  Is the outcome in question?

Only let me slake my thirst before I die.�
From his side, Caan Cuy called out, �No food, no drink, no rest until the

game rests again at One Deer.  That is the nature of  the game.�
�Throw,� said the goddess.  �Thirst will drive you to finish the game.

March to your water jug, warrior, though there is death at its bottom.  Throw.�
So Nictay threw.  Caan Cuy returned with his hip.  Nictay ran to meet the

ball, tripped on a marker, and struck the ball with her hand.  �A point for
touching with the hand.  A point for the marker.  From One Tooth, Caan
Cuy leaps to Three Jaguar.�

Then Nictay saw it, the way out of  this game.  And she laughed bitterly,
for it was a dangerous way, one that the goddess had surely understood from
the start.

cd

Nictay played a little better as the game continued.  She became more
aware of the placement of the marker stones, and more of the balls she
slapped with her hips or kicked with her shins went where she wanted them
to go.  She had advanced all the way to Six Dog when Caan Cuy scored the
point that brought him to One Jaguar and began the final count toward One
Deer.  He scored the next point, then the next.

It was Caan Cuy�s turn to serve.  The Nacom had not spoken since many
serves ago.  Now he said, �I cannot lose, Nictay, yet you continue to play with
determination.  You are a proud woman.�

�She is a liar,� said the voice of  the goddess.
�I knew that from the start,� said Caan Cuy.  �But I salute her even so.�

And he bowed to Nictay.
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�You say you cannot lose,� Nictay said.  �Have you also considered that
you cannot win?  I play for my life, Caan Cuy.  Do you think I will surrender
it lightly?�

�It is not a matter of  surrender,� Caan Cuy said and served the ball.
Nictay made no attempt to return it.  The ball bounced in his court, in hers,
and into the back chamber.

�Point for Caan Cuy.  He rests at Four Thought.�
�You need eleven points to rest at One Deer,� Nictay said.  �I make you

a gift of this one.�  She hurled the ball hard.  It passed all the way into Caan
Cuy�s back chamber , striking the wall.

�Point for Caan Cuy,� said the goddess.  �He rests at Five Blade.�
�Why did you do that?�
�Don�t you understand yet, Nacom?� Nictay said.  �This is the game that

neither of  us is meant to win.  This game is for the goddess�s pleasure, and it
is a bitter delight she takes.�

�I do not understand.�
�Serve,� said the goddess.  �Do you not thirst?  Serve and bring the

game to a close.�
Caan Cuy threw the ball.  Nictay rushed to meet it, caught it in her hand,

and kicked over a marker stone at the same time.
�One point for touching, one for the stone,� said the goddess.  �Caan

Cuy stands at Seven Marksman.�
�A few more points,� Nictay said.  She threw the ball into Caan Cuy�s

back chamber again.  �That gives you Eight Lefthanded.�
Caan Cuy served again.  Nictay knocked over a marker stone before the

ball had even come to her side, and she kicked another stone as the ball
passed through her court.

�On point for the back chamber, two for the stones,� said the goddess.
�Caan Cuy rests at Twelve Snake.�

�Do you see it now?� Nictay asked.  She served into the back chamber
again, giving up another point.  She still rested at Six Dog, not yet halfway
through the count.  Caan Cuy was at Thirteen Death, only a point from
victory.  But he couldn�t win.  �We play not to surpass a certain score, but to
rest there.�

Caan Cuy held the ball, considering.
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�It is true that I lied to you,� Nictay said.  �I am no princess.  But my
people need a warrior like you.  That much is true.  I would have said any-
thing at all to keep you from despairing, to encourage you to come with me
rather than die in the jungle.  I lied, but with good reason.  And it is for that
reason that I will not lose this game.  Nor will I let you win it.  I must live to
return to my people.  I must bring you with me.�

�That is not possible.  The bargain of the goddess ...�
�Serve!� cried the goddess�s voice.  Caan Cuy threw.  His serve was

good, and as it passed by, Nictay knocked over a stone.
�Two points,� said the goddess, laughing.  �Caan Cuy skips One Deer

and rests at Two Yellow.�
�This is her game,� said Nictay, �to deny us food or drink or rest as long

as we play.  And how long will we play?  When either of  us has the power to
keep the other�s score from ever resting on One Deer, just how long will we
keep this up?�

�We will play until we are too weak to play,� Caan Cuy said, nodding.
�We will play until we die of  thirst.�

�There is another way,� Nictay said.  �But you must trust me.�
�She is a liar,� said the goddess.  �You know this about her already,

Nacom.�
�I must live, and I must keep you alive,� said Nictay.  �Liar or not, you

can trust me more than I can trust you.  I need you.  You do not need me.�
�Tell me,� said Caan Cuy.  �I will consider.�

cd

So it was that exhausted, they played on.  Caan Cuy deliberately knocked
over his own markers, as Nictay knocked over her own.  It took a long time
for them to tie the score, and all the while the voice of the goddess reminded
Caan Cuy that Nictay was untrustworthy.  At the same time, she told Nictay
to consider whether Caan Cuy would ever go with her back to her village.
Clearly, what he wanted was to return to his own people, not serve hers.

When the score stood at Thirteen Death for each of  them, it was Nictay�s
serve.  Her papery throat burned when she asked, �Will you trust me, Nacom
Caan Cuy of the Moon People?�
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�You cannot,� said the goddess.
Across the court, he met her eyes.  �I will.�
�She is a liar.�
�And I will trust you, Caan Cuy.  Just have a care.  Do not trip over a

stone as the ball sails by.�
�He will betray you.�
He sat down.  �Satisfied?�
He was an agile man.  Even from where he sat, he might jump up and

topple a stone in time, giving her two points, sending her past One Deer the
way she had done it to him.  But she had to trust him.  There was no other
way.

She took careful aim so that she wouldn�t strike one of his markers with
the ball.  She served.

The ball bounced in her court.  In his.
It sailed toward the back chamber.  Caan Cuy sat, arms folded.
Nictay knocked over one of  her own stones.
�A point for the chamber,� growled the goddess.  �A point for the stone.

Each of  you rests at One Deer.�
�Water,� said Caan Cuy.  �You promised.�
A water jug appeared in the center of the court.  Caan Cuy and Nictay

met there.  Each took a swallow, then Caan Cuy said, �Drink.  Slake your
thirst.  You discovered the way home for both of  us.�

�She did,� said the goddess as Nictay drank.  �But as you ended the
game in a way I did not intend, so shall I honor my pledge to you in a way
that you did not intend.�  And before Nictay had finished drinking, the flames
in the walls died.  They were in utter blackness.

Light, barely perceptible and gray, grew around them.  Gradually, the
gloom lifted and they found themselves on a hillside.  Rain fell on their faces.
The water jug was still in Nictay�s hands.

�Your clothes!� Caan Cuy said.  He himself  was dressed as he had always
been, except that he no longer wore the yoke and pads of  a ball player.

Nictay looked down at herself.  She wore a cape of red and green feath-
ers.  There were sandals on her feet, and an enormous jade pendant hung
down between her breasts.

Caan Cuy�s obsidian-toothed war club lay on the ground near his feet.
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On the ground at Nictay�s feet was another one just like it.  The rain began to
slacken.

�Princess,� said a man who had been standing behind them.  They both
turned, startled.  �Have we not rested enough?  Your father awaits us.�

�Ahkbal?� said Caan Cuy.  �My brother?�  He stepped forward to clasp
the man�s hand.  �You are here?�

Ahkbal looked at him strangely.  �I have never left, Nacom.�  He peered
into Caan Cuy�s face.  �Are you ill?  Is the fever still with you?�

Caan Cuy looked at Nictay, who had no assurance to offer.  �I am��
Caan Cuy started.  He shrugged.  �I am all right.�

�Princess?� said Ahkbal.
�Lead the way,� she said.  He gave her the same strange look, but he took

the lead on the mountain path that brought them to the top of a ridge.  On a
ledge below, Nictay saw a party of  nobles standing and watching the valley
below.  She gasped, and then looking into the valley, she froze.

Caan Cuy took her arm.  �What?�
She nodded at the ledge.  �My father,� she said.  �He is a fisherman, but

there he stands among men of  noble dress.  Look at his robes!  They are the
clothes of a great man!�

�Of  an emperor,� Caan Cuy agreed.
�Princess?� said Ahkbal.  �Is something wrong?�
Nictay stood up as straight as she could.  In what she hoped would

sound like the tones of  a princess, she said, �Go ahead and announce us.�
He bowed and left them.
�So that is what she meant,� Nictay said.  �She sent us home, but not to

our homes.�
�Some of  the emperor�s body guards are women.  I know some of

them.  Women of  the Moon city.  But women never carried clubs and shields
in my country!�

�Mittat!� Nictay said, recognizing a friend.  But what was Mittat doing in
the robes of a warrior?

�Is this place ...?�
�This is the valley of  the Middle People,� Nictay said.  �But that city

below us ...�  She looked again at the palace, the temple pyramids, the houses
of  nobles, the huts, the surrounding fields.  �I don�t know it.  I never saw it
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before.�
�What can it be,� Caan Cuy said, understanding now, �but the city of  the

Highland People?�  He pointed out onto the plain between the highland city
and the island city of the Middle People.  Great rows of warriors lined up to
face one another.  Their feathered robes and painted shields were brilliant
even at this distance, even under a gray sky.  �Flower War.�

�She gave us the home of  my lie,� Nictay said.  �I wanted my people to
be the equals of the Middle People.�

�So it seems they are,� Caan Cuy said.  And with bitterness, he added,
�Now they are my people, too.  And yours are mine.  I see priests of  the
Moon city attending your father down there.  Your father, the emperor.  And
how many of  my friends and yours will die down there today, women as
well as men, in this Flower War of  your making?  In this world of  your lie?�

She gave him a hard look.  �I did what I had to do for my people,
Nacom Caan Cuy, my general.�

He looked away from her.
�Come,� she said.  �We have our lives.  We have our new lives.�
He met her gaze again.
�My father awaits us, Nacom.�  She nodded towards the ledge where

the nobles watched the Flower War unfold.  �Let us go to him.  Let us
discover what sort of world we have made.�

She started down the path.  And Caan Cuy, taking in a deep breath
through his crooked nose, followed her.
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�Jeeze, Sabine, what a dump!�
�It may be a little run down�it�s been here forever�but, look at this

place ...�  Sabine�s eyes twinkled as she gestured toward the three-story Colo-
nial manor before them.  It radiated an almost tangible coziness and sense of
�home� for her.

Randy sneered.  �Should I be impressed because it�s old?�
�You could show a little tact�my grandmother lived here her whole

life.�
�Too bad for her.  Let�s go inside, it�s friggin� cold out here.�
�My grandmother was an amazing, independent woman.  Apologize for

being disrespectful of  her memory, or we�re not going in.�
�The only reason she was independent was because her husband had the

brains to split ...�
Better than using all his wife�s money for drinking and whoring, Sabine thought.
�... I mean, all that talk about dragons and unicorns�puh-lease.  No won-

der he left her.  Now, give me the key or I�m going to get �disrespectful�
upside your head.�

Sabine shuddered, knowing all to well that Randy was serious.  She handed
him the house-key without another word, inwardly questioning why she�d
ever believed that Randy would one day magically revert to the Prince Charming
that�d swept her off  her feet once upon a time.  Her grandmother�s stories of
her grandfather�s violent ways should have taught her that some people are
just monsters in disguise. Coming back to the old house made her suddenly
realize the parallels. It was as if  she were following in her grandmother�s
footsteps, right up the climb, across the porch, and to the front door.

Inside, the precisely arranged furniture triggered a rush of  memories for
Sabine�wonderful memories of  her childhood some twenty years past.  Yet
something dark lurked at the depths of  her mind.  She shrugged off  the
strange feeling and smiled as she looked upon the living room coffee table
where her grandmother had so often served her tea and homemade treats.
She even thought she smelled the lingering scent of  peanut butter cookies.
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But her reverie was disrupted by Randy�s grating voice.
�Do you think this junk�s worth anything?�
�This was my grandmother�s! We�re not going to sell these priceless an-

tiques!�
�Yeah we are,� he said, looking around more approvingly.  �We need the

money.�
�I thought your layoff was ending next week.  With you going back to

work��
�I�m not going back there!  No more high-stress jobs for me.  Nah-uh.�
Sabine glared at him. �It�s not like you�ve relaxed during your time away

from the office ...�
Randy scowled, but didn�t retort, his mind obviously on money matters.

�After we sell this junk,� he said, �we�ll use the money to fix up the place, then
we�ll sell it too.�

�I told you I wanted to live here ...�
�You�d be living here alone.�
Is that a promise?  Sabine walked away from Randy.  She found herself

drawn to a blackened brick fireplace in the sitting room.  Despite a voice of
warning at the back of her mind, Sabine leaned into the chimney and peered
up into the black void.

�Hey,� Randy said, �didn�t your crazy grandmother say to stay away
from that fireplace, or else the �Grinch� would get you?�

�Grimlors,� Sabine muttered.
�What?�
Sabine ignored him.  She was thinking about the grimlors�vile, dirty little

monsters from another world.  It was memories of them and their fantastical
world that she�d buried for all these years in the darkest recesses of  her mind.

When Sabine was thirteen, she�d dreamed of  adventures in magical worlds,
like in the books she�d read.  So one day, she ignored her grandmother�s
warnings and ventured into the fireplace.  To her great disappointment, noth-
ing happened.  But then she jiggled the lever that opened the flue ...

cd

... and a bunch of grimlors yanked thirteen-year-old Sabine up the chim-
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ney into a hollow tree in the land of  Zerr.
Four of  the ugly little creatures held on to her while several more poked

and prodded her.  She struggled to break free, to no avail, but then the
creatures suddenly let go, and she fell to the ground.  At the same time she
heard a rustle in the undergrowth, and she looked up to see what had scared
the grimlors.  A silver unicorn appeared with fast-moving grace from some-
where within the forest.  The beautiful mare stopped beside Sabine and shook
its spiraled horn menacingly at her attackers.

The dirty beasts scampered up the hollow tree and disappeared into the
heights.

�Thank you,� Sabine said, amazed, but the unicorn was gone.
She saw a well-trodden path nearby and hurried over to it.  The young

Sabine followed the path for a time, taking in the wondrous new land.  At
first glance, Zerr was everything she�d hoped for.  Fantastical creatures
abounded�from a distance she saw centaurs, ogres, elves, goblins, winged
horses, and many others she never could have imagined.  No one paid her
any heed, however, since they were all too busy fighting for their lives.

As in the stories she�d read, there was obviously a war being waged
between good and evil in Zerr.  Sabine expected her arrival would somehow
be the turning point in the conflict.  Otherwise, she surmised, she would not
have been brought there.

�But why have I not yet encountered my annoying-in-a-comical-way and
altogether loyal sidekick?� she wondered aloud.

�You want for a sidekick, then?�  A little man that Sabine hadn�t noticed
sitting in the grass stood and approached her.  He looked for all the world
like the result of  a love-spell gone awry, with the shared features of  a lepre-
chaun and a monkey.

�Well,� he said, �don�t just stare�d�you want to hire me or what?�  His
head twitched in random directions while he spoke.

Sabine tried not to be judgmental, but his odd looks and odder twitches
made it hard for her to think straight.  �I ... I don�t have any money.�

�What�no gold?  Then why�d you summon me?  Bah!�  He turned to
leave.

�Wait!�
The monkey-man turned and raised a twitchy eyebrow.
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Sabine had spoken without a follow-up plan.  �I ... I��
�Bah!�  He turned away again.
�I can save Zerr from evil!� Sabine blurted out.
The little man turned and smiled grimly.  �The way things are going, there

soon won�t be no gold left t�isn�t in the hands of evil.  So your quest is one I
can get beside.�  He held out his hand.  �Name�s Gammy.�

Sabine returned his smile and only hesitated a split-second before shaking
his hand.  After she introduced herself, she said, �I suppose we should go see
your king or queen first.�

�The castle�s this way.�  Gammy abruptly set off, and Sabine had to hurry
to keep up with him.

Other than the occasional belch, the dwarf made no sound as he walked
down the path.  After awhile, Sabine grew bored by the journey.  The wide
path led through monotonous fields and forests, and she hadn�t seen anything
more interesting than a winged toad in the last three hours.  Where had all the
wondrous creatures gone?

At this point she would almost have welcomed another encounter with
the grimlors, or even a three-headed snake.

Sabine sighed.  �We should be riding a winged horse or a flying carpet or
something,� she said.  �Can�t you find us something useful, Gammy?�

�Nothing to find.�  The dwarf  shrugged.  �All the good folks�along
with their weapons and mounts�are either defending the castle, or back
yonder fighting the second wave.  We should be thankful this middle patch is
so quiet.�

As they talked, their path connected with the main street of a small vil-
lage.  All the buildings had burned to the ground.  �If  no one�s around,�
Sabine said, �then maybe we could see if  anyone�s left anything useful
behind ...�

�I�m starting to have serious doubts about your claim to be Zerr�s sav-
ior,� Gammy said.  �What god would send someone so young and naïve?
Nothing survives dragon fire, missy.�

�Well, there could�ve been basements,� she mumbled.  Louder, she said,
�There will have been a prophecy, heralding my arrival as the turning point in
the war�you�ll see.  I�m sure the king will be expecting me.�

If  she�d been expected by the king, they never found out.
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When they came within sight of the castle a short time later, they knew
they would never get near it.  Not that it mattered anymore.

�The king is dead!� Gammy exclaimed.
The castle was overrun by every evil creature Sabine had ever heard of.

Dragons, gargoyles, harpies, vampire bats, and countless other flying preda-
tors swooped down on the remaining guards, who fought valiantly but hope-
lessly.  Goblins, ogres, trolls, and yeti tore down the stone walls with gibber-
ing shouts of glee.  And there, on a giant pike in the midst of all the mayhem,
was the skewered body of a nobleman wearing a crown.

A light breeze carried the coppery smell of blood and other, far worse,
scents that Sabine could not identify.  She tried not to gag, and she almost
collapsed in a fit of  fear and despair.

Why hadn�t she listened to her grandmother and stayed away from this
evil place?  But, no, Zerr was not all evil.  There were good people and good
creatures, like the unicorn and Gammy, and they deserved to be rescued.
Besides, in the stories she�d read, the battles always seemed hopeless until the
hero arrived and saved the day with a magical sword or destroyed the magi-
cal ring or whatever.  And that, she reminded herself, had to be why she was
there.

�There must be someone else I�m supposed to encounter,� Sabine said.
�A great wizard�there�s always a wise, powerful, old wizard!�

�That�s the cleverest thing you�ve said all day,� Gammy said.  �Ishtak is an
old friend of  mine.  I�ve been meaning to pay him a visit anyhow.  Give him
a piece of my mind, I will.  Can�t understand why he hasn�t put a whammy
on all this encroaching evil.�

�Is he far?� Sabine asked, feeling excited again despite all the death and
despair so near at hand.

�Three day�s walk.  But,� Gammy said when Sabine�s face fell, �we don�t
have to walk there.  I�ve been on some quests with the old wand-twirler and
he once gave me a �jump to me� charm.  Lucky for you, I never throw
anything away.�  The dwarf  fished a shiny bauble out of  the inside of  his
cloak.  He held it in front of  his mouth, grabbed Sabine�s hand, and said,
�Ishtak.�

Sabine didn�t blink, but she still missed the transportation.  They were just
there, instantly.  And Sabine wished she were anywhere else in the world(s).
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They now stood inside the remains of another decimated castle.  Hang-
ing upside-down from a pile of rubble, suspended by rocks atop broken
ankles, was a man wearing a charred cape woven with astrological symbols.

�Ishtak,� Gammy whispered.  His cheek twitched, and a teardrop landed
on Sabine�s hand.

She wiped it away distractedly, her attention drawn to the dead bodies
littered amongst the felled castle.  She looked beyond the ruins to a dark
forest filled with moving shadows and crazed, shrieking voices.  But not all
the screams were from the shadows.  Sabine watched in horror as a hulking
werewolf sank its teeth into a hapless tree-nymph and a rotting zombie munched
on a handful of  pixies.

�Bugger this quest,� Gammy said.  �Besides the fact that I�ve never heard
of any prophecies heralding the arrival of a savior from another world, and
the fact that you�re only a young girl, it�s simply too late now.  Evil forces have
prevailed.  Zerr�s become an unbearable land of  chaos!�

Sabine�s mouth fell open and her shoulders sagged.  That was it, then?
Everything was lost?  She felt a sense of  profound sadness at the horrible fate of
Zerr.

The monkey-man fished in his pockets and brought out another charm.
�I�m going to find my mates and burrow deep into the mountains.  I suggest
you go back to where you came from.�  He grabbed her hand, held the
charm before his mouth, and said, �Home.�

Despite the fact that she clicked her heels, Sabine did not go directly
home.  The charm obviously sent Gammy home though, for an instant later
Sabine found herself alone in front of the hollow tree.  She looked around
for grimlors and froze in terror as she saw an enormous black dragon hov-
ering just above the tree line.  Its body blotted out the sky, and the wind from
its beating wings swayed the treetops.

The black dragon�s evil eyes locked on hers, and she swore she saw it
smile before it opened its mouth full and blasted out a jet of fire.

With not a second to spare, the silver unicorn appeared and pushed Sabine
back into the hollow tree, surrendering its own body to the flames in order to
send her home ...

cd
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It hadn�t been the fairytale ending she�d hoped for, but at least she was
alive to reminisce about it now twenty years later.

�Move it, Sabine,� Randy said, pushing her out of  the way.  �This place is
drafty�I�m going to make a fire.�

Sabine staggered out of  Randy�s way.
�Don�t touch that!� she shrieked as Randy reached for the lever to open

the flue.  Now that she�d dug up the old memory, she was utterly terrified of
opening the flue.

Randy jumped at her high-pitched yell and hit his head on the bricks.  He
swore in anger, whirling on Sabine.  He slapped her hard across the face.

Sabine stumbled backward, then fell to the wood floor.
�Don�t you ever startle me like that again!  Now, why shouldn�t I touch the

lever?�
�Becau��
�I swear, Sabine, if you say anything about Grinches or dragons, I�m

going to throw you into the fire.�
Sabine stayed silent.
Randy grunted and leaned back into the chimney.  �Friggin� thing�s stuck.�
�You have to jiggle it a bit,� Sabine said, deciding to be �helpful.�
�One of  the first improvements I�m going to make to this dump,� Randy

said as he jiggled the lever, �is to install a gas fireplace.  This flue�s a pain in
the��

Sabine glimpsed a pair of  grubby little hands on the back of  Randy�s
collar, just before he vanished up into the chimney.

She jumped to her feet and slammed the flue shut. �Yes, I think I will put
a gas fireplace there.�  Sabine smiled to herself.
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Maralee bolted into her parents� bedroom, her mouth agape as if in a
scream�but the only sound came from her padded feet upon the plush
carpet.  Her mother and father were sound asleep in their bed, unaware of
the tragedy that had befallen their only child.  Maralee fell to her knees at her
mother�s side and shook the petite, slumbering beauty from side to side.

Her mother jolted awake, while her father muttered, �No, that�s not the
way to Chocolate Land!�

Both blinked their eyes open to behold their distraught daughter.  They
frowned at the concerned expression on her innocent face.

�My goodness!� her father said.  �That was quite a dream, but whatever
is the matter, Maralee?�

Maralee wished she could answer.  She wished she could tell them of  the
terrible calamity that had occurred and the reason she�d awakened her tired,
overworked parents.  She became frenzied again and clutched at her slender
throat.  She tried to speak, to shout, to sing ... but nothing happened when she
opened her mouth!  No sounds came forth�not even a tiny squeak, or the
whoosh of air!

Maralee�s voice had disappeared.
�Maralee, isn�t it a little early to play charades?� her father teased.  Her

father, the King of  Vanshoria, adored his precious daughter and rarely re-
fused anything she asked of him.  Even though he probably did feel it was a
little early and even though he was terribly busy running his kingdom, he would
have played any games with Maralee so long as she had wished it of him.

Maralee glared at her father like he�d gone crazy, then looked to her
mother to comprehend her plight.

�Maralee,� her mother said in her usual calm and queenly manner, �have
you lost your voice?�

Maralee nodded, stuck out her bottom lip, and tried not to cry.  Even
though she was fifteen, she often acted like a child.  In this instance, however,
she was not overreacting for she loved to sing and wanted nothing more than
to sing everyday of her life.  But now her voice was gone, and she could not
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imagine anything worse happening to her.  She walked to her father�s side of
the bed and snuggled into his pudgy arms.

�There, there,� her father said as he stroked her shiny, blue tresses.  Maralee
loved having her hair stroked, particularly by her father�s strong hands.  He
had showed affection for her in this manner ever since she could remember,
so she had never cut her hair.

Maralee�s mother got out of  bed, put on her robe, and sat beside her as
she joined in a family embrace.  Though she didn�t openly show it often,
Cordala was a softie when it came to those she loved.  And Cordala also
loved to sing, so she surely understood better than anyone else how sad
Maralee felt.

�Now Maralee,� Cordala said gently, �are you feeling any other symp-
toms?  Let me feel your head.�

Maralee sat up properly so her mother could gauge her temperature.
�You don�t feel warm.  Hmmm.  Is your throat sore?�
Maralee thought about it for a moment, then shook her head no.
�Well, we�ll get to the bottom of  this at once.  Quickly, get dressed and I

will summon the castle healers.�
�And I,� the King said, �will summon all of  the healers throughout the

entire kingdom!�
Maralee smiled.  She knew she could count on her parents to fix just

about anything.
�Now, Rollinay,� Cordala said, �isn�t that a bit much?�
Rollinay yawned.  �Of  course not, my dear.  Not when it comes to our

Maralee.�
Cordala smiled, playfully rolled her eyes, and left with Maralee to freshen

up.

cd

Maralee was surprised to find so many people waiting for her in the
grand gathering hall.  She recognized the dozen castle healers and assumed the
other hundred or so were healers from the land.  There were also close to
twenty royal guards huddled together around the King and Queen.  Norland,
the royal advisor, stood beside Shakrin, the head of the royal guard, and
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appeared to be listening intently to what Shakrin was saying.
�Ah, Maralee,� her father boomed from across the room, quieting all

conversation.  �There you are,� he said as he and her mother made their way
toward her.

Norland and Shakrin followed, which was typical and expected, save for
the grim expressions that adorned their elven faces.

�Maralee,� King Rollinay said, �Shakrin has brought up a valid concern�
one I had not considered and one that should not be taken lightly.  While the
healers examine you, Shakrin and his men will be investigating the possibility
of theft.�

Maralee furrowed her brow and looked to her mother for clarification.
�Shakrin,� Queen Cordala said, �please tell Maralee what you told us.�
�Yes, thank you, my Queen.  Princess Maralee, while I shudder to think

that there could have been a breach of  our security, with a beautiful voice
such as yours, I cannot discount the possibility that it may have somehow
been stolen.�  The room erupted in hushed whispers as the healers reacted to
this unthinkable possibility.

Maralee unconsciously stroked her throat and wondered if somehow
her voice had been stolen.

�Now, Shakrin,� King Rollinay said, �let�s not jump to conclusions and
upset Maralee unnecessarily.  Maralee, please let the healers examine you�
your mother and I will be with you so you need not worry�while Shakrin
conducts his investigation.  Hopefully, he will conclude that no one in my
kingdom would dare do such a thing.�

Maralee nodded.
�Very good, my King,� Shakrin said, then signaled for his guards to fol-

low him out of the room.
Cordala led Maralee to the center of the room and sat her on a plain,

wooden stool.  The royal healers formed a circle around them, while the
other healers spread out behind them.

Johandar, the oldest and most respected healer, stepped forward.  His
wire-rimmed spectacles hung at the tip of his pointed nose and his indigo
hair was tied loosely in a single braid.  With each passing year since his fiftieth
birthday, his body had shortened by an inch, so as Maralee sat on her stool,
she was at the perfect height for him to stand face-to-face with her.  �When
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did you last hear your voice?� he asked.
Maralee looked at her mother.
�She sang just last night,� Queen Cordala said.  �As you know, Maralee is

a lover of music and many different singers, and she tries to emulate the best
of  the best in her performances.  Last night, she sang beautifully and haunt-
ingly, like the late Okranona, the famous opera singer.�

�Mm-hmm.  Mm-hmm,� Johandar said.  �Now, young lady, please open
your mouth.�

Maralee did as she was told while the other healers leaned in closer to
catch a glimpse of  what Johandar was seeing.

Johandar held up a large ocular device and peered deeply into Maralee�s
mouth.  �Mm-hmm.  Mm-hmm,� he said as he tugged her mouth open in
various and awkward places.  �Now please try to speak.�

Maralee tried and tried with all of her might, but still, not a single peep
came out.

Johandar stepped back and put away his ocular piece.
�Well?� Maralee�s mother asked.
�Well, she has definitely lost her voice,� he said.
�And?�
�And I�m afraid there�s not much I can do.�
�But you are the oldest and most respected healer in the land.�
Johandar did not reply.
�Then are you saying there is no cure?�
�Unfortunately not one that I can give her.�
�Well then, will she ever have her voice again?�
�Certainly, it is a possibility.�
�How?�
�Simple.  She must go out and find it.�
�Ohhhhhhhhhh,� the other healers said.
Maralee gripped her mother�s arm.  Find her voice?  Where was she going to

find her voice?
Queen Cordala placed her hand on top of  Maralee�s and asked Johandar

for clarification.
�Though I have heard tales of voice-traders, only one other time in my

long life have I seen this type of  affliction,� he said.  �A young elf  who was
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unhappy with the sound of his voice eventually lost it and ...�
�And what?� Queen Cordala demanded.
�And he lived out his days in unbearable silence.�
The room gasped in shock, and Maralee held back tears.
�There must be something we can do!� Queen Cordala said.
�As I said,� Johandar said, �the only cure I know of  is for Maralee to find

her voice.  The young man I spoke of refused to search�whether from fear
or from apathy, I do not know�though he could have regained it if  only he
had tried.�

�But how did this happen?� Queen Cordala asked.  Even in her frazzled
state, she was the most radiant queen Vanshoria had ever seen.

�I do not know, but it is highly doubtful her voice was stolen.�
�How can you be so certain?�
Yeah, Maralee wanted to say.  How can you be so certain?  But of  course, she

said nothing.
�I have lived longer than any other here and my experiences have taught

me that these things happen for special reasons.  I believe it is a part of
Maralee�s destiny to search for her lost voice.�

Queen Cordala seemed to digest his words before asking the roomful
of  healers for a second opinion.  �Would anyone else care to examine
Maralee?�

A dull murmur spread throughout the room, but none of  the others
came forward.

�With respect, my Queen,� a young healer in the back called out, �no one
knows more about these things than Johandar.  We agree with his assessment
and feel Maralee should search for her voice at once.�  The healers nodded
their heads and murmured their assent in unison.

�Very well,� Queen Cordala said.  �You are all excused.  Thank you for
your time.�

Johandar smiled and handed Maralee a candy as he always did with his
younger patients.  �Do not worry, Princess,� he said, �you will find your
voice.�  And with that, he gathered his belongings and left the room as quickly
as someone his age could.

Maralee burst into tears.  She had held them back for the sake of  her
royal dignity, but now that she was alone with her parents, there wasn�t any
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way she could stop the tears from flowing.
What was she going to do? she wondered, and how was she ever going

to sing again?  She did not know the first thing about searching for her voice.
She had never had to search for anything before�the servants had always
done such chores for her.  Plus, she had rarely ventured outside the castle
grounds, but now she had a feeling she would have to go very far beyond�
very, very far beyond.  What was she going to do?  Her life was over, she
decided.

King Rollinay went to Maralee�s side and held her tightly in his arms.  She
sobbed unabashedly into her father�s silken garment and let his protective
arms envelope her.

He did not loosen his hug as he discussed the situation with his wife.  �I
will send Shakrin and his men to go find her lost voice.  Royal princesses do
not go searching for things.  Besides, Maralee is too delicate to go on such a
perilous mission.�

An uncomfortable silence ensued.  Maralee had a bad feeling that her
mother must be thinking of the best possible way to tell her overprotective
husband that Maralee had to go on her own quest.

�I�m sorry, my darling,� Cordala said, �but Johandar did say that Maralee
must be the one to find her voice.�

The King�s lips trembled, and he squeezed Maralee harder.
Maralee could not shout out that he was holding her too tightly, so she

waved her arms madly in the air instead.
�Rollinay, you�re suffocating her!�
�Oh, I�m sorry, my dear,� he said as he stepped away.
Maralee wiped her tears and looked into her father�s eyes.  Please save me!

she tried to say, but knew it was impossible.
�Now, Maralee,� her mother said as she firmly gripped her daughter�s

shoulders, �look at me.  Good.  Now, do you want to sing again?�
Maralee looked into her mother�s hazel eyes and knew that she meant

business.  Resigned, Maralee nodded.  Of  course.  More than anything in the world.
�Alright then.  Then you must embark on this journey and you must not

be afraid.�  She looked at her husband as though trying to convince him as
well.

King Rollinay nodded his agreement.  He cleared his throat, then said,
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�Yes, Maralee.  You are my daughter and I know that you can do this.  Your
mother and I are proud of you, and we know you will return to us ... safely
... with your beautiful voice.�  He looked away as though staring longer into
his daughter�s green eyes would make him cry and, ultimately, change his
mind.

�Alright, then, Maralee.  Do you think that you can do this?� Queen
Cordala asked.  She held Maralee�s chin gently with her perfectly manicured
hand.

Maralee nodded.
�Alright, good.  Then, we will enjoy the rest of  the day as a family, and

then you and two of  Shakrin�s guards will begin the search for your voice first
thing in the morning.�

Maralee nodded again.  Even though she really wished her parents could
accompany her on her journey, she knew they had a kingdom to run and
suspected their inability to go with her was tearing them apart.  She decided it
was best not to pursue the matter further.

cd

Maralee woke up and tested out her voice.  Testing ... testing ... one-two-three
she mouthed.  Nope.  Still gone.  Not a bad dream like she�d hoped.  Oh
well.  She got out of bed and prepared for the big day ahead.

While she took her morning bubble bath, she thought about the wonder-
ful day she had spent with her doting parents.  They had postponed all royal
matters and given Maralee their complete and undivided attention.

A few times while they were eating treats or playing games, Maralee had
looked at her father, with his big, jelly belly, and his caramel-colored beard,
and she�d thought he was going to cry.  She knew her being away was going
to break his heart.

That must have been when she�d suddenly gained strength and resolve,
because she�d certainly never had any of  those things before.  Or maybe she�d
been born with them�which was a definite possibility since her mother dem-
onstrated enough strength and resolve for all of  Vanshoria�but they�d re-
mained hidden from her and hadn�t chosen to appear until just when she�d
needed them to.  Wherever they�d come from, she�d convinced herself  that
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she would be successful on her mission and that she would make her parents
proud.

As Maralee donned her undergarments, Kaynith entered her room with
a breakfast tray.  Kaynith had been her mother�s handmaiden since at least the
time of  Maralee�s birth and had been like both a sister and an aunt to Maralee.

Maralee chose a warm roll from the tray and popped it into her mouth.
She realized right then that she had no idea what to wear on a voice quest.
She thought about finishing chewing before asking Kaynith for help�she
could hear her mother�s voice, �Don�t talk with your mouth full,��when she
realized she couldn�t talk with her mouth full.  Maralee pulled out different
outfits�roll still in her mouth�and held them up against her slender body.

Kaynith smiled knowingly and pulled out Maralee�s playclothes.  Maralee
made a funny face because her playclothes weren�t things she�d ever wear
outside of  the castle grounds.  People would see her!

�Princess Maralee, I think it would be wise for you not to reveal your
identity.  The choice is yours, of  course, but remember, even with Shakrin�s
guards to protect you, some may try to take advantage of your wealth and
position and others may even try to harm you.�

Maralee had not thought about that.  Kaynith was right.
�Plus, you don�t know where your journey will take you, and I think

you�d rather be comfortable than princessly, don�t you?�
Maralee nodded.  Kaynith was so smart.  She picked out her favorite

cotton slacks and put them on with a matching cotton shirt.
�Good, I think you are ready,� Kaynith said.  �Here is a change of  clothes

and some food.�  She handed Maralee a satchel.  �Now be on your way.
Your parents and your escorts are waiting for you by the castle gates.�

Maralee gave Kaynith a hug and a huge smile.
�You�re welcome, Melody,� she said.  Melody was the nickname Kaynith

had affectionately given her because she was always singing.  Kaynith only
used it when they were alone, and it always made Maralee feel special.  This
time it meant even more.

cd

Maralee no longer felt sad about the journey ahead.  In fact, she found
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herself feeling excited and even looking forward to going on such a worth-
while quest.

When she was a little girl, her parents had read her fairytales and other
fun-filled stories.  She�d always become easily engrossed and always won-
dered what it would be like to experience such adventures.  Now she was
going on one all of her own.  Of course, she would have preferred her voice
to have not gone missing in the first place, but since it had, she was quite
anxious to have it back.  She just hoped her parents had come to terms with
her having to leave and the necessity of her mission.

�Why, Maralee,� her father said when she caught up to them, �even in
your playclothes, you are the most beautiful young girl I�ve ever seen.�

Maralee smiled.
�Now Maralee,� her mother said, �always remember your manners and

never forget about your hygiene.�
Maralee nodded and tried to groan, though of course it didn�t come out.

She hugged her parents tightly and smiled to show them she wasn�t afraid.
�We love you,� they said as Maralee released herself  from their embrace.

Maralee kissed them on their cheeks in response, then nodded to the
plainclothed royal guards, signaling her readiness to depart.  The guards joined
her, and the three adventurers stepped onto the small drawbridge that crossed
the moat in a secluded, forested area behind the castle.

�Wait!� someone called out.  The travelers stopped and turned around.
Johandar hobbled towards them with an ancient tome in his hand.  �Wait!�

The party rejoined the King and Queen as a panting Johandar finally
reached them.

�Please, Johandar,� Cordala said, �catch your breath.  You must not
exert yourself  so.�

�Thank you, my Queen,� he puffed, �I am fine.�  He turned to Maralee.
�Princess Maralee, I have been searching through the tomes, and I have dis-
covered some unfortunate news.�

Maralee tried to hide her fear.
�What is it?� her father demanded.
�Well, your highness, it appears that Maralee must find her voice on her

own.�
�What?!� her father nearly yelled.
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�Yes, I�m sorry, but all of  my research points to this same conclusion.
Only Maralee will know when she has found her true voice, and only her true
voice will know to whom it rightly belongs.�

Maralee thought that her newfound strength and resolve had suddenly
failed her, for she now felt scared and lacked the confidence to go on.  The
stunned silence that ensued didn�t help, and once again, she found herself
wondering what to do.

As expected, her mother spoke first.  �Maralee,� she said soothingly, �I
know this news is hard to bear, but you were ready to embark on your
journey before and I see no reason why you still shouldn�t go.�

Maralee didn�t feel quite as certain.
�Thank you for your troubles, Johandar.  You may take your leave and

please get some much-deserved rest.�  Johandar bowed.  �You are also
dismissed,� King Rollinay said to the guards.

Maralee watched them go until her mother�s words refocused her atten-
tion.

�Nothing really has changed, Maralee,� Queen Cordala said.  �Your voice
is still lost and you still want to find it.  You must go on this quest and you must
go alone.�

King Rollinay nodded, then turned his head away to hide the welling
tears.  Something about his sadness triggered Maralee�s strength and resolve
again, and she felt certain she could accomplish her mission solo.  She kissed
her parents� cheeks again and left before she changed her mind.

After she�d taken a few brave steps, she turned and waved, then crossed
the drawbridge  Excitement and nervousness made her body tremble ever
so slightly as she wondered where her very first adventure would take her.

cd

Leaving the castle grounds turned out to be easy enough for Maralee, for
only one path led away from it for quite some distance.  She followed this
path through the woods without encountering another soul.  Eventually she
crossed over onto a wider path that wasn�t hemmed in by trees.  She de-
lighted in the beauty that Vanshoria had to offer.  Though she had been
tutored in the geography of  the land she would one day rule over, she�d never
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had the opportunity to explore it on her own to really take it in.
To the north she admired the majesty of  the snow-tipped Boulder Moun-

tain range.  She counted over five distinct mountains, each with its own as-
sortment of  red rocks, green foliage, and blue waterfalls.

To the south, she looked down into the Frayer Valley, where the mighty
Frayer River intersected with the smaller, winding Coquette River.  An amaz-
ing number of logs floated in tied bunches down the Frayer River, pulled
behind boats headed for the lumber mill.  The banks of the rivers were
littered with fishermen, and the valley crowded with thatched roof  homes.

Maralee journeyed west, and her immediate surroundings were the most
beautiful of all.  Though she walked down a hard-packed dirt path amongst
green fields and gentle hillocks, the simplicity of the untouched land made her
feel at peace with the world.  She smiled as she listened to the peppy songs of
the little pink birds that perched atop the heads of grazing cows, and she
delighted in the bouquet of fragrant floral scents that reached her nose on the
gentle breeze.

As she checked behind each tree and under every rock for what she
hoped she�d recognize as her voice, she felt as though she was looking at
Vanshoria for the very first time.

But soon the novelty wore off, and she began to feel frustrated.  Where
was she going to find her voice, and how long was it going to take her?  She
was about to find a place to rest and perhaps have a bite to eat, when she
heard hoofbeats in the distance.

A lone male centaur approached and slowed down when he reached her.
�Hello, Princess Maralee,� he said.  �My name is Burunigh, and I am glad I
have finally found you.�

Maralee was shocked that a complete stranger knew who she was�
particularly since she�d followed Kaynith�s advice and had tried not to look
very princessly�and even more so that he had been looking for her.

�Do not be alarmed,� he said, as though he could read her mind.  �Many
in Vanshoria have heard of  the tragedy that has befallen you and I think I may
be of  some assistance to you.  I do not know if  the information that I have
to offer will help you or not, but I am willing to share it if it interests you to
receive it.�

He was extremely handsome with his long, wavy brown hair that matched
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his tail and the hind half  of  his body.  His human torso was muscular and
tanned, and his face was flawless in Maralee�s opinion.  She stared into his
chestnut eyes and wondered if she should trust him.

Centaurs were extremely trustworthy, but mischievous demons had been
known to take on centaur form and had sullied their reputations.  There was
only one way to determine if  a demon was playing a trick on her, and that
was to use a soul-detecting rock.  Unfortunately, Maralee did not have one
with her, so would have to rely on her instincts to make such an important
distinction.

Normally, she would have interrogated the centaur, for demons weren�t
as smart as centaurs and could easily be stumped.  But without her voice, she
couldn�t utter a single question.

So she weighed her options and decided that if the centaur was a demon
who led her into trouble, her father would banish him and his kin from
Vanshoria.  Surely even a demon wouldn�t be that stupid, would he?

The centaur did not press her nor show the slightest sign of impatience.
At length, Maralee nodded and hoped she wouldn�t regret her decision or its
outcome.

�There is a gypsy peddler not far from here who is in possession of  lost
voices.  Of  course, I do not know if  one of  them is yours, but if  you are
interested in finding out, I would be pleased to show you the way.�

The more he spoke, the handsomer he became.  Maralee smiled and
nodded again.  Her journey had been lonely thus far and finally, she had a
lead.

Burunigh returned her smile.  �It would be faster if you rode on my
back,� he said and held out his hand to help her up.

This was truly shaping into a glorious adventure, for she had never ridden
on a centaur before.  She accepted his hand as he lowered his legs, enabling
her to gracefully hop onto his back.  His fur was extremely soft, and she
found herself  feeling quite comfortable.  She wrapped her arms around his
torso as he left the path and trotted off into the forest.

cd

Burunigh hardly spoke while they traveled, which suited Maralee just fine.
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She couldn�t talk anyway, and she didn�t want him to wrench his neck to see if
she was nodding or shaking her head.  She enjoyed the ride instead and felt
magnificently free as the wind blew through her long hair.  She found herself
humming a lovely tune inside her head; an upbeat celebration of life made
famous by a local folksinger.

Before long, they reached a clearing where the most colorful wagon
she�d ever seen was set up.  Pots and pans, flutes and harps, scarves and socks,
and everything imaginable was displayed for all of  Vanshoria to see.

An old gypsy woman appeared from behind some gaily-colored furni-
ture, dressed in brightly colored scarves.

�Good day,� she said.  �Welcome.  Welcome.�
Maralee dismounted and found herself drawn in by the display in front

of  her.  Never before had she seen such an assortment of  wares all stuffed
together so efficiently in such a little wagon.  And the colors were so radiant,
especially after seeing mostly green for the better part of  the day.  She wanted
to look at every single item and take most of it home.

�Would the pretty girl like a beautiful scarf ?� the gypsy asked.  �Or
maybe this hard-to-find amaloshian-beaded necklace.�

Maralee got caught up in what the gypsy was showing her until Burunigh
politely interrupted.  �Actually,� he said, �we are searching for a lost voice.�

�Ah, yes,� the gypsy said.  �You have come to the right place.  I�ll be right
back.�  Maralee watched as the gypsy disappeared inside the wagon, then
listened as she heard footsteps descend some stairs and doors slamming shut.
She crouched down and peered under the little wagon.  The wheels kept the
wagon a good two feet off of the ground, and Maralee could see clear
across to the trees behind it.  But she�d heard the gypsy go down several stairs!
Hadn�t she?  She shot a questioning look at Burunigh as she heard rummaging
sounds, then an �Ah-ha!� followed by more slamming doors and stairs being
ascended.

�Gypsy magic is old and resourceful,� the centaur said with a shrug.
The gypsy woman reappeared with some small, velvet pouches in her

hand.  �Today is your lucky day,� she said.  �Normally, I am lucky to have
even one of  these gems in my vast inventory, but today, I can offer you three.�

Excited by her prospects, Maralee reached out for the pouches.
The gypsy snatched her hands away and said, �Wait a minute, young lady.
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I run a business here.  How are you going to pay?�
Pay?  Maralee had never had to pay for anything before.  She looked to

Burunigh for help.
�Perhaps you have something to trade?�
Maralee peered into her satchel and produced her spare clothes and some

food ... and nothing else.  She shook her head no.
�Then I am sorry,� the gypsy said.  �Have a pleasant day.�  She turned

away.
Maralee grabbed the gypsy�s arms, stopping her in her tracks.  She had

nothing to offer her, but she had to think of  something.
�Perhaps there is another way for you to receive your payment,� Burunigh

said.
Yes!  Yes!  Maralee nodded emphatically.
The gypsy appeared to think about it.  �What do you have in mind?� she

asked.
Burunigh looked to Maralee, who smiled and gently pulled him aside.

She held up her index finger to let the gypsy know they would just be a
moment.

�Maralee, is there something specific you have in mind?� Burunigh whis-
pered.

Maralee shook her head no, but then became inspired.  She pulled on her
hair.

�You want to trade in your hair?�
Maralee shook her head no.  Then slowly nodded her head yes.
�You don�t want to trade in your hair, but you will if  that�s what it comes

down to.�
Maralee nodded.  She knew centaurs were smart.
�Very well.  Let�s see what we can do.�
Maralee embraced Burunigh in gratitude, then they returned to the wagon.
�Well?� the gypsy said.
�Do you stand by your goods?� Burunigh asked.
�Of  course!  What kind of  business-gypsy do you take me for?�
�Then here is what we propose.  You will allow Maralee to try all three

of  your voices.  If  one belongs to her, then she will give you her hair.�
The gypsy�s face lit up.  Long, blue hair was very rare.
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�However,� Burunigh continued, �if  none of  the voices belong to her,
then she will return them and we will be on our way.�

It was obvious from the look on the gypsy�s face that she wasn�t happy
with those terms, but she also seemed to know that she would never out-
smart a centaur.

�Deal,� she said at last.
Maralee clapped her hands with joy.
The gypsy handed Maralee the first pouch.  Maralee opened it and

dropped its contents onto her hand.  It was a tiny, cubed box that felt solid
and was the size of a marble.  Of course�it was a voicebox!  Maralee
picked it up and examined it.  Now that she had it, she wasn�t sure what to do
with it.

�You must place the voicebox in the center of  your tongue and swallow
it,� Burunigh said.

A look of  concern crossed Maralee�s face.
�It is magical,� Burunigh continued, seeming to read Maralee�s mind again,

�so it will not hurt you and it will know where to go.�
Assured, Maralee placed the voicebox on her tongue.  She smiled at

Burunigh and the gypsy, then swallowed.
She didn�t feel any different.  She tried to speak.
�This work?  Me hope,� a loud, masculine voice said that startled Maralee,

Burunigh, and the gypsy.  Maralee clamped her hands over her mouth and
stopped talking.  The gypsy unsuccessfully held back a giggle.  Burunigh shot
the woman a disapproving look.

�This voice obviously belongs to a male ogre,� Burunigh said.  �Perhaps
you should make note of  this for your next customer,� he said to the gypsy,
who nodded and let out another snicker.

�Well then, Maralee, let�s try the next one.�
Maralee was anxious to be rid of the male ogre voice, but didn�t know

how to take it out.  �How out?� she roared.
The gypsy laughed uncontrollably.  Maralee had to admit, it was a little bit

funny, but she certainly wanted it out as quickly as possible.
�Of  course, I apologize,� Burunigh said unaffected by the gypsy�s laugh-

ter.  �The easiest way is to concentrate your thoughts on rejecting the voicebox.
Then you must pat your belly three times, tug on both ears twice, hold your
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nose, and let out a sneeze.�
Maralee looked at Burunigh to see if he was serious, for surely that was

something a mischievous demon would say.  But Burunigh�s face remained
intellectual and serious, so as ridiculous as it sounded, she knew that�s what she
had to do.  She tugged on her ears, held her nose, patted her belly, and
sneezed.  Nothing happened.

�What me do wrong?� she grunted.
�You must follow my instructions carefully and do them in the proper

order.  First, you must pat your belly exactly three times to tell your body that
you will be performing magic.  Then you must tug on your earlobes twice, to
jiggle the voicebox loose.  By holding your nose, you will ensure that the
voicebox lands on your tongue when you sneeze, and does not fly out of
your nose.�

Maralee understood.  She did as instructed and felt the voicebox mate-
rialize on her tongue.  She took it out of her mouth, grinned, and returned it
to its pouch.

She handed it to the gypsy in exchange for the second pouch.  Without
hesitation, and now feeling like a pro, she eagerly swallowed the second
voicebox.

�Ribbit, ribbit,� she croaked.
The gypsy could not contain herself.
A look of  horror crossed Maralee�s face, and she wanted to scream,

What in the world? but all that came out was another, �Ribbit!�  She also felt a
sudden hunger for flies, which seemed strange since she hadn�t felt hunger
pains with the ogre voice.

�Oh dear,� Burunigh said.  �Now you have a frog in your throat.�
Frogs were playful creatures that often made their way into people�s

throats.  Maralee had had one before and had easily chased it away with fluids
and bed-rest, but this time the frog was the only thing in her throat and she no
longer wanted it.  She hurriedly patted her belly, tugged her ears, held her
nose, and sneezed.

To her relief, the croakbox landed on her tongue.  Her second attempt
was another failure, but she tried her best not to feel discouraged.

After another exchange with the gypsy, she swallowed the third voicebox
and hesitantly tried to speak.  �I hope I have found my voice,� she said in a
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teenaged female voice.
A look of delight spread across her face.  �I�ve found it!  I�ve found it!�

she exclaimed and jumped up and down for joy.  She embraced the gypsy
happily and then planted a kiss on Burunigh�s cheek.  His handsome centaur
face turned a slight shade of pink.

�Great,� the gypsy said.  �I�ll retrieve my shears.�
Maralee had forgotten about their arrangement in the excitement of finding

her voice.  She placed her hands on the top of her head, and her mood
immediately became somber.  She had grown her hair for fifteen years and
now she�d have to start all over.  Would she still be beautiful?  And would her
father still want to stroke what little was left of it?

�You do not have to accept this voice, Princess Maralee,� Burunigh said.
�I know.  But it�s a beautiful voice, and I can�t grow it back like I can my

hair.�
�That is a very wise assessment.�
Maralee blushed at the unexpected compliment.  She was used to receiv-

ing praise for her looks and her singing, but rarely for her mind.  �Thank
you,� she said.

The gypsy returned whistling, apparently pleased with her good fortune.
She set down the stool she carried with her and asked Maralee to sit on it.

Maralee took a big breath and said to Burunigh, �This is it.�
Burunigh smiled encouragingly.  �You are very brave,� he said.
Maralee sat on the stool and hummed a quiet tune.  Music helped to relax

her and distract her from unpleasant things.  The gypsy tied back her hair with
a ribbon and cut above the ribbon in one swift snip.  She held up the blue hair
triumphantly and said, �All done.  Thank you for your business.�  She disap-
peared into the wagon, as though worried her customers would change their
minds.

Maralee stopped humming and felt the back of her head.  Her hair hung
just below her ears and she could feel the wind on her neck.  It was a greater
shock than she�d imagined, but she had to keep reminding herself  that it was
well worth the price to be able to sing again.  In fact, when she thought on it
a little more, she thought about the positive things she gained from having
shorter hair, such as how much lighter her head now felt, and how much
quicker it would be to wash it.  �So, how does it look?� she asked Burunigh.
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�Do you like it?�
�Yes, because I can now see more of  your pretty face.�
Maralee blushed again.  �Thank you.�
�Well, you should return home now so your parents can stop their wor-

rying.  Would you like me to escort you?�
�Yes, that would be wonderful!�

cd

Maralee was not in a hurry to return home, so declined Burunigh�s offer
to ride on his back.  They walked side-by-side instead, and Maralee sang a
song of  happiness.

Burunigh applauded when she was finished and said, �I had no idea you
could sing as well as Shanta the Siren.�

�Neither did I!  I really lucked out on this voice, didn�t I?�
�Lucked out?  You mean, this is not your voice?�
�Well, uhhh ... no ... not exactly.�
�But��
�But, it�s close enough and I like it!�
�Yes, but you cannot keep a voice that isn�t yours.  What if  the owner of

this voice is searching for it just as you are yours?  She will not be able to find
it and how sad will she feel?  You must return it at once.�

Maralee felt like she was being scolded, and she did not like it.  �NO!
$#*@& you!  I like this voice and you�re not my &*#@% parents, so don�t
*@%#$ tell me what to %@&#$ do, you @&$%#!�  She slapped her
hands across her mouth.  She had never cursed before, and she couldn�t
believe she had done so now.

�Maralee, you are a princess!�
Maralee had not meant to curse.  �And you�re a *&%#@# horse-#$%!�

Oops, that�s not what she�d wanted to say.
Burunigh looked hurt.  �If that is how you feel, perhaps I should take my

leave.�  He turned and walked away.  �Good luck,� he called without turning
to look at her.

What had gotten into her?  She�d never been so rude before.  �Wait!� she
called and ran after him.  �Please wait.�
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Burunigh stopped.
�I�m sorry, Burunigh.  I don�t know what got into me.�
�Well, obviously you did not like what I had to say and perhaps you are

not accustomed to being challenged.�
�Well, yes, I suppose that�s true.  But I have never cursed before�in fact,

I don�t even know what some of those words mean.�
Burunigh considered.  �Perhaps what you said before is the answer.  You

said you did not know what had gotten into you.  And what had gotten into
you was your new voicebox.  Perhaps the rightful owner has a bad temper
and curses when she is upset.�

That must have been what had happened.  Maralee felt awful.  In her
haste to have a voice, she gave up her beautiful blue hair and hurt her hand-
some new friend in the process.  And now, assuming what Burunigh had said
was true, she could never get upset which would be impossible to do.  �What
am I going to do?� she asked.

�Only you can answer that, Princess Maralee.�
The answer came to her quicker than she�d expected.  �I must return this

voice to the woman it belongs to.�
Burunigh smiled.
�I know I have no right to ask this of you, but will you accompany me?�
�Yes.�
�Then you forgive me?�
�Yes, I now know it was not you who said those foul words and that

you meant not to harm me.�
�Oh, thank you, Burunigh,� she exclaimed and hugged him as tightly as

she could.
�Perhaps we should rest and consider where we should head next.�
Maralee agreed.
They sat under a tree, and Maralee pulled out the food from her satchel.

Kaynith had packed her kimboberry tarts, her favorite snack, which Burunigh
enjoyed as well.  As they ate, they were startled by a young, female voice.

�Hello,� she said from behind.
Maralee and Burunigh turned their heads as a tree nymph stepped out

from the side of the tree.
�Hello,� Maralee and Burunigh said.
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�I did not mean to startle you, nor eavesdrop on your conversation, but
I heard you were searching for the owner of a teenage, female voice.�

�Yes,� Maralee said, �do you know of  someone who has lost her voice?�
�I may be of  some assistance if  I could hear you sing.�
Maralee loved to sing and was not shy about singing out loud like most

people were.  She closed her eyes and sang a slow, seductive song that she
hadn�t known she knew.  When she opened her eyes, she noticed Burunigh
staring at her with a strange expression on his face.

�Yes, I believe I know the owner of  that voice,� the tree nymph said.  �It
belongs to a young siren named Elsia who abused her gift of song and used
inappropriate profanity.  She was thusly punished by the removal of  her
voice.�

�How awful!� Maralee exclaimed.
�Her voice was supposed to be kept by the King Merman and held until

her lessons had been learned, but rumor has it that it was lost during transit.
And now it�s been discovered by you.�

�Well, I want to return this voice to the owner, but perhaps we should
find the King Merman instead.�

Burunigh nodded his agreement.
�Thank you for your help,� Maralee said to the tree nymph.  �We are glad

we chose such a beautiful tree to rest under.�
The tree nymph smiled and returned inside her tree.
�The Pacifardian Lake, where the King Merman resides, is not too far

from here, but we should be on our way if you hope not to travel once night
falls,� Burunigh said.

�I am ready,� Maralee said.  She hadn�t really thought about what she
would do once it became dark and wasn�t too happy that Burunigh had
brought it up.  But she remembered the temper that came with her voice, so
she tried not to be angry and tried to think of  her options instead.  Would she
return home and search for her voice tomorrow?  Or would she find a
suitable area to spend the night, even though she�d never slept outside of  her
castle bed before and she didn�t know what dangers lurked?  Maybe she
would just get lucky and soon find her voice, and then none of this would
matter.  Yes, that was the option she was most hoping for.
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A young merman arose out of  the water the moment the travelers neared
the Pacifardian Lake, his blue scales shimmering in the afternoon sunlight.

Burunigh nodded respectfully, then said, �We are here to see your King.�
�Who is calling?� the merman asked.
�I am Burunigh centaur, and this is Princess Maralee.�
Maralee curtsied.
The merman eyed Maralee warily, as though he doubted she was whom

Burunigh claimed.  But he handed both of them a shell and said, �Please
cover your nose and mouth with this sarib shell and follow me.�

Maralee and Burunigh did as instructed and followed the merman into
the Pacifardian Lake.  The sarib shell allowed them to breathe normally as
they descended deeper into the lake.  As they reached the King�s castle, they
crossed through a magical barrier where they no longer required their breath-
ing devices.

The castle was made up of coral and shells and was surrounded by the
most vibrant plant life Maralee had ever seen.  They were led into the castle�s
sitting room where the King awaited them.

�Princess Maralee, it is an honor to receive you and your companion.
Such lovely short blue hair you have!�

Maralee curtsied.  �May I present Burunigh centaur,� she said.  Burunigh
bowed his head.

�Welcome, Burunigh.  Very few centaurs have visited here.  I am King
Goddup.�

�It is an honor and a pleasure, King Goddup,� Burunigh said.
�Please, tell me, what brings you two to this part of the world?�
�King Goddup, I am not certain if  news has reached your kingdom yet,

but I recently lost my voice and in my quest to find it, have come across Elsia
siren�s.�

�That can�t be!  Although now that you mention it, you do sound like her.
Then whose voice do I have?�  He signaled for his guard.  �Please bring me
the voicebox from the treasury.�

The mer-guard disappeared and quickly returned with a clam.  He pre-
sented it to King Goddup who tapped it gently underneath.  The clam opened
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up.  Inside was another voicebox.
The King picked it up and examined it on all sides as though looking at it

would enable him to discern its owner.
�King Goddup, I wish to return Elsia�s voice to you.  May I try the one

you have to see if it is mine?�
�Certainly.�
Maralee patted her belly, tugged her ears, held her nose, and sneezed.

The siren�s voicebox appeared on her tongue, and she handed it to the King.
She accepted the voicebox he�d been examining and swallowed it.

�I hope I�ve found my lost voice,� she said.
Marilee smiled merrily.  This time it really did sound like her voice.  �This

is it!� she exclaimed to Burunigh.
�Are you certain, Princess Maralee?�
�Yes!  Yes!  Go ahead and try to make me angry!�
�That�s alright, I believe you.�
�King Goddup, would you allow me to keep this voice?�
�Why yes, of  course, child.  You have selflessly returned what did not

belong to you and are only keeping what is rightfully yours.�
�Thank you, King Goddup.  Please visit us at any time.  My parents

would be very grateful.�
King Goddup bowed his head.  �My guard will guide you back to the

surface.  Have a safe journey home.�
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Maralee was surprised to be completely dry once they reached the shore.
The magic of  Vanshoria extended beyond her imagination, and she was awed
by how much she was experiencing on her adventure away from the seclu-
sion of  her castle.  Burunigh was also dry, but he did not seem surprised.

�Will you still accompany me home?� Maralee asked.
�If that is your wish.�
�I surely enjoy your company, but if  you have more pressing

matters��
�No, not at the moment.  I enjoy your company as well.�
Maralee hoped he didn�t see her blush.  �Good.�
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Maralee discussed her love of music as they walked.  �Do you sing?� she
asked Burunigh.

�No, but I do play a lute.�  He produced one from a hidden pocket and
held it up for Maralee to see.

�Will you play it for me as we walk?�
Burunigh played a cheerful tune, and Maralee was struck by his talent.

�You play wonderfully!� she said when the song was finished.
�Thank you.  But your voice is prettier.�
�Will you play a song for me to sing to?�
Burunigh played a familiar folk song, and Maralee began to sing.  Sud-

denly, the trees and plants around them wilted, and small animals scurried and
hid away.  Burunigh stopped playing when his wooden lute broke in half.

Maralee stopped singing.  �Oh my goodness!� she exclaimed.  �That was
awful!  That was more than awful!  That was the worst singing I�ve ever heard!
What has happened to my voice?�

Burunigh didn�t respond.
�This is not my voice, is it?�
Burunigh still said nothing.
Maralee slumped to the ground.  �I honestly thought I had found it this

time.  I�m sorry I broke your lute.�
Burunigh sat beside her.  �It�s alright.  It was getting old anyway.�
Maralee grinned.  She knew he was just trying to make her feel better.
�Camilia!  Camilia!  Present yourself this instant!�
An older woman, around the age of  Maralee�s mother approached them.

�Have you seen my daughter?� she asked.
�No.  What does she look like?� Maralee asked.
�She�s around your age and is usually a human girl.  But she�s mastered a

spell that allows her to look like anything around her so she is difficult to find
when she doesn�t want to be found.�

�If  we see her, we will tell her you are looking for her,� Burunigh said.
�Oh, thank you,� she said.  �Camilia has been hiding more and more

these days, and I�m worried I will lose her forever.�  She sat down beside
them and began to sob.

Maralee suddenly missed her mother and made a mental note to never
upset her in this way.  �I�m sure you will find her,� she said.
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�I wish I could be so sure.  Camilia was born without a voice and has
always felt like an outsider.  Her father and I can communicate with her just
fine, but others her age make fun of  her or just don�t try at all.  That�s why she
is always trying to blend in with whatever is around her.  She could be part of
that rock or part of  that tree for all I know.�

Maralee stood up.  �Where did you see her last?  We will help you find
her.�

�Oh, thank you, thank you, you are so kind.  She was headed in this
direction so could be around here anywhere.  If you don�t mind, I�m going
to head towards home in case she returned there, and I will return here if
she�s not there.�

�Yes, that makes the most sense,� Maralee said.
Camilia�s mother left while Maralee and Burunigh began their search.

Burunigh proceeded to the opposite side of the path and was soon out of
sight.

�Camilia!  Camilia!� Maralee called.  She could hear Burunigh calling for
her as well.

As Maralee approached a tree, she felt a tap on her shoulder.  She turned
around but did not see anyone, only another tree.  She continued walking and
felt another tap.  She turned just in time to see a girl her age blend into the tree.

Maralee headed toward her with her arms outstretched when Camilia
ran toward a large rock and blended into it.  �I see you Camilia and I only
want to talk.  Please come out.  I promise not to make fun of you.�

Camilia ran away from the rock and tripped over a root.  Maralee ran
towards her and watched in amazement as Camilia blended into the forest
floor right before her eyes.

�You have an amazing talent, Camilia.  If  you are hurt, please let me help
you.�

Camilia reappeared, holding on to her ankle.  She was a pretty girl, with
medium length black hair and dark brown eyes.  It looked like she had sprained
her ankle.

Maralee approached her cautiously and sat on the ground beside her.
�Do you think it�s broken?� she asked.

Camilia shook her head no.
�Well, maybe you should sit back against the tree and rest it.  I don�t think
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you want to try walking on it right now.�
Resigned, Camilia nodded and allowed Maralee to assist her to the near-

est tree.
�My name�s Maralee.  It�s nice to meet you, Camilia.�
Camilia looked away.
�Your mother is worried about you.�
Camilia tried to stand up, but her ankle caused her to sit back down.  She

crossed her arms across her chest.
�I know you may not believe this, but I know what it�s like to be different

from others and I also know what it�s like not to have a voice.�
Camilia scowled at Maralee as if  to say, What do you know?
�This voice that I�m speaking with is not actually mine, and I am on a

quest to find my own.�
Camilia�s expression softened slightly.
�And as far as being different than others goes, well, I am a princess, so

most kids are either uncomfortable around me, afraid of me, or they think
I�m spoiled and don�t want to be friends with me.�

Camilia placed her hand on Maralee�s and squeezed it.  She seemed to
understand.

�But when I sing, I forget about all of the bad things and I feel happy
and secure.  That�s why I was so devastated when I woke up without my
voice.  Singing is an important part of who I am, like blending in to things is
a part of who you are.�

Camilia nodded.
�But, you can�t hide and blend in and think that all of your problems will

just go away.  Your mother thinks she may lose you forever and if  you keep
blending in, it�s true that you may never come back out.  It�s easy to pretend
you�re something you�re not, but if  you do that for too long, the real Camilia
will be gone.�

As she heard herself speak, a light went on over her head.  She and
Camilia were almost exactly the same.

�I am going to give you this voice, because I believe it belongs to you.
All you have to do is swallow the voicebox.�

Maralee patted her belly, tugged her ears, held her nose, and sneezed.  She
handed the voicebox to Camilia and tried to hold back her excitement.
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Camilia swallowed and looked at Maralee.  Maralee nodded and mo-
tioned for her to try to speak.

�I ... I�m not sure what to say,� Camilia said.
It worked!  Maralee smiled and hugged Camilia.
�Th-thank you, Maralee.  You have given me such a wonderful gift.  I

wish I could repay you.  Perhaps the only way I can for now is to promise to
use my talent only when necessary so that I can live my life as me.�

Maralee beamed.
�I hope you find your voice, Princess Maralee.  Please go and search for

it.  I will be fine here ... I will call my mother for help.  Oh, by the way, I love
your blue hair!  It�s so short and pretty!�

Maralee smiled and stood up.  She waved goodbye and searched for
Burunigh.

She found him on the path where they had first met Camilia�s mother.
�Oh, there you are,� Burunigh said.  �I didn�t have much luck.  Were you

able to find her?�
Maralee nodded.
�Is everything alright?�
Maralee nodded.
�Do you no longer have your voice?�
Maralee nodded and smiled.
�Maralee, your parents will be very proud of you, as am I.  Where do

you want to go next?�
Maralee pointed toward home, the castle visible in the distance.  Burunigh

didn�t argue as she led the way.

cd

�Maralee!  You�re home!� her mother and father exclaimed.  They em-
braced her and showered her with kisses.

�It was getting so late, we were really getting worried,� her mother said.
Maralee pointed to Burunigh.
�Hello,� King Rollinay said.
�Your highness,� Burunigh said as he bowed his head.  �I am Burunigh,

and I have accompanied Princess Maralee on much of  her journey.�
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Maralee smiled and patted Burunigh on the shoulder.
�Welcome, Burunigh.  We are grateful for your kindness,� Queen Cordala

said.
�Yes, but Maralee has not found her voice,� King Rollinay said.  �Maralee,

you heard what Johandar said.  You have to find your voice on your own.�
�Oh, I accompanied the Princess and helped her at times, but Maralee

made all of  the decisions on her own,� Burunigh said.
Maralee grinned and nodded.  Then she yawned and motioned she was

tired by resting her left ear on top of  her pressed hands.
�Poor Maralee, you are weary from your journey,� Queen Cordala said.

�Perhaps your friend will be our guest tonight.  Then tomorrow, you can
explain what happened to your hair and tell us all about your adventure.�

Maralee nodded wearily.
�Thank you,� Burunigh said.
Maralee kissed her parents on the cheek and waved goodnight to Burunigh.
�Maralee,� her father called out gently, �I�m sorry you didn�t find your

voice, but do not worry, for things will look better in the morning.�
Maralee smiled.  She was not sorry and she was not worried, but her

parents didn�t know how much she had learned and how much she had
changed.  Tomorrow, when she was well rested, she would try to explain
everything.
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A gentle tap on Maralee�s door woke her from her peaceful slumber.
�Come in,� she called sleepily.

�Melody!� Kaynith exclaimed in surprise.  �You can speak!�
Maralee grinned.  She�d suspected she�d be able to after her talk with

Camilia, but she hadn�t been certain until she�d heard the words come out of
her mouth.  �Good morning, Kaynith.�

�Oh, it�s good to have you back, Melody.�  She hugged her.  �Everyone
is waiting for you in the dining hall.  Your mother has asked you to freshen up
and come down as soon as you are ready.�

�Okay,� Maralee said.  �I�ll be down shortly.�
Kaynith smiled and turned to leave the room.
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�Kaynith.�
Kaynith stopped and turned.
�I�d like to be the one to tell my parents about my voice,� Maralee said.
�Of course.�  Kaynith smiled and left the room.
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Burunigh and King Rollinay were engrossed in an intellectual conversa-
tion when Maralee entered the room.  Her father jumped up from his chair
and ran to give her a hug.  �Not so hard,� she said, her voice muffled by his
chest.

The King jumped back, looked to his wife who shrugged, then hugged
Maralee again when he realized it was her who had just spoken.

�Rollinay, Maralee must be hungry,� Queen Cordala said.
The King stepped back and escorted Maralee to her chair.
�Good morning, Burunigh,� she said.
Burunigh smiled.  �Good morning, Princess.  Were you able to locate

another voicebox?�
Maralee sat down.  �No.�
�Then how�?�
Maralee helped herself  to a warm roll and chewed slowly to prolong the

suspense.  When she finally swallowed, she giggled.  �What do you think of
my new hairstyle?� she asked her parents.

Burunigh sighed and resumed eating since it was obvious he was being
teased.

�It�s beautiful, Maralee,� her mother said.
�Yes, I agree,� her father said.  �It shows off  your pretty face.�
Maralee smiled, remembering when Burunigh had said the exact same

thing.
�Thanks.  I had to give it to a gypsy to buy one of  her voiceboxes.�  Her

parents gasped in shock, but listened intently as Maralee recounted the previ-
ous day�s events.  When she finally finished, Burunigh had just swallowed the
last bite of his breakfast.

�So, Burunigh ... in answer to your question, I didn�t find another voicebox
... because I already had mine all along.�
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Her parents looked confused.
�You see, I had been trying for so long to sound like everyone else in-

stead of me, that my voice got lost inside of me.  Once I searched my heart
and decided to stay true to who I am, that�s when I found it again.  And
thanks to Camilia, I was able to figure all of this out.  I actually owe her a
great deal.�  Maralee smiled, quite pleased with herself.

�Once again,� Burunigh said, �you have made a very wise assessment.�
�And you have been a wonderful friend,� Maralee replied.
�Maralee,� her father said, �you must put on a concert now that you have

found your voice.�
�I will, Father,� she said, �but not for a little while.  I�d like to become

reacquainted with my voice, and perhaps write a few songs of my own.�
Burunigh smiled.  �And then when you are a famous songstress, I must

insist that you acquire me the finest and newest lute in Vanshoria.�
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�It�s good,� Griel muttered as he licked his lips clear of  the last remnants
of  the meal he�d just eaten, the single most decadent of  his life.

Across the wide mahogany table his host frowned and folded his leather-
gloved hands.  Duke Katsuda was well-known across the lands as an eccen-
tric dresser and gourmet.  Invitations to his lonely chateau were never re-
fused, for all knew he served the feast of  a lifetime.  Gossip held Katsuda as
an extremely rich, extremely resourceful and altogether mad lord.

This evening the duke wore black gloves that offset his white, pearl se-
quined outfit.  A thick ruffled collar protruded from around his neck making
him appear like a puffed gill-fish.  Griel observed that Katsuda�s immaculate
clothes were still pristine as ever after their meal, and felt a rush of embarrass-
ment when he noticed his own tunic stained with sauce.  But he was more a
man of the country than an aristocrat like Duke Katsuda.

�Good?� Katsuda asked, laughing with a cold, joyless sound that Griel
found unnerving.  The duke�s very presence put Griel on edge, though he
couldn�t quite explain why.

Griel nodded. �Yes, it was.�
Katsuda continued to stare at him, looking almost offended.  �My friend,

is that all you have to say for yourself?  Ingredients imported from the four
winds, strange fruits from the south, exotic spices from the Trade Way, shell-
fish from under the Sun Sea ...  No king, no emperor eats better than we just
did!�

�Well ...� Griel thought a moment. �It was ... quite good, really.�
Katsuda leaned back in his chair.  �I see that description is not your major

power. That�s fine.  It isn�t why I summoned you here, my brutish colleague.
I simply wanted to give you a taste of my interests, if you pardon the pun.�
He folded his gloved fingers together.  �Isn�t it curious that most mediums of
artistic expression are viewed externally?  Painting, poetry, sculpture music.
Somehow cuisine, that which we take into our bodies, that which we experi-
ence so directly and incorporate into our very beings, is somehow less stimu-
lating.�
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Griel thought it odd that, even when the Duke spoke on a subject he
clearly felt strongly about, there was so little passion visible in his steel gray
eyes.  Narrow, intelligent, and calculating, the duke�s gaze was as cold as a
frozen ocean.

�You and I share something,� Katsuda said.  �Do you know what that
is?�

�I think I know.�  The mercenary leaned back on his cushioned seat.
Moonlight filtered in through wide open windows, striking the table that sat
like an island amid the sparkling blue dining room.  �We�re both the best at
what we do.�

�Yes.�  Katsuda nodded methodically, quite pleased.  �You�re the most
famous dragonslayer, and I am the most famous in the appreciation of cui-
sine.  How many of the winged ones have you killed now?�

�Let me think ...�  Griel stroked his stubbled chin.  �It says something
that I have to think on it.  Old Greentalons, Freezefire, Ralcinos, black
Nightscale, and that one last year in Maradan�never learned the name of
that one.  Five.�

�Five dragons,� Katsuda marveled.  �I imagine few living can match that
claim.  And after you killed Ralcinos, they gave you ...�

�Yeah.  They gave me Scalebane.�  Instinctively Griel placed a hand on
the sword�s hilt.  �After the high priest in Vasaria reached into a secret com-
partment in the altar and produced this magnificent sword, I knew it was no
fluke.  I was a dragonslayer.  My calling was to fight the wyrms, in all their
guises.  And a more profitable job nobody could ask for.�

�Scalebane is a blade of  legend,� said Katsuda, craning his neck for a
better look at the weapon hanging at Griel�s side.  �Might I ... might I see it?�

Griel fidgeted a moment.  �Sure,� he said, �but only for a moment.�  He
unsheathed the blade, which glowed sharp and purple in a shard of moon-
light.  �Cuts through dragonflesh like a knife through bread, it does.  With this
blade and proper wits, a toddler could slay wyrms by the score.�

The Duke extended a single finger and traced the tip of the sword.  He
pressed down slightly, until it pierced his thick skin and a tiny droplet of
blood rolled forth.  He watched it slide down the length of the blade.

�Profit,� Katsuda said, training his eyes on Griel.  �I wonder, was Scalebane
meant for a profiteer?�
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Griel shrugged as he sheathed the blade.  �Scalebane was made to kill
dragons.  I kill dragons.  I think the sword�s forgers probably cared more
about that than what happens after the dragons die.  Anyone would be a fool
not to look into this.  You can make a fortune, an absolute fortune off  a single
dead dragon.  Scales can be sold to make armor, and the magical compo-
nents that can be recovered from the body of  a dead dragon are astonishing.
A single cup of dragon blood will fetch much gold, and there are organs,
bone marrow ... the sky�s the limit.  And that�s setting aside the hoard, and the
fact that somebody�s liable to pay you for killing the dragon!�

�I understand your methods,� Katsuda said.  �But is that all dragonslaying
is for you?  A job?  An opportunity for profit?�

�I�ve lost no family, no friends to dragons,� Griel said.  �I�ve no vendetta
against them, if  that�s what you mean.  But there�s something pleasing about
killing wyrms.  Call it a passion.  It lets me know that I�m superior to them.�

For a time, Katsuda sat and stared at the mercenary, his expression un-
readable.  �I�m very intrigued about your technique of salvaging body parts
of  dragons for sale,� he said at length.  �Don�t they spoil easily?�

�Oh yes,� said Griel.  �I killed Nightscale weeks away from the nearest
major city.  Only the organs I could dry survived the trip, and they fetched
much less money than if  they had been fresh.  It�s a real problem.�

Katsuda stood and walked over to a teak cabinet in the corner of the
room.  �Let me suggest a solution to your problem,� he said, pulling out a
large, empty wool sack.  He tossed it to Griel.

�What�s this?� asked the mercenary, sliding a hand inside it.  He started
with surprise.  �It�s bloody frozen inside!�

�I use these to transport perishable ingredients.  I expect they�d benefit
your trade as well.  I trust that freezing would keep your precious bounty
preserved better than drying.�

�I�m certain of  it.�  Griel scratched his cheek.  �So that�s why you called
me here, to sell me this?�

�Far from it,� the Duke said.  �This is a gift, or, if  you prefer, part of  a
payment I will shortly owe you.  I wish for you to put your ancient blade to
work on my behalf.�

Griel straightened up in his seat at the news.  �What wyrm shall I slay for
you?�
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�A certain red Volturcius.  If  you don�t know the name, it�s because he�s
slumbered for some decades now, having sated his rage on the city of  Denocia.
He swept through its streets, devouring women and children whole, swatting
the men with his mighty tail.  Finally he unleashed his fire on the city�only a
charred ruin remains.�  A perverse smile crossed Katsuda�s leathery lips.  �Then
he retreated to his lair in the Steel Mountains, fives days from here if my map
is true.  And there he sleeps still, as far as anyone knows.�

�Right,� said Griel.  �So you want me to slay this Volturcius for you,
and ...�

�The dragon�s lair, no doubt immeasurably from the centuries, is yours,
and so is the Volturcius�s body, but for this: I want his head returned here,
preserved.�  He pointed to the magic sack.

�Why?� asked Griel.  �I mean, I don�t need to know, but ...�
�It�s so simple, my friend.  I want to eat the dragon�s brain.�
Griel did a double-take that set Katsuda into a paroxysm of  laughter.  �Is

that so unthinkable, dragonslayer?  You said yourself; you feel better than
them.  They once ruled the world, untold centuries before mankind emerged
from our caves.  Now look at us, and look at them!�

Katsuda bolted up from his chair and pointed out the wide window at
the darkened peasant country sleeping beyond.  Griel nervously stood and
came up next to him.  �The dragons have all the advantages, but they lack
ambition.  For their might, for their magic, size, and power, this world is ours.
Their reptilian brains cannot process the finer things.  They have no taste, no
poetry.  The wyrms are dying, and we grow stronger each year.�

Katsuda turned to Griel, his mouth open in a rictus grin with saliva glis-
tening off of his white teeth in the moonlight.  �What greater expression is
there of contempt than consumption?� he snarled.

Griel practically felt his legs let go underneath him.

cd

Griel burped and felt the remnants of his last meal roll up into his mouth.
The rations Katsuda had supplied him in the magic bag might be decadent
and delicious, but they were far too foreign to his system.  He only wished he
had thought to stock some hard-tack or salted pork.
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He double-checked the map the Duke had given him and confirmed
that the reeking cave before him was the lair of  the sleeping wyrm Volturcius.
Several days ago he�d passed through the charred ruins of  Denocia and wit-
nessed the dragon�s destruction firsthand.  Truly, this would be a glorious
addition to the roster of  those slain by Griel the Dragonslayer.

Placing a hand instinctively on Scalebane�s hilt, Griel walked forward into
the mouth of the wide cave.  This reminded him very much of the cave
where he�d destroyed Freezefire, only more temperate.  He hoped this would
be as simple as then, where the dragon didn�t even stir before Scalebane met
its skull.

Only this time, he had to preserve the head.  He still couldn�t believe that.
But if  Katsuda truly was willing to put up such coin in exchange for Volturcius�s
brain, who was he to question his reasons?

With a torch in hand, he walked carefully down the uneven footing of
the cave. The smell of sulphur grew stronger the further he went, and he had
to breathe through his mouth in order to continue.  Griel heard a strange
noise echoing up from the depths of the cavern, halfway between a snort and
a roar.  He knew the noise well; it was the sound of  a snoring dragon.  For a
dragonslayer, this was the most comforting sound in the world.

Griel felt an unwelcome rumble deep in his stomach and stifled a burp.
His last meal was certainly not sitting comfortably.

At length he entered the lair of the ancient dragon, whose red scales and
folded, leathery wings glinted in the faint torchlight.  The cavern was so mas-
sive that light could not reach the roof, and Volturcius was indeed asleep,
sprawled across a massive pile of glittering gold, his massive nostrils spewing
sulphurous smoke with each breath.  The stench was unbearable.  No matter
how hard Griel tried not to smell the sulphur, he felt it nevertheless, on his
skin and in his eyes and in the back of his mouth.  It clouded his sight and
weakened his balance.  But he�d gotten through this before, and he told him-
self he would again.

Gingerly, the dragonslayer crept across the cavern, treasures crunching
under his feet.  Gods, he muttered.  This was definitely the largest dragon he
had ever seen.  Its bone-white horns were large enough to serve as jousting
lances.  That brain would be a meal for an army, not a single man.  As the
dragon�s heart was too well-protected, Griel decided that his best site of
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attack would be Volturcius� throat.  He unsheathed Scalebane, and the blade�s
magical radiance overwhelmed his torch, bathing the treasure and the vast
wyrm in its glowing purple light.

As Griel neared the dragon�s great head, the appalling odor grew thicker.
He felt his last meal creeping up from his stomach, and though he tried to
force it back, he lost all control, keeled over, and retched.  Katsuda�s sauce-
heavy duck dish now decorated a pile of  golden wine goblets.  Griel found
the smell of his own vomit a welcome change from the sulphur, but was less
than relieved when he saw the dragon stir.  Volturcius� massive yellow eyes
flew open, and his wings began to unfold.

Griel�s eyes were clouded over, and the caustic stomach acid still stung his
throat and mouth.  He decided it would be best to retreat.  He bolted for the
exit of the cavern, but with his senses confounded by fear, sulphur, and the
aching in his belly, he barely made it a few steps before he tripped over a
small treasure chest.  That wasn�t there before! he thought as he landed face-first
in a pile of  ancient coins.  The radiant purple sword flew from his hands and
landed with a hard clang against a pile of silver treasure.

�WHO DARES DISTURB MY SLEEP?� thundered the dragon, his
deep voice echoing through the high-ceilinged cavern until the walls rumbled.
Griel braced himself against the carpet of gold, torn between the impulse to
stand and run and the temptation to close his eyes and wait for the inevitable.

�Oh, Volturcius,� said a familiar voice.  �You�ll have to forgive my good
friend Griel.  He�s only a human.�

Griel rolled onto his back and looked up.  There was Duke Katsuda
smiling down on him, dressed in an ocean-blue, ruffled jacket more suited to
a ducal ball than a dragon�s lair.  His left hand clutched the hilt of  Scalebane,
and he lowered his foot firmly onto Griel�s chest.  Griel attempted to struggle
but found his limbs immobile.

�Katsuda?� the red dragon asked as he rose from his golden bed.  �What
in all the Hells are you doing here?  Wait ... in your hand, is that ...�

�Indeed it is,� Katsuda replied, though he never took his eyes off  of  the
supine mercenary.

Griel recognized the same coldness in the man�s eyes.  The eyes he had
seen while at table with the man.  Eyes that were�reptilian.

�What are you doing here?� Volturcius demanded.
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Katsuda answered, grinning ear to ear, �Just call it playing with my food.�
He slowly lowered the tip of  Scalebane to Griel�s neck and said, �Barsonius
was his name.�

�What?� Griel croaked.
�The dragon you killed near Maradan. His name was Barsonius.�
Katsuda then drove the blade home with one sharp thrust.

cd

�They are superior to us on at least one count,� said Katsuda.  �Their
palates are very much more discriminating.  We cannot enjoy food the same
way.�

Volturcius shuffled uncomfortably in his chair.  Even this spacious dining
room was a tighter fit than he was accustomed to.  Katsuda felt a private
amusement at the form Volturcius had donned.  Wrapped in a field of  red
velvet, his hair rising into twin points that echoed the horns of  his true form,
Volturcius obviously didn�t understand that the point was to conceal your
nature.  But then, they had always had different priorities.

�I don�t like taking on their form,� Volturcius said.  �And when it comes
to their food ...� he sank his fork into a slab of red meat and cringed as blood
bubbled forth �... I�ll take an elf  maiden any day.�

A dark chuckle rolled out from Katsuda�s chest.  He took a forkful of
meat and savored it as it went down.  �My friend, you shut yourself off
from the true pleasures of life.�

�You were always the strangest of  us all, Katsuda,� said Volturcius.  �They
called you effete.  They said that you spent too much time among humans.
Some even called you a collaborator.  But if  you�ve truly removed that
unnamable blade from the human world, you will find many new friends.�

�I am heartened,� Katsuda said, �but it wasn�t exactly my motivation.  I
didn�t particularly mind the fact that those five dragons were dead�I�d long
had a mind to kill Barsonius myself�but the fact that Griel made a living off
killing us did bother me.  The dragonslayer boasted so much about slaying
our kind that his name was known across the lands. He was a fool not to
expect something like this.�

�This was an awfully elaborate way of  dealing with him,� Volturcius said,
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licking sauce from his lips.  �You had him here in this room.  You could have
killed him here and not bothered me with it.�

�You never had any sense of  poetry, did you?�
Volturcius sneered.  �Poetry is their art, not ours.�
Katsuda shook his head disappointedly.  �We�ll never see eye to eye on

this, my friend.  But that doesn�t matter, does it?  We don�t need to discuss
such matters.  I invited you here for a feast, and so let me fetch our next dish.�
Katsuda walked across the room, picked up a silver platter, and carried it to
the table.  With a theatrical flourish he removed the lid.

�Poetry,� he declared.
Even Volturcius couldn�t deny a certain satisfaction at the sight of  Griel�s

head staring up at him from a bed of  vegetables.
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The Dark Knight stormed through his castle, upending tables and slash-
ing tapestries.  Everything wood he hurled into the fireplace.  Everything
breakable he broke.  When the destruction of his home proved not enough
to slake his towering rage, he strode out to the village and killed every man,
woman, and child.

The Dark Knight surveyed the ruin, his chest heaving.  It was time for a
change.

Sheathing his sword, he set out to hunt down what had been missing
from his life lately.  In the next village lived a witch who saw images of  the
future hidden within plumes of green smoke, and it was towards her that he
was now walking.  She would know what he sought and where he could find
it.

The Dark Knight hadn�t always felt this way.  Until recently, a good sack-
ing followed by some time in the sack was always enough to restore his
spirits.  And if  that didn�t work, spirits usually did.

Then one day, the women and the feasts and the combat wasn�t enough.
No matter how much he gorged, he was left empty.

The Dark Knight didn�t like this feeling of  inadequacy.  It made him
mad.

Just thinking about it now, the Dark Knight was forced to hack down the
nearest tree, chopping the branches to splinters and the splinters to sawdust.
He looked for a virgin to ravish but discovered only a faery watching him
from a shrubbery.

The Dark Knight raised his sword.
The faery laughed.  �Cut me in two and I�ll be just like you.�
�What did you say?�  The Dark Knight lowered his weapon.
�Another skill of  your witch is with needle and stitch.�
At mention of the witch, the Dark Knight sheathed his sword.  �What

do you know of my journey?�
�Your brusque manly pride lacks a sensitive side.�
The Dark Knight stamped the faery flat.  �You just might have some-
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thing there.�
He continued towards the witch.
Most knights his age were winning jousts, defeating dragons, leading cru-

sades.  Actually, most knights his age were dead, but the ones who were left
were doing those things.  Where had he gone wrong?

Perhaps it went all the way back to the one time he hadn�t bit his mother
when she put him to her breast.  Would he never live down that moment of
weakness?  A baby needed nutrition if he was going to grow up to be the
Dark Knight.  The Fates must understand that.

Having reached the next village, the Dark Knight strode straight to the
witch�s hovel.  He found her standing over a pot of  what appeared to be the
watered-down remains of his own village.

�I come to you on a quest.�
The witch stirred her concoction.  �If  you�d come to me on a horse, you

would have arrived early enough to help me light the fire.�
�I am searching for that which is missing from my life.�
�Right off  the bat, I can see you�re lacking manners.  Most would have

taken this broom handle from an old woman�s hands.�
�The Dark Knight does not do the work of women.�
�Would you like some advice?�
�I command you to look through the green smoke and see my destiny.�
The witch chuckled.  �From what you�ve said so far, I�d wager your

destiny is colored by gnawing hunger and piles of  dirty laundry.�
�Are you laughing at the Dark Knight?�
�Does the Goddess defecate in the fields?�
The Dark Knight drew his sword and lopped off  the witch�s head.  He

then killed every man, woman, and child in the village.  Still frustrated, he slew
every cow, chicken, and goat.

Minstrels sang of a fair maiden in the next village who could soothe any
pain with the touch of  her fingers.  The Dark Knight would seek her out.

The Dark Knight marched onward.
He should have known better than to count on a witch.  They were

tricksters who served the Devil.  He was wise to kill her before she snared
him with her lies.

Not that she, a mere woman, could have bested him, but she would have
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delayed the final triumph of his quest.
The Dark Knight came to a river which he forded.
He came to a mountain which he crossed.
He came to a glade of wild flowers which he walked around.
A faery taunted him from the back of  a butterfly.
�You fear what you seek as timid and weak.�
The Dark Knight drew his sword.  �You again?  I thought I�d silenced

you forever.�
�The girl with the touch will teach you so much.�
The Dark Knight motioned the faery closer.  �How is it that you know

my destination?�
�You think it a race, but you�re spinning in place.�
Using the flat of  his sword, the Dark Knight swatted the faery.  �Con-

sider your race done.�
Impatient to be at the next village, the Dark Knight lengthened his stride.
The sun set and the Dark Knight continued with his sword at the ready.

He would allow nothing to stop him now.
When he reached the village, he found the inhabitants asleep.  The Dark

Knight woke the sentry.  �Bring me to the young maiden who heals.�
�Who goes there?�
�Both of  us.  Now.�
The girl was pale and blond, glowing by moonlight, her figure slender

and small.
�I come to you on a quest.�
�What is your name?�
�The Dark Knight.�
�No, I mean your given name.  What did you mother call you?�
He tensed.  �Don.�
�That�s a sweet name.�
�Sweet?  Sweet!�  The Dark Knight cut her in two.  He then killed every

man, woman, and child in the village.  He slew the cows, chickens, and goats.
Still shaking, he hunted down every last ant, spider, and fly.

He stood alone amidst the carnage, the sun rising behind him to meet the
day, and the Dark Knight felt his heart loosen.  He gazed at what he had done,
and he began to cry.
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The faery handed him a piece of cloth.  �Become whole in circle drawn.
It�s always darkest before the dawn.�
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Tracey E. Schelmetic

There was an elf  in my kitchen.  No ... really.
I�d noticed her when I broke from a long bout of  writing to turn on the

lights, turn up the heat, and make a cup of tea.  When I was writing, time
often slipped by unnoticed; it was often the call of the bladder or dry throat
that got me out of my computer chair, only to find that I was still wearing my
flowery nightgown from the night before, every limb I possessed had tied
itself into knots, and the sun had long since set.  Some writers complain about
writer�s block, I often had the opposite problem�my brain composed faster
than my fingers could type.  Whether what I wrote was any good was anybody�s
guess.

The novel I was working on wasn�t new.  I�d been tinkering with it for the
last five years.  If  I didn�t end it soon, it would rival the entire Stephen King
collection in terms of  page count, and avid fantasy readers would need to
bring a forklift to the bookstore if I was lucky enough to get it published and
attract someone who actually wanted to purchase it.

The fact that it did not overly alarm me that there was an elf  in my
kitchen, perched on top of  my dishwasher, busily fletching an arrow, should
have been indicative that it was time for me to finish the book and get a life.
What did raise my eyebrows was that she looked exactly like one of the
heroines of my book, Ailan.  She glowered at me when I walked into the
kitchen, briefly made irritated eye contact, and then went back to her arrow.  I
backed out of the kitchen and headed for the sofa, where I figured a brief
sit-down and a rub of my over-tired eyes would get rid of my hallucination.
It was at that point that I noticed Poopy, my elderly tabby cat, standing in the
furthest corner of  the living room, every hair on his pudgy body standing
straight out, looking very much like a furry orange porcupine.  His rheumy
old eyes were fixed unblinking on the kitchen.

Can you share a hallucination with a cat?, I wondered.
I leaned further sideways into the sofa in an effort to see into the kitchen.

The elf was still there.  She had finished her arrow and was staring out the
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kitchen window.  She was exactly as I�d described her when I�d introduced
her into the story, somewhere early in Chapter Three.  She was tall and slender
(has anyone ever written about a short, fat, unattractive elf ?), wore a green
tunic and brown leggings, had long white-blonde hair and green eyes.  It was
all there�the pointy ears, the leather thong holding her hair back from her
face, the bronze amulet around her neck and the tattoo around her left wrist
marking her warrior status. The only thing that struck me as odd was her bare
feet.

A barefoot elf warrior?  I racked my addled brain to try and remember
what she ought to have been wearing on her feet. Sandals?  Too un-warrior-
like.  Tall, soft, leather boots would do.  Why weren�t they there?

I gingerly padded over to the computer, quiet in my bare feet, closed the
chapter I was working on, and opened the file that held Chapter Three.  I
reread my initial description of  Ailan.  Yep�there was the tallness, the slen-
der body, the standard elf-issue pointy ears and green eyes, the brown and
green clothing, the jewelry and tattoo ... but no mention of  footwear.  I
moved the cursor to the end of the paragraph and watched it blink.  A
bizarre thought came to me�so utterly bizarre that it turned my cheeks pink,
though there was no one there to witness my idiocy except Poopy, who
didn�t particularly care what I did as long as there was a can of Chicken Of
The Sea in it for him just before bedtime.

At the end of the paragraph describing Ailan, I typed, �On her feet was
a pair of Gucci loafers, size seven.�  I pushed my chair back from my com-
puter until I had a clear view of the kitchen.  The elf had stopped staring out
the window and was, like me, staring at the pair of shiny new Italian designer
shoes on her feet.  A pained expression crossed her face, and she looked
straight at me, as if to ask, �What the hell are these?�

Not yet done refining my hallucination, I rolled back to the computer
and replaced �brown leggings� with, �a lavender tulle tutu and a Nehru
jacket.�  A yelp from the kitchen warned me before I pushed back to view
her, a splendid vision of a cross-dressing, Nutcracker-dancing African dicta-
tor ... with exceedingly expensive shoes.  I scooted back and undid all the
changes in my word document, adding only �on her feet was a pair of soft
brown leather boots, size seven.�

It was then I heard her speak.  I didn�t understand the words, but the
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sharp tone of her voice sounded like a complaint.  Reluctant as I was to make
conversation with a figment of my imagination, I wasn�t keen on her becom-
ing a permanent fixture in my apartment.  My mother was already suspicious
of  all the time I spend alone in my apartment, writing.  If  she discovered on
her weekly Sunday dinner visit that I spent most of my time alone in my
apartment romping with my woodland elf  friends, she�d have me commit-
ted.  Probably deservedly so.

I got up and slowly walked toward the kitchen, empty tea cup in hand.  It
was good to have something to serve as a weapon, though I recalled that I
had made her a skilled warrior in the book, so it was unlikely she would be
daunted by a five-foot-five, early thirty-something woman armed with a
smiley-face-painted tea mug.

When I entered the kitchen, she let loose a barrage of rapid-fire speech.  I
couldn�t understand her, of course, because she spoke Elvish, as designated
by me.

I held up a finger.  �One minute,� I said, then raced back to the com-
puter.  At the end of  the paragraph which introduced her, I added, �In
addition to Elvish, she spoke modern-day American English.�  The sentence
was completely out of place and had no style, but I doubted my composi-
tion skills were up for debate and criticism right now.  Staring at what I wrote,
I backed it up and replaced �American� with �British�.  I would NOT risk
having the elf in my kitchen carrying on about the noble quest to the Bright
Lands in a whiney Brooklyn accent or air-headed West Coast teenage surfer-
speak.

Instantly, her barrage changed from incomprehensible, Tolkein-inspired,
liquid Elvish into Oxford-educated Queen�s English.

�... too bloody tight, they�re cutting off  my circulation, and my toes have
quite passed out,� she called out from the kitchen.

I looked back at my description and quickly changed, �size seven� to
�size nine.�  The complaints ceased.  I wandered back into the kitchen.  She
stared at me as if  I�d just put sand in her crème brule.

�Would you like some tea?�  I asked lamely.  I put the kettle on, more for
something to do with my hands than for any real want of a cup of tea.  I had
quit smoking six months before and had been doing fine nicotine-free; at that
very moment, however, I would have sold my grandmother for a Marlboro
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Light.
�Thank you, no,� she said coolly.  �According to you, I drink only wine

and am never known to eat anything, even during all those long night meet-
ings with the rebels at the Goat�s Head Inn in Varasburg.�  She grasped her
wrist and flexed her hand, as if it had become stiff from the delicate, precise
work of  fletching the arrow.  �Truth is, I prefer ale.�  She raised her elegant
eyebrow expectantly at me.  I stared at that eyebrow for a moment, thinking
ridiculously that for someone who could never pluck her own straight, I did
pretty good fictional eyebrows.

A bit of my composure slipped.  �Look ... I�m not sure how you got
here, and ...�  The elf had slipped off of the dishwasher and now leaned
against a nearby counter.  She crossed her arms over her chest and opened
her mouth to speak.  �I know,� I said.  �I created you.  But it�s words on
paper ... or, more accurately, binary code on a hard drive.  The only explana-
tion I can fathom for why you might suddenly appear in my kitchen is that
I�m having hallucinations, or am perhaps inadvertently tripping on some chemi-
cal substance.  Since I don�t do drugs, sniff glue, lick tropical toads, or any-
thing else of the sort, and to date I�ve never been diagnosed with any illness
that brings on visions ...� I sucked in an audible breath mid-sentence �... I�ve
got to assume I�m either dreaming or ... something else.�  I shrugged lamely.
To underscore my point, I picked up my tea mug and the tea bag it contained
and sniffed it.  What was I smelling for?  I�d read that cyanide smells and tastes
like bitter almond.  What did substances that made one see elves in one�s
kitchen smell like?

The elf held up her hand. �The mechanics of how I arrived here are
none of my concern. I was elected head of the committee, and it was deemed
appropriate that I should be the one to address the committee�s problems.�

If it was possible, my confusion deepened.  �Problems?� I asked.  �What
sort of  problems?�  I could hear in my own voice that I�d become a bit
unraveled.  �What committee?�

Ailan pulled a scroll out of  her tunic and unrolled it.  �For starters, there
was the footwear issue, which you seem to have solved for me.�  She picked
one foot up off the black and white patterned kitchen linoleum and turned
her ankle this way and that, as if examining the quality of the leather work.
Satisfied, she shrugged and put her foot back on the floor.  �Next, there�s the
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matter of  the goblin that attacks and wounds me in Chapter Fourteen. I�m
not sure what you were thinking when��

�Stop,� I said, pouring hot water over my tea bag.  �This would be easier
to do in the living room, at the computer.�  I put honey in my tea and went to
the fridge for the milk.  I also pulled out a bottle of Newcastle ale and
transferred it, with the milk, to the kitchen counter.  I opened the beer and
handed it to Ailan.  She smiled elegantly and accepted it.

I finished prepping my tea.  �So ... how do you know you prefer ale if
I�ve never had you drink it before?�  I spoke aloud, more to myself than to
the elf.

�A well-crafted character takes on a life of  its own; didn�t your school
masters ever teach you that?�  She gestured expansively with her Newcastle
bottle.  �A book that takes place over the course of  a year does not take a
year to read; therefore, there is activity that neither the writer creates nor the
reader reads.  Yet it has to happen nevertheless, correct?  Characters sleep,
relieve themselves, get dressed, bathe, daydream, walk from place to place�
activities that are unimportant, unless they hinge upon a particular plot point.�

I picked up my cup and gestured for her to follow me.  I seated myself
at my computer and turned my chair to face where she stood in the middle
of  the living room, balefully eyeing Poopy, who was unsuccessfully attempt-
ing to insert himself  into one of  my slippers.

Ailan put her beer down on the coffee table and unrolled the scroll once
again.  �Chapter Fourteen,� she said, pausing to allow me to open the correct
file.  When it opened, I waited for her to speak.  �The goblin,� she reminded
me.  �Read the description.�

I scrolled down through the chapter.  Toward the end, I found the part in
which a goblin had been surreptitiously following the traveling party com-
prised of  Ailan and her two companions: Jorgen, the Duke�s master-at-arms
and Shanna, a reformed assassin from the Northlands.  They�d been traveling
to the king�s hunting palace to warn him of  the plot on his life.  At the
moment when Ailan wandered alone down to the river to wash, the goblin
attacked from behind a bush.

For Ailan�s benefit, I read aloud,  �The goblin was short, stocky, and
twisted, standing about as high as a gorse bush.  It wheezed as it breathed, a
menacing sound that rose above the gentle noise of  the river.  Whatever ill
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force that had created the tortured creature had intended for it to be a su-
premely efficient killing machine.�  I paused, looking at Ailan.

Standing next to her was a small, comical-looking creature with a squishy
face and an upturned nose that seemed as if  it was perpetually runny.  Ailan
had her hand on the thing�s head, while it madly flailed its short arms, its fists
swinging a foot short of  Ailan�s hip.  The noises issuing from its throat, rather
than a menacing snarl, sounded more like those that would issue from a kitten
with hay fever.

The elf snorted in disbelief.  �This thing is supposed to boot my arse?  It
looks likely to keel over from an asthmatic attack before it causes me any
harm.�

As if  on cue, the goblin sneezed.  Ailan snorted derisively.  I sighed and
highlighted the text describing the goblin, then hit the delete key.  The goblin
vanished with a pop. Ailan picked up her beer and threw herself  onto the
couch.  She waited expectantly.

�What do you want?� I asked.  �An ogre?  A demon?  A basilisk?�  Ailan
shook her head.  I persisted.  �A giant?  A vampire?�

Ailan mulled that one over.  �Vampire?  It�s overused, but it is popular
nowadays, I hear.�  She chewed her lower lip briefly.  �Let�s give it a try, shall
we?�

I took a sip of  tea, replaced the cup on its coaster, and began typing.
After about ten minutes, I turned around.  Lounging on the sofa next to Ailan
was the sexiest man I�d ever laid eyes on.  He was long and lean, with broad
shoulders and abs off  which you could bounce subway tokens.  His hair was
long, black and silky, the face elegant and handsome, the cheekbones sexy
enough to melt the polar ice caps.  He was dressed eighteenth-century-style
and bore more than a passing resemblance to Gary Oldman�s character in the
film Bram Stoker�s Dracula.

I had a thing for Gary Oldman.
�Okay, now,� Ailan said.  �If  you could abandon your libido for the

moment, we could create something I could work with.  What�s this one
going to do, foreplay me to death?�  The vampire pouted prettily just before
he vanished in a poof of deleted text.  I looked wistfully at the sexy mist he
left behind, vaguely and privately wondering if  I�d solved my problem that all
the men who wanted to date me usually resembled Ernest Borgnine rather
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than Gary Oldman.
That thought led to another, and I began to wonder.  I got up and

crossed the short space to where Ailan sat.  Curious, I reached out a hand to
touch her.  She backed away from me.

�Don�t try it,� she said.  �You�ll be interfering with the traditional bound-
aries that exist between fiction and reality.  If  you do, next thing you know,
instead of writing novels, you�ll find yourself a junior writer for a bad televi-
sion reality program.�

I backed away from her and went back to the computer.  �I don�t do this
for a living, you know.  I�ve never had anything published.  During the day,
I�m a copyeditor for college science textbooks.  Which is why I live in an
apartment that�s roughly the same size as my childhood bedroom in my par-
ents� house in Connecticut.�  I paused for a minute and reflected.  �Hey�
how do you know about television reality programs?�

She stood and crossed the small living room to the window and looked
out over my breathtaking view of the back kitchen door of a Lebanese deli.
�I know what you know.  You created me, remember?�

This intrigued me.  �Who makes the best chocolate martini in the city?� I
asked.

�Pravda,� she replied, without hesitation.  �On Lafayette.�
I decided to get more personal.  �What�s my great aunt�s name?�
�The name you say to her face, or the one you call her behind her back?�
I chuckled.  �Both.�
�Lavinia is her real name,� she said. �And you call her �Latrina� because

she smells bad.  And you don�t like visiting her because she repeatedly asks
why you�re not married yet.�

One more.  �Who won the World Series last year?�
�I don�t know,� she said.
�Why not?� I asked.
�Because neither do you.�
She was right.  I hadn�t the faintest idea.  I knew as much about sports as

I did about the management structure of the Bulgarian Highway Commis-
sion.  Probably less.

�Can we dispense with the quizzes and get busy creating a worthy oppo-
nent for me?  If  you work at this pace, it�s no wonder you can�t finish the
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book.  We don�t much like being left in limbo for five years, you know.�
�We?  Who�s we?� I asked.
�Myself, the Duke�s master-at-arms, Jorgen, the king and queen, their

nymphomaniac daughter, seventeen other elves, Shanna the reformed assas-
sin, your goblin of the nostril effluvia, miscellaneous villagers, the innkeeper
of  the Goat�s Head Inn, the old witch who heals me at the beginning of
Chapter Fifteen, a family of squirrels that live��

I interrupted her.  �Fine.  I get it.  You�re all waiting for me to tie up the
loose ends and finish the book.�  I paused, then added resentfully, �The king�s
daughter is NOT a nymphomaniac.�

�Puh-leeze.�  Ailan threw herself  back onto the couch.  �You never had
to sit next to her at a banquet.  The girl�s more dexterous than a team of
master goldsmiths.  While you were busy creating the conspiracy between the
Duke and the king�s valet in the minstrel�s gallery, I was shoving her hands off
my knees.�

I gave a yelp. �She had her hands on you? Why would she ...�
Ailan broke in on my question.  �Never mind.  We�ll get to that later.  It�s

on the list.  Can we get on with it?�
We finally settled on a mid-sized, heavily armed, undead, zombie-look-

ing thing, with a pointy nose, razor-sharp teeth, a bad smell, and a terminal
case of  crankiness.  Ailan seemed satisfied.

I put my hand on the mouse and shook it around a bit.  �What next?�
�Basics,� she said. �Chapter One. My home village�on page fourteen

you say it�s in the forest.�  She squinted at the scroll for a few seconds.  �To-
ward the end of the chapter, on page twenty-nine, you describe it as being
situated in an open meadow.�  I scrolled down to the end of  page twenty-
nine and highlighted and cut the text.

I turned to Ailan.  �I�m not sure how to decide on this one.  Which do
you prefer?�

Ailan got off the couch and gestured for me to follow her a few short
steps to my triple-deadlocked front door.  �Open it,� she said.

I unlocked the door and pulled it open.  Instead of a grim, bland apart-
ment building corridor, outside my front door was a small hut.  Beyond that
were a few more huts.  In the middle of  the cluster stood a small tavern,
gently smoking from the chimney, as is proper for a tavern, in my estimation.
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The entire village was surrounded by tall trees with grainy black trunks.  Sun-
light filtered down through their pale green leaves and cast a warm greenish
tint onto the village.  Bird chatter and the soft sound of wind in the trees
completed the picture.  I tipped my head sideways, considering.  �Don�t you
think the villagers would want some patches of sun so they could grow
vegetables and herbs?  Nothing would grow in all that shade.  Except maybe
pachysandra.  Pachysandra would grow on the dark side of the moon.�

Ailan nodded.  �My thoughts exactly.�
I returned to the computer and recovered the text I�d cut out.  I scrolled

up to page fourteen and cut out the forest description of  the village.  We both
returned to the front door.  The huts and tavern were still in the same con-
figuration, but they now stood in an open, sunny meadow ringed by trees.
We both nodded.  �Excellent,� we said in unison.

I was beginning to get the hang of  this.
We returned to the living room, where we proceeded to fix the roofing

material on Ailan�s childhood cottage, attained agreement on which side of
the face the Duke�s man-at-arms kept his mole, got straight the number of
teats on a sheep�s udder�I was a city girl, what did I know about live-
stock?�and finally settled on the exact length of  Ailan�s magicked sword.

It was after midnight when I yawned and Ailan nodded at me.  �Get
some sleep.  We�ll continue with this tomorrow.�

I looked at her suspiciously.  �What are you going to do?  Lurk around
my apartment the whole night?�

�No,� she said.  �I�ll probably go home and get some dinner, if  you�ll let
me, and then sleep.�

I remembered her earlier comment about not being allowed to eat.  I
quickly found the first meeting at The Goat�s Head Inn, in Chapter Six.  �What
do you like?� I asked over my shoulder.

�Surprise me,� she said.  �I�m sure you can come up with something on
your own.�  When I turned back around, she�d gone.

�That�s rude,� I muttered.
The last line I wrote before I went to bed was, �Ailan turned to the

innkeeper and requested a large bowl of  pickled pig�s feet on a bed of  creamed
beets.�

Childish, but it made me feel better.
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Next morning, when Poopy woke me up by dropping his entire bulk
onto my face and drooling on my forehead, it took me about forty seconds
to reassemble the details of the night before in my brain.  I peeled the cat off
of my face and headed for the shower, brushing, scrubbing, and rinsing
madly before drying off  and putting on jeans and a black fleece pullover.

In the kitchen, a group of gnomes sat drinking coffee and eating cinna-
mon toast at my table.  One of them flipped through a week-old copy of the
Village Voice.  Several of  them glanced at me with disinterest.  One held his
cup out for more coffee.  Without speaking, I lifted the pot and refilled his
cup.  What struck me most about the gnomes was that they bore an extraor-
dinary resemblance to the garden gnomes my parents� neighbor, Mrs. Snelling,
had had in her rock garden when I was a child.  One was even missing part
of his left ear, in a suspicious resemblance to the gnome my brother Bill had
gnome-napped one summer and taken on a road-trip to North Carolina
with his friends.

I poured myself some coffee and headed into the living room.
Ailan was there, conferring with a man in a leather apron, presumably the

innkeeper of  the Goat�s Head, if  my memory served me correctly.
They both looked at me.
�Just so you know, Gaelan here makes the best pickled pig�s feet on the

planet.�  The innkeeper beamed at her with obvious pleasure.
I put my coffee cup on my computer table.  �Glad to hear it.  Can you

tell me why there are a group of gnomes in my kitchen?�
Ailan nodded. �They wanted to come along and make sure you rede-

signed them properly.  They�re searching for a tougher look�something a bit
more aggressive and a little less like ...�

I finished her sentence for her.  �... Mrs. Snelling�s lawn decorations from
the mid �70s.  I get it.�

I sat down at the computer.  �What does he want?�  I gestured at Gaelan
the innkeeper.

Ailan inclined her head in his direction.  �He�s not happy with the way you
designed his inn.  He�d like something a little less rustic, more progressive.
Bauhaus, maybe, or something a bit Frank Lloyd Wright-ish.�

My mouth fell open.  �This is a country inn in Elfland, not suburban
Chicago!  Frank Lloyd Wright didn�t build to suit fantasy novel characters.
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Besides, it�s my novel, and I say the inn is rustic.�  I crossed my arms over my
chest and attempted to ignore Gaelan�s visible disappointment.  His lower lip
trembled.

I sighed.  �How about I add a third story, some higher ceilings, some
bigger windows, and a little pond out front?�  Gaelan brightened visibly and
nodded.  He didn�t seem to be much of a conversationalist, but then again ...
maybe I�d never given him the ability to speak.

I made the changes, and before I could turn around, Gaelan was gone,
presumably back to his progressive tavern with an open floor plan and plenty
of  bright surfaces.  At least he hadn�t asked me to put lobster ravioli with
organic capers and a red pepper vinegar reduction onto the menu.

Ailan pulled up a chair next to mine and sat down.  Over the next few
hours, my living room became the site of a dragon battle that needed more
realistic smoke and fire, a goblin prison uprising, the personal boudoir of the
king�s daughter�Ailan was right, I had made her a right little tart�and a
camp site for the friends and allies of the Quest.  By 1:00pm, the gnomes in
the kitchen were clamoring for baloney sandwiches for lunch.  I didn�t have
baloney, but a quick visit to the Lebanese deli provided lunchmeat, bread,
cheese, cookies, and lime-flavored Gatorade (a personal request from the
gnome with the chipped ear.)

I had called into work sick earlier in the day.  If  waking up to a household
full of mythical creatures with a taste for cinnamon toast and baloney didn�t
qualify as sick, or at least mildly under the weather, I didn�t know what did.
While I spoke with my boss, I�d had to fake a coughing fit loudly to cover the
sounds of the clashing swords of two outlaws who were arguing over who
would have won their battle in the forest�a scene I�d apparently never fin-
ished writing.  After I�d hung up, I flipped a coin to decide who�d won.  I
typed the results into Chapter Seven, at which time both winner and loser
vanished, the former with a triumphant leer, the latter with a sulking expres-
sion.

By 7:00pm, the only being left in my apartment (after we�d cleared out
the herd of baby dragons�the neighbors had complained about the noise)
was Ailan.

�We�re in good shape,� she said.  �You�ve settled the concerns of  the
gnomes.�
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I�d redesigned the gnomes and given them more height, less paunch, and
a more dignified hat�more of  a tweed cap, really.  They�d all shook my hand
and thanked me profusely, both for their new look and the sandwiches I�d
packed for them to take away.  I was glad I�d only had to feed them for one
day.  They�d raided my entire pantry, right down to the last packet of  seven-
for-a-dollar Ramen noodles, purchased only in case of  Armageddon�which
begs the question: Will there be hot water with which to prepare Ramen
noodles after the end of the world?

�Focus,� said Ailan sharply, interrupting my noodle-based reverie.  �You�ll
be rid of me soon, and you can relax and tell yourself it was a stress-induced
vision.�

I nodded.  �What else?�
�The book needs a wrap-up. A happily-ever-after. You�ll never get it

published without it,� she said.
�But what about the potential for a sequel?  Fantasy books always have

sequels.�
Ailan snorted.  �You were a fan of  The X-files.  There�s no such thing as a

dead character or a hopeless situation.  The potential for stories continuing
into eternity is limitless.  But people�s tolerance for loose endings is not.�

�Fine,� I said.  �What do you recommend?�  I sat back in my chair,
prepared to do anything she told me, as long as I could be finished and sit
alone in my apartment and whimper in confusion.

Ailan smiled.  �A love story ending, in my opinion.  Or ... at least a lust
story.�

I gawped at her.  �A love story between who?�
�The elf  and the reformed assassin, of  course,� she replied.
I lost the power of the English language and finally understood what

people meant when they used the word �splutter.�  �But you ... but she ...
Publishers are more liberal nowadays, but that might limit the book�s audi-
ence, don�t you think?�

Ailan leaned forward with a cryptic smile and whispered into my ear at
length.  When she was finished, my cheeks were pink and my fingers were
busy on the keyboard.  I found the chapter that introduced her character,
highlighted the pertinent text, and changed all the �she� pronouns to �he.�  I
also readjusted the initial description, adding six inches of height, and en-
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larged the clothing.
�I�m so sorry,� I whispered when I was finished.  I still hadn�t turned

around yet.
�That�s quite all right.  Everyone makes mistakes.�  The voice was now

several octaves lower.  Sitting behind me was now an otherworldly-looking
elven man, with similar coloring and clothing to the former, female version.
�You just initially erred in the creation of  my character�from there it was
easy to continue to mistakenly designate me as female. � He nodded toward
the computer screen.  �It�ll be quite a lot of work for you to go through the
entire manuscript and make those changes, won�t it?�

I managed to both nod and shake my head at the same time. �With the
vast majority of the work done, that task is minor compared to what we�ve
done in the last two days.�  I smiled.  �Thank you so much ... I think.�

I reopened the last chapter of the book, prepared to write an ending in
which Ailan risks death to rescue Shanna, the ex-assassin, from the prison cell
where she�s been chained�becomingly�to the wall by the King�s brother-
in-law�s henchman (who, much to my surprise, turned out to be my ultimate
Bad Guy.)

�Why Shanna?� I asked.
Ailan had the good grace to look sheepish.  �She�s pretty hot.  You did a

good job creating her.�
�Glad I did something right,� I muttered, as I continued to type fever-

ishly.
Ailan put his hand on my shoulder and unexpectedly dropped a kiss on

top of my head, despite the no-touching-the-fictional-characters rule.  �This
is my time to leave you to it.  Can we expect it to be wrapped up by the end
of your week?� he asked.

I still felt the imprint of the kiss on top of my head.  It made me feel
tingly, though I schooled my features into a mask of  professionalism.  I could
enjoy my tingles later.

�You can expect it to be finished by the end of  tonight,� I said.  �Now
that I�m in striking distance of  finishing, I�m going to do it now.  But wait!�
Ailan had moved to the middle of the living room floor, presumably in
preparation of doing the poof-to-mist thing all my characters did when they
disappeared (yes, I watched too much Star Trek).  �How do you want it to
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end?�
Ailan smiled.  I squirmed.  Shanna was a lucky girl.  �Surprise me.�
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They do not amuse me; no, no longer.
Listening to the speaker was a young gray squirrel perched on an over-

hanging pine bough.  The creature was more concerned with cleaning its ears
than paying attention, but the owner of the soft, leaf-whisper voice did not
seem to mind.

I have been alive so long that I do not remember being born.  Perhaps something else is
called for, some change that can bring my interest in them all�in life�again.  I can
remember when I felt the tender grass beneath me and knew contentment�but no more.

Perhaps something else ...  Yes.  I will see them all and find my happiness again.
The squirrel blinked, then chittered into the shadows, abruptly finding

itself alone.

cd

�Dis wine es weak!  Et is de vorst I hav� ever tasted,� Lerellian Bel�Meritai�s
companion complained, casting a shakily accusatory glance at the innkeeper.
A jovial, yet worn-looking woman, she chuckled throatily.

�That�s because ye�re drinking cranberry juice, fresh from tha bog this
marnin�, Mik�Tenon, as ye hav� been for th� past hour.�  Flicking her towel at
him teasingly, she moved on to the next table.

Blinking in surprise (and as if  Tarah hadn�t cut off  his wine at midnight
every eve for a fortnight past), Mik squinted bleary eyes at his cup, then suf-
fered a philosophical shrug and tossed the remaining liquid down.  �Es good
cranberry juice.�  He turned to regard Lerellian with drunken seriousness.
When he wasn�t whining about his drink, Mik�s voice was rich with an accent
reminiscent of rough mountaintops, one that savored every rolled syllable
and spoke of  warm fires against cold winters.  �You heardt dis ting, ey?  Of
the nobles all flocked to Maiden�s Hill?  Dey say the Ancient One stirs them�
the unicornt!�  With that last he thumped one brick-sized hand down on the
table as if in negation and returned to pondering his glass as if having forgot-
ten that he�d emptied it.
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As she translated the mountaineer�s last word, Lerellian�s pulse began to
quicken.  Clamping down on her bardic curiosity, she fiercely reminded her-
self that the Queen had instructed her to the strictest discretion�Elisandra
wanted no one but the unicorn herself  to know who had sent her.

Her thoughts drifted back to the conversation that had initiated her quest.

cd

�Your majesty,� Lerellian had said, her salutation in line with the most
particular of protocols, and her tone conveying nothing but regard for the
slim young monarch who sat somehow un-dwarfed by the Parthon throne.
Nevertheless, Elisandra winced very subtly as she caught the glance turned her
way just before the bard�s thickly lashed eyes turned demurely to her feet.

�Talesetter,� the maiden Queen replied, using equal formality to clench
the two firmly in their roles, despite the empty audience chamber.  �We have
for you a quest.�

�A quest, your majesty?� was what Lerellian said.  What Elisandra heard
was �This had better be good, Elis.�

�Indeed.  You of  all our subjects have most richly earned your retire-
ment, but we have for you one last task before you return to Carthskill.�  She
added, sotto voce but with firmness, �My mother requires it.�

Again the disparity between words spoken and heard.  �How may I
serve the Queen Mother?�  (�Your mother is more trouble than she�s worth,
dear.�)

�We are most gratified by your acceptance.  From the west there have
been rumors of  a unicorn with a dying forest.�  Elisandra�s eyes begged for
patience.

�Most unusual, your majesty,� Lerellian said dryly.  (�You want me to
give up my retirement to salve your mother�s eccentric superstitions?�)

�Quite so.  The Queen Mother believes that this is a sign of  ill luck for
our kingdom.  She has been most insistent, and requested that you personally
see to the rectification of the situation.�

�If the Queen Mother wishes that I chase another myth, then chase I
shall, your majesty.�  Honey dripped from each barbed word.

�You were, after all, so successful with Valdorn�s pixies,� the Queen added.
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Lerellian winced.  That fool man is going to be the death of me, she thought.
�When am I to leave, Queen Elisandra?�
�Immediately.  The Queen Mother believes this to be a matter of  most

urgency.�

cd

Lerellian�s focus returned to the present, and she cautiously cleared her
throat.

�Unicorn, sir?�
Watery eyes fixed on her now, or attempted to.  �Aye, thut.�  He turned a

remarkably canny eye on her in expectance.  Turning, Lerellian raised a hand
for one of  the serving girls and motioned for more wine.  The pair sat in
comfortable silence until one of the girls returned with a pitcher and two
pewter goblets.  A glance passed between Lerellian and the server as real wine
was poured, the latter giving a small nod in answer to the question unasked:
the drink would be spiced and well watered.

The burly mountain man took a good, long pull on his wine before
looking up to regard Lerellian with frank�and surprisingly sober-seeming�
eyes.  As he began to speak she could have sworn that some of  that thick,
too-common accent faded just a touch.

�They call t�emselves the �Court of  the Unicorn,� they do, these nobles.
They claim to habe been blessed by t�Ancient One ... blessed, by the unicorn
herself !  You will know well enough when you see, eh.�  It was a statement,
not a question, and Lerellian tried not to blink in surprise.  In any case,
Mik�Tenon paid no heed, instead turning his eyes inward as if  to hide some
abiding sadness.  �The forest�her forest�it dies.  I felt it myself  ... ets breathing
goes heavy und slow.�

�Why would she kill her own forest?  A unicorn keeps her heart in her
forest, or so the tales say.�

Mik�Tenon only shook his head and would say no more, though she
pressed him with every ounce of her bardic persuasion and more wine be-
sides.  To every advance he only shook his head again, but finally looked
weightily down on her as he stood and shrugged into his coat�who, after all,
would speak on the death of  a unicorn�s heart?
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�Nort�, den.  You go nort�, and te gods� own fortune carry you.�

cd

So she went north.
Lerellian traveled with a merchant caravan headed toward her destina-

tion.  She�d been in luck; this particular band intended to go directly to Unicorn�s
Forest, hoping to reap a profit from those who likewise gathered to see the
spectacle.  They carried all manner of  fancy knick-knacks�unicorn jewelry,
little unicorn flags, even play-horses whose broomstick heads bore spiraling
white horns sewn with silver thread.  It was all rather ... disgusting.

Out of courtesy to her hosts she kept her opinions to herself.  Bards
were almost always welcome on such journeys�their songs and legends lifted
spirits, and most merchants had at least two or three spare horses that would
not fare ill for carrying another traveler.  Lerellian became the struggling mu-
sician �Rell,� and the traveling was companionable enough.

�Ho the cart!�
The words called out to the caravan were not nearly so strange as the

would-be traveler who voiced them.  Her call was shrill but choked, and she
bore the hastily packed baggage and salt-whitened face that spoke of  one
who had not departed under the most pleasant of  circumstances.  Under the
layers of  disheveled hair she might have been pretty, but too much pain
marred her features to tell.

The caravan master frowned, but grudgingly ordered a halt.
Suddenly nervous, the girl looked down at her feet.  �I ... I�d like to come

with you, sir.�
�And what ha� ye for payment, lass?�
�N-nothing ...�  The stout caravan master began to turn away.  �Save

this!�  Shakily, she held out a wrist.  Curled snugly around it was a loop of
silver�a promise-band.  The caravan master regarded it with suspicion.  �T-
take it!� the girl shouted, a flush rising on her pale features.  �It means naught
to me now.�

A pause.  �Keep it,� he grunted and gestured impatiently to the last wagon.
Dropping a clumsy curtsy, the girl hurried to her appointed spot.

Once they were moving again, Lerellian guided her knobby-kneed mare
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back to the last wagon.  �What�s your name?� she called.
The girl looked up, startled.  �Dagda.�  The absence of  a last name hung

like a reprisal in the air.
�What brings you to abandon your home, Dagda?�
She flushed again; she seemed good at it.  �I was not the one who did the

abandoning.�  Her words were abrupt, angry�and then, all at once, hurried
and fearful.  �We were engaged to be married�my Nessin and I�when a
sorceress came to my village.  She bewitched Nessin�he�s very handsome
...� again the flush �... and now they�re to be married.  My village turned a blind
eye�the sorceress can bring them much prosperity with her magic, as she
told them.  It�s a tiny village, and they couldn�t pass up the opportunity.  Even
if  it meant ...�  She trailed off, cleared her throat, and then resumed.  �We
could not afford a truthsayer or enchanter for the counterspell.  My kin pled
my case anyway, but the village elders claimed that there was nothing they
could do if Nessin had chosen another bride-to-be.�  This time the flush was
angry, but it subsided into a hesitant pallor.  She said quietly, �I was hoping the
unicorn might help.�

Not plenty likely, Lerellian wanted to say, but refrained.  The journey
would be long enough; let the girl keep her hopes�who knew, perhaps
they�d be fervent enough to fulfill themselves.

cd

At the fringe of  the county known to house the Unicorn�s Forest, the
caravan turned itself in a broad arc and came to a halt.  Lerellian trotted her
mare to the front of  the line and dismounted, politely questioning the stop,
and Dagda trailed her from a few paces back.  The caravan master met them
at the front of the train, quite efficiently managing his considerable bulk.
�This as far as we go�the travelers passin� through this bend�ll be more likely
to shell out than them that gets further in.  If ye want ta get to the unicorn, the
passage�s through that forest.�  Pointing out a dark wood on the edge of  the
clearing, he then wrung his hat between his hands, flustered.  The man was, it
seemed, far more moral than he would have preferred to be.  ��Twill be safe
enough.  No critters what carries evil intent could bear t�stay in a unicorn�s
forest, and no natural wolf nor b�ar will hunt a �uman.�
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Dagda and Lerellian exchanged sardonic glances, but smiled, bid their
farewells, and shouldered their packs.

cd

Unease settled like a mantle about Lerellian�s shoulders as she stepped
into the first shadow of the forest.  Rather than walking further, she stopped,
feet closing together in an unconscious near-huddle against the unnatural quiet;
stopped, and listened.

Aside from the occasional thin-throated call of an unseen raven, the grove
was wrapped in thought-muffling silence.  Not even so much as a spring
breeze stirred the olive leaves overhead, which was disturbing in itself; of all
forests, this one should not have been so ... lifeless.  At this she strained to
listen even more fiercely, only to become abnormally aware of  the thunder-
ing beat of her heart.  The woods themselves seemed to listen; listen, and
press the already oppressive silence further in against her intrusion, as if to
squeeze away every scrap of  life they already hadn�t sent fleeing.  Dried needles
crackled under her feet as she sidestepped, took one glance back along the
trail, and then resolutely straightened her gaze to the darkness ahead.

�It shouldn�t be so quiet,� Dagda whispered behind her, huddling in
against herself.  Lerellian only shook her head, equally appalled by the silence
but perversely unable to break it.  Motioning the girl to follow, she foraged
on into shadow.

Time didn�t slow�it simply stopped altogether.  The forest shut out all
attempts to reach it, including the pale sun overhead.  Now there was only
darkness.

Then, all at once, they stumbled into a pool of light and ... noise.
Blaring colors in all varieties and patterns (some which bore no mention,

for to do so might credit the creators, and that was the last they�d need)
danced in un-orchestrated gaiety amongst the trees.  While the forest had
formerly swallowed up all sound, it now flung relentlessly outward as if
trying to rid itself  of  the song.

If  it could be called song.
Squinting, Lerellian worked briefly to abate the frown that had crossed

her lips.  Sorting through the jumble of  garish greens, blinding blues, and
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raucous reds, she finally sighted upon the central figure to it all�a pristine
white beast resting atop a bed of  roses.

Overtaken by an emotion she couldn�t quite describe�spurred, perhaps,
by the ridiculousness surrounding her�Lerellian strode unheeding up to the
center of  the clearing.

On reaching that center, she stopped dead, any words on her tongue
abruptly stilled.  Before her rested the unicorn, a vision from a tale, purest
white her snowy coat and deepest red the roses that made her resting place.
Dark, lambent eyes that masked the weight of ages so long past that no
human would have recognized them caught the bard in an unconscious grip.
More still, Lerellian did not want to move.

Even in repose, the unicorn was graceful beyond comprehension, fluid
beyond thought.  Her delicacy was not wraithlike, but spiritual; never had
been born a creature more pure.  And yet ... the power that radiated from her
was dimmed, tired; a haunted look hung bleakly at the back of the deeply
searching chocolate eyes.  How Lerellian ascertained this she would never
know, but she felt it, and it returned speech to her thwarted lips.  The time for
charades was over.

�My lady,� she bowed formally, �I am Lerellian, Bardess of  Parthon
Kingdom, Talesetter to Her Majesty the Queen Elisandra.�  A shallow mur-
mur passed through the watching crowd, which slowly migrated from ef-
frontery to curiosity, and thence to a grudging respect.  �Great lady, rumors
have flown swiftly, even so far away as my homeland rests.  They say that
your forest is dying.�

The voice in her mind was a river in spring, a song from the throat of a
robin.

Shallow rumors.  My forest will never die.
Lerellian shored up her courage.  �No, great lady?  It presses on the spirit

as a fog in a swamp.  You, ensconced in your tiny alcove, do not feel it.  And
these�your playful puppets,� she cast a wide-swung arm around the clear-
ing, �are aiding in its conquest.  They are dimming your magic.�

Think you I would not know of such blight in my own land?  Be gone, singer.  If you
will not lend your art, I have no need for you.

cd
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Months passed, but steadfastly Lerellian stayed the course, bleak though
it became.  With no other option, she joined the Unicorn�s court, a pearl
among cockleshells.  She taught Dagda the bodhran and sang only her oldest
songs.  Over time the forest fell further into decay, seeming to waste away
from heartbreak.  Finally, Lerellian could take it no longer.  Shoving aside the
latest �performer�, she shouldered through the crowd and strode up to the
unicorn once more, eliciting a number of affronted gasps as she passed.

�Is this what you searched for in forming your court, my lady?  That
look in your eyes�it has not faded.�

Lerellian�s silvery voice cut like a knife through the cacophonic revelry,
leaving silence in its wake.  �Is this what you wanted?  Is this what the tales will
sing when they call out the virtues of the unicorn?�

Incidentally, tales (to her unending embarrassment) had been sung of
Lerellian Bel�Meritai�s emerald green eyes.  Minstrels warbled how they flashed
like the first spark of spring, and while their owner would fiercely deny such
silliness, onlookers in the Unicorn�s Court had nothing else in their minds as
Lerellian stared up at their patron creature.  �Come with me,� Lerellian said,
her voice hushed with promise.  �You know these idiots are not what you
sought.�

You presume to know what will�
�If  nothing else,� the bardess cut in imperiously, �attend me because you

can surely no longer be happy with this ... court ... of  fools.�  Disgust dripped
from her voice, but she masked the surge of satisfaction that coursed through
her as the unicorn turned a surreptitious glance on the capering courtiers
before flicking her mane in unease.  Even, Lerellian wondered, embarrass-
ment?

Yes, came the still commanding voice, after a long moment.  Yes, they do
begin to bore me.  If the foolish cannot amuse me as I require, perhaps the righteous can.

Lerellian silently turned and strode away, not waiting for the creature to
follow.

cd

The bard led the unlikely troupe of three (Dagda had quickly gathered
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her skirts and run after the woman and unicorn, passing through aisles of
utterly dumbfounded courtiers) further and further into the north, aiming to
pull them as far away from civilization as possible.  Finally�and suddenly�
they reached a destination of  sorts.  Where they would go from here, Lerellian
had no idea�and hoped fervently that an answer would present itself.

The air had grown gradually colder, but the unicorn, being immortal,
took no notice.  Trailing haughtily along no closer than four paces behind
Lerellian, she had seemed to be constantly searching to call the bard on an
error.  So intently had she been watching the human, in fact, that she didn�t
notice the ice-encrusted snow covering the ground until she had planted one
cloven hoof  firmly into it.

Startled, she pulled up short, and at last began to take a look around.  �It�s
only snow,� Dagda offered shyly and bent to brush the ice from the unicorn�s
hoof.  Immortal eyes studied the girl for a moment before turning away.

It ... the unicorn began, and for the first time in their acquaintance Lerellian
could detect hesitancy�even shock.  It sleeps.  There is life, but no scent of it�there
is such ... cold ...  She paused for a long, tremulous moment before she contin-
ued.  This is not my domain.  Eyes that couldn�t decide whether they were defiant
or petulant turned on Lerellian.

�No ... but it is ... mine.�
A rough, harsh voice, it was�although weakened�that of  a predator.

Lerellian�s dagger leapt to her hand even as she spun rapidly to face the voice�s
source.

A great white wolf, her dark nose and eyes a startling pitch black amongst
her snowy coat, struggled to her feet.  She was old�very old.

�No!� Dagda screamed suddenly, throwing herself  in front of  the uni-
corn.  Again the creature looked taken aback.  Dagda trembled, her eyes
clenched tightly shut, as she awaited death.

�Fear not, human-singer.  I am ... nearing the end ... of  my time.  Even ... did I wish
... to bring you harm ... I could not.�  The dark eyes turned to the unicorn�and,
for a moment, shone.  �I had not thought to see you again ... pristine-one.�

You know me?
�Yours ... is the realm of  light ... mine of  darkness.  Yours ... is the realm of  life ...

mine of death.  I do know you.�
The unicorn bowed her head, the long, spiraling horn cutting a smooth
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arc through the thin and frost-touched air.  What do you seek, in this place?  Why
did you choose it?

�Many times ... what we live ... is not what we choose.  But ... this place ... is passion.
Ferocity.  Survival.  And it is mine.�

It would never be mine.  Her words were not unkind, merely observant�
and estranged.

�Never,� the wolf  said.  �Or there should be no light ... ever again.  For death ...
there must first be life.�

What can I do for you?
The two humans, if they could have spared the breath, would have been

more shocked still at this.  As it was, they dared not twitch the slightest muscle.
The wolf drew in a slow breath, eyes flickering shut and opening again.

�Let me ... sleep.  Else another will come ... to take the name of  Winter Lord ... more
forcibly.  Give me ... instead ... this last moment ... of peace, my sister.�

Again the taller white creature nodded, humanlike.  There among the
snow-topped pines, the two were a vision from a tale, or from the mind of
a tapestry artist.  Solemnly the unicorn lowered her horn to gently brush the
furred head of the white wolf.  Like a rush of icy wind, the great creature
hefted a mighty sigh, her last.

Lerellian turned back along the path, veering southeast, and, though she
made sure to keep her eyes focused strictly forward, she listened carefully to
the irregular�thoughtful, subdued?�pattern of  hoof  beats behind her.

cd

On they traveled, at times not knowing where.  When they again passed
the unicorn�s forest they found it deserted�or, rather, inhabited only by those
creatures who had first claimed residence: the birds, an array of squirrels, and
here and there the flash of a hart among the green.  The bard glanced back
over her shoulder, but the unicorn showed no intention of  even slowing.
Turning, she foraged on, following a path that arched away to the southeast.
She knew it would bring them back into human-inhabited areas, but with the
creatures of the Ice now beginning their battle for a new Winter Lord, they all
agreed that there was little other choice.
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A hiss from Dagda brought Lerellian back to herself with a start.  They
were approaching the girl�s tiny home village.

And awaiting them, leaning nonchalantly against a farm�s gatepost, was a
figure that could only belong to the infamous sorceress.  Lerellian had ex-
pected her to be beautiful, earthy, or at least suspicious.  She was neither.  With
straight brown hair and large but quiet blue eyes, she appeared to be nothing
more than a common farmer�s daughter.  But Lerellian was no mage; beneath
that chosen disguise the sorceress could have been a purple toad for all she
knew.

The unicorn snorted, tossing her head for a moment.  Whatever the
creature saw, she chose not to comment.  The sorceress didn�t seem to have
noticed.

�Dagda,� she cooed, her voice honey-sweet.  �I see you�ve returned to us
at last and with a friend.�  Now the sorceress looked Lerellian up and down,
obviously not recognizing her, or choosing not to.  �And one raggedy mare
between you?  I shouldn�t be surprised.  Have you come crawling back for
forgiveness?�

Lerellian suppressed a start.  One raggedy mare?  She stole a glance at the
unicorn, who snorted again.

Insult me, will she?  The unicorn�s tone was dangerous; Lerellian�s interest
deepened.

The creature appeared as she always had to the bard�flawless, pristine,
graceful.  But she had apparently once more raised a cloak of ambiguity
around her; the impure would see only what they expected to see.

�I have someone who will want to see you.  Perhaps to reminisce on old
memories?�  The sorceress�s tone was venomously innocent.  A rangy youth
was approaching them, and Dagda took a step backward.

�N-Nessin ...� the girl stuttered.
�Oh.  Hello, Dagda.�
�Dagda has returned to us, my love.�  The sorceress slipped an arm

around Nessin�s waist, and the boy returned the gesture.  Dagda looked as if
she would strike, or flee, or both.

�That�s nice.  Lucina, won�t you come back with me?�
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Lucina!  She dares! came the unicorn�s indignant thought.  Lerellian had to
admit it was a bit odd for a witch to name herself after the Goddess of
Morning.  Hadn�t she heard somewhere that unicorns were Lucin�s chosen
clerics?

�Mother has prepared a dinner to celebrate our engagement,� Nessin
said.

The sorceress accepted blithely, and tears looked about to shine on Dagda�s
cheeks.  For Lerellian�s part, the bard had just about prepared to strangle the
sorceress with her bare hands�but someone beat her to it.

A strangely protective look transformed the unicorn�s features.  Her ac-
tion was swift, unexpected, and smooth.

That ...
The unicorn�s beautiful head tossed up, mane flagging and eyes glaring

denial.  In that moment the sorceress saw her for what she was and quailed.
... will ...

An imperious hoof lifted.
... be ...

Again the eyes blazed blue.
... quite ...

The hoof touched the ground.
... enough!

A rush of  white energy exploded, more felt than seen, from the unicorn�s
raised horn, coursing through every living thing it touched.  It left a path of
cleansing wherever it passed, with the scent of  a spring thunderstorm linger-
ing in the air.

It was quite clear that she had broken the sorceress�s spell.
A look of  wonder crept into Dagda�s eyes, measure by measure replac-

ing the despair that had so recently taken up residence there.  The girl flung
herself  forward into the embrace of  a very bewildered fiancé.  His arms
closed instinctively around her frail torso, and at the first touch of  her skin, the
final faltering mists of  enchantment broke away from his eyes.  �Dagda ...�
He whispered her name as one newly awakening from a dream, and still not
knowing reality from illusion.  Then the eyes flew open, darted at the world
around them (that is, at Dagda), and his voice choked with tears.  �Dagda!  I�m
sorry!�I�m sorry ...�  If any other words followed, they were lost in the
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muffling warmth of  Dagda�s thick hair.
I�m sorry ...
Wrenching her eyes away from the pair, Lerellian looked to the unicorn,

not quite certain whether her words had been merely repeating Nessin�s, or ...
Cutting short her thoughts, she hurried to match the creature�s quick pace as
the unicorn turned and walked silently away.

cd

�They�ll have to leave, you know.�
What?
�Nessin and Dagda.  They�ll have to leave that village.  Those people

seemed quite content to have the sorceress.�
The black magic was not right.  Unicorns are never diffident.  Dagda and

Nessin are happy now.
�Yes,� Lerellian said softly, smiling at the empty forest road, �they�re

happy.  Why did you wait so long to break the spell?�
The unicorn was silent for a moment, making sure Lerellian was aware

of  her impertinence.  I wanted to see what she would do.  I�ve heard�
A shiver of bell-like laughter tinkled softly through the trees ahead, and

Lerellian held a hand behind her to forestall the unicorn�s next words.  Her
unwilling companion gave an indelicate snort to which the bard raised a fin-
ger to her lips with a warning look.

�Shall we dance?�  The laughing and musical words carried easily to the
pair as they stood concealed at the edge of  a tiny meadow, and as Lerellian
craned her neck to see past the brush before them, a helpless smile crept
unbidden to her lips.  A fairy standing no higher than the bard�s knee capered
in the breeze several feet above the ground, skipping merrily across a handful
of leaves borne aloft by the spring wind.  Scintillating dragonfly-like wings
flittered every few seconds to carry the creature from one leaf to the next,
and she danced in whirling playfulness, her partner no more� perhaps no
less!� than the breeze itself.

Lerellian forced her eyes forward even when a rush of emotion over-
came her, radiating from the unicorn beyond.  A long-repressed wave of
sadness broke over the icy calm of  the creature�s bearing, and Lerellian wasn�t
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sure whether she would weep with relief  or sympathy.  The magic of  the
wolf  had come close to breaking the unicorn�s hold � now, it seemed, the
magic of  her own kind, even in so small a form, would finish it.  Suddenly
the spiraling horn turned aside the brush that blocked them from view, step-
ping through to stand before the sprite in what the bard could have sworn
was humility.

The fairy froze as she caught sight of the unicorn, and just as immediately
the breeze faltered and died away, leaving the tiny creature flicking her wings
intermittently to keep herself  airborne.  She looked as though she wanted to
hide.  The unicorn felt this and shook her mane vigorously as her head dropped
in another pang of  agony.  Please, Lerellian heard her address the spirit, please
help me.  I am lost and cannot find my way.

The sprite seemed to consider this for a long moment before speaking in
that tinkling-of-bells voice.  �You are queen to the magic of  which I am but
a servant.  Of  course I will help you, if  I can.�

Lerellian stepped backward as carefully as she could, turning to walk
back the way she�d come.  She only managed a few steps, though, before
something cool and smooth brushed her cheek.  A shiver passed through her,
but not an unpleasant one, and she turned.

Those unbelievable eyes to which the tales did no justice engulfed her
then, swallowing her into the depth of  their chocolate darkness.  Thank you,
the voice whispered in her mind, and, as gracefully as the wind itself, the
unicorn dropped her horn to the earth in what Lerellian thought must be
some kind of salute.  A moment later something stirred in the forest loam,
and a thin tendril of  green raced swiftly up the bard�s side to curl vivaciously
from waist, to arm, and then to neck, where it wove itself  through her hair.
A loop of the greenery coiled around her ear, partly obscuring one eye, and
beyond it the unicorn seemed to raise her head in a smile as a dozen tiny white
lilies no larger than Lerellian�s thumbnail suddenly exploded into bloom all
around the vine.  Stunned, the bard could only raise a hand to brush that satin
cheek before the unicorn turned and disappeared on silent hooves, back into
the shadows of the forest.

Unconsciously the bard reached up to gently brush one of the velvety
blossoms in her hair.  If  she hadn�t been so dazed, her quiet voice might have
been ironic: �Well, I�ll be hearing about this one ...�
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A few soft-minded words carried clearly through the trees: Shall we dance?
And through the verdant boughs of a forest given new life and new hope
rang a song more sweetly musical than any tune Lerellian would ever hear: the
laughter of a unicorn.
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Like a serpent, Libra�s tongue snaked out of  her mouth and ran along the
bottom of  her lip, feeling where the silver ring divided it.  She hated that ring.
She hated the way it pinched her lip, and how she had to adapt her speech to
incorporate it.  It was painful and binding, but most of all, it marked her as a
slave.

Her lip had been swollen for nearly three weeks.  The swelling had sub-
sided, but that did not mean Libra was used to it. She slid her hands down the
creamy velvet of her gown. It was twisted around her slim body like a toga.
Like all her gowns, it wrapped around her neck and was low on her back to
fit around the joints of  her wings.

�Libra!  Are you listening?�  With a sigh that carried down to shake her
snow-white wings as much as the gilded chains would let them move, Libra
turned to look at her brother, Huxley.  The golden ring stood out grandly on
her brother�s brow, denoting his rank as a budding warrior-slave.  Her younger
brother did not yet have the physique of a warrior, though he trained daily to
that end.  Small muscles were shaped by weeks of practice with a sword and
bow; he had clear eyes, strong calves, and shoulders that grew broader as
each day passed.  His raven-dark wings were similarly bound as her own.  She
knew the chains confining their wings were anguish, but not as much as the
rings at lip and brow.  Alas, they were the Arai don Gaia, angels on earth, and
they would endure.

Libra licked her ring once more, before speaking.  �No, I wasn�t listening.
What did you say, Hux?�

�I said the Master has a new prize he wishes to possess.  It seems that his
guest last night came bearing the story of a stone that is said to heal any
wound and bequeath its owner long life.  And the Master has decided he can�t
live without it.�

Libra snorted.  �The fool!  He�ll never find it!�
�I don�t know, Libra.  He found the Saber of  Paradox.  That�s not the

point, though.  The point is he�s issued a challenge to any slave interested:
bring him back the Stone o� Galen, and he�ll reward that slave with his fond-
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est desire: freedom.�  A spark of excitement and suppressed hope made her
brother�s green eyes shine.

�So, that doesn�t help me, only you.  You�re the warrior-slave, remember!
I�m just a stupid pleasure-slave,� she said, bitterly.  She sat down on a soft-
cushioned stool, feeling the black velvet of  her gown whisper along her body.

�Libra, he said any slave.  That includes pleasure-slaves.�  He reached
forward to delicately touch her bottom lip.  Libra turned her head from him,
letting her blond hair fall forward to conceal her face.  �I know how much it
burdens you, sis.  But, I also know we can succeed if  we just try.  Come on,
what do you say?  Will you help me find this stupid stone?�

She touched the ring adorning her lip with her tongue once more before
softly replying, �Okay.�  She craved her freedom too much to decline.  Huxley
was right; a life of  servitude was too much of  a burden, even if  her master
had yet to send for her.  The man claimed he was waiting until her lip healed
before he tasted her wares ... and besides that, the Master fancied the elf-
maiden, Adora.  Like she had done so many times before, Libra wished
wistfully that war had never come to the Ta�chi Empire.

cd

The next morning, her brother dragged Libra out of  the bed with the
admonition that she must be ready to leave within the hour.  The young
woman struggled to pull herself  from the drug-induced sleep that had be-
come common over the weeks.  Huxley complained about her dragging
tempo, and she scowled fiercely back at him.  It wasn�t her fault that their
master drugged all pleasure-slaves not chosen that night; the cursed man was
insistent on keeping any slave not servicing him from also not servicing any
other man in the compound.  With a physical and mental shake that rattled the
chains binding her wings, Libra dragged herself  from bed to face the day.
Languidly, she dressed, pulling on a butter soft pant and tunic outfit of  fine
leather that left both her back and arms bare.  Her woods-knife (which she
was only allowed to keep because the Master had made it very clear that if
she used it on herself, or anyone else, her brother would pay the price), a
blanket, and a few odd bits she thought might be useful went into a shoulder
pack.
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Her brother came to collect her at the appointed hour.  �Come on,
Libra. Master is being generous.  He�s given every slave setting out the use of
a horse and enough provisions to last a good, long while.�  Libra carefully
shouldered her pack in such a way that it missed damaging her wings and
followed her brother out of her small room, down the stairs, and out into
the courtyard.  A line of  slaves was already forming; each man, for there
were no other women, stood with a pack-laden horse at his shoulder.  The
Master watched the line with a brooding expression on his face.  With a hint
of  surprise, he noticed Libra�s presence among the hopeful crowd.  She kept
her gaze averted from his as she took her place in line next to her brother and
accepted the reins of  a horse from a stable boy.

�Well, well, well,� the Master said.  Libra glanced up nervously.  The
Lord, who had always been intimidating to her, stepped closer to his slave
until they stood bare inches from each other.  �I see my delightful opal has
decided to bid for her freedom.  I think that I�ll regret not taking you to my
bed sooner.�  He ran a finger up her bare arm.  Libra fought hard to keep
herself  from shuddering and pulling away.

�I can�t say I share your sentiments, Master,� she said hesitantly.
The man chuckled, inanely.  �No, you wouldn�t, would you?  Ah, well.  I

wish you the best of  luck, my dear little angel�I fear you�re going to need it.�
And with that he patted her fondly on the head before returning to his inspec-
tion.

Finally, it seemed that every slave in his imprisoned flock who was going
to show, had.  The Master cleared his throat noisily and prepared to address
them.  �I believe,� he began, �that if  any of  you are to succeed in this quest,
you must first know the story of  the Stone o� Galen.  Well, it goes like this.
Nearly two centuries ago, there was a man named Galen.  He was a tremen-
dous healer and used his abilities to cure the ills of the world.  How Galen
managed to instill his power into the stone has been lost to time.  According
to the Historians of  Sri�ali, though, it was last seen among the Silver Cliffs.  So
your task is this: find the stone and return it to me within a year, and I will
grant you your freedom.  If  you fail to return after the year is up, I will send
my men after you and make you regret it.�

The Master�s smile was cruel as he turned and left the courtyard.  Libra
shivered and wished she was already gone from there.
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Libra and Huxley spent a good week traveling southwest from Sri�ali to
the Silver Cliffs. According to the Master�s tale, it was somewhere among
those exulted mountains that they would find the healing Stone. It cheered
both Libra and Huxley to know they would be searching in familiar territory.
The Silver Cliffs were the ancestral home of  their people. They traveled swiftly,
and easily, across the plains, making better time than any other slave, owing to
the fact that both had been accomplished riders before their capture and
subsequent enslavement during the war. The hard travel led them to a deep
forest filled with the comforting sounds of birds chirping and the wind rus-
tling the leaves above them. Libra leaned her head back and closed her am-
ethystine eyes wishing desperately that she could shake loose the shackles on
her wings that held her earth-bound. It was a fatal wish and she knew it; only
magic stronger than that which bound the gilded shackles could ever set her
free. But oh! To be able to soar above the clouds, to frolic with the birds,
to ...

The melodic clinking of steel chains compelled Libra to glance at her
brother.  His dark wings fidgeted and shuffled.  Doubtless, the younger Arai
don Gaia was anxious for the freedom of  the sky.

�Hux?�  She spoke softly, subconsciously afraid to break the gentle si-
lence of  the forest.  �Huxley, can�t we just stay out here?  Just take these rings
off, unbind our wings and live free again.�  Oh, Lady!  How wonderful it would be
to have her freedom again!  To live and breathe and, merciful  Lady, fly again.  Oh, what
she would give ...

�You know we can�t, Libby.  He tracks these cursed rings.  He would
know and would send people out after us.�

�But we�d be gone by then, long gone.  He�d never find us!�
�Libby, don�t do this.  Don�t be stupid.  You know the stories, you know

what would happen if  we tried.  He�d hunt us down and kill us.  He�s a mage,
Libby, a thrice-cursed mage.�  The anger in his voice was palpable, and Libra
flinched from it.  He kneed his horse closer to hers and snagged the reins
from her hands.  �I know this is hard for you, but it�s hard for me, too.  I
would love to run away if I thought we could get away with it.  But I know
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we can�t, damn it, and I won�t let you kill yourself on some silly whim.�
Libra half expected the blow that would assuredly have come from her

master or father.  Her position on her horse was scarce protection against a fit
of  anger.  So she slid down from her horse and took off  into the woods,
sobbing softly.  �I�m sorry!� she said between gasped breaths.  Hearing her
brother cursing weakly behind her only spurred her to run harder.  Twigs
snagged on her clothes and pulled painfully at her beautiful white wings.  She
did not stop running until exhaustion took hold and her legs buckled beneath
her.  She lay there for some time before she lifted her head and looked
around.

A flicker of white at the corner of her eye caught her attention.  She
turned to look directly at it, wiping hot tears from her cheeks.  As her gaze
focused on the shape, Libra�s breath caught in her throat.  Flitting through the
trees was a pristine white Unicorn.  The beast was of the noblest of all
equines; its elegant and powerful muscles propelled him effortlessly through
the maze of  trees.  A delightfully wicked, pearl horn spiraled up from be-
tween the creature�s blue eyes.

�By Eyacanya!� Libra whispered, choked with awe.  �He�s beautiful!�
She rose from her crouch.  Twigs broke underfoot.

The fair creature reared and turned toward the noise.  It screamed at her
and reared again.  Turning, the unicorn began running in the opposite direc-
tion.

�Please, Fair Creature!� Libra called.  �Don�t go!�
The Unicorn snorted, throwing its mane to one side as it stopped and

allowed Libra to step closer.  Her wings threw her off  balance when she
clambered over a fallen tree limb, and she staggered forward a few steps,
breathless with awe.  Then, as she had not done in the two months since her
capture, Libra bowed with the deepest respect in the manner of her people,
her arms spread wide, her wings as expanded and flat as possible.  When she
looked back up, the Unicorn dropped his head in return.

A gruff, softly masculine voice spoke into the public confines of her
mind.  You do me great honor, Angelic Sister.  Long have our people been allies among
these silver cliffs, and long will we be allies in the south where the remnant of your flock has
settled.  In honor of  that trust, we will speak for a brief  moment.  What is it you wish of
me?
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For a near-eternal moment, Libra could do nothing but stare at the great
creature that had spoken in her mind.  He was so beautiful.  �I uh,� her gaze
slipped to his beautiful horn, �I thought maybe you could, uh, help me.�  She
turned around to show him where the gilded cuffs bound her wings.

Och, lass, I see what you mean, the Unicorn�s gruff  voice said.  What you need
to get those off is a griffon.  Griffons are proud creatures, but they sure know how to age
metal.

�Griffons ...� Libra whispered.  �Where can I find one?�
I�m afraid, wee one, they don�t live around here.  The only griffon I know of  in these

parts is a prisoner of the witch, Kikowauna.  She lives at the top of Little Sister.  Do you
know where that is?

�Yes, it�s one of  the smaller mountains.  My people used to hunt there.
Thank you so much, Bright One!�  She wrapped her arms around his mag-
nificent white neck.  �I just have one more question.  We�re on a quest, you
see, to find the Stone o� Galen.  Do you know where it is?�

Kikowauna has that, too, lass.  I fear she�s something of  a collector.  She�ll not let you
have it without a fight.  But I know her secret, for I was once her prisoner as well.  She is
geas-bound to deal with any visitors that come her way.  You�ll have to do a task, and if  you
complete it, she�ll give you what you desire.  Have a care, though, lass, she is not one to play
fair.  The Unicorn flipped his mane and snorted at her.

�Thank you, thank you, thank you!  How can I repay you for what you�ve
done for me?�  Libra threw her arms around his neck again and squeezed
tight.

Live a long life, lass.  And have a care for those you meet, �tis all I ask.  �Cause if
someone had not had a care for me, I would still be such as you: a prisoner in a gilded cage.

With another flip of his mane, the Unicorn turned and raced off, becom-
ing a streak of  ghostly white flashing through the woods.  Libra watched him
go for a moment, then turned to find her brother.

cd

Above Libra�s head, the opening looked like a jaded halo.  She picked
herself  up from among the rubble that was once the cave�s roof.  She sighed,
feeling pain in her back and wing endings.  Sure enough, scattered white
feathers speckled with black rock dust were dispersed throughout the debris.
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Irritated, she picked up a few feathers, noting that some were primaries.
Primaries meant she would not be able to fly until they grew back; Libra
groaned in aggravation.  �Huxley!�  Her voice echoed through the vast cav-
ern, producing an eerie quality to the shadowed realm.  �Huxley, where are
you?�  She stumbled away from the rubble and fell into something, soft, and
big, and ... alive!  A low, steady growl escaped from the beast, and Libra
jumped back from it, a scream caught in her throat.

She tripped backward, landing painfully on her wrist and wings.  The
growl turned into a laugh, interrupted by a grunt emanating from near her
feet.  Libra choked back another panicked scream and stared wide-eyed up
at the creature that walked into the circle of light.  It had the head and wings
of  an eagle, the cunning intelligence of  a human flashing in its black eyes.  Its
body and tail were that of a lion and it was thoroughly covered with glisten-
ing gold feathers.  Her mouth worked for a moment before she stammered
out the words, �W-what ar-re you?�

Another deep-chested laugh burst from the golden creature.  Why, a
griffon, of  course.  You are certainly not the witch, nor do you appear to be human.  So tell
me piteous creature, what are you?  And who are you?  And what are you doing in the
witch�s cave?

�My name is Libra. I�m an Arai don Gaia.  My brother, Huxley, and I are
looking for the witch, Kikowauna, because we need to find a griffon, such as
yourself, and the Stone o� Galen.  You don�t happen to know where she is, do
you?�  Libra pulled herself to her feet, careful to not use her wrist, which she
seemed to have sprained, if not broken.  She glanced down at her feet and
realized she had tripped over her brother, who was lying, stunned, amid the
rubble.  Fortunately, his wings seemed to be all right; she noted with dismay
that she had lost more feathers.

Tell me, little birdie, why you and your brother are searching for a Griffon.
She bit her lip, feeling her teeth chink against the metal ring in her lip.

�Well, a Unicorn told me that griffons could age metal.�
The griffon cocked her head at the Arian in a decidedly bird-like fashion.

And what does an Arian need with aged metal?
�Well ... you see, we have somewhat of  a difficulty regarding our wings.�

She turned around to show the great creature the chains confining them.
Yes, I can see that quite well.  The truth is, little birdie, I am a prisoner myself.  The
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witch has bound me in chains that not even I can age and is keeping my nestling as a hostage.
If  you get these chains off  of  me, and free my nestling, then we�ll have a deal.

�I don�t know about your baby, but I might be able to help with the
chains.  Let me have a look.�  She hesitantly stepped closer and peered through
the darkness.  The dull steel chains that bound the griffon�s hind legs were
secured to a loop attached to the stone wall.  The pleasure-slave licked her lip
ring and crept a little closer.  It was possible that the spell on the chains was set
only to prevent a griffon�s magic, but she could not be sure without a little
magic of her own.  She hurried back to the rubble pile and picked up two of
her fallen feathers.  When she was younger, her mother had taught her a little
bit of clerical magic.  The simplest magic she had learned had revolved around
the wing feathers.

She settled down next to the wall, sitting cross-legged, her palms up on
her knees with a feather in each hand.  Then she bowed her head, took a deep
breath, and prayed.  �Blessed Eyacanya, Mistress of Magic, grant me your
mage-sight so that I might do your work.�  She took the feather in her right
hand and brushed it over her closed eyelids.  When she opened her eyes,
mage-sight was superimposed over her natural sight.  She looked down at
the chain in front of  her, studying its making.  It appeared that her first instinct
was correct, the magic was only meant to strengthen the chains; it did not
prevent the locks from being picked.

Libra beamed up at the griffon and moved to the shackles around the
golden creature�s hind legs.  With a simple hairpin pulled from her golden
hair, Libra picked open the shackles.  In mere moments, the locks clicked
open, and the griffon gave an exultant cry.  She shot into the air and out the
opening in the ceiling.

�Hey wait, come back!  We had a deal!�  Libra ran across the chamber
and peered up through the opening in the ceiling.  The griffon was nowhere
in sight.

�Damn!�  Libra crouched down next to her brother and shook his shoul-
ders lightly.  �Come on, Huxley, you have to wake up.  Huxley!�  Her brother
groaned and blinked his eyes open.  �Come on, Hux!�

Light suddenly sprang up all around the cavern.
Libra jumped in fright.  She blinked her eyes against the painful light.
�Well, well, well, what have we here?�
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Libra looked up to find herself staring into the strange yellow eyes of the
witch.  The woman was pretty in a fey kind of way; her cheekbones were
severe, with thin, budding lips, straggly, long, black hair, and a slim body.  The
woman snorted out a weird laugh.  �If  it isn�t two little birdies.  And what can
I do for you, my little chickies?�

Libra�s eyes were wide.  �Um ... we�ve come to make a deal with you,
Kikowauna.  We do a task for you, and you give us the Stone o� Galen.�

�All right.  You get me my griffon back, and I�ll let you have a shot at the
Stone.�  The witch smiled politely, but the smile did not reach her eyes.

�Okay, um, just give me a second, and I�ll bring back the griffon.�  Libra
hurried back to where she had dropped the spare white feather from her
spell.  She picked up a fallen golden feather and bound both together with a
piece of  rope from her pack.  She murmured a prayer over the bundle, then
closed her eyes and concentrated.

: Griffon! : Her mind voice was clear and light and reached to where the
griffon soared through the clear blue sky.  Libra felt the mother�s worry for
her child and sympathized, but she still needed the griffon to return.  : Griffon,
you must come back! :

: Ha!  I�ll not be tricked so easily, little birdie.  Why are you so desperate for my
return? :

: We need you here, so we can get the stone and win our own freedom. :
: I�ll not sacrifice myself  for your freedom.  I�m not coming back, little birdie. :
Libra groaned. : But what about your hatchling?  You�ll never save your hatchling

without coming back here. :
The griffon laughed into Libra�s mind, the same deep laugh she�d made

before.  : The witch will soon find that a Griffon hatchling is ungodly without its mother.
She will not wait long before she releases my little monster, and I�ll be waiting when she
does. :

: But, but, what about our deal?  I freed you, and you said you�d age our chains.  Are
you going to go back on your promise? :

: NEVER!  Griffons do not lie, nor break their promises!  When you have left the
witch�s cave and are ready to be set free, call me again and I will come to you. : The griffon
severed the connection, and Libra lost track of  her in the broad sky.

With a sigh, Libra opened her eyes and turned to look at the witch.  �The
griffon won�t come back.  She knows freedom again and refuses to return to
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this stony cage.�
The witch grinned wickedly.  �Well that�s too bad now, isn�t it?  I guess

there�s no deal for you.  Now leave my cave.�
Libra jumped up and ran forward a few steps.  �Wait!  Just because that

deal didn�t work out, doesn�t mean we can�t make a different one.  What do
say?  How about you give each of us a shot at the Stone and if we fail, we�ll
... uh, be your slaves.�

�Hmm, slaves, I like that idea.  Okay, you have a deal.  Both of  you
follow me.�  Kikowauna grinned at them and whirled around.  She headed
to an opening hidden in shadow.  The witch�s home was a maze of  intercon-
nected caverns and tunnels that led deep into the mountain.  Kikowauna ably
led them through the maze until they emerged into a sunlit clearing.  At one
end a small stream trickled down a series of boulders as a small waterfall and
collected at the bottom in a tiny pool.  The clear water sparkled with the light
of  the sun and set the surrounding moss aglow.  The witch led them to the
edge of the pool.  She pulled two metal goblets out of a recess in the black
rock and gave one to each of them.

�So what do we do?� Huxley asked.
The witch contemplated him for a moment, before speaking.  �Fill your

cup with water from the waterfall.  Then you must decide which stone in the
pool is the Stone of Galen.  When you�ve made your choice, drop the stone
in your cup and take a drink, but be careful not to swallow the stone.  Then
we�ll see if your choice was right.�  The witch smiled prettily at Huxley and
gestured for him to take his pick.

Huxley glanced at Libra.  She caught his eye, smiled, then shrugged.  With
a shrug himself, Huxley leaned forward and looked into the pool.  He reached
in and pulled out a giant ruby.  He filled his glass with water from the water-
fall and dropped the ruby into it with a metallic clink.  Then, without a mo-
ment of  hesitation, he took a gulp of  the water.  Libra watched him with her
breath caught in her throat.  He stared at her, blinked, and ... disappeared!

Libra gasped.  Her heart clenched in newly found fear, and she whirled
to look at the witch.  Kneeling at her feet, with a look of utter incomprehen-
sion, was her brother.  The witch cackled with glee.  �Now it�s your turn,
chickie.  Let�s see if  I�ve got another slave coming.�

�No!�  Libra screamed in denial.  �No!  I won�t let you make him a
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slave!�
�It�s too late.  We had a deal.  Now take your turn and pick out your

stone,� Kikowauna pointed a finger at the pool, and Libra followed its path
with her eyes.  Uneasily, she leaned over the pool, choking back sobs, and
stared at her reflection.  A single tear, clear as crystal, rolled down her cheek
and dripped in to the water, distorting her reflection.  She looked beyond her
own face at the stones nestled in the clean, cool waters.  There were rubies,
diamonds, semi-precious stones, and even one ordinary-looking pebble.  Seeing
the common speckled-white stone, Libra had a flash of inspiration.

Ever since Huxley had first mentioned the word Galen, Libra could not
help but feel a piercing recognition.  Now it came to her, where she had
heard the man�s name before.  Saint Galen of  the Arai don Gaia.  He was one
of their people, from millennia past.  Her mother had told her about him
when Libra learned clerical magic from her.  Galen had not been rich, could
not possibly have afforded the exotic jewels that sparkled prettily from the
bottom of the pool.  Libra smiled to herself and plucked the pebble from
the pool.  She filled her glass with water falling from over her head and
dropped the Stone o� Galen into it with a plop.

She gulped it down, the cool water clearing her parched throat.  The
stone bumped against her lips, and she was half-tempted to open her mouth
and swallow it, just to aggravate the witch.  Libra lowered the cup from her
lips with the stone still inside.  The dull, red ache that�d permeated her injured
wrist and her damaged wings was gone.  She glanced over her shoulder when
she felt the missing feathers grow rapidly back with a sensation that strangely
reminded her of  mint.  Libra beamed brightly at the witch and her brother.
�Ha!� she exclaimed, �I win!�

The witch�s fey countenance twisted into a wicked snarl.  With an effort,
she smoothed it back into a mocking smile.  �Not quite.  I still have your
brother as my slave.�

Libra�s smile remained tightly in place, though.  �Not quite, witch.  Do
you honestly think the idea of slaves was something I just picked up at ran-
dom?  Nope.  We�re already slaves.  So if  you try to keep Huxley, our master
will know and he�ll come after you.�

�And do you honestly think I�m that much of  a fool?  I know all about the
silly little man you call Master.  Not only can I shield you from his senses, I can
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also break the bond that ties him to these silly little rings.� Kikowauna  lifted
her hand from Huxley�s shoulder and fingered the ring on his brow.

Libra�s pleasure faded to panic.  �Kikowauna, you like deals, right?  So
let�s make another one.  Me for my brother.  A trade.�

�No!� Huxley cried.  Both Libra and the witch ignored him.
�I don�t think so, chickie.  Your brother�s got these cute, little muscles and

this sexy broad chest.  I think I�m going to enjoy having him as my slave.�
Tears poured down Libra�s cheeks.  �Wh-what do you mean?�
�Let me make it simple for you.�  The witch waved her hand in front of

Huxley�s anguished face, and on his bottom lip a slender, silver ring appeared.
Libra gasped in horror, feeling her own bottom lip.  Her hated silver ring had
disappeared, to re-appear on her brother�s lip.

�Please, Kikowauna.  It�s a good deal!  You�ll have a willing slave!  Huxley
will never stay with you willingly.  He�ll take every chance he can to slip away.
But I will swear on my goddess and on the heart of my people, that if you
take me instead, I�ll never disobey you, I�ll never slip away.  Please!  Recon-
sider the trade.�

Her brother broke into the argument.  �Libra, no!  What are you doing?�
Libra looked at him.  �Huxley ...  I don�t want to be a slave.  I don�t want

some man I don�t know and can�t help but hate to dictate my life.  I can�t bear
to have my wings, and my wing muscles, shrink and atrophy until I�m denied
the sky.  I don�t want a man to use me until I can�t take it anymore and I take
a knife to my own throat.  I don�t want to die in a gilded cage.  But, Huxley,
I�d endure it all, if  I knew you were free.�

Huxley�s voice grew desperate.  �Libra, what are you saying?  What do
you mean?�

Libra looked the witch directly in the eye.  �Kikowauna, I�m saying, that
if you gave me the choice, allowed me this deal, I would choose my brother
over my freedom.  One slave for another.  It�s a good deal.�

�No, Libra, damn it!  Take the stone, buy your freedom!�  Huxley
struggled to gain his feet, but the witch�s hand grasped his shoulder and physi-
cally restrained him.

�Are you sure of  this, bird-child?  You would give up your freedom,
your very life for this worthless wretch of a brother?�

�I would, witch!� Libra said more harshly than intended.  �Now, release
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him so he can be on his way.�
With another wave of  the witch�s slender hand, Libra found herself  at

the witch�s feet, in her brother�s stead.  He stood in her place, her chalice in his
hand.  He glanced down at the cool metal with a venomous look.  The chalice
fell from his grasp, and he stepped over it, marching aggressively towards the
witch and her new slave.  �I�m not leaving you here!� he said.

The witch raised her hand from Libra�s shoulder, and Huxley froze in
mid-step.

�Don�t be stupid, Huxley,� Libra said.  �Take the Stone and go.  Forget
about me.  Start a new life, you hear?�  She wiped the tears from her eyes and
grinned weakly at her brother.  �Call for the griffon, Huxley�she�ll unbind
your wings.  Now go, before the witch changes her mind.�

But her brother did not move.  �I told you, I�m not leaving!�
�Huxley Cirius Ravensclaw, you will do as I command or face the conse-

quences.  By my authority as a priestess of  Eyacanya, you will leave this moun-
tain, buy your freedom with the Stone o� Galen, and not return until you�ve
found a way to free us both from this hell.  Do you understand me?�

�No, I refuse.�  He struggled to move closer, but only succeeded in
being pushed further away by the witch�s magic.

Libra sighed.  She reached out with her magic.  With a short cry of pain
from her brother, a black feather detached itself.  It sped into her outstretched
fingers.  Adeptly, she discarded the griffon�s feather from her earlier binding
and replaced it with her brother�s.  A murmured prayer followed, and Libra
assumed full control of  her little brother�s body.  With her magic, she raised
the stone from where it had landed in the grass when Huxley dropped the
chalice and pushed it into his palm, forcing his fingers around it.  Stiffly, he
turned from them and started down the path.

Her control slipped only long enough for him to call out, �I�ll come back
for you, Libra, I swear it!�  Huxley then turned and disappeared from sight.
Once he�d moved farther down the path, she adjusted the spell controlling
him, so that it would merely prevent his return.

Libra licked the ring that�d been returned to her lip.  I�m counting on it, she
thought.
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The pursuers� screams for bloodlust and hate-filled yipping rose up along
with an ominous cloud of dust behind Davon Conq.  The sound of hoof
beats thundered behind him as he held on tightly to the hairy hump of his
camel, Humper.  He leaned forward and pleaded with the beast, urging the
camel to go even faster. The barbarian would never admit to fearing any-
thing, but the pursuing hundred-deep dogman army made his adrenaline
rush in a surge of panic.

Somewhere ahead, past the countless sand dunes, a narrow path led down
into a valley.  The valley oasis was home to a lush jungle, fed from crisscross-
ing rivers, waterfalls, and springs.  Somewhere within the fauna rested Canin,
the fabled birth-city of  the Dog People.  Davon�s only hope. If  he could
reach Canin before his pursuers overtook him, then perhaps he would not be
turned into dog meat.

Outsiders were not welcome there, but he wouldn�t let that stand in his
way.  Besides, the pursuing army would not be welcomed either.  Only dog-
monks and other dogmatic theologians lived in the valley, dedicating their
lives to the worship of  the Bitch Goddess.  Davon planned to sneak into the
valley, but he hoped that the pious army would not dare affront their god-
dess.  Of  course, they would probably wait for him in the desert until he
completed his quest ... if he could make it out of the valley alive.

The angry death threats from the dogmen reminded him they had no
intention of letting him reach the valley haven.

Davon withdrew one of his blades and held the double-edged sword at
the ready.  The weapon shone in the sunlight; its clean surface gave no sign of
the blood that had covered it on countless occasions.  Davon caught the
reflection of a strong, broad-boned face, blond-when-clean hair, and eyes
wide with terror.  He scowled at himself�how could he have allowed fear
to overtake him?  Such weakness was for boys, not barbarian warriors!

He embraced the scowl, briefly admiring his imposing glare.  Humper hit
a dip in the road.  The bump jarred the sword enough to change the angle of
reflection.  The new reflection revealed a spiked-club swinging towards the
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back of his head.
Davon ducked the blow.  At the same time he backhanded the assailing

dogman, knocking the furry warrior off his horse.  The dogfighter howled in
frustration as he fell to the sand.  Sympathetic howls were taken up by his
pack mates.  Angrily, they spurred their mounts closer to the galloping camel.

Killing the faithful would only make his task harder.  Damn the fates that
the patrol had sniffed him out, and double-damn the fates that the patrol
summoned a whole division rather than confronting him directly!  Dogmen
always did things in packs; they had no conventional conception of  fair play.

Humper galloped over the rise of a dune.  A quick glance behind re-
vealed at least five dogmen nearly on top of him.  Another club swung out at
him, the attack aimed at his midriff.

He managed to get his shield up.  The blow was blunted, but the unex-
pected strength of the dogman sent Davon tumbling from his mount.  He
rolled to the bottom of the dune before regaining his feet, spitting gobs of
sand and cursing the fates once more.

Davon looked around, quickly assessing his chances.  He was of  the
Conn, and no prouder people ever walked the world.  But with his shield
twenty feet away in one direction, his battle sword fifteen feet away in the
other, and a hundred mounted dogmen now surrounding him, even his birth
god, Warsong, would have sung a disheartened dirge.

The fanatic dogmen closed in around him.  Davon drew one of his
lesser weapons.  Perhaps the dogman pack leader would soon have his hide
hanging from a cave wall, but the hide would come at a premium price.

The pack leader leapt deftly from his horse and warily approached.  Human
and catman ears hung from a leather cord around the soldier�s neck.  Dogmen
packs zealously shunned the use of steel, as did this pack leader, who gripped
a massive stone spiked club and brandished it before him.

�Prepare the prey for the feast,� the leader said in a throaty growl.
On signal, the dogmen rushed Davon from all sides.  He spun to the left,

but found his footing slow in the sand and barely avoided the rush of the
leader�s club.  The barbarian�s arms weren�t slowed though, as an anxious
dogman soon discovered when his head parted ways with his body.  The
dogmen howled in anger as their pack mate�s blood was sucked up by the
greedy sand.
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Davon spun and gutted the next dogman that came close, ripping through
the beast-man�s intestines.  He stabbed a third through the heart just before a
pile of enraged dogmen smashed him to the sand.

Clawed at and savaged by drooling fangs, the barbarian was brought to
tears by the legendary horror of  the dogmen�s breath.  Davon Conq fell into
the grateful escape of  unconsciousness.

cd

Pungent tendrils of  smoke wafted up the barbarian�s nostrils, prodding
him awake.  With a hundred wounds and pains in his limbs and torso, Davon
realized he was miraculously still alive.  He opened his eyes to slits and care-
fully looked around.

The dogmen were in the throes of  some sort of  a ceremony.  Their
chaotic, melancholy howls echoed off  to the starry heavens.  The writhing
mass danced around a towering bonfire, joined together like one throbbing,
humping creature awash in dim firelight.

Davon watched the dance with fascinated repulsion until the ceremony
drew to a close.

�Bring forth the prey!� the pack leader commanded.  �We are purified,
and may now consume this gift from our goddess.�

Powerful, furry paws lifted Davon from where he lay.  He realized belat-
edly that the dogmen hadn�t even bound his arms.  His captors dragged him
to the fire�s edge and held him upright. Agitated dogmen surrounded him,
slaver dripping from their jowls as they anticipated the consumption of hu-
man flesh.

The pack leader yanked back Davon�s gritty hair, exposing his throat.
�What is the law of ingestion?� he shouted out.

�Raw, bloody prey!  Raw, bloody prey!� chanted the dogmen in response.
�Who gave us the law?�
�The Bitch!  The Bitch!�
The pack leader held up his paws, and the dogmen�s chants abruptly

stopped.  He turned to Davon, and his lips pulled back into a fang-baring
snarl.

The dogmen took up a new chant.  �Blood of the throat!  Blood of the
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throat!�
The pack leader growled and leaned in to rip out Davon�s throat.
�May a hundred fetid porcupines tup your Bitch Goddess like the whore

she is!� Davon shouted.  If  he was to die, he�d die cursing them all to Cerberus.
To his great surprise, the pack leader fell back, paws clapped over his

ears.  �Foul!  Foul Blasphemy!�
Davon looked around in surprise as the dogmen holding him released

their grip, howling with their paws over their ears.  The surrounding dogmen
milled around anxiously.

Uncertain of what just happened, Davon gave it another try as replace-
ment dogmen approached.  �May the Bitch Goddess� fur fall out!�

The dogmen howled, then turned on their heels and ran away with paws
over their ears.

�May the Bitch Goddess bear only kittens!�  Davon shouted with glee.
�Unclean!  I am unclean!� the pack leader moaned in a piteous voice,

rolling around in the sand.
Davon turned and faced five dogmen with clubs in hand and purpose in

their strides.  �May the Bitch Goddess lose all her teeth!�
The dogmen dropped their weapons, save but one who smashed his

own head with it in the spew of  profanity.
Thoroughly enjoying himself, Davon kept up his tirade.  �May the Bitch

Goddess be mounted with great pleasure by ten stallions!  May her every paw
be pierced by cruel thorns!  May she be given naught but urine to drink!�

The waves of blasphemy swept over the dogmen, causing them to run
for their very souls.

Davon chuckled as they couldn�t run away fast enough from his curses.
Soon enough there were no dogmen in sight.

Whistling a bawdy tune he�d picked up in a southern nation whorehouse,
Davon retrieved his belongings from where the dogmen had scattered them.
He changed his whistle to a sharp, piercing note and soon heard the answer-
ing yowl from his camel, which clopped up with an affectionate nudge for its
master.

The thin sliver of moon provided little illumination, but Davon could
not risk waiting for morning light.  He had to reach Canin before his pursuers
recovered from their spiritual self-immolations.
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He mounted Humper and continued on his journey. After traveling only
a short distance, he came upon it.

Dog Rock.
It should have been called Dog Rocks, since the landmark was actually a

compilation of  several boulders stacked together to form a vague likeness of
the Bitch Goddess.  Next to the boulders was a crevice, a slit that looked
barely wide enough for a man to slip through.  So much for riding down to
Dogland, Davon thought.  He hated leaving his trusted animal friend behind,
but he took some satisfaction in knowing that the sight of the camel would
be a figurative slap on the nose to the dogmen who�d failed to stop him.

He dismounted and immediately ventured forth on the narrow, gently
sloping path that led down into the crevice.  Within minutes he found himself
beneath the desert, engulfed in darkness.  He banged his head on an overhang
and fell to the ground.  Dazed, and still weary from his early battle, Davon
did not have the strength to stand up right away.  He considered crawling, to
avoid any further accidents in the dark, but the ground was pitted and unkind
to his palms.  Instead, he removed his shirt and made a makeshift pillow.  He
drifted into a troubled sleep and dreamt of dogs baying and fornicating in
the moonlight.

cd

Davon awoke to warm sunlight on his face.  He had not ventured as far
down as he�d thought, for the sun easily found him.  He breakfasted on some
dried fruit from his belted rucksack before continuing on his journey.  The
path ahead was lit, as though the sun waited for him at the far end.  He was
completely underground now, so did not see how that could be. But it was
not the barbarian way to think long on such puzzlements.

As he walked, he noticed carvings in the rock at regular intervals along
the tunnel.  They were images of dogman warriors, ready to pounce, their
clubs facing the same direction, as if pointing the way to Canin.  Davon
passed depictions of humans and catmen, all of which looked to be dead,
mutilated, or running back towards the desert.

Catmen, dogmen, and humans were once a united people at the begin-
ning of  time.  But the ravages of  history had left them all bitter rivals.  The
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garish mural depicted the dogman view of the falling-out of the three spe-
cies.

�Hah!� Davon said to the walls.  �Soon there will a different ending to
this story!�

As he continued down the corridor, more carvings appeared with even
grislier mutilations depicted.  Davon continued forward, but with somber
caution and less bravado.

The sound of falling water in the distance caught his attention.  Dis-
tracted, he didn�t notice the catman skeleton on the ground until he tripped
over it.  He caught his balance, then stopped walking long enough to study
the yellowed bones.  It appeared that life imitated art: the skeleton�s bones
were broken, and its ribcage crushed, as if it had been mauled and trampled
by a pack of  angry dogs.

Davon gripped the handle of his favorite sword for peace of mind. He
continued onward.  The sound of  falling water grew louder.

The path ended at a cavern that housed a subterranean lake, which itself
ended at a precipice.  Davon had no idea what was beyond the lake, or how
far below the water fell, but judging by the water�s rumbling echoes, the
fabled valley lay close at hand.  He took a step towards the lake, then froze
when he heard a deep growl.

A smart warrior would have retreated up the tunnel to take advantage of
the closed quarters, limiting the maneuverability of the approaching foe.  But
�smart� was not an affliction Davon suffered.

Upon hearing the growl, Davon dashed towards the lake.  A powerful
swimmer, even the burden of his weapons and other scant belongings would
not prevent him from easily swimming a short distance.  And a short distance
was all he needed.  He wasn�t too far from where the underground lake
became a waterfall.  And that waterfall must lead to Canin.

With the now-familiar baying and howling of enraged dogmen coming
from behind him, Davon wasted no time.  With high-stepping grace, he
dashed for the lake.  He pulled his shield around from his back and held it to
his chest.  The frenzied howls of dogmen grew louder as the furry fanatics
closed on him.  Just as he neared the lake, the breath of a dogman washed
over him; the putrid odor made the city-sewers of Shareline a garden of
paradise by comparison.  Davon ignored his retching stomach and dived as
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fangs chewed across his calf, snapping just short of biting off flesh.
He stretched his long form out parallel to the dark water.  The dogmen

splashed into the lake behind him, well short of being able to attack him
again.  Davon hit the cold water with his mouth closed and his head down.
And he bounced.

He and his shield-brothers had played this game many a time before his
exile from the clan.  The memory of the exile was bittersweet.  Rather than
follow the ancient tradition of killing his chosen rival to secure his right to be
clan leader, Davon had fled.  He and his friend were thus both alive, but he
was dead to the clan.  The Conn witch-woman had prophesied that he would
lead his clan.  How wrong she was.

Davon realized this was a bad time for nostalgia, so he pushed the thought
away.  He had to concentrate on keeping his balance as he skimmed across
the water.  Even fully armed as he was, he had learned that if  he hit the water
at the right speed and angle while resting his weight on his shield, he could get
three or even four good bounces over the water.

Davon skipped like a flat stone for an amazing five bounces.
The dog-paddling dogmen were left far behind.
Davon gloated as he rode his shield like a sled, his powerful legs churning

against the dark, moving water. He swam further ahead of  the thwarted
dogmen.  He let his ears guide him along, taking him closer to the roaring
falls.

The sound of the falls kept magnifying until it became an ominous roll-
ing thunder in his head.  This wasn�t what he�d expected!  He was being swept
toward an abyss!

�By the teats of  Krysta!� Davon screamed, the water�s roar so loud he
couldn�t even hear his own oath.  Desperate, he tried to paddle for the bank,
altogether abandoning his shield.  It proved to be a futile effort.  His best
efforts were no match against the irresistible pull of  the water.

A quick glimpse as he came to the edge gave him a view of a plush
garden in the distance below him.  Swelling mists rose up in the sunlight to
shoot a vivid rainbow over his head.  It was distressing to see birds flying
below!  It was a long way down!

�Ahhhh!� Davon screamed as he was swept over the edge of  the water-
fall and fell through the ethereal mist. The impact with the foaming water
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below pummeled him into blissful unconsciousness.
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A crown of  intertwined roses greeted him when he came to.  It must
have been one of the most extensive rose bushes in the world, with hundreds
of bushes, thousand of vines, and tens of thousands of blooms running
along trellises that formed a roof  over him. As he sat up, his hand gathered
the silk sheets of the down-filled mattress he was lying on.  A cool breeze
caressed his naked body.  Somewhere in the distance a stream gurgled sooth-
ingly.

Davon rose from the bed as bare as the day his mother bore him.  He
stood on a carpet of  grass that was soft and cool to his toes.  Golden sunlight
filtered tranquilly through the rose vines overhead.  Walls of  jasmine ran to-
gether, making it impossible to see more than a few feet in any direction; the
sweet scent brought to mind the memory of  a bored merchant�s wife in
Cottonvale who�d entertained him in her bower for three days and nights
straight.

The memory caused a stir in his loins.  Not wanting to explore this place
in such a state, he quickly changed memories to how he�d had to run for three
weeks from the infuriated husband�s assassins.

Davon heard giggling off  to his right.  The sound of  splashing water and
the low murmur of  voices came to him. With no one around, and no sign of
his clothes or other belongings, he decided to follow the voices.  As he always
did, he went without a plan, figuring he�d know what to do once he got there.

The walk through the garden was pleasant enough, but there seemed to
be no end to it.  He followed the wall of vines toward the voices, only to find
a turn that took him away.  As he made his way, he paused at a small pool
with colored gems piled along the bottom and large gold dogfish swimming
about.  A small stream trickled both into and out of the pool, flowing under
the walls of vine.  The water was cool and sweet as he drank from his
cupped palms.  He retrieved a brilliant red gem, but with nowhere to keep it
he tossed it back into the pool.

After countless wrong turns, he at last heard the voices draw close.  Low,
sweet, female voices.  He discerned half  a dozen conversations, all inter-
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spersed with giggling and splashing.
Davon edged up to the vine wall that separated him from the source of

the joyous sounds.  He listened carefully for a moment.
Well, if  they meant him any harm, they�d had their chance when he was

unconscious.  And since he could probably wander around in this doglegged
maze for the rest of his life, and the voices he heard were certainly not dogmen
warriors, there was no reason to stand around any longer.

Davon walked boldly around the vine wall.
The voices stopped the moment he entered the room.  Davon thought

he saw several tail-ends of lithe dogwomen disappear beneath the surface of
a turquoise pool of  water.  But when no one reappeared, he couldn�t con-
vince himself  that he hadn�t somehow imagined the voices.  To his left, water
trickled in from somewhere above the canopy of roses, falling into the pool
in inconsistent smatterings that could account for the splashing sounds he�d
heard.  Several colorful little birds chirped at each other in playful tones that
almost sounded human.

He shook his head and chuckled at his own foolishness.  The memory of
the sounds nagged at him, though, and he wouldn�t let it go.  There were
frolicking females in here moments ago!

He stepped towards the water in search of hidden sirens, then froze as
the hairs on the back of his neck rose.

Across the water, hidden in the shade of the vines, he now saw a marble
throne.  He took an unconscious step back as he realized he was not alone
after all.  A female figure graced the throne.  She sat rigid, motionless, in a
silken dress.  Her body was as finely sculpted as the throne, her canine beauty
like none he�d encountered.  Davon found himself  contemplating interracial
relations.

Davon wished he had his clothes�or at least his abandoned shield to
hold between himself and the alluring female.

�Are you�are you the Bitch Goddess?� he asked, with what little force-
fulness he could muster.

At his words, the dogwoman�s eyes locked on his.  Beautiful, shimmer-
ing, magical eyes.  He stared, entranced.

�I am she!�  Her voice had the expected underlying growl, yet it tickled
his ears like the sweetest music.  Davon�s mouth dropped open in wonder.
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She pointed a slender finger at him to punctuate her words.  �Why do
you come here?  Answer quick and true, lest I�the Bitch Goddess�sink my
age-old teeth into your very soul!  Speak!  I command you!�

�I ...� Davon sputtered, awed by the imposing goddess.
�Silence!� she snapped.  �I know why you are here!  For, I am the Bitch

Goddess.�
The Bitch Goddess arose from her throne.  Her every movement was

grace defined, she radiated majesty.  The silk dress clung to her curves in a
most enticing manner.  �My worshipers have brought you to me.  For rea-
sons that your pathetic human mind cannot comprehend, I will aid you in
your quest.  Approach me, human, on your knees.�

Davon couldn�t believe it as he sank to his knees.  He couldn�t stop him-
self  even if  he wanted to.  Such powerful sorcery he�d not encountered since
his banishment.  Still, he did not think that she had cast a spell, but rather that
she herself exuded a potent mystical aura.  These thoughts sent spikes of fear
and rage shooting up and down his spine, yet he felt an overpowering adula-
tion for the dogwoman before him.  Shuffling on his knees in the soft grass,
he approached the imperious goddess.

With a look of favor she smiled down on him.  She turned around and
thrust her round and firm derriere into his face.  �Sniff  the sacred rump!�

From his perspective, looking at the shapely sacred rump was enough.
Only a thin layer of silk away lay paradise.  Did he dare touch?

�Sniff it, human!  Complete the sacred ritual!� the dogwoman cried.
The goddess� barked order brought him back to reality.  Davon pressed

his nose against the silk that lay over the goddess� cranny.  He inhaled deeply.
It was like being hit in the head (something Davon was familiar enough

with).  Stars exploded before his eyes in brilliant rushes of  color.  Something
buzzed in his skull, wanting to get out.  Davon slumped over, face-first into
the grass.
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�If  only they had a proper nose,� a voice said.
He sat up, shaking his head.  �Then these humans would be able to bear

worshiping the goddess,� the voice finished, growing louder with each word.
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Davon opened his eyes and found himself staring at three dogwomen.
Under their expectant eyes, he clambered to his feet.

�He recovers quickly, bitch-sisters,� a dogwoman said.  Unlike the Bitch
Goddess, the dogwoman wore no clothing.  A fine, soft brown fur covered
her body.  Six full breasts with nipples peeking out from under her fur ran
along the dogwoman�s chest down to her belly.  The curve of  her hips could
only be called saucy, and her small black button nose and her big, warm
brown eyes made her the most beautiful dogwoman�aside from the god-
dess�that he�d ever seen.  Davon was forced to cover his ill-behaved man-
hood with both hands.

�Look, he wishes to mate,� another dogwoman said with a giggle.  Some-
how, she was even more beautiful than the first.  Her fur was a sleek black, her
six breasts slightly larger.  �The human has much in common with the true
breed.�

�First we do the goddess� will,� a third dogwoman with gold-spotted
white fur said.  She bared her teeth, flashing sharp, flesh-ripping incisors.  A
growl came from her throat.  �We may entertain ourselves later.�

Davon took a nervous step back as the dogwomen laughed.
With a sober face, the first dogwoman spoke.  �Behold the Nose of

Snuffle,� she said, holding up a reproduction of  a dogman nose fashioned of
gold.  Straps dangled from the edge of the golden nose.  She placed the nose
over Davon�s and tied the straps tight at the back of  his head.  �The nose
smells all.�

As she stepped back, another dogwoman stepped forward.  �Behold
the Tail of  Swish.�  She held out an impossibly fluffy dog tail, mounted on a
thick leather belt.  She strapped the belt around his waist.  �You may balance
all things.�

She stepped back.  The third dogwoman stepped forward.  �Behold the
Ears of  All-Hearing.�  She displayed a contraption of  two high, perky dog
ears made of  gold mounted on a headband of  leather.  �The ears hear all.�
She poised the ears over Davon�s ears, then strapped the headband down
tight.

To his pleasant surprise, the next items presented to him were his belong-
ings.

Once Davon had dressed, the three dogwomen stepped to the side.  As
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one, they held out their right paws, palms up, and gestured toward an open-
ing in the vine wall.  �Go, perform the Bitch Goddess� will,� they said in
unison.  �Your quest beckons.�

cd

An hour later, Davon exited the valley the way he�d entered.  He felt like
an ass dressed in the dogman trappings, but he was powerless to remove
them.  Strange, whispered voices that seemed to emanate from within his
perky dog-ears guided him out of Canin.

Davon whistled a sharp, piercing note and thanked the fates that the
dogwomen hadn�t strapped on a big slobbering dog-tongue that would�ve
messed up his whistle.  He shuddered as he imagined himself standing under
the hot desert sun, panting with a great pink tongue hanging out of his mouth,
hiding the chiseled jaw that the bar-wenches so admired.  Tears nearly formed
in the warrior�s eyes as he realized that though he had not been burdened with
such a tongue, he was still saddled with a dog-nose and dog-ears that had to
look ridiculous�yet he was powerless to remove them.

As expected, he soon heard his camel�s answering yowl.  The hump-
backed beast galloped up, then suddenly stopped short, its hoofs spraying up
sand.  There would be no affectionate nudge for its master this time.  Humper�s
nostril�s flared, and it took a step back from the sweaty dog smell.

Davon spoke gently to his animal friend as he approached it.  Fortunately,
his familiar voice had a calming effect, and he was able to climb onto his
mount. Without warning, the camel reared violently.

Davon barely managed to hold on.  Once he recovered his balance, he
immediately discovered what had frightened the camel.  They were surrounded
by over a hundred dogmen; all warriors, staring at him grimly from atop
their horses.

Their leader barked out a laugh.  A chorus of laughs followed, punctu-
ated by the occasional howl.  To Davon, they sounded more like hyenas then
dogmen.  He wanted to curse them, to spit on each and every one of them ...
but he couldn�t.  His magical dog-ears perked up even more and transferred
the sounds to his brain in such a way that he found himself joining in on the
gleeful laughter.
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The pack split apart, opening a path for the dogged barbarian.  The pack
leader stopped laughing long enough to say, �Go on!  Get out of  here!�

Davon spurred Humper onward.  The magic of his dog-parts would
not allow him to do otherwise.
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The sun circled the sky twice by the time Davon reached his destination.
He dismounted and continued on by foot.  Under the cover of night, he
entered Formen, the human capital city.  He knew the back-streets and alley-
ways well and had no trouble reaching the palace unnoticed.

Thanks to his past dalliances with Princess Amaril, he also knew of a
secret�unguarded�tunnel entrance.  Of course thanks to those same dalli-
ances, he�d been unjustly banished from all human cities.  King Arheed had
even gone so far as to direct his wizard vizier to erect an enchanted barrier
around the palace grounds that was attuned to Davon alone.  Not that Davon
could really blame the King for wanting his daughter to marry a learned
nobleman rather than a barely civilized barbarian.

Davon tested the barrier once before�unsuccessfully�so he knew just
where to expect the invisible resistance.  The tunnel entrance was just beyond
the palace grounds, so that the royal guards could sneak up behind any attack-
ing forces.  Davon lowered himself  onto a ledge halfway down an innocuous
water well, then shoved a camouflaged stone door open.  Once inside the
tunnel, he hurried forward.  In case someone happened to approach from
the other side, he chose not to light any torches.  He easily made his way in the
complete darkness with the aid of his sensitive dog-nose and balancing dog-
tail.  When he rounded the third corner, he expected to be thrown violently
backwards, but he pushed forward with the unlikely hope that the wizard
had let the spell expire.

Despite the darkness, he squeezed his eyes shut and braced himself for
the impact.

He didn�t bounce back.  He continued forward.  Barely.
It was as if the invisible wall had decomposed over time.  Davon felt like

he was plowing through a thick wall of mud.  He couldn�t breathe and
almost retreated.  He reminded himself that Conns are not cowards, ignored
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his screaming lungs, and struggled harder to advance.
He stumbled and nearly fell as he broke free of the peculiar barrier�

broke free on the other side of  the enchanted barrier.
Davon�s dog-parts tingled.  That�s it! he thought, as he gasped for breath.

The goddess� sorcery had neutralized the wizard�s!  No, not neutralized, oth-
erwise he wouldn�t have felt such strong resistance.  Still, he�d gotten through,
and that�s all that mattered.

He grinned in the darkness as he traversed the passages beneath the castle,
unerringly guided by his dog-nose.

Davon followed the route that took him to the secret doorway in the
throne-room.  The door was meant to allow the royal family a way to escape
attacks, yet ironically it allowed for sneak attacks.  Davon spoke the magical
password, �humans rule,� then stepped through what appeared to be a stone
wall.  He entered the palace proper immediately behind a pair of tall ma-
hogany thrones.

The room was aglow with torch light.  The main rooms and hallways
were never dark.  Heads would roll if the Queen ever bumped her knee in
the dark.

Davon wanted to pay the princess a visit, but the Bitch Goddess� whis-
pers still filled his head. And if Princess Amaril saw him dressed up like a dog,
it would undoubtedly be a mood-killer.  The fact that he�d even considered
deviating from his new quest made him wonder if perhaps the clash of
magic in the tunnel had weakened the potency of  his dog-parts.

The sounds of two palace sentries engaged in lively conversation reached
his ears, distracting him from his thoughts.  He could tell by their footsteps
that they were in a nearby corridor, and he knew that checking the throne-
room was part of  their nightly duty.

No time to dally.
Davon lunged forward and grabbed a wooden stick out of an ornate

pole stand next to the King�s throne.  Atop the wooden pole hung a bright
yellow swatch of linen.

He started to turn, then took a good look at the piece of material.  He
returned the pole to the stand and grabbed the other one, which was topped
with a bright orange swatch.

The sound of  the sentries� footsteps echoed off  the throne-room walls.
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They�d entered the throne-room!
Shielded from view by the thrones, Davon ran for the rear wall.  He

whispered the password, closed his eyes, and prayed it�d work.
He smashed face-first into the wall ... on the far side of the secret tunnel.
He made it!  He rubbed his noses.  The golden Nose of  Snuffle had

survived, but the nose he�d been born with sustained damage.  He wiped
away the trickle of  blood that leaked from his nostrils.

Davon hurried down the tunnels that led away from the palace.  He
hesitated, though, when he neared the invisible barrier.  Did it work both
ways?  Might it trap him inside the palace grounds?

Davon gritted his teeth and plunged into the ensorcelled barrier.  This
time he got stuck halfway through.  He couldn�t move, forward or back-
ward.

He was stuck!  And he couldn�t breathe!
Suffocating, he thought about King Arheed giving the vizier a reward

after finding his body enmeshed in the barrier.
This was no way for a Conn warrior to die!  Davon struggled with all his

strength.  His dog-parts burned with dazzling light, then the invisible barrier
flashed into focus.

With a loud pop! that nearly deafened him, the barrier disintegrated.  He
dropped to the ground gasping for air.

It took a moment for Davon to recover. Physically drained, but still
mentally invigorated, he found the will to go on.  He exited the tunnel and
snuck back to his camel.  With prize in hand, he rode into the desert.
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Fortunately, the laughing dogmen weren�t around to greet Davon when
he returned to Dog Rock.  He found his way back to the Bitch Goddess�
chamber via a hidden tunnel behind the falls.  It was empty.

Next to her throne stood a floral-patterned pole stand that was all but
hidden by the abundant rose bushes and crawling vines.  He hurried over to
the stand and pulled out a wooden pole similar to the one he carried.  Atop
this one was a brown swatch of material, with a woven insignia that bore a
remarkable likeness to the goddess.
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Davon felt her presence behind him before he heard her voice.
�Why did I not sense your return?�  The Bitch Goddess sounded troubled.
Davon grinned as he turned to face the irate dogwoman.  �Because I am

no longer under your control, cur.�
A look of confusion clouded the goddess� face.  �But yet you wear the

sacred dog-charms ...�
�What?  These trinkets?�  Davon ripped off the nose, ears, and tail in

quick succession, tossing them into the pool.  �Just a ruse to make sure I got
back in here.�

The Bitch Goddess looked at the dog-parts mournfully.  �Then why did
you fetch the human stick?�

�This?�  Davon waved the flagpole he�d stolen from the human king.
�What, are you colorblind?  Can�t tell the difference between yellow and
orange?  This is the catman flag, not the human flag!�

�Had I known the humans possessed it, I would have ordered you to
fetch both sticks.  But, why did you even bring one?�

�Cat flag got you curious?�
The dogwoman nodded her head vigorously.
Davon considered making her beg, but he didn�t want to hang around

long enough for the other bitches to show up.  He realized, though, that her
mystical aura still held some sway over him because he felt compelled to
answer her.  He told her about his banishment and the spell-wall made to
keep him out of  the palace.  �So, when I first went through, it weakened your
doggie treats.  I still felt duty-bound to take a flag, but I was able to choose
which flag I took.  Then when I went through the barrier the second time,
your charms lost their potency.�

�Yet you still brought me the catman stick.�
�Well, yeah, I had to come back to complete my original quest ... so I

brought the catman flag along to make it look as if I was still under your
control in case one of  your mutts saw me coming.�  Davon beamed.  �The
funny thing is that my payment for capturing your flag was going to be the
removal of  my banishment.  Now that I have both of  these Flags of  State,
perhaps I can even convince King Arheed not to put up a new spell-wall.
Hell, maybe he�d actually let me marry Princess Amaril since��

�How dare you!�
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�Now, don�t go panting jealous.  We�re different species�it�d never work.
Besides, Princess Amaril is more my type.�

�How dare you think that you�ll get out of here alive with even one of
those sticks!�

The Bitch Goddess threw her head back and howled.  The high-pitched
baying reverberated throughout the pleasure garden.  Davon clamped his
hands over his ears to screen out the din as a multitude of dogmen answered
the howl.

They came from every direction and quickly filled the enclosed area of
the pleasure garden.  Davon looked on in dismay as the snarling, angry dogmen
answered the call of  their goddess.

Surrounded, Davon stepped back, only to find himself at the edge of
the pool.  He clutched the Flags of  State, wildly looking for an escape route.

�Now, human, you shall hand me those sticks!� the Bitch Goddess de-
manded.  �Then you shall take your place in my harem.�

Davon bowed to the goddess.  �Your will, o goddess.�  He reverently
held out the two flags with his left hand as he approached the goddess.  When
she reached for them, Davon shot out his right hand and grasped her wrist.
The goddess shrieked as Davon pulled her into his grasp.  He leaned her back
in his powerful arms and planted a sloppy wet kiss on her lips.

Infuriated, the Bitch Goddess fought against him.  But Davon�s arms
were like steel, and after a moment�s struggle the goddess relaxed and pas-
sionately returned the kiss.  Howls of  rage (and more than a little jealousy)
came from the goddess� soldiers.

�You are goddess enough for any man,� Davon whispered.
The goddess shimmied at the hips, then pressed her furry lips to Davon

for another kiss.  He avoided the kiss and dropped her to the grass.
�What?� the goddess cried as she fell.
Davon bounded to the turquoise water of the pool, diving in headfirst.

�Fetch that human!� the goddess shrieked.  Davon tucked the two flags into
his belt as he hit the water.

He heard several dogmen enter the water behind him.  And though the
water muffled her voice, Davon heard the Bitch Goddess screaming at the
dogman guards to halt their pursuit.  He couldn�t fathom why, but he gave
her cries no further thought. With powerful strokes the barbarian dived down
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and swam toward a tunnel near the edge of the pool.
He remembered how the streams flowed beneath the walls of each cham-

ber, so he swam for the adjoining room.  But his journey was up stream, and
he had to fight a strong current as he made his way through the tunnel to the
light that beckoned.  Though he paddled hard, he barely moved.

Had he come this far on his quest only to die so close to success?
No!
With barbarian strength and will, or simply plain stupid luck, he managed

to reach the light at the end of the tunnel and emerge from the pool.
He was greeted by screaming, terror-stricken bitches.  Bitch priestesses.
He looked back and saw several dogmen following him up the water

tunnel.  He had to keep moving.
The Bitch Goddess appeared through the opening in the vine wall.  She

loped into the sacred chambers of the priestesses, mouthing foul curses that
nearly caused her followers to die from shock.

Davon waded up toward the shore, and the surprised dogwomen backed
away from him, still screaming in terror as he clamored out.  The soldiers
surfaced close behind, but they stopped as they realized what chamber they�d
entered.

Davon sprinted across the plush room, hurdling furniture and dodging
priestesses.  As he neared an ornate stained glass window, he glanced back-
wards.  The dogman soldiers and the bitch priestesses were circling around
each other in pairs, noses twitching.  The barbarian grinned as he realized that
his dream of a few nights ago was about to come true.  When bitches were
in heat, nothing could stop the loving.

The Bitch Goddess howled in frustration as Davon hightailed it out of
there.

Davon didn�t slow as he reached the window�he curled up into a ball
and jumped through it in a rain of  shattered glass.  He landed with a roll on a
street that ran alongside a towering wall.  He shoulder-slammed a startled
dogman guard and fled up a steep staircase to the top of the barricade.  The
top of the battlement, easily twenty feet wide, was enclosed on each side by
chest-high walls and reinforced by guard towers every fifty feet.  Davon
plowed over three more dogmen who didn�t see him coming, then quickly
glanced around for a place to scale the wall.  He looked over the ledge as he
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ran.  Hundreds of  feet below, he saw the tall green trees, verdant fields, and
rich fertile loam of  the Canin Oasis.  He was nearly free.

Angry growls arose from every direction.  Dogmen ran at him from
both directions along the wall with weapons drawn and fangs bared.  Davon
knew they meant business, and he knew there was only one way to go.

Down.
With dogmen nearly upon him, Davon hung himself over the outside

edge of the wall.  He jammed his sandal toes and his fingers into the mortar
cracks between the sun-cooked mud bricks and began his descent.

A spiked club smashed into the wall just short of  his fingers.  Davon
hurried his descent as he heard the dogmen call for archers.  Soon he was
ducking arrows as they whizzed by his head.  He increased the pace of his
climb, taking risky chances, trying to not look at the ground far, far below.

Like angry hornets, countless arrows buzzed past him, many digging into
the brick.  He flattened himself against the wall, wishing he at least had tried
this stunt at night when the dogmen archers, notoriously poor shots, would
have been nearly useless.

An arrow ripped a gash out of  his left arm, and he fell ...
He heard a friendly yowl below him an instant before he felt a bone-

jarring shock and found himself on the back of his camel.  The faithful beast
must have been lurking nearby.  Humper had obviously smelled its master
and come to the wall.

The camel gave a complaining yowl�letting Davon know that falling
from high in the sky was not the preferred method of being mounted�then
trotted off into the lush foliage with the last arrows falling short behind them.

Once breath returned, Davon made sure the flags were still tucked into
his belt, then sat up properly.  At his urging, the camel quickly passed through
the oasis, and in no time at all the two of them were once again in the desert
sands.  He started to laugh, but a glance over his shoulder revealed that his
elation was premature.

A huge dust cloud rose behind him.  He turned for a better look, and his
heart sank.

Thousands of mounted dogmen were already on his tail.
Hell hath no fury like a Bitch Goddess scorned, he thought.  He leaned forward

to urge on his camel.  �Go, Humper!  Those horses are no match for you!�
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The camel gave a discouraging snort in response.
He rode north, a direct path away from the dogmen.  But Davon was so

focused on the dogmen behind him that he nearly missed the distant army
coming out of the north.

�Holy Krysta�s teats!� he exclaimed as he finally noticed the thousands of
Desert Knights rushing towards him.

No master of long range planning, only now did it occur to Davon that
perhaps the human king might resent having the catman flag stolen.  That
damned vizier must have divined who�d used magical artifacts to break through
the enchantments protecting the flag.

Davon guided Humper west.  To the east, the desert gave way to the
contested lands, where dogman and human fought over a narrow strip of
land.  There�d be armies and garrisons and who knew what else that way.

To the west lay the Forbidden Mountains, a craggy, grim place, which no
one ever returned from.  At least that was the legend.  Like all legends, Davon
gave it little consideration.  For now, the west was his best chance to escape,
and that was all that mattered.

It didn�t take a cat�s eye to see that not only the dogmen but also the
Desert Knights had turned in his direction, coming in on an intercept course.

Well, the camel may not be as fast, but it could go longer and further than
any horse.  If  Davon could nurse any kind of  lead for just a day or two, he
should be able to leave the two armies behind.

It began to look like he might pull it off.  The dogmen gained on him,
but it was a slow gain, and they couldn�t keep pushing their mounts like that
for long.  It was the same for the white-swathed Desert Knights.  The famous
Desert Knights were mighty in combat, having never been defeated in open
battle.  But the light armor and weapon assortment each carried kept them
from being as fast and agile as the dogmen.  And no way would their mounts
be able to maintain the punishing pace for long.

Davon felt confident again, figuring that well short of  the Forbidden
Mountains he should be able to skirt the Desert Knights and ride north.  The
dogmen and the humans could then sort out things between them.  He would
eventually make his way back to the human kingdom, enter into negotiations
with the king, and by the possession of the dogman and catman flags be
likely to profit mightily from this.
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In the heat of  the afternoon, his thoughts slid into daydreams.  A seaside
villa would be a nice start.  A small, fifty-room palace, with hot and cold
running ale, blonds, a few bitches thrown in for good measure, and a ship
with tall sails floating in the harbor for when he wanted to explore new lands.

In the midst of  his reverie, Davon nearly lost his head.  He�d crested a
sand dune and nearly charged into the midst of  a third army!

Catmen!
There were thousands of them.  What were they doing way out here?

The outer riders of  the catmen looked as surprised to see him as he was.
Their surprise didn�t last long.  The ostrich-riding warriors meowed with the
excitement of the chase and spurred their mounts in his direction.

Davon turned Humper around and dashed back the way he�d come.
The catmen must have been sneaking up on the dogmen.  No doubt they�d
somehow learned that their cat flag was on its way to the Bitch Goddess, and
they meant to retrieve it.

Thus it was that Davon came to be in the single worst predicament in a
young life filled with horrible predicaments.  Dogmen came at him from the
south, led by an enraged Bitch Goddess.  Humans came at him from the
north, led by a king whose daughter had been �soiled� by the barbarian; and
from the west rushed a horde of catmen warriors who liked nothing more
than to chase prey for sheer pleasure and play with their food before eating it.

A lesser barbarian might have been somewhat intimidated.  Davon, never
having understood the word, charged ahead.  Charging ahead had never
failed him.  Of  course, it had never really done him any good either.

His father had always said: Indecision is for the stupid and the dead.
Or perhaps it was: Stupid decisions get you dead.  He couldn�t right remem-

ber.
Davon raced around in the closing circle looking for a way out, but he

conceded that he was trapped.  The outriders of the dogmen turned him
back, he gave a respectful distance to the Desert Knight archers, and he wanted
no part of those gleeful killer catmen.

Finally, Davon came to a stop.  The three armies formed up in big blocks
on three sides of him.  Some of the soldiers looked ready to attack the
opposing armies, but their commanders kept them under tight rein.  Not
knowing what else to do, Davon held up the catman and the dogman flags.
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He held them high where all could see.
The sun beat down hard, but no one moved. Finally, parties broke off

from each of  the three armies.  They approached Davon, who waited pa-
tiently for them to come.

�Hello, Princess Amaril,� he said to the lovely young woman who ac-
companied King Goolrich Arheed the third to the parley.  The bedroom
smile she gave in response made Davon grin and her father glare.

�Bitch Goddess, how nice to see you again,� Davon said as the small
dogman party joined him and the human party.  She was still angry�angrier
than she should have been.

�Hello, welcome to the party,� Davon said as a contingent of  catmen
rode up.  A beautiful, exotic catwoman met his eyes, and Davon forgot all
about the Princess and the Bitch Goddess for the moment.

Before Davon could say anything else, a huge argument broke out. Hu-
mans yelled out grievances against dogmen, dogmen barked out against treaty
violations to catmen, and catmen screamed about human encroachment of
catmen territory.

Unnoticed in the uproar between ancient rivals, Davon sidled his camel
up to the catwoman, who watched him come with a promise in her eyes.
The animal magnetism between them was incredibly potent, as if they were
fated to be together.  �I notice that you have the human flag,� he said to her.

She spoke with a purr.  �Very observant, human.  You are only half  the
clod the typical dogman is.�

�How did you get it?�
�One of my cat-thieves discovered it unprotected.  And I�m guessing I

have you to thank for that?�
�Yes, you do,� Davon said, then bowed in an exaggerated gesture.

�Whom have I the honor of addressing?�
�I am the Cat Spirit, the spiritual leader of all of catdom.�  She leaned

towards him and licked his neck with a rough tongue.  �Mmm, not bad for
a human.�

Davon reached out and scratched under her chin.  It was a bold move,
for as much as catwomen liked being scratched under the chin, they were still
likely to rip your hand off  for being presumptuous.  The Cat Spirit shivered
in pleasure.  �Has it occurred to you that you could just hand me that flag you
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have?�
She rubbed the side of  her face against his powerful bicep.  �Now why

would I do a thing like that?�
Davon ran his hand down her spine, boldly moving it under the riding

leathers she wore.  �You could be queen.  Queen of  the Unity.  Not too many
girls get that offer.�

The Cat Spirit�s purr grew louder.  �That depends on how you feel about
micemen.  And ratmen.�

�Oh, we�d outlaw them, of  course.  Birdmen too.�
She batted playfully at his face, her claws not extended.  �I like to play.  I

like to play a lot.�
Davon gently scratched his fingernails on the ridge behind her ears.  �I�ll

wear you out before you wear me out.�
�Braggart,� she purred, handing him the yellow flag.
He joined the three sticks together.  Despite the magical flash that melded

the flagpoles together into one entwined whole, the ruckus around him con-
tinued, as centuries-old grievances were aired out at high volume.

With the Cat Spirit in tow, Davon took a position a few feet away from
the party.  �Excuse me,� he said.  �Hey�listen up!� he shouted when no one
paid attention.

All heads turned his way.
Exclamations of grief, anguish, and rage followed.  The barbarian had

the joined flags in his hand.  The dunce of a yokel had won the prize.
�Game�s up,� Davon said.  He held the unity flag high.  �I proclaim ...

Unity!�
A new uproar arose.  Dogmen, catmen, and humans angrily confronted

him and each other in a torrent of  complaints and accusations.
�Silence!� Davon shouted, the magic of the unified flags adding extra

oomph to his voice.  �The game is over.  I won.�
The tumult settled as the various officials realized there was nothing they

could do.  Short of  breaking the rules and starting a massive war, the Unity
was proclaimed.

Without intending to, Davon had won the political game.  The ancient
feud between the species was over.  Davon gestured to the Bitch Goddess to
join him.  As she came forward, he extended the same invitation to Princess
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Amaril, who also walked her horse to his side.  Davon thought back to the
witch-woman who�d prophesied his rule.  Perhaps she had known what she
was talking about.

�Behold my queens,� Davon said, gesturing to the Cat Spirit, the Bitch
Goddess, and the Princess.  �In my name, they will rule their lands.  Now, isn�t
there something you have to do when you are in the presence of your rul-
ers?�

With many a dark glare and muttered curses, they collectively bowed on
one knee to their new king and queens.

�There are going to be some changes,� Davon said.  �First, round up all
the lawyers and exile them to the ratman lands, where they belong.  Second,
there shall be one law by which the people will be judged: Do unto others as
you would be done by.  Third, it shall be forbidden to serve watered ale.
Fourth, the middle-name of  every firstborn male child shall be Davon.
Fifth ...�

And thus began the reign of Davon the Great.  Long he reigned, and
litters of sons and daughters were born unto him.  He expanded the borders
of  the Unity, created trade routes that enriched the coffers of  all three king-
doms, and somehow managed to infuriate many non-Unity species.  Yet to
this day, the people ponder, the historians argue, and the poets endlessly sing.

Was Davon�s reign the Golden Era of  the Unity?
Or, was it the greatest load of rat droppings ever visited upon any sen-

tient race?
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I know you.  I know everything about you as you read these words in
whatever language you perceive.  I understand everything.  What motivates
you.  What your desires are, your strengths and weaknesses.  I even know
when you are going to die, if I care to look that far into you.

I know everything.  I see it all, and all I can do is laugh.
Let me explain myself.  I am Novar Karemptoure, a nobleman�s mer-

chant son from the Kingdom of  Galvantilas.  I was born into a life of  mod-
est luxury and severely taught the civilized customs of my people.  I am third
of five children, which assured the flourish of a competitive spirit among my
rivaling siblings.  Physically, I am short of  stature, but stocky.  I have my
mama�s gentle appearance about the face and eyes, but my papa�s round
shoulders and large hands.  My complexion is a swarthy appeal to the young
ladies I have met only under the most chaperoned of  circumstances.  Being
that I was a virile young man, I was meant to be constantly monitored.

Another facet of my personality that I do posses is a great sense of
humor, much like papa�s, but more grotesque.  I am one for a joke, a prank-
ster to summon a good laugh.  And if I can have my victim laugh at his own
befallen folly, then it is all the more spice to the joke.

I also inherited papa�s stout disposition, which carried me past puberty
being coined as a scrappy lad.  In my pompous, youthful arrogance, I found
reasons, however meager, to assert my views by sheer force, brute strength.
Needlessly to say, I found myself  in many conferences with mama and the
school proctor.  I was mindlessly lectured that my brutish conduct would
only bring me trouble.  I can only laugh at those memories.

Hence, a long way from being my father�s first son and heir to his estate,
I had but few options before me.  I could take my penance, borrow against
my potential fortunes, and strike out as papa had to build an estate of my
own.  Or I could simply lounge through my days under the allowance of a
nobleman�s lesser son, memorizing sonnets and wringing out poetry to woo
unsuspecting noblewomen to their doom.  Or I could do what I was finally
fated to do�take a position well suited for my vulgar and brusque personal-
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ity.
I became a soldier.
A great soldier, in fact, protecting Galvantilas from the forces beyond its

borders.  There is pride and honor and dignity in being a soldier.  I was taught
to discipline my fiery nature and shape it into patriotism for my kingdom and
my people.  And if you laugh at that, I will happily beat the proper reverence
out of you.

Anyhow, I was trained as an officer, being that I had eager spirit to be a
leader of men.  Rigorously trained into respectable behavior by the academy
for a right measure, I was given command of a company within a legion
battalion.  And there came a time soon after when our western borders were
invaded by the Tronians and I was called upon to stand against them with my
life.

Thus this was the cause which led me to my fate, for fate is that which we
all together share, my friend.  The orders I was given were to perform am-
bush attacks upon the enemy.  My battalion managed to keep the enormous
Tronian army engaged with us in our country, and away from our capital,
tactically breaking their backs by preemptively destroying the enemy supply
line leading into Tronia.

Their army crumbled as we swept in from the rear and struck when they
least expected and had nowhere to run.  After this grand maneuver and a
stout final battle that cost the lives of tens of thousands, our small force was
victorious, winning Galvantilas� freedom.

But our King Secrion refused to let us end the war there.  So we marched
on Tronia, surprised that our forces were met with only token resistance.
Our enemies had made the gravest error imaginable in any engagement of
war.  The Tronians left no force to resist us as we marched upon the capital
of  Tronius.  They had effectively put all their eggs into one basket, and
Galvantilas had crushed them all.  A week after, our king beheaded the Tronian
king in ceremony for the insolent and unprovoked attack upon us.  Thus
Tronia as was known fell, and the empire of  Galvantilas doubled.

And because King Secrion was a noble and generous sort, he granted
titles and established just law upon the conquered land, demanding that peace
be the rule every man and woman lived.  And to show his sincerity he placed
his golden sword at the feet of  the Tronian people and declared there would
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be no more war, nor oppression.
But unfortunate circumstances struck this promise, for there was still one

minor faction of resistance to be dealt with in the far western providence.
And I, being decorated a hero several times over, with my droll charisma that
quite often rallied troops under peals of laughter, was promoted to Field
Marshall and commanded to root out the last resistance from Tronia.

Truly, I was given my command because the Marshall before me wished
to retire and receive his gains, leaving a younger warrior to tidy up the wreaked
mess upon the lands.  I found out later that it was not so much as my leader-
ship ability as because the Lord Marshall felt the need to spend his days in a
Nulian Beach palace with scantily clad women wallowing in lavish wealth,
having done his part in the war.  I found this a rather humorous reason for
my promotion.

Thus is the beginning of my tale of discovering the Pendant.

cd

You have to understand that I laugh at everything.  Even when con-
fronted with the most grisly of sights during the war, I was never absent of
some quip that would roll eyes from my comrades.  Now you may think this
is simple callousness on my part, but I assert that this is quite the contrary.
Humor is the only way to contend with the harsh reality that we all must bear.
Humor is a defense mechanism against being blinded and struck dumb by
the ogre known as truth.  And as you shall see, it is the only thing that saved
my life, saved my sanity.

After the fall of  the City of  Tronius, I gathered a legion of  two thousand
men and took a guide to lead me to the secreted hideout of  Tronian resis-
tance fighters.  My guide turned out to be an odd old crone who constantly
babbled in the roynish Tronian speech, which by fortune, I had learned flu-
ently during the academy.

She went by the name of Ghelda Araum.
As I listened to her rattling conversations with herself, I found myself

quite amazed that she would be relied upon as an honorable servant for our
cause.  But surprisingly, information sprang from Ghelda like a fount that
suggested troves of  treasure were hidden in a fortified garrison by the name
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of Homlote.  Something about her gave me the sense her goal was not for
the complete peace of  Tronia, nor was it sought-after wealth, but something
else quite different.  This was an insight on my part.  An insight I trusted.

She explained that she had been a cook and launderer there once long
ago, and that she had been raped by soldiers and had no love of  them,
though it had been so long ago that the men who abused her were very likely
no longer stationed there, or even alive.  But she sought some strange per-
sonal vengeance, muttering about revealing some hidden truth.  What in-
spired me to some confidence in her was that she admitted to knowing a
secret way into the garrison.

Eleven days we marched to the foothills of the Gargus Mountain Range.
And to my surprise the crone led us directly to the western garrison.  On the
last day�s march we held up behind a small mountain in secret.  Beyond was
the southern ravine that rose up to the slopes below Homlote.

I sent forth scouts to provide a report on the layout of the terrain that
surrounded the fortification.  They returned indicating the garrison was small
and could not consist of more than five hundred men, but that it was a single
arced wall that backed up against the precipice of a mountain and probably
led into caves.  The wall appeared strong and would most probably cost half
the lives of my force to capture.

This was not a humorous thought.
And indeed, true to the crone�s word, there was a cave just where she said

it would be.  The cave passage supposedly led into the garrison through a
secreted entryway.  I could only hope the woman was right.

That night as we camped, I sat at my fire and questioned Ghelda as best
I could in her more coherent moments about the passage and the areas within
the garrison.

Ghelda kept up her insistent muttering after all my questions died away.
Words trickled out of  her like a spring.  �Knowledge is everything.  With it
comes wisdom, and commanding power, and truth.�  She whispered insis-
tently, �The Truth.�

She glanced at me with a sideways expression and thinking that I did not
understand her, she muttered low in the Tronian tongue, �You will help me
see the truth.  Yes, you will.  You will.�
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cd

My trust in Ghelda Araum was only as far as I wanted to throw her.  I
kept a near eye upon her as my legion was roused hours before dawn.  We
marched single file through the ravine and toward the cave.  A risky venture,
but the only way to ensure surprise.  If we found the passage blocked after all
these years, my rear guard would be seen in the morning light, and our advan-
tage would be gone.  But something told me that the crone would prove
herself and provide the true course.

We marched as silent as we could under a pale low moon, picking our
way over an open path without torchlight.  Not until the vanguard of my
force stepped into the cave mouth did we light torches to continue our way
under the earth.  We traveled a short distance along a natural cavern before
the crone paused, considered the way, and found a turn that climbed upward.
The new tunnel narrowed, the whole of the mountain pressing down upon
us with an ominous degree.

All the while the old woman led the way, her raspy breathing echoing off
the rock around me.  Her muttering voice occasionally grating over the shuffle
of a hundred boots behind us and the occasional scrape of scabbards or
shields against the stone.  The way became cluttered with stones, and at sev-
eral points we had to stoop or crawl on hands and knees to make it through.
We traveled quite a distance into the harrowing confines wondering if  our
torches would hold out.  Then quite suddenly the natural rock at our feet
became paved, moss-covered flagstone.  The warm dampness gave way to a
thin cool air that flickered our waning torches.  We reached an end to the
tunnel, pausing before what appeared to be a sealed wall.  For a brief  mo-
ment I thought our effort had been a great waste.

Ghelda got down on her hands and knees muttering and cursing as she
searched the crags of the stone wall.  She groped around in the near darkness
until her gnarled hands touched a loose wall stone.  She pulled the stone free,
reached in with a withered hand, and withdrew a huge brass key tarnished
with as much age as she was.

�It�s here!� she hissed.  �Now we go and find the truth!�
I shook my head and grinned at my captain, Ralis.  I took the key from

her and had my men pull her out of  the way.
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The next challenge was to find the keyhole under the layers of garish
moss, which we eventually did.  The lock was sealed in wax which gave
added evidence that no one had passed this way in quite some time.  I broke
the seal, inserted the key, and turned the lock.  There was an audible click, and
with a good pull the stone door opened revealing a dark corridor beyond.

I sent my vanguard in to secure an area and move into the garrison for
the assault.

It was beautifully executed.  Short and sweet.  There were about four
hundred Tronian loyalists.  Half  were captured in their cots, naked as doves
and barely armed.  Those who resisted were slaughtered by my heavily ar-
mored fighters.  Only a dozen of  my light troops were killed in an archer
ambush on the wall, but the rest of the garrison fell in a courtyard battle.  The
garrison commander put up a heroic fight killing six of my best fighters
before being felled by a well placed arrow to the eye.

�He just couldn�t envision his defeat,� I said to the archer who lowered
the killing bow.  �But of  course our differences would never have allowed us
to see eye-to-eye.�

A few of  my elite warriors snickered, knowing my mode of  jests.
I strolled into the secured courtyard seeing the surprised, dead faces of

our enemies.  I glanced at the arrowed garrison commander whom I would
never know in life.  I felt a sense of disappointment in seeing such a brave and
skilled man die fighting for what he believed in.  But it was his fate to lose this
fight.  I knew if  I were in his armor, I would have done the same, fighting to
the bitter end.

�What an eyesore!� I said, looking over the dead.  �I want this courtyard
cleared!  These men buried and forgotten!  We have just acquired a new
garrison!�

�Aye, sir!� Captain Ralis said, smirking.  The Legion Lord barked the
appropriate orders.

I glanced around the courtyard, seeing my men busy in the glow of a red
dawn, then said to Captain Ralis, �Where�s the crone?�

�I have Soldier Terine in charge of  her�told him to keep her at the
secret door.�

�Fetch her.  I�m going to have a look around.  I want her to give me the
guided tour.�
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�Aye, sir.�
I went to the battlement to admire the view of the glorious Gargus

Mountains in the early light.  I was surrounded by natural beauty and the
results of ugly human conflict.  Sometimes I find stark contrasts a healthy
reminder of  our place in the cosmos.

�Lord Marshall,� Captain Ralis said, announcing himself  stiffly.
Instinctively I knew there was trouble.
�What is it, Ralis?�
�The old woman has disappeared.  And Soldier Terine is dead.�
I lifted an inquisitive eyebrow, then summoned my guard.  We marched

down to the secret door.  There we found the body of  the soldier lying at the
mouth of the passage.

The soldier�s hands were brought up to his throat as if  he�d dropped
dead choking on something.  His face was ivy green.

�Strange,� I said.  �He doesn�t seem to be the envious type.�  My joke
was a lame duck being that it was one of my own men.

�That old witch poisoned him,� Captain Ralis said angrily.  �I would bet
my sword on it.�

I nodded.  �Check with the sentries,� I said.  �See if  she slipped past
them.�

�I already have.  She couldn�t have left this corridor unseen.  There�s an
empty room over there.�  Captain Ralis pointed at an opened door.  �And
there�s the tunnel back the way we came.  She had to have fled.�

�She wouldn�t have come all this way just to poison one of us and leave.
No,� I said.  �We missed something here.  Let�s have a look around.�

I went to the room at the far end of  the corridor.  It appeared to be an
abandoned wine cellar.  There were a few empty crates but nothing else.  I
took a torch from one of  my men and studied the walls.  �If  there�s one
secret passage,� I said, �there�s liable to be others.�

My companions spread out and studied the walls alongside me, but we
were not coming up with anything.  I placed my torch in one of  the room�s
sconces and noticed the slightest scrape over a portion of the wall surface
next to it.

I grabbed hold of the bracket and pulled.  A seamless section of wall slid
open to reveal a tunnel.
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I took back the torch and glanced at my captain.  �Tell the men to be on
guard.  We haven�t discovered everything about Homlote.�

I started into this new passage, which looked to be tunneled rock, but
Captain Ralis grabbed my arm.

�We should wait for reinforcements, Lord Marshall.�
I was itching to find out where the crone had gone.  I instinctively knew

there was something else here, something so valuable that she had to kill a
man to get it before we did.  �Send one of the men back and bring Falcon
Company.�  I removed Ralis� hand and withdrew my stiletto.  �I�m going to
gut that bitch myself  for killing one of  us.�

A hard look came upon Ralis.  He drew his sword and said, �Let me lead
the way, Lord Marshall.�

The tunnel was straight and wide before connecting to other dusty, un-
used corridors that obviously led to other areas of  the garrison in secret.  We
saw in the dust the sandal prints and scuff  marks from the hem of  Ghelda�s
dress.  It led us to what appeared to be a well-trafficked corridor, and here
we hesitated.  She could have turned right and went through a secret door just
to our right, or she could have turned left and went down this other stretch
of  corridor.

I chose left and hoped my instincts were right, I mean left.
This corridor eventually led us to an enormous cavern that dropped

away in every direction, soaking up all the light of our torches and leaving us
in an abyss.  We kept the wall of  rock to our right as we traversed a ledge for
a ways.  I raised my torch high and peered ahead.  If  the murderess Ghelda
was ahead, I could see no light that guided her.

Perhaps we missed a turn, I thought.  Perhaps the old crone was blind as
a bat and twittered her way through the darkness.

We continued on.  Captain Ralis led with the point of  his sword.  There
was a gradual bend to our path, and soon we saw light ahead.  What we came
across excited everyone.

Before us were four large firelight pits that illuminated a deep niche in the
rock.  And within the niche were enough gold and silver and multicolored
gems to satisfy every man in my legion with wine and women for a year.  The
illuminated precious metals gave the whole area a holy shrine effect in the
worship of wealth.
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Always on guard, my gaze wandered past the treasure trove and saw
silhouetted movement further along the ledge.  I moved past my captain and
took the lead.  The parrying blade was still in my hand, and my palm itched to
stick it into the heartless wench.

Captain Ralis fell in behind me, the spell of the trove broken as he real-
ized his Lord Marshall was moving on.

As I ventured forward I could hear ahead of  me Ghelda�s raspy, de-
manding voice.  �Give it to me.  Just give it to me and I won�t hurt you.�

My torchlight came upon her and a man imprisoned in a hanging cage
she was pawing at.  I heard the heavy chain groan as she pushed up against the
cage, which was suspended from a rock outcropping above.  The cage was
only large enough for a single man to stand in, doubtlessly uncomfortable for
the tenant.

Ghelda turned and looked at me like a startled doe.  She pulled back
from the cage, and it sang a dirge as it swung free.

I looked at the bony man in what appeared to be the tattered remnants
of  cleric�s robe.  I smelt the pungent odor of  feces and urine all around the
cage that foretold of  his extended stay.  His expression showed that he had
nothing but terror left to him.  Excommunication was harsh in Tronia, I
surmised.

�You have your garrison and your treasure!  Take it!  Take it!� Ghelda
screeched.  �Leave me this one thing!�

�I would gladly have given you what you asked for in gratitude for your
part in the siege of Homlote, but you killed a man and forfeited that right.
Whatever it is that you desire from this man, you will not have it.�

�The soldier was of no matter!  He is nothing to you or I.�
�Damn you!� Captain Ralis called out from behind me.  �Soldier Terine

had a family and a girl waiting for him back home.  He mattered to them!�
Ghelda dismissed the captain.  �You have your victory, yes?  You have

your treasure, yes?  Then leave me be with what I came for!  Leave me be!�
Ghelda turned back to face the caged man.

�No!� the man groaned, feebly pushing back Ghelda�s renewed assault.
�You�re the one who kills me!�

And as if  proving the prophecy, Ghelda blew green dust from her hand
into the man�s face.
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I took a step forward to stop her, but it was too late.  I watched as the
exiled cleric inhaled the dust.  He gagged, clutching his throat and changing
color.  In a mere moment he was dead.

I stood there stunned at her horrid attack on the hapless man.  This
woman deserved nothing!

Still I did not move.  I did not want to get near her.  Apparently whatever
potent toxicant she used, she was immune.  I watched as she reached into the
cage and pulled something from around the man�s neck.  The man�s head
graciously slumped forward so that she could slip it free with ease, bringing it
out of the cage.  It appeared to be a necklace with a huge pendant.  A blood
red gem about the size of my fist dangled from a thick gold chain.

�I have it!  I have it!� she hissed, shaking the necklace in her hand, the
facets of the gem sparkling as it spun.  �The whole of truth is mine!  I will
know what it was that happened!  I will know what shall be!�  She paused
and glowered at me.  �Let me go!  You have what you want!  Leave me be!�
She reached into her cloak pocket for what was without doubt more poison.

Instinctual rage caused me to throw my stiletto full force at her pitiless,
withered heart.  The blade buried itself to the hilt, thrusting her backward.
She stumbled a few meager steps back, then slipped over the ledge.

I listened to her thin, hollow cry fade into the depths.
�Keep the knife,� I said.  �It�s a parting gift for all you�ve done for us.�
I walked over to where she left the ledge and spat my risen bile after her.

To my surprise, the necklace she had so coveted lay at my feet, the gem
resting on the lip, its chain dangling over the edge.

My first impulse was to kick it after the crone, but my foot stayed.  And
I knew not what stayed it, for I am no fool.  I knew this stone was cursed in
some fashion.  It had been the imprisoned cleric�s only valued possession, and
if the crone had desired it�that was something to be questioned.

I refrained from laying a hand upon it.  But I could not turn away.  I
stared down at its brilliant red hue.  Despite the weak light of my nearly
extinguished torch, I saw a dance of  lights within, luring me with curiosity.

�Lord Marshall?  Lord?� Captain Ralis called, bringing me out of my
phantasmal state.  I heard the clatter of  men approaching.  Falcon Company.
The reinforcements had found us.

I glanced at Ralis and grunted a reply, stroking the bristles of  my chin.  I
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pulled out my kerchief and took the blood pendant and put it in my breeches
pocket.  I turned to my captain.  �Have a detail cart out the treasure.  Half
goes to the king�s tribute; the other half  shall be dispersed evenly among the
legion.  Make certain they remain honest.  I don�t want to have to hang
anyone as examples of unfair greed.�

�And your portion, Lord Marshall?�
�Same as the men.  I shall take only one heirloom away from this cam-

paign.�  I patted my pocket.  �The rest is to be divided evenly.�  I moved
away to leave the foulness of death behind me.

�As you command,� Captain Ralis replied, now happily a richer man.
That night, retiring in the privacy of  the previous garrison commander�s

quarters, I felt the horrible, itching curiosity of what I possessed.  I know not
if  it were a charm upon me by the magic of  the Pendant, or a fearless desire
on my part to know what Ghelda Araum had killed and died for.  But for
whatever reason, I succumbed to the desire to know.

I placed the necklace over my head and the heavy blood Pendant down
upon my chest to find what properties the stone possessed.  I grasped the
gem between my hands and gazed inward toward the sprinkled starlight
within.  The gem�s natural light swirled and danced before my eyes.  And all at
once did I learn what it was and why it was, and how I came to burst into
great gouts of  maniacal laughter for the remainder of  my days.

cd

This was what transpired for the Pendant to be in my possession.  For a
time I kept the necklace along with my small chest of liberated gold, refusing
to wear it again.  My legion and I returned to the city-state of  Galvantilas.

Due to my part in the successful campaign, King Secrion allowed me to
resign my commission with a parade of honors, endowed me with the silver
sword of lifetime achievement and a life-sized bronze statue placed in the
central park with the other honored Lord Marshalls.

I purchased outright a small villa with a nice, cool fountain in the court-
yard and had a pair of  servants tend to my slobbish habits.  It was a small
estate by standards, but my military pension adequately covered my expenses,
and I became a teacher at the academy and a wooer of noblewomen.
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But my thoughts did not often stray from the Pendant and the visions it
provided me.

This evening, after dismissing my servants, I am alone in my house.  It is
then I retrieve the Pendant from its secret place in my study.  I place it around
my neck and feel the weight of its power upon me.  Its startling magic
encompasses me.  I then bring the gem up to my face and view the world as
it truly is.

Through it I can pose a thought and instantly know all facets of the
thought.  One of my first was wondering upon the finder and maker of this
talisman, and instantly I was given visions and knowledge of Morkiur Standon,
son of a jeweler who happened upon this stone after a massive earthquake
upturned mineral rich lands in the northern providence of  Tarn.  I knew
instantly with visions in my mind that the jeweler�s son fashioned the stone so
as to enhance its power.

I wanted to know who had possessed it and found that twenty-six men
and women had possessed the Pendant.  And more than seven-hundred
would possess it after me.  Three successfully carried it through seven centu-
ries hidden away, while others died almost immediately upon touching it, or
were driven mad either instantly or slowly.  But there were a few who could
possess the stone and live.

Fortunately for me, I was one who could.
I wondered how the cleric in his gelded cage had come to possess the

Pendant and saw the cruelest and last known ruler of  Tronia, King Garnan,
behind the matter.  The king had come to know of  the gem�s existence and
obtained it through assassination.  Instantly fearing its power, and knowing its
deadly nature, Garnan forced someone with whom he could easily manipu-
late to don the necklace and reveal the future.  The man whom it was forced
upon was Mimadon Krel, High Cleric and closest advisor to the tyrant king.

King Garnan forced the clergyman to reveal the secrets of  the stone.  But
because of  the cleric�s twisted relationship with the tyrant king and the shatter-
ing truths the stone revealed, the cleric was driven mad�sort of stuck be-
tween a rock and a hard ass.  In the clergy�s madness he spouted that our King
Secrion of  Galvantilas would eventually overthrow Tronia.

Little did King Garnan know that his preemptive assault upon Galvantilas
would be the demise of  his empire.  The Tronian King had brought about his
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own ruin.
For you see, my friend, the stone does not show the possibilities of  the

future.  It simply shows the future.  Everything as it is, set in stone�so to
speak. And with this small lack of  fact, King Garnan�s head rolled free in his
own palace courtyard.

As for the old woman, Ghelda Araum, her part in this is truly sad.  Be-
fore the Pendant had come into the possession of the tyrant king, the stone
had changed hands to a Tronian soldier who discovered its ominous legacy
and forced a very young and attractive Ghelda to don the Pendant for a few
brief moments to ascertain its power, which was followed by torture and
rape and the threat of death if she ever revealed its secret to anyone.

In Ghelda�s brief  possession of  the stone, she cast her sight to see how
she and her lover would come together in the future.  Instead, she found that
he would be slain before they wed, but she did not see the whole of it.  The
soldier removed the necklace after his questions, and she was never allowed
to put it back on.  After her escape from the soldier, she rushed to her lover
to prevent his demise, but failed in the attempt, as the stone had simply re-
vealed her lover�s fate.

As the years went on in Ghelda�s bitter, harsh existence in Tronia, her
mind slowly twisted, and confusion came to her in her elder age.  She grew to
despise all men and the world they created; she committed a number of
murders by poisoning men she had come to hate.

Then through contacts in the last days of the war, Ghelda caught wind
of  the Pendant, and that it had been sent to the king�s secret treasury of
Homlote.  Her vengeance was rekindled in her maniacal thoughts for the love
she had lost.  She wanted to know who it was that had killed her long lost
lover.  Now she would never know.  Of  course I gazed into the truth and
saw her lover, Lars Kippet, had been murdered by one of his number of
mistresses�and he was already married.

As for the Homlote garrison commander, Hammond Daronele, I saw
him as a man very much like myself, but unmercifully stuck under a tyrant
king.  He secreted ambitions of  overthrowing the Tronian King to bring
about peace to the Tronian Kingdom.  But the war broke out and he was
commanded to guard Homlote and the king�s treasure, which he did faith-
fully.  If  I had known, I would have perhaps successfully convinced the gar-
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rison commander to surrender Homlote, for he had not known the extent of
Galvantilas� success in the war.  In that, I was disappointed.  But like a woman
scorned, fate hath no mercy.

Sometimes I find myself in a continual bout of laughter throughout the
night.  A madman�s laugh to be sure, my voice echoing off  the dry walls of
my study.

I tell you that you cannot even begin to imagine the things that I�ve seen
through the stone!  I see everything as if  it were clear as memory.  I spend my
time casting gazes into every end of the universe.  Other men read books, or
discuss their learning and devise meaning through theory and evidence.  But I
no longer read, for I know instantly everything on every subject that I wonder
upon, utterly separating fact from fiction.

Yes, I have seen into my own future.  I could not help but want to know
my fate.  I know my death comes, thankfully, many years away.  But as I
approach it, I see myself despairing to no avail before coming to final accep-
tance.  But I also know my one and only son, whose mother I have not yet
even met, will come to possess the stone and survive its awesome power
because of the character I will instill in him.

I have also seen the others ahead who shall possess the Pendant and
know how it will corrupt some, ruining their world horribly; but then I see it
being used by others to right the wrongs and bring balance.  But of those
things, they are out of my hands, so they do not trouble me.  As I see the
stone pass farther into the future and its final demise, I care nothing about it.
All I can see is the fabulous jokes and tricks I will successfully play!  I laugh as
my mind leaps the distances, seeing into the minds of everyone, seeing every
dark and nasty secret of  those whom I know, love or hate.  Knowledge
stolen and used upon them through the stone!

I would eventually become a local seer both treasured and revered by the
community.  I saw my path was one that brought joy and wonder to many
people I encountered.  And I shall be perceived as the ultimate know-it-all
and play the role with greedy satisfaction.

When I finally take off the talisman, my far-sight disappears, and I am
left giggling with the reminders of  my gaze.  When the necklace is off, I feel
as if I have my blinders back on, like a horse plodded along the avenue with
hidden sight, knowing the turns ahead.
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Effectively, my fate is both predestined and by choice.  From the view-
point of others they still have options and can make up their minds on how
to go down their path, though I know the fate of every living soul.  From my
viewpoint with the Pendant, my fate is sealed.  Everything is as it is meant to
be.  I simply laugh at the obscenity of it all, the entire lack of purpose, and the
trivial nature of  our individual lives that made up the history of  humanity.

I also know how we shall all succumb to a fiery darkness, and that all our
efforts upon our plane are simple vanity.  I know that this world will one day
vanish never to be remembered by the others who inhabit the multitude of
worlds circling the stars above our heads.  Somehow I am able to see it all
and go on without despair in the knowing.  I manage to live my life despite it.

What is this talisman? you would obviously ask.
And I will answer. It is the window into the Mind of  God.
Everything that is to be, everything that has come to pass is within my

knowing for the stone reflects the thought of  our Creator.
I know why the Creator is indifferent to us.  I understand why babies die

of hunger and disease.  I know why men are greedy and wars are waged.  I
know why we love.  Even though it took a massive viewing, I now under-
stand why women are the way they are.

And I know that all hope truly resides in the illusion of faith, but that faith
is the only way.

I just laugh.  I laugh at all that I see.  Perhaps I do laugh a bit insanely,
from time to time, but it is laughter that keeps me sane.  It is laughter that
allows me to see the blackened truths and shrouded horrors.  I was a soldier
and bore witness to indifference in the plight of  others.  But indifference is
only a shield to our true nature which is seated in compassion.

I know the entire future before me.  I know the past.  I know that I am
going to have a great time while my life endures.  And I know you will, too.
I have come to accept that everything is simply one big joke being played on
us all, absent of any punch line.
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The castle shook as the dragon ignited its afterburner with a flatulent
rumble and swooped past the Princess�s window.  The scent of  methane and
manure roiled in through the open window on a gray cloud.  The startled
maid yanked the wedding dress over her mistress�s hips, almost toppling
them both.

�Apologies, your Highness.�
Her Highness, Princess Alysta, regained her balance and gestured indig-

nantly for the maid to continue.
Stupid dragon, Alysta thought with a frown.  She�d warned it to be discrete.

If  this plan didn�t work, she�d be doomed to a marriage never knowing if
her soon-to-be husband really cared, or if  anyone else did for that matter.  If
her father learned of  the plan, she�d be thrown into the dungeon.

Princess Alysta sighed and tugged her long black hair out of  the corset.
Even if  it were the dragon�s fault, she�d make the witless maid brush it again.
This princess of Guysryle was not going to show up at her wedding with
matted hair, even if the groom was too dense to notice.

Alysta checked her image in the tall oval dressing mirror and jerked the
bodice up to conceal the exposed right breast.  She tugged at the sides until
the white gown fell the correct way, and then pirouetted to watch the effect.
Gods, Roldald is a lucky man, she thought.

His good fortune sprang from the fact that her choices were few.  Princes
didn�t grow on royal oaks, although Roldald may well have ripened on a
limb, for all the charm and allure he lacked.

Still, he excelled in combat, though he always smelled as if  he�d just ar-
rived sweaty from the battlefield.  That was the reason she�d wriggled out of
these nuptials twice before.  She just couldn�t stand the stench of him.

Her chamber door squeaked opened and her mother swept in; alone,
thank Dawgon the Good.  If her father had arrived, Alysta would�ve wor-
ried that he�d caught wind of  her plan.  The queen wore a rather pompous
royal maroon gown with a rose-colored sash.

�One wishes that pesky dragon would take a powder, and I possess a
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rather potent one to offer it.�  She stopped to stare at her daughter.  �Oh my
dear ... you look lovely.�

Princess Alysta was not so appeased.  �The bodice on this dress keeps
slipping down and ...� she scowled at the servant �... my hair needs brushing.�

Queen Martika waved the maid away.  �I shall brush you.  It is a mother�s
prerogative.�

Alysta dismissed the maid, and the girl bowed herself out.  When the
door closed, the princess flounced over to a settee at the window to gaze out
at the lush swaying hills of Guysryle as her mother came up behind to un-
tangle her tresses.

The day outside blushed with vitality.  In the distance, the river Medenstyrs
snaked through the wild-flowered valley.  The dark green of  Hyntetklir For-
est jacketed the horizon.

�All the guests are seated,� the queen said, tugging at a knot in her daughter�s
hair.  �For the third time this year.  The ceremony will begin as soon as we
arrive.�

�Then my wish is, we never shall.�  Alysta wondered what her mother
would say if she knew of the plan.  Could she ever understand?

�Hush, child.  This is all for the best.  You can�t fake being sick again.
Besides, you shall learn to love Roldald, just as I learned to love your father.�

�Did you think father was as ugly as a fart-toad when you married him?�
�Well, no. Beauty is skin deep, you know.�
�Some of  us have thicker skins, I suppose,� Alysta muttered, then sighed.

�If only there was a sign Roldald truly loved me.�
�Love?  What has love to do with anything?�
�It would make everything more meaningful.�
�Do not be ungrateful.  This marriage is important.  The bond will seal

the peace with our powerful neighboring kingdom, Nomandsland.  In time,
if all goes to plan, our two kingdoms will be one.  Ruled by your son.�

�Certes, one kingdom big enough to beat the privy juice out of our
other powerful neighbor, Sobygithyrts.�

�Tush, dear.  You know we maintain congenial relations with both our
neighbors.  You are just being nervous about the ceremony.  Perfectly natural.
But everything will be fine, dear.  I promise.�  The queen placed the veil on
Alysta�s head and stepped back.  �Now, stand.  Let me look at you.�
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Alysta groaned, but rose and whirled around.
�By the gods, when Roldald sees you he shan�t be able to wait for the

honeymoon to commence.�
�Roldald does not have the faintest idea what a honeymoon is for.�
�You shall show him, dearest.  I suspect you have considerable experi-

ence in that area.  Ah-hem, let us now descend to begin the ceremony.�
Mother and daughter made their way down the tower stairs to the knight�s

hall.  As they flowed down the main staircase in their dresses, the musicians in
the main salon spotted them.  In a flurry of activity they prepared to strike up
the matrimonial march.

At the bottom of  the stairs Alysta�s father, King Bizkete, strong and dis-
tinguished in his royal-maroon dragoon uniform, beamed up at her.  Step-
ping forward as she reached the bottom, he took his daughter�s hand to
escort her down the aisle.  The music began with their first synchronized step.

Her groom, Roldald, waited at the altar of Dawgon the Good.  He
wore his over-militant black and blue royal cavalry uniform, covered in gold
braids and medals.  A silly-looking plumed fur hat topped off  the whole
gaudy mess.

As King Bizkete conferred her hand to Roldald, Alysta had to stop her-
self from pulling free and running for it.  Instead she let her gaze wander
away from the wart on his nose and fastened it on his most appealing feature,
the bulge in his pants.  She hoped the guests would think she merely lowered
her head in modesty.

Alysta wondered what making love with Roldald might be like.  Her first
sexual experience had occurred with a fourth cousin, Count Mezamil, several
years ago.  Since then, unknown to all but the myriad of  lovers all sworn to
royal secrecy�and apparently her mother�she�d become rather a connois-
seur of the act.

Would Roldald, she wondered, be as good at making love as, uhm, Duke
Thyrod of Arsback, for example?  She stumbled just thinking about his ...

Getting a grip on herself, she managed to pivot with the groom and face
the altar as the high priest of Dawgon the Good rose from his prayers and
approached them.

�Your royal highnesses, my lords and ladies, and honored guests.  We are
congregated in this Dawgon holy place today to celebrate the marital vows
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of our beloved princess, the maiden Alysta��
Alysta blushed.
��to the august prince, Roldald, heir to the throne of our beloved neigh-

bor, Nomandsland.�
The room relaxed as everyone started to believe that this union was at last

taking place.  Nothing could avert it now ...
The priest raised his arms and froze.  His eyes bulged as the horrified

word, �No,� slipped from his lips. The next horrendous sound was the shat-
tering of  the colossal stained-glass window over the main entry.

Alysta whirled, dropping Roldald�s hand.
A wind, like a tempest off of the Godaufowl Mountains in an autumn

thunderstorm, blasted through the chapel.  Shards of  glass showered the
crowd as that morning�s flatulent dragon flew in through the demolished
window.  The beast flew over the nave, arrowing for the altar.

Men howled in surprise, women screamed in terror, and both King Bizkete
and the King of Nomandsland raised their swords and flapped them over
their heads blindly.  It was only by Dawgon luck they didn�t behead each
other.

Roldald, brave and noble prince that he was, leaped into his mother�s
nearby lap.

The priest did a pair of back flips and crouched under the welcoming
arms of  his god�s image.

Alysta stood her ground, head held high, as the dragon swept down to
scoop her up in its massive arms.  The beast swooped around Dawgon the
Good�s statue and with three strokes of  its powerful wings rose to squeeze
out the window, knocking hunks of  wall out in the getaway.

A hush fell over the guests as they watched, in between plucking glass out
of  their garments, their princess being whisked off.

Once in flight, Princess Alysta shouted over the rushing wind, �Thank the
gods!  What the hellfire kept you?�

Wind whipped at Alysta�s wedding gown.  She tried to settle more com-
fortably into the dragon�s arms.  Well, they looked something like arms, scaly,
but well muscled.  She tugged at the gown to cover her exposed breasts, with
only half  success.

�This damn dress!�
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For a while she watched the ground roll by.
�How long until we reach the cave?�
When the dragon didn�t answer, she craned her neck to look at its face.

She was surprised to find it had one.  A proud, haughty face straining with
pained effort.  That�s when she noticed the heavy breathing and the way the
wings rested more than they flapped.

Looking down, she saw the ground coming up.
�Uh, how about some altitude?�
The dragon groaned and tried to flap, but its right wing buckled.  They

spiraled toward a stream below.
�Pull up!�
With a mighty effort the dragon cupped its wings to right itself just as

they hit the water in a wash of spray and steam.
Alysta flew out of  the dragon�s arms, skipped across the surface of  the

water a couple of  times, and executed a championship belly flop.
She came up sputtering mad.  Luckily for her, since she couldn�t swim,

the water was only waist deep.  She waded over and slapped the dragon in
the face.

�What kind of dragon are you?  Can�t even carry a princess to a proper
cave?�

The dragon stared at her in obvious disbelief.
�Dawgon!  You�ve never dealt with an angry princess before, have you?�

She raised her hand to strike the beast again, but a scaled arm reached out to
grip her wrist.

The head shook a slow, definite NO.
�What is the matter, lion got your tongue?�
The two platter-sized eyes blinked.  The mouth opened. A blast of cold

methane puffed Alysta�s hair straight back.
Alysta�dress soaked, hair dripping, makeup ruined�dropped all princessly

pretenses.  �Can�t get the old stove stoked, eh?  What�s the matter ... water-
logged?  Listen, I hired you, for a chest of  gold I might mention, to carry me
to the big cave on Baldee Mountain.�  She huffed.  �Take a look around.�

The dragon�s massive head swiveled right and left, taking in the valley.
�Does this look like Baldee Mountain to you?  Do you see a cave nearby?�

Alysta held up her arms, adjusting the gown to cover her breast.  �This damn
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dress!�  She leered at the dragon.  �Well, aren�t you going to pick me up and
continue?�

The dragon hoisted its right wing in agony.  The limb appeared bruised
and swollen; the tip hung limp in the water.

�This is just marvelous.  We must be all of  ten miles from the castle,
downhill all the way.  Roldald will be charging after us.�  She glanced around
in panic.  �Hellfire, he�ll be here in two hours.  Well ... you can run can�t you?�

With a grimace, the dragon folded its wings up, lifted her in its arms, and
started sprinting.

This isn�t half bad, Alysta thought.  The beast really ran fast.  She settled in
to catch a nap.

cd

The sound of  heavy breathing woke her.  She noticed they were out of
the valley, climbing the grassy foothills.  The sun had lowered to the horizon.

One glance at the dragon showed they had a problem.  The creature had
run half a day at top speed, uphill.  It looked exhausted.

She hoisted herself  up in its arms.  �Hey, uh ... dragon, maybe it�s okay to
rest now?�

The dragon slowed, glanced around, and trotted to a copse of trees
where it sat Alysta under a spreading maple.

She nodded approval.  �Not a bad spot.  As long as we get an early start,
we should be able to stay ahead of my shining knight.  He�ll stop too and
remove his armor to sleep.  Alone, it�ll take him an hour and a half  to get it
back on tomorrow.  Believe me, I know.�

The dragon�s eyes widened in surprise.
�What?  You thought I was some kind of  virgin?  Hey, no unicorn is

going to be laying its head in my lap.  Okay, I�ve never seen Roldald out of  his
armor.  One has to maintain the illusion for the groom, doesn�t one?  But I�ve
helped many a knight shuck his shell.�

Alysta eyed the dragon.  Actually, the creature wasn�t so unlike a man.  A
very tall, muscular, scaly green man with great folded wings.  But it had a
head, a body, two arms, two legs ... and something rising between them.

�So, I notice you are male.  Ah-hem, what about you?  Had your shell
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shucked lately, big boy?�
Suffice it to say, that night they proved wrong those who maintained that

sexual congress between dragonkind and humankind was impossible.  In
fact, one might say the two of them were kind of compatible.

cd

In the morning, they lingered in the glade.  A surprised passing cow
provided the dragon�s breakfast, while Alysta settled for the mushrooms grow-
ing around the trees.  Halfway through a third handful she remembered where
they were and who was after them.

Roldald!  �We�ve got to get moving.  Listen baby, last night was wonder-
ful, but we must go.  Can you manage?�

The dragon flexed his wing a few times, lifted Alysta in his arms, and
sprinted downhill.

As they crested a low ridge they spotted a black and blue clad knight on
a charger, lance ready, racing up at them.

�It�s Roldald.�  She stroked the dragon�s biceps.  �Take off, honey!�
The creature spread his wings to full extension, but they remained earth-

bound.
�Faster baby.  Run faster!�
With a mighty roar, the dragon picked up the pace, barreling down the

hill toward Roldald.  The knight lowered his visor, brought his lance to bear,
and drove his spurs into the big white charger�s sides.  They broke into a
gallop, blue silks flying.

Closer they came.  The dragon roared in agony as he extended his wings.
He stroked, twice, three times. Roldald�s charger raced under him as he soared
into the sky.

�Whew,� Alysta sighed.  �I mean ... I knew you could do it, honey-
bunch.�

The dragon veered left to Baldee Mountain, looming purple and white in
the distance. Gaining confidence, he flapped his wings to gain height, but
Alysta still sensed the pain shuddering through his body with every stroke.

She reached down to massage his massive chest.  �Just a while longer.  An
hour or so ought to put us a day ahead of Roldald, then we can walk while
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you heal.  Can you do that?�
The dragon nodded his head and set his mouth as his wings beat the air.
An hour brought them to the foot of Baldee Mountain.  The terrain was

strewn with boulders and fruit trees, but the dragon managed a decent land-
ing.

Alysta hopped down to examine him.  She noticed the way he favored
his right side.  �Rest here a while.  We�ll go on in a bit.  Just an easy walk.�

The dragon gaped up at the slope before them, but nodded.  He curled
up on his left side and started snoring.

In the late afternoon, they began climbing the incline, and he did seem
stronger, especially after eating the herd of mountain goats they surprised.  By
nightfall Alysta judged they had covered about half the distance to the cave.
She sheltered them under a rock outcropping near a small waterfall, which
the dragon nearly sucked dry.  He fell right to sleep after.

�No fun and games tonight, huh?�  She munched from her horde of
fruit and laid an exhausted head on his chest.  Soon the princess snored in
harmony.

cd

Alysta woke alone.  Dark clouds covered the sky.  Distant thunder ech-
oed across the ridges.  She stood, glancing around for the dragon.  Climbing
a crest, she caught a glimpse of him over the next rise.  Her stomach rumbled
as she thought of the stash of food waiting in the cave.

She found the beast rummaging through a rockslide, tossing stones every
which way, although he still favored his right side.  She decided they�d have to
stay earthbound again today.  Even so, they still should make the cave.

She hung back until the dragon finished tossing rocks.  When he reached
the bottom of the pile, he turned and sighed.

�What�s the matter?�  She walked to him, smoothing down her hem,
which his sob had puffed up.  �Lose something?�

He nodded his head.
�What?  Your marbles?�
He started to shake his head, but grunted and nodded again instead.
�You did lose your marbles?  Huh?  No, wait.  Stones.  You lost your
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rocks.  Where?  When we crashed in the river?�
He signaled agreement.
�I remember.  In my Rare Beasts studies, the tutor said dragons breathe

fire by exhaling methane from their mouths.  Or out the other end, although
that�s not technically breathing I suppose.  They ignite it by rattling their giz-
zard, where flint and steel are stored, to make sparks.  And you�ve lost yours.�
She looked around.  �We�ve got to find replacements.�

The beast rattled his gizzard.  She heard something bumping together.
�You found one of  the two?�
He nodded.
�The flint?�
Another nod.
�So, we need to find some steel.  Where do we find that?�
The dragon hiked his shoulders in bemusement.
�Well, I don�t know either,� she said.  �Must be some around here some-

where, don�t you think?  We have to find it, because I don�t mind telling you,
this whole princess-napping gambol was a plan to find out if Roldald loved
me.  To see if  he had the guts to save me, and just how hard he�d pursue.  But
after the other night with you, well, I�m not certain I want him.�

The dragon�s eyes grew very large.
�Right.  A princess and a dragon�who knew?�
She bent down to toss rocks aside.  �We just have to find some steel, so

you can singe his bottom and send him away.�
She looked back at the dragon.  �Yes, I know�a princess has a duty.

You�re starting to sound like my mother.�
The dragon gave a deep-throated moan.
�Well, not exactly like my mother, but ... you know.  Anyway, Dawgon

my mother.  And my duty.  I just want you to stagger my world every day like
you did the other night.�

Something caught the princess�s eye.  She turned to stare down the moun-
tain.  A flash of gleaming metal, the flutter of black and blue silks, moved
among the rocks below.

�Oh gods, wouldn�t you know he�d pursue me this hard?  We must get
out of  here.  Maybe there�s something made of  steel in the cave.�

They began climbing.  The path to the cave grew steeper, and the dragon
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was still weak.  Progress slowed hour by hour, yet somehow they kept mov-
ing.

At last they reached the mouth of the cave.  Alysta ducked in, rummaging
through all the knickknacks the decorator had scattered about.  �No taste.
No taste at all.�  She found a cache of dried meat and tossed several handfuls
to the dragon.

�Like feeding ants to a tiger.  You need a whole pig�or two.  Where�s
some damn steel?�

From outside the cave Alysta heard the dragon roar in warning.  A bray
from the charger, accompanied by Roldald�s Nomandsland battle cry, an-
swered it.  Then she heard the thunder of  the great war-stallion�s hooves as it
charged.

She dove out of the cave mouth in time to see Roldald bury his lance in
the dragon�s side.

Alysta hit the path running.  �No ... gods, no!�
Roldald backed his gelding to yank the lance out, almost falling from his

saddle because the tip had only slid under a scale and it let go all at once.
The dragon roared as it slammed a mighty roundhouse on the knight�s

helmet, snapping its jaws at the equine�s head at the same time.
Roldald reined his steed back, just avoiding the bite.  Horse and rider

wheeled about, raced down the path to their staging area, and spurred about,
ready for the next charge.

Alysta ran to the dragon.  After making sure he was all right, she turned to
Roldald.  �You imbecile!�

The stallion turned its head to look at his knight, as if weighing the re-
mark.  Even a dumb animal knew charging a dragon was sheer folly.

Roldald raised his damaged visor.  After three days on the road, pursuing
in full armor, his face was streaked with Guysryle�s fertile black soil.

The horse whinnied and snorted as Prince Roldald called out, �What did
you say, beloved?�

Alysta shook her tresses, sighing.  �Gods in Helveda save us.�  She patted
the dragon�s flank and walked down the path.  �I said�you�re an imbecile.�

�Ah, yes.�  Roldald stared, confused.  �I see.�
�No.  You don�t see.  Your problem is you can�t see anything with that

broken helmet on.�
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Roldald tried to check what was wrong with his helmet, but, of course,
it moved with his head, so he wasn�t able to discover the difficulty.  �I don�t
see anything wrong.�

Alysta walked to his side.  She patted the stallion, who poked his nose
down the dress�s bodice, uncovering her right breast again.

�Damn dress!�
�It�s a lovely breas�� Roldald said, sucking in the sight of  the exposed

bosom, ��I mean dress.�
Alysta adjusted the gown.  �Looked a lot better three days ago.�
�It did, yes.  Are you well, beloved?  I mean, that breast�uh, beast�

hasn�t injured you, has he?�
�Injured me?  Gods no.�  She laughed so hard Roldald actually got the

slightest notion something might not be quite as it seemed.
Finally her mirth ran down.  �No, Roldald. The dragon has not injured

me.  Quite the opposite, actually.�
He frowned.  �Still, it did abduct you.  The beast must be destroyed.�

He made to lower his visor.  �Stand aside, beloved.�
�Wait!  Uh ... Roldald, haven�t you noticed anything unusual about this

dragon?�
The prince froze, his visor half  down.  At last he raised it again.  �As in?�
�Fire, for example.�
�Yes, Dawgon it ... yes.  Fire.  Dragons have fire.�  He beamed at having

passed the test.
�Normally yes.  Tell me, have you seen this particular dragon breath

fire?�
Now, that called for some heavy thinking.  Roldald removed his helmet,

placed it between his legs, and scratched his head.  His blonde curls hung like
filthy little hangmen�s nooses. Alysta caught the faint smell of  smoky bacon
grease and sweat wafting from his hair.  She fanned her nose.

Roldald held up a finger.  �Now that you mention it��
�You haven�t, have you?�
�No, I think not.�
�Nor have I.�
�Wonderful.�
�Wonderful?�
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�Yes, it means he hasn�t cooked you for dinner.�
�Uh, no.  Not yet.  My point is, Rol-dumb, he can�t make fire.�
�Ah ... yes.�  Roldald positioned his helm over his head.
�Which means you don�t have to wear your helmet.�
�Suppose I don��  He froze.  �I don�t?�
�Not if  he can�t breathe fire.  Since the helmet�s giving you trouble seeing

him, you�re better off  without it.  Hand it to me, Rol-dumb dear.�
Roldald fingered the helmet, deciding.  He probably couldn�t recall if  the

helmet had actually caused him any vision problems, but as there were no
flaws in Alysta�s logic otherwise, he handed it to her.

�Now stand aside, my��  He stopped, his mouth open.  The princess
ran up the path.  �What bravery!  Fear not, we shall fight the beast together,
my dear.�  He raised his lance and spurred his charger to a gallop.

Alysta tripped on a rock and sprawled on the road.  The helmet tumbled
away to the side, tittered on the edge, then tipped over.

She scrambled over on hands and knees, her right breast hanging out.
�Damn dress!�  She hoisted the breast back in and followed the helmet over
the brink.

Luckily, the ground was soft.  Unluckily, the incline was long before it
leveled off enough to stop her slide.

In front of her, the helmet dangled at the edge of yet another precipice.
A gust of wind caused it to titter on the edge.

Springing to her knees, she leapt on it and found her head hanging out
over a sheer drop.  She peered down at some rather solid-looking boulders
far below.

She tried backing up, but her stomach rested on the helmet like a fulcrum.
She was, in fact, balanced on it.  The wind rocked her back and forth.

Staring at the drop caused her head to swirl.  Each gust of wind seemed
to push her further over and less back.  A huge puff pressed her forward
until she felt herself start to fall, but at the last second, the momentum jerked
to a halt.

Now what was that?  She felt the dress tug as her left breast fell out of
the bodice.  She chanced a glance back.  The hem had caught on a jagged
rock.

�Wonderful dress!�  It kept her from falling�for now.
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She knew the hem could only hold so long, so she reached one hand
down, grabbed some fabric, and pulled herself backward.  Using the caught
material as leverage, she inched back.  Another great blast of wind nearly
knocked her forward again, but luckily she�d scooted far enough back.

She forced her knees down and slithered away from the precipice, clutching
the helmet.

Gasping for air, she heard the dragon roar above her.  He was still alive!
She struggled to her feet and tried to run back up the slope.  The angle

proved too steep, the soil too loose.  She was in danger of  losing her footing
and tumbling over the edge she�d worked so hard to avoid.

She worked around the narrow ledge until she came to the meandering
path to the cave.  Alysta tossed the helmet over and climbed the embank-
ment.  Snatching the helm, she staggered up the path.  Her breath came in
shallow gasps; her breasts bounced in newly won freedom.  Let them, she
thought.

At last, she got to where she could see the fight.  So far, the combatants
had inflicted only minor damage to each other.  The dragon bled from a
couple of small wounds on his injured wing and his flank.  Roldald sported
a deep dent in his chest plate.

Alysta lumbered up, as the great charger reared and veered down the
path to start another charge.  Roldald passed her, and his eyes almost popped.
�Beloved, I thought you��

�Fell off  a cliff  and no one came to help me?  You�re right.�
Staggering up the final slope, she chucked the helmet at the dragon.  �There

you go.�
The beast caught the helm in his forepaws.  He stared at it stupidly.
�Dawgon it!�  Alysta threw up her arms.  �I thought you were smarter.

Eat it.�
The beast just stared.
�It�s steel, get it?  Swallow the bloody helmet!�
She could almost see the lights going off in his head.  Must be the com-

bat�makes them stupid.  Males!
The dragon flicked the helmet in the air and gulped it down whole.
�How long before you can make fire?�
The beast shrugged, but began working up a load of  gas.  She could tell
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because some of it leaked out his rear end�whew!
Alysta glanced down the path to see Roldald raise his lance and spur his

charger.
�Anytime now, dragon baby, would be fire�uh, fine.�
The stallion reared, hoofs pawing the air, then slammed its forelegs down

and charged.
Alysta danced in anxiety.  �Come on, baby, light your fire.�
Dust rose up behind them as knight and charger gathered speed.
�Now, baby, now.�
The dragon hiccupped.
Horse and rider hit full speed.
Alysta smelled methane as a gush of  gas erupted from the beast�s mouth.

The dragon shook its head.  She heard the rattle of stones against the helmet.
Flint and steel ...

WHOOSH!  The gas ignited.  A thick tongue of red-blue flame licked
down the path.

The stallion�s eyes widened.  His forelegs locked straight out in front of
him, and he sat his buttocks down to brake.  Dust swirled as he skidded
toward the advancing flame.

Roldald braced himself  in the saddle and ended up hugging the horse�s
neck.

Closer the flame licked as they skidded onward.  Inches from it, they
stopped.  The heat blew the stallion�s mane straight back, knocking Roldald
out of the saddle.

Alysta sprinted over to throw herself down next to him.  �Roldald, are
you hurt?�

The prince moaned.  She took him in her arms and covered his filthy face
with kisses.  �Darling Roldald, please say you will live.�

Roldald�s face flopped down between her still exposed breasts.  He bur-
ied his head in the soft cushion.

�Oh, Roldald ... you will live!�

cd

Alysta stood at the edge of the cliff with the dragon.
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�You�re sure you�ve healed enough to fly?�
The beast nodded and flexed its wings, both of which looked robust.

After two days of  recovery near the cave, he seemed good as new.
She glanced at the cave entrance where an exhausted Roldald slept on a

couch she�d hauled out of  the cave for him.
�He may never recover.�  She giggled.  �From me.�
The dragon made a low rattling sound, which she took as a sympathetic

chuckle.
�You do understand, don�t you?  It was fantastic with you.  We might

have been happy.  I used to wonder if  anyone could truly care for me.  Not
for The Princess, just me ... Alysta.  Then you came along, and now�� she
glanced at the snoozing prince ��him.�

She patted the dragon�s chest.
�He�s my species, you know?  Besides ...� she mimicked the queen, bob-

bing her head with a stupid grin �... I�m a princess and I have my duty.�
The dragon rumbled a deep throaty laugh.
�Anyway, marrying Roldald will be good for both kingdoms.  Maybe I

can even help make peace with our other neighbor.�
She glanced at the prince with affection.
�Roldald�s not so bad.  Kind of  cute actually�when he cleans up ... and

shucks his armor.  Who knows?  He may even be handsome after I get him to
lance that wart on his nose.  He did prove he loves me.  Boy, did he prove
that.�

The dragon shuffled its feet.
�Anxious to go, huh?  I suppose long good-byes are boring.�
She pressed herself  to him, hugging him as best she could.
�Farewell.  Thanks for the princess-napping.�
The dragon stepped back, faced the cliff, and leapt off.  His wings un-

furled with a heavy snap as he caught a thermal and soared upward while
circling.

Alysta felt something big swoop past and realized it was a second dragon.
A dragon who was most definitely female from what Alysta could see from
the pinkish tint of its underside.

With a flatulent rumble that shook the very air, the girl dragon ignited her
afterburner and blasted upward.  The scent of methane and manure roiled
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past Alysta in a gray cloud.
The pink dragon caught the thermal, spiraling to the top where Alysta�s

dragon hovered.  They circled each other, rubbing flanks, then dove in unison
toward the valley floor, where game was plentiful and they�d find long, soft
grasses to frolic in.

As Alysta raised an arm to wave adieu, the bodice came loose again,
allowing her right breast to fall out.

�Damn Dres��
�I adore this dress,� Roldald said, suddenly awake and at her side.  He

cupped her breast in his hand and drew his princess to him.
�Oh, so do I,� she said, flattening herself  to him.  �Absolutely love this

dress ... off of me!�
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�There�s nothing more annoying than a company on a quest.�  Master
Ingram�s black silk cape fluttered lazily behind him, though there was no
breeze to account for its movement.  �It�s terribly cliché these days.  Every
country bumpkin with a few friends and a traveling pack thinks he can run
off into the woods and have an adventure.�

�Quite obnoxious,� I said.  I looked up from pruning the Garden�s roses.
His relentless pacing and constant commentary made it difficult to focus on
my task.  He was like an animal caged, trapped in a prison of  his own making.

�It seems every week there�s some new band of  do-gooders who think
the world needs to be rid of my presence.�  His pale features reddened with
anger, making his ghostlike flesh appear almost human.  �And they all think
they�re the ones to do it.  I haven�t left the keep since Cardinal Jeffery�s grand-
father was a child, yet still they hunt me.�

I put down my scissors.  �It�s unfair.�
�I wonder sometimes.�  He brushed at his fine red vest, then pulled at his

leather sleeves.  I�d been around him long enough to know these gestures
meant he was deep in thought.  �It isn�t as if I�ve done anything to help my
situation.  I sit in my tower, looming over the land in my expensive leathers
and silks, the power to rule at my fingertips.�  He smiled grimly.  �The people
have reason to fear me.�

�But you haven�t used your magic outside the keep�s walls since you
exiled yourself.�  I gestured to the Garden around us.  �Look at the beauty
you�ve created.�

His smile dimmed as he looked at the sea of greens, reds, yellows, and
blues that stretched across the keep�s acres.  �And I�ve hidden it from the
world, haven�t I?�

�You need something of  your own, master.  You�ve already given them
everything.�

�And it wasn�t enough.�  His determination was intimidating, even more
chilling than the power he held.
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�Another company will be arriving this afternoon to kill me,� he said.
�Let them in.�

I protested, but he turned from me down the long path to the tower.
His cape danced behind him as he strode away, waving goodbye as it left me
alone with my fears.

I found it impossible to concentrate the rest of the afternoon, even with-
out him pacing circles behind me.  In all my years in the keep, no one had
been allowed within its walls.  The thought made my throat dry.

Finally surrendering hope of  completing my day�s errands, I left my work
and went to the keep�s gate.  The sun nearly set before the travelers appeared,
filled with the self-importance of  youths bathed in false righteousness.

Though they huddled near one another, never allowing their hands far
from their sword hilts, they did their best to appear confident in their expen-
sive ringmail and lordly clothing.

The leader, a dark-haired young man with a soldier�s blade and a loud
voice, led them easily up to the portcullis.  Their eyes darted along the top of
the wall, though my master�s magic ensured they never saw me.

�Show yourself, demon!�  The leader drew his sword as he shouted.
Those behind him followed suit.  �The city of Marcos has wearied of your
devilry!�

�Would you like some assistance, sirs?�  All nine were visibly startled as I
revealed my presence behind the parapet.  I struggled not to let my delight
show.

�Who are you?�  The leader pointed his sword threateningly at me, a
gesture that would have made me laugh if not for my orders to allow such a
creature within these walls.

�My name is Grayton, Sir.  Might I be so bold as to inquire the nature of
your business?�

The company seemed taken aback.  Without noticing his fellows� uneasi-
ness, the leader answered.  �You may call me Eroth.  My friends and I have
come seeking The Impaler.�

I clenched my fists at the name our enemies had given my master, thank-
ful the distance prevented them from recognizing my anger.  These boys
hadn�t even been alive in Master Ingram�s time.  All they knew were the half-
witted tales of  storytellers.  They couldn�t imagine the truth, though it lay just
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a few steps away on the opposite side of the wall.
�I believe you refer to Lord Julius Ingram.�  I did my best to keep the

resentment from my voice, struggling to control my rage.  Breathing deeply,
I thought of the beloved Garden I had carefully manicured for the last de-
cade.  My pulse slowed, and I was able to speak calmly once more.  �He is
awaiting your most gracious visit,� I said.  �If  you would wait just a moment,
I�ll open the portcullis for you.�

I closed the portcullis firmly behind them before returning to the ground,
where they awaited me.

�What is this?�  The company�s leader gestured broadly.
�Master Ingram�s Garden,� I said.  �It�s beautiful, is it not?�
�It�s a trap,� said one.  The men looked warily at the vast rows of  plants

and flowers.  �They�re probably poisonous.�
�Burn it,� said Eroth.
Someone grabbed me.  It all happened too quickly for me to stop them.

In my struggle for release, I failed to see how fires that never should have lit
caught and spread across the Garden with an unnatural speed.  All I saw was
a life�s work and a wealth of  magic blacken beneath the heat of  searing
orange flames.  Tears blurred my vision, making it impossible for me to see
anything more.

�Get up,� Eroth said.  Two of  his companions hefted me to my feet.  I
hadn�t even realized I was on my knees.

�Lead us to The Impaler.�
I did as I was told.  The walk was longer than I remembered, and I

struggled to breathe through the smoke that lingered in the ravaged yard.
I hoped he would kill them.  I hoped he would live up to his nickname

and leave their corpses on stakes for the world to see, as he had done once
before to those who opposed him.

I wished I could kill them, but I lacked the strength.  The anger I�d sup-
pressed at the portcullis had fled me, leaving me empty but for a stomach full
of  fear and bitterness.

I led them up the spiraling staircase, taking what pleasure I could from
their increasing dread.  When I finally brought them before Master Ingram�s
hall, I forced myself to smile.

�I hope you find what you�re looking for, gentlemen.�  My voice sounded
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hollow in my own ears.
Eroth, proud and terrible before me, gave me a look of pity that made

my skin crawl.  �Don�t worry,� he said.  �If  we survive, we�ll take you back
to civilization and cleanse your soul once more.�  He put his hand on my
shoulder.  �Have faith, friend.�

I glared at his back as he entered the hall.  When his companions had all
entered, I followed them in and locked the door.  If  Master Ingram didn�t kill
them, I would.  I swore it to myself, repeating the words over and over.

I watched as the men stared with open-mouthed wonder at the feast laid
out before them.  Roast fowl lay carved on silver platters, accompanied by
bowls overflowing with mashed potatoes, yams, cheeses, and breads.  Fresh
fruit had been carefully piled for aesthetic value, and nine goblets had been
filled with the vineyard�s finest.

Master Ingram sat at the head of the table.  He nodded briefly to me
before turning his attention to the men before him.

Four seats had been placed on each side of  the long table, with another
chair opposite Master Ingram�s position.  He waved his hand toward the
chairs.  �Please, take a seat.�

The company chose to stand.
I bristled anew at their ignorance.  They had insulted and destroyed me,

and now they dared to insult Master Ingram.  They represented everything I
hated about the outside world.

Master Ingram again gestured toward the chairs.  �Trust me, the food�s
not poisoned.�  He paused, and a flash of anger crossed his face.  �Though
if you doubt my word, you could always burn the table.�

Master Ingram�s words hung over the room like a brooding cloud, but
Eroth remained stoic.  After a moment of silent tension, Master Ingram
shrugged as if  accepting their refusal to sit and eat.

�Tell me, when did the Church begin using magic?�  Master Ingram
spoke casually as he took a thick slice of the fowl.  �When last I heard, actions
such as yours would result in a quartering.�  He looked up at the company,
carefully holding the dripping meat from his clothes.

�Have any of  you seen a quartering?� he asked.  �It�s really quite fascinat-
ing.  The butchers come straight from their work, wearing the same clothes
they wear to slaughter the cows.  They�re very businesslike as they cut you into
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four pieces and drag what�s left of  you to the four corners of  the kingdom.�
Master Ingram took a bite of the fowl as he allowed his words to sink in.

I took malicious pleasure in watching the men pale before my master�s words.
He already had them beaten.  They were flies in a web.

Eroth met his words with laughter.
�I doubt that�s how we�ll meet our end, Impaler.�  Eroth grinned broadly

as he spoke, a smile that spoke of unfeigned confidence.  �Cardinal Jeffery
himself  sent us.�

�Did he?�  Master Ingram stood as he spoke.  Eroth and his men tight-
ened their grips on their swords.  �Did he also tell you that within these walls
I have no equal?  That with your magic you might be able to burn my Garden
and terrorize my servant, but in doing so you will only ensure your own
deaths?�

I focused on Eroth as Master Ingram spoke.  The intangible confidence
that lent strength to his features slipped away as he stared into my master�s
gaze.

�Now,� Eroth whispered, and though I could barely make out what he
said, Master Ingram had drawn his sword before the company could react to
its leader�s command.

Something liquid was thrown to the floor and lit aflame even as three of
the company drew their swords and advanced on Master Ingram.  Terror
seized me as the flames leapt into the air, searing the walls and grabbing hold
of  the paintings and ornaments that hung within its grasp.

My only comfort came in the grim, pale countenance of  my master.  If  I
hadn�t known better, I would have believed him a demon as he flew for-
ward, slashing his three attackers with violent grace.

His black cape danced as he moved, parrying one blade, then another.
He remained untouched when at last three bodies lay before him.  The flames
drew closer.

Six men circled him now, their blades held eagerly before them as the
circle slowly tightened.

A quick slash and my master�s silk vest was stained with blood.  Another
blow was deflected before a blinding flash of light made it impossible to see.
By the time my eyes adjusted, Master Ingram was bleeding anew from two
fresh cuts across his chest.
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Desperate, he leapt forward with renewed vigor.  With a violent rush he
toppled two into the devouring flames that surrounded them.  The flames
licked at the bodies, filling the air with the stench of  burning flesh.  For the
second time that day, Master Ingram reminded me of  a caged animal.  The
realization wasn�t comforting.

The remaining combatants ignored the piercing screams that echoed off
the stone walls.  At some unseen signal, the companions charged forward,
forcing Master Ingram to dive backwards to avoid the darting blades.

For the first time, I saw fear on his face, even as one of  the men drew too
close and was disemboweled for his efforts.

My master�s fright spurred me to action.  I dashed through the hungry
flames, wincing as my flesh reddened from its brief touch.  I picked up a
flame-heated sword from one of the bodies as I ran forward.  Though the
blade was ponderous and awkward, I found my mark, thrusting the blade
between the shoulders of a man nearly twice my size.

One of  them turned. For a moment, our eyes met before his head jerked
suddenly.  His eyes dimmed, and Master Ingram removed his sword from
the man�s back.

Only Eroth remained.
The smoke and heat from the fire made it difficult to breathe, and the

company�s remaining member struggled to catch his breath.
�You must be terribly frightened.�  Master Ingram�s voice sent shivers

down my spine despite the heat of  the flames.  �Your Church was right,
whatever they gave you protected you from my magic.  What is it?  What did
they give you?�

For the first time, I realized Master Ingram hadn�t used any magic against
the intruders.  The thought that they might be immune to his magic terrified
me even more than the fire.

�The key to your downfall, demon.�  He gave a hollow smile.  �A weak-
ness you won�t begin to guess until it�s already killed you.�

He leapt forward, but Master Ingram was quicker, slicing him quickly
across the stomach and spilling his entrails on the floor.

Wordlessly, Master Ingram grabbed me by the shoulder, all but dragging
me down the tower steps to the ground below.  Once outside in the clean air,
we saw the windows coughing gouts of black smoke.  The flames had con-
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sumed the upper stories.
Turning my eyes from the burning tower, I was greeted by the blackened

remains of the Garden.  I broke down and cried.
�Well, Grayton, it looks like we�re going on a quest.�
I looked up at my master, angered at his disregard for the damage we�d

sustained.  �Every country bumpkin with a few friends and a traveling pack
thinks he can run off  into the woods and have an adventure,� I said bitterly.

�I know,� he said, laying his hand on my shoulder. �But sometimes they�re
necessary.�





KNOW THY FATEKNOW THY FATEKNOW THY FATEKNOW THY FATEKNOW THY FATE
Terri J. Barczak

The night shimmered with possibilities.  Dark clouds drifted over the
northern grasslands of  Keshan.  In a village huddled at the foot of  Mt. Tanartu,
a faint voice sailed upon the wind.  The words, along with smoke from the
village hearths, drifted in sporadic gusts up the cliffs.  In the hour before
dawn, a golden prayer candle glowed to life in the window of one tired
cedar house. The wind chased pine-scented air through drafty shutters into
the room, causing the candle to flicker, threatening the small flame.  A young
woman, dressed in a sleeping shawl and woolen footings, wept.  Miramea
wiped her cheek as she knelt before the candle in prayer.

�How my thoughts swirl in life�s cruel whirlwind,� she murmured, lifting
her thin face toward a matronly figurine that occupied the niche over the
fireplace mantle.  The fire beneath glowed weakly in the hearth, the ashes of
the logs like so much ruined hope.

Miramea�s hands trembled.  She pressed them to her bosom and bowed
until her forehead rested on the gray stone hearth.  �Oh, Mother Fate, give
me your wisdom.�  A tear fell from her cheek to the slate rock, still warm
from the fire.  �My father commands me to wed.  Tomorrow is the day of
my decision.  By the strings of life, I know not whom to call husband.

�There is Pellicles, a great warrior; his passion in battle has brought him
the respect of  his men.  He tells me so.  His temper and drinking are un-
doubtedly able companions to his manliness.�  The soft glow from the candle
flickered, giving Miramea hope and courage.

She drew a deep breath.  �But then, Salthor is renowned for his wealth
and keen mind.  He is highly regarded among the merchants, and his surly,
cold dealings with the caravans surely won�t extend to our bed.  Oh, sweet
Mother, my decision must alight with the dawn.  What choice shall I make?�

cd

In a hanging valley midway up the peak of  Mt. Tanartu, Mother Fate
tended a cauldron of stew in a lone hut.  She added a handful of arctic onion
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and stirred.  The crackling fire no longer warmed her bones.  Dark green
robes clung to her narrow frame.  She edged closer to the flames.  Her head
throbbed as she bent her wiry frame over the simmering stew and inhaled the
scent of rosemary and marjoram.

Clotho, her daughter, sat on a three-legged yew stool, positioned close to
the fireplace, and spun threads from the Spindle of Life.  Her feet darted
from beneath her blue linen gown as she pedaled the double treadle in an
endless rhythm to spin the wheel that created the thread.

�A petition, Mother.  Did you hear?� asked Clotho, looking up from her
work.  Her youthful face glowed pink in the hut�s heat, making her look thirty
and not the nine centuries she could claim.

In front of  her, Lachesis, Clotho�s elder sister by six hundred years, wore
a lavender robe.  She stood, holding a glass spool in her hands, and rolled it
slowly on a pin suspended at hip height between two oak stumps.  Countless
gossamer threads, thinner than spider�s lace, stretched from the spindle to the
spool, one for each person living in the world.

�I heard,� replied Mother Fate, brushing limp, gray hair from eyes that
had seen seven eons.  �Keep spinning.�  She tapped her wooden spoon on
the giant wheel, which had slowed.

�I am, Mother.�  Clotho�s legs resumed pumping with an enthusiasm that
her petulant expression did not mirror.

��A constant rate ensures that history does not repeat itself  and that lives
run their proper course,�� whispered Lachesis, giving her younger sister a
viciously sweet smile.

Clotho tossed her head and looked toward an oval window that framed
the full moon.  The silver orb glowed coolly as gray, ashen clouds drifted
over, covering it with a smoky haze.

The wind beat on the hut�s splintered and warped wooden front door,
banging a warning about another northern storm soon to howl over the
mountain.  The bronze latch lifted, and the door hinges squealed in protest as
Atropos, Clotho�s twin, crept into the warm hut, her arms laden with fire-
wood split from the summer�s fallen pine trees.  Black resin stained her fine-
boned hands.  Moments later, the fire nibbled at the wood, and the tacky sap
snapped in jubilant explosions.

�Mother, why do they only ask for help when they are overwrought with
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worries or when they find their troubles grow fierce?� asked Lachesis.  Her
nimble fingers never ceased in their dedication to randomly separate the tens
of  thousands of  pale pink, yellow, and gray threads.  Each movement altered
chance, causing the meeting or passing of people on the paths of life.  �In
truth, Mother, it has been many decades since any asked us to name a child or
bless a house.�

�We are busy enough,� replied Mother Fate.  She withdrew the Bowl of
Revelations from the highest shelf of the kitchen hutch.  Faded blue and
silver rings wrapped the rim of the boxwood bowl and glinted in the fire-
light.  She placed the bowl on the worn counter and filled it with steaming
water, heated over the fire.  Breaking off leaves of nightshade, basil, and
meadowsweet that grew on the windowsill, she dropped them into the wa-
ter, murmuring the ritual words, �Insight, Love, Recognition, Courage, and
Absolution.�

With a trembling hand, she wiped her brow.  One of  the Central Desires
dwelled at the heart of every petition.  Her back popped sporadically as she
bent over the bowl.  She added a pinch each of dried willow ash, powdered
dreamaway root, and crushed roasted rue seed, stirred with a small silver
spoon, and covered the bowl with a plate to allow it to steep.

Clotho related the petitioner�s request to Atropos, who spooned herself
a cup of  stew.

�Definitely not Salthor,� said Atropos.  �A fish in the Haaga Ice River
would have a warmer personality.�  Her adamant nod sent her curly red hair
flashing in the firelight.  She placed her cup of stew on a wall-shelf and drew
aside the green velveteen curtain that separated the main room from the sleep
chamber.  Her voice carried back through the drape to the others.  �Pellicles
is far more handsome.  And he has a warrior�s stamina and is apt to live a long
life.  A man of passion is a better companion on a cold night.�

Atropos plucked a pair of  ornate silver shears from the dresser top,
swept aside the heavy drape, and crossed to the bench beside the glass spool.
With a strength that belied her delicate frame, she drew the thick-legged,
straight-backed bench closer to the spool.  Cradling the cup of  stew, she
tucked her legs under her olive dress and waited, shears laid on the bench
beside her.

A chime sounded through the room.  Mother Fate straightened.  �Time
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to release a thread.  Who noted the one?� she asked, setting aside her spoon.
She peeked under the plate covering the Bowl of  Revelations.  The brew
remained cloudy.  She crossed to her daughters.

Clotho glanced up and took her mother�s thin fingers in her fleshy hand.
�I did,� replied Lachesis and Atropos in unison.  Atropos placed her

half-full ceramic cup on the floor under the bench and stood with shears in
hand.  With a hand as pale as winter�s frost, she slipped the scissors under a
faded yellow thread.

As her sister bent forward, Lachesis shoved aside the silver scissors.  �No!
That�s the wrong one, Atropos.�  She pointed to a gray thread.  �This one.
The note had a high-pitched and wobbly tone like that of a river reed.  The
yellow threads are mellow like distant thunder.  �End not the life that has not
dreamt a hero�s farewell or sung its final song.��

Mother Fate shuffled closer, her gaze stony.  �Atropos, could it be your
empty stomach makes you err in your duty?�  She plucked the gray thread,
and it chimed crisply in the silent hut.

Lachesis smiled.  �The very same pitch.  �She who listens, hears,�� she
added, her eyes darting with satisfaction at her redheaded sister.

Atropos gave an angry squawk.  With eyes downcast, she scooped up her
cup of  stew.  �Lachesis blocked my sight,� she mumbled from the bench.

Mother Fate again grasped the pale gray thread with one bony finger.
She turned an eye on Atropos, sniffed, and looked down her narrow nose.
�Cut.�

Slapping the bowl down, Atropos snatched the silver shears from the
bench, leaned forward, and clipped the pale gray thread at the point midway
between the spool and spindle.  �Done!�  She flopped back on the bench
and concentrated stormy eyes on her stew.

Lachesis frowned, turned her face to the ceiling, and recited.  ��Boldness
and heated passion, though a benefit to the warrior, can be a detriment
to���

�Enough,� cried Mother Fate, stamping her foot.
Clotho and Atropos snickered.
�From all of  you,� continued Mother Fate.  She swiveled.  Her eyes

focused on each daughter in turn.  �All you three do is bicker.  Can you not
take pride in your duties?  Are not the tasks demanded of you enough?�  She
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paused, resting a hand on the counter.  Her voice grew faint as it mingled with
the Wind of  Hope.  �Would that you learn that duty is the bounty of  life.  But
can Fate work at home?�

Mother Fate took a breath.  �It is time to reheat the Bowl of Revela-
tions.�

cd

Night passed.
The floor of  the cedar hut chilled Miramea�s bones.  She awoke with her

head resting upon the stone hearth.  Her aching limbs complained as she
faced the figurine on the mantle.

�Mother Fate, oh please tell me if  you heard my words,� she whispered
so as to not disturb her father in the outer room.  She rubbed her eyes and
sighed.  A pale light filtered into the room from a small window in the south
wall.  Her hands flew to her mouth.  �Dawn has come.  Forgive me; forgive
me.  Have I missed the sign you sent?  Sweet Mother, work thy threads so
that I will know whom to call husband.�

A sharp rap of knuckles on the entry door followed by booted feet
echoing in the main room interrupted her prayers.  She frowned, for it was
early morning and few were apt to have stirred from their houses, lest trouble
beckoned.

�Miramea!�  A shout from the main room; her father needed her.
She plunged thin arms into her woolen chiton, gathered her hair behind

her neck, and tied it with a blue silk scrap.  Dressed, she gave the figurine a
final look, dipping her head.  �I must go.  Father will know what has hap-
pened.�

cd

Mother Fate placed the lid back on the Bowl of  Revelations.  She wiped
a tear from her cheek.  Not what she had hoped.  With a heavy sigh, she
slipped behind the sleep chamber curtain.  The snap and snarl from her daugh-
ters echoed in the small hut.  Like spoiled cubs, she thought.  For days they
tend to their duty, answering the chimes that ring, but always, always they
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heap on their complaints.
Mother Fate�s body shook with fatigue, and she sat.  The linen bed cov-

ering was a balm for her weary bones.  She had not rested since she bore the
twins.  She leaned against the headboard, closed her eyes, and could see them
all as youths, so sweet and obedient.  Slipping down to the pillows, she sighed
as silently as a gust of  wind pushing through the sagging boughs of  the firs.
She would rest ... just for a moment.  Her own words echoed in her mind.
�Silent respite is the gift to those who have labored with honesty and dignity.�

Her daughters� lamentations faded.  With Lachesis and herself, before the
twins, the work had been too onerous.  Then, with the coming of  the twins,
there remained too little.  A pang of  remorse and worry murmured in her
heart.  Despite the centuries she spent teaching them ... have they learned
enough?  How would they handle the change?

cd

The thunder of a hundred horses shook the walls of the small cedar
house, sending straw and dried mud sprinkling to the floor.  Shouts in the
distance and the sound of metal against metal filled the day as hoplites fought
raiders outside town.  Miramea wrapped a bandage around the bleeding
head of a fallen guard.  His stained clothes stank from sweat and bile.

The emblem on his leather armor told her that he served in the same
legion as Pellicles.  Her heart writhed with questions and thoughts of  marriage
that would have to wait.  The scarred guard groaned and turned his head as
his fellow hoplites marched past the front door heading for the battle.  By the
amount of blood he had lost, she knew he would not be joining them.

She stood to attend another soldier.  The hoplite�s rough hand grabbed
her arm and pressed a scrap of  parchment into her hand.  She bent low and
kissed his brow, feeling his breath leave him for the final time.  Her hands,
stained with blood and the dirt of warfare, clutched the parchment, torn
from military orders that would no longer be followed.

But the words written, though not of  warfare, still spoke of  death.  �As
I lay here, the beauty of your smiling face comes to me in a vision.  This is my
fate.  At the caravan we stood.  My men and I sought to stave off the
advance of  the invading forces.  Alas, the wagons are lost, as am I.  For you
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my heart did beat.  I pray thee, seek the happiness I promised you in the arms
of  another.�

Miramea wept for the hand that would no longer hold a sword or a quill.
Pellicles was dead.  She slipped into the back room and knelt again before the
hearth and the figurine on the shelf.

�Mother Fate,� pleaded Miramea, �hear me.�
Her voice shook from weariness in the narrow room.  With a callused

hand she rubbed her knees that ached from the hours of  laboring.  The hand-
woven mats, gifts from Salthor, comforted the heads of wounded soldiers;
none remained to ease her knees as she prayed.  A shiver raced along her
spine.  The stone hearth lacked the evening fire�s heat.  She dared not seek the
warmth of  her bedcovers, lest Mother Fate believe her ungrateful.

�Another night draws near.  It is the fourth since my first petition and the
third of  this war.�  Fresh tears streaked her dusty cheeks.  �Why war?  What
sign is this?  Did I offend you with an unworthy petition?  With Pellicles lost
and Salthor ruined, what hope do I have?�

cd

�So many chimes!  And all in a handful of  days.  How can we keep up
with them all?� Atropos massaged her hand, red and blistered from wielding
the silver shears.  Her curly hair lay against her neck, damp from perspiration.
�They ring so fast ... they all sound the same.  I need a salve for my hand.
Why so many?  Why now?�

�War has come, Atropos,� said Lachesis.  Her hands trembled as they
positioned the threads along the spool.  The echo of the chimes reverberated
in the room.  Through the window she saw the glow of battlements burning
on the dark plains below.  She could smell death.  She sighed.  �It engulfs
most of the Keshan plains and that small village.  The caravan is at the heart
of the conflict.  Many die.  Therefore, no matter what little discomfort you
feel, you have work that cannot wait.�

�Tell us, Lachesis, do you not desire to rest your arms?� Clotho said
between the sharp ringing chimes of  a hundred deaths.  As she pedaled, her
legs wavered along with her voice.  Dark circles ringed her eyes.  �If  you are
so wise, why do you not separate the paths of the combatants and let us all
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rest?�
Lachesis shook her head.  The speed of her hands moving the thread

blurred in the firelight.  The chimes almost kept the same pace.  �Mother
often says that war is a juggernaut.  �It comes at its own pace like a storm that
pummels the mountain. What falls under its blows was too weak to stand
and should not be missed.��

Clotho swung her head, her eyes defiant.  �Have you no compassion?
Have you forgotten the sorrowful request of our last petitioner?  Her words
drifted on the Wind of  Hope but a few days ago.�

Lachesis nodded.  �I have thought of  her.  Mother prepared the ritual,
and the battles we�ve listened to since are the answer.  As a warrior, Pellicles
died, and as the caravan is destroyed so has Salthor lost his fortunes.  The
petitioner thereby loses all choices of a husband.  She could have chosen for
herself.  We might wish another, a better fate for the petitioner; but we cannot
interfere with the workings of the Spindle of Life.�

�But look at the destruction!� Atropos tore open the door of the hut.
The Wind of  Hope slunk in behind the Wail of  Misery.  Misery carried

the scent of  smoke and waves of  sorrow, and Hope dragged a chain of  a
thousand cries for release.  Far below on the plains, the yellow glow of death
glowed brighter.

�A few changes for the better would not hurt!�  Atropos stomped back
to the threads, snipping as she glared at her older sister.

Lachesis pointed a finger at her sisters and held them with her eyes.  �Quell
those thoughts.  Let the ritual speak for itself.  �Change is like the pouring of
the river over the waterwheel; its direction, once set, must run its course for
the mechanism to have its effect.��

�Quiet!  You speak enough for us all!� Clotho replied, stomping on the
floorboards, trying to drown out the ringing in the room.  Her legs shud-
dered with effort as she turned the wheel.  �Is there nothing you do not have
an answer for?�

Lachesis sighed, her shoulders slumping.  �You would know as much as
I if you listened to Mother Fate.�

�Speaking of Mother, why does she still lie in the sleep chamber?�  Atropos
severed a few more threads, then pounded across the room and threw back
the velveteen curtain with a sweep of  her arm.  �Mother, what you are do-
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ing?�
Atropos crossed to her mother�s side.  She paused, looking back at her

sisters; the only sound was the crackling fire.  They all could see the limp,
prostrate form of  Mother Fate on the bed, her eyes closed and her face slack
with peaceful creases where once only worry resided.  �Mother?� cried
Atropos, her fist balled and pressed to her mouth.  �Do you sleep?�

�Yes, youngest, she sleeps upon the Silver Herald�s barge,� replied Lachesis,
leaning on the oak stumps.  �And soon she shall walk the peaceful hills of
Ardon.�  Tears fell from her eyes and dripped freely from her chin, wetting
the spool of  threads.

�Why did she not tell us?� said Clotho, slamming her hand on the side of
the spindle.  �Surely she knew with all the time she spent gazing in the Bowl
of  Revelations!  She could have warned us, prepared us.�

�Clotho�s right.  The bowl ...� Atropos crossed to the kitchen hutch and
stopped in front of  the bowl that still sat on the counter.  She nibbled her
thumbnail, then reached to lift the plate.  �Mother looked into it, briefly,
before entering the chamber.  Perhaps she saw something.�

�Wait!� Lachesis raised her hand.  �Don�t.  Mother said never to look
into the Bowl of  Revelations for our own answers.  Seeking an answer for a
petitioner is our duty, but if  we intervene for ourselves ... then �ye that seek to
use the ritual to alter thy own fate risks losing what you desire most.��

�I cannot believe I am hearing this!� cried Clotho, covering her ears with
her hands.  Her shadow crumpled on the far wall as she bent over in anguish.
�Ignore her.  Look at it, Atropos.  Tell us what you see.  Tell us what to do!�

�Say nothing more, Lachesis, you have said enough.�  Atropos gritted
her teeth.  Taking a breath, she rubbed her hands and reached for the plate.  �I
will see ...�

Before Lachesis could object, Atropos lifted the dinner plate and set it
aside.  Flashing a satisfied smile at her sister, she bent over the bowl as she had
seen Mother Fate do countless times.  �Insight, Courage, Love, Recognition,
and Absolution ... always at the heart of every petition and at the heart of
ours.  Show me.  What will our lives be like now that Mother Fate is gone?�

Lachesis, watching Atropos, held out her hand as if  to block a blow.
Lachesis tried to speak, but no sound came out.  Her head drooped, and
again tears wetted her cheeks and her body shook.
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�What?  What is it?� demanded Clotho.  �Repeat what you said, Atropos.
I didn�t hear it.�  She glared as she spun the thread, looking from one sister to
the next.

�Us!  I saw us.  In this room, winters came and summers passed.  Years
we spent in here,� cried Atropos.  �I saw it in a glimpse.  All so clear.  Nothing
was that clear to me before.  But, now nothing more.  I see nothing more!�
Atropos spun around to face her sisters.  Her eyes had turned a milky white.
She rubbed them with her hands.  �I am blind.�  She groped for the bench.

�What?  Why do you work your mouth but say nothing?  Do not play
with me!�  Clotho batted her ears, beat the wheel with a spoon, and heard
nothing.  Not even her own voice.  �What has happened?  I cannot hear!
Lachesis!  Lachesis, tell us what to do.�

Lachesis tried to comfort her sisters, but all she could do was watch as
Atropos stumbled, hands out-stretched, seeking the bench.  Clotho pounded
on her head in an effort to dislodge what prevented her from hearing.

For the first time in all her life Lachesis paused in her duties, set the spool
in its cradle, and crossed to Atropos who stood lost in the center of the
room.  She guided her sister to the bench.  Next she turned to Clotho, who
stomped her feet and pounded on the spindle�s frame.  Taking Clotho�s hand,
Lachesis placed it over Atropos�, finishing the triangle.  Gradually, their tears
subsided and each calmed.  From the fire Lachesis withdrew a thin stick and,
using its blackened point, wrote on the floor.  She motioned for Clotho to
read.

�Lachesis has written.  She has lost the ability to speak.  You, Atropos,
have become blind and ... I ... I am deaf.�  Clotho paused.  A squeeze from
Atropos� hand and a nod from Lachesis urged her to go on.  �But Lachesis
also says our work must continue, and the Spindle of Life must spin.�  Her
voice dwindled to a whisper.

�How?  How?  Without my sight I cannot select the right threads when
the chimes sound!�  Atropos rocked violently and rubbed her eyes.  �Hope-
less.  It�s all hopeless.�

Lachesis grasped her sister�s hands and pulled them from her eyes.  She
embraced her and tapped her sister�s ear.  Writing a second time, Lachesis
outlined a plan.  She motioned for Clotho to continue.

Clotho took a deep breath.  �Together we will fulfill our duty.  Lachesis
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will let me know when the chimes ring.  I will be the voice that alerts you,
Atropos, should you be busy and not hear.  Together we will guide you to the
spool of  threads.  Lachesis will lead you to the appropriate thread.  Eventu-
ally, once you grow accustomed to your blindness, you will venture outside as
before.�

Clotho paused, stretched her legs for the first time in hundreds of  years.
She missed the crackling of  the fire, the howling of  the winds.  She glared at
the room where Mother Fate lay.

Lachesis linked their hands once more.  She tapped the wheel and smiled
encouragement to Clotho.  Through clenched teeth, Clotho read.  �Lachesis
wrote one more thing ... though we have lost much, we have a great op-
portunity to gain.�

�Gain?  Gain what?� asked Atropos.  She turned her unseeing eyes to
Lachesis.

But it was Clotho who spoke for the eldest sister, reading the final few
words Lachesis had written.  �As war ravages the land of  the mortals below,
their lives become dependent on each other.  Like war upon mortals, our
disobedience to our responsibilities wreaks havoc upon our lives.  Mother
Fate told us our happiness rests with our adherence to duty.  If  we cannot
learn to abide the dictates of our spirit, then how can the mortals?�

cd

On the Keshan plains below Mt. Tanartu, Miramea breathed the sage
drifting on the night air.  She scrubbed a stained hand across her cheek, brush-
ing away sweat and grime.  �Where did the days vanish?  Boot prints and
blood are all I see.  Why have the Fates brought War and stolen from me my
choice of  husband?  Once I had a suitor to warm each of  my hands; now all
that is left in my hands is naught but a chalice of  sorrow.�

She raised her hands to the heavens where heavy, black clouds sagged,
pregnant with unspent rain.  A storm rumbled in the distance.  Behind her, the
door to her hut opened.  A square of light fell upon the footpath, and the
cries of the wounded stepped out to mingle with the howling of the wind.
Miramea sighed and turned to enter the hut, hoping that the Fates would
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bring the war to an end.  �What happiness would I have known if I had
decided my own future?�



THE GIFT HORSETHE GIFT HORSETHE GIFT HORSETHE GIFT HORSETHE GIFT HORSE
Jack Rice

It happened in the marketplace of Oudath.  Dou Nathor was gawking,
as usual, when he bumped into a rough-looking fellow, wearing the local
dress of  a cleric.  The fellow objected coarsely.  Dou scowled.  I tugged at
Dou�s cloak.

�Apologize to the man, Dou.  Tell him it was an accident and let�s be on
our way.�  Dou offered me a nasty look as well.

�To apologize is weak.  I am Dou Nathor.  I am Dracinthe!�
He�s a little rough around the edges.  I�m trying to teach him, but it�s not

easy.
The cleric committed a serious error.  He drew his saber.  Faster than the

human eye can follow, the fellow�s head lay in the dusty market square, teeth
chattering spasmodically.  The crowd screamed and leaped back from the
fountain of blood.  The corpse tottered, then fell like a broken tree.  Dou
wiped his great sword on the fallen body, then replaced it in the sheath upon
his back.  Angry murmurs rippled through the crowd.  He spoke.

�We go?�
�Yes, Dou, we go.  We go fast!�
Thus we were compelled to leave Oudath in haste and without profit.

We galloped through the countryside, always selecting the road with the least
traffic.  After only a few leagues we outdistanced the lackluster pursuit of the
Oudath civil guard, who apparently felt us not worth the cost of their own
blood.  We walked our horses along a road empty of  traffic.

Dou Nathor is a Dracinthian.  I visited their land once, on a trading
voyage gone amiss.  It is a forbidding place; a land of  ice and rock.  Deep
fjords extend stony fingers into the cold Ocean of Ice that surrounds it.

His people value strength and courage above all else.  Among them, he
was not an uncommon specimen, although he represented the best of his
race in both physical and mental ability.  It is said that in times of  famine
Dracinthe women will deliberately allow their weakest offspring to starve, in
order to insure the strongest will survive.  A harsh lesson in subsistence eco-
nomics.
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Dou stands twenty hands high, exactly twice my own diminutive height.
His arms are as thick as a man�s leg; his legs are two knotted tree trunks.  He
usually wears his golden hair braided and twisted into a bun, in the fashion of
his people.  He shaves his sparse beard from time to time, another custom of
his race.

The hilts of  his great sword project above his left shoulder.  Over his
back is slung a round, ironbound shield with a hole in the center through
which he can insert a pommard dagger during combat.  A black tajtiq knife
rides close against his left side.  He is clothed in a tight-fitting jerkin, trousers,
and knee-high boots�all made from the multicolored skin of K�Dar, the
Serpent God he slew in Ti�Kush.  The colored scales would glint in a rainbow
of colors when struck by the sun.

Dou had set out upon a quest to accumulate adventures and return to his
land a hero, securing himself  a place among the pantheon of  great raconteurs.
During the long, forbidding Dracinthe winters, as they huddle around the
lodge fires, praying the soup will last until spring, the storyteller naturally as-
sumes great importance.  The man or woman who spins clever tales of high
adventure, stalwart bravery, and thrilling romance delivers their listeners sur-
cease from sorrow.  No storyteller, no matter how old or feeble, is turned
away from a Dracinthe hearth.  Their names are honored through the genera-
tions.

Dou was doing okay on the adventure part, although his sense of narra-
tive style still had a long way to go.

Our mounts wearily climbed another hill.  Dou reined in his horse at the
crest.  I halted my pony next to him and stood in my stirrups, allowing the
breeze to cool my saddle-sore rear.  I hate hard riding, but I�m not partial to
hanging or beheading, our fate had we failed to escape the inflamed citizenry
of Oudath.

The sun peered through jagged gaps in the Lamashtu Mountain range to
the west.  The mud brick walls of a town glowed golden red, then the gold
melted into the bloody purple stain of  evening darkness.

�That is Mal Tenath?� Dou asked.  He is a strong brute, but not particu-
larly well traveled.

I, on the other hand, despite my somewhat limited physique, have trav-
eled far and wide.  �It is Mal Tenath,� I said.  �You�ve never been here?�
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�Never.  Have you, Mohai?�
�Once, many years ago.  It is an isolated place.  They welcome any diver-

sion.  I expect we will do well.�
Dou tapped his horse�s flank with his heels.  The animal started forward,

and my pony stumbled after.  By the time the road faded into a gray blur we
reached the city gates.  Even Dou sighed a bit when he dismounted.  The
guards were reasonably presentable and unreasonably civil.  They stood in-
side circles of torch light and bade us approach.

�Welcome strangers!  Welcome to Mal Tenath!  Come forward and enter
our lovely city!�

I have entered many towns where the people were extraordinarily pleas-
ant, but never this pleasant.  I gave Dou�s cloak a tug.  He was already shaking
hands with the first guard, while the second clasped his shoulder, beaming
into his face.  Dou swatted at my hand.

�What is it, Mohai?  Are you feeling left out?�  He turned to the guards.
�My companion is welcome as well, no?�  He reached down and pulled me
forward, my toes dragging in the dust.  I slapped his hand away and regained
my feet, my dignity only slightly wounded.

�I want to talk to you for just a moment.�  Dou nodded to the guards
and shrugged.  I pulled him a few paces away.  �You don�t think they�re a little
too friendly?�

Dou shrugged.  A typical response.
�I dunno.  What�s wrong with being friendly?�
�Nothing, I suppose.  Just seems odd, that�s all.�
�We�ve traveled all this way.  Let�s at least look around.�
For a mighty barbarian, Dou liked his comforts.  He intended to find the

liveliest inn and try his luck with the ladies.  Dou is strong, blond, and extraor-
dinarily handsome.  His smile positively radiates charm.  I am quite his oppo-
site: standing a mere ten hands tall, weighing four stone; about the size of a
four-year-old, without the childish softness.  I am normally proportioned in
my arms, legs, and trunk and am a fully mature man, if  you know what I
mean.  I hate Fate for giving him so much and me so little.  Still, Mal Tenath
residents were known to be avid tenagyi players, and I have some modest
skill in games of chance.

Dou shrugged his big dumb shrug again.  His confidence was as swollen
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as his arms and chest.  I set aside my foreboding.
We walked back to the guards.  Dou bowed to them, sweeping his arm

down grandly, aping nobles he had seen do the same.
�I am called Dou Nathor, Dracinthian.�
I pushed his cloak away from in front of me and gave only a courtesy

bow.  �Mohai ben Trais�ì, physician, conjurer, and mentalist.�  Might as well
get it all out at once.

They nodded to me with a reasonable degree of courtesy and did not
stare more than is common.  As a little person you do get used to it.  At least
they didn�t say: �Why look, a midget!�

This is the common term, although personally I find it offensive.  Of
course, most people rarely see a true case of hypopituitary dwarfism.

Born thirty-five years ago in the Southern Kingdom, I developed nor-
mally until age three, when my playmates continued their growth and I did
not.  It was soon apparent I was not going to increase in size.  I dreaded
puberty but passed through normally.  Well, as normally as anyone my size
could.

The guards directed us to �the best inn in town.�  As soon as we entered
the courtyard, an eager boy reached out to claim our packs and saddlebags.

The inn was like any other: rowdy drunks, morose drunks, talkative drunks;
along with the usual compliment of  farmers, tradesmen, merchants, and the
requisite fat innkeeper.  The only distinction this one could claim was the
presence of  not one busty, friendly barmaid, but two�identical twins.  No
doubt a profitable oddity.  They were bouncy lasses with ready smiles.  Per-
haps not scholars of  the Ancient Knowledge, but learning isn�t everything.
They went by Annalise and Annabelle�which was which was indiscernible
to me.

The extraordinary friendliness continued through the evening.  While Dou
charmed the twins and shared tales of  blood and fear with the young bucks
that accumulated around him, I scared up a couple of  tenagyi players.

Tenagyi is an unsophisticated game, played with only one die and a simple
board pattern.  Of course, I have my angel to help me and that makes it a lot
easier to win.

When I was a child ... well, you can imagine it was not a happy time.  My
mother suffered greatly on my part as well.  When she realized that I had this
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power, she told me that it was an angel from the gods sent to assist me.  For
many years I believed her and thought that invisible spirits floated like magical
butterflies above me, with gossamer wings and such.  Sometimes I wish I still
thought that was true.  The reality is much more mundane, but still useful.

After about three hours, I was ahead a modest amount.  Since we in-
tended to spend a few days in Mal Tenath, I didn�t plan to walk away the big
winner this night, just hit the rubes for enough to inspire revenge.  As soon as
the fattest purse in town came along, I�d clean him for as much as possible,
and we would discreetly blow town.  Dou�s job was to protect my delicate
little black hide during the course of  our stay.

I decided to do my fortune-telling bit.  I gathered a crowd with a jug-
gling demonstration.  I started with a simple three-ball cascade, then reversed
into a shower, then a half-reverse shower, adding balls, until I slid into a cross
pattern and finished with a five ball chop.  The crowd was suitably impressed.
Silver pennies rang into my upturned turban.

Through the pattern of  spinning balls, I saw one of  the barmaids eyeing
my work, distracted from Dou�s story of  the moment.  He glanced over his
shoulder at me and scowled.  I know he gets sore when I steal the attention,
but these people have seen big strong men with swords before.  I am truly an
oddity.

I�d been standing on a table, so the crowd could get a better view.  Then
I took a seat behind the table, and ten or twelve patrons crowded around,
sitting or standing.  Word seemed to have spread.  I saw several housewives
pushing their ample forms against the rearmost gawkers, steadily plowing to
the front for this unheard-of distraction in their dull routine.

I started with a little palm reading, keeping it soft and easy.  The usual
stuff.

�You will have a long life��to the old guy about to croak.
�You will father many sons��to the newlywed stud, worried about

how he would measure up.
Telling the future is just telling people what they want to hear.  I learned

that the hard way.  I don�t lie to them, but if  disaster looms I always try to
give the victim an out.  No one can escape Fate, but it is dangerous to deny
them hope.  Without hope, there is only desperation�desperation leads to
violence.  When you�re my size, you won�t survive very long by making people
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violent.
By now it was quite late.  The diminished flow of coins indicated that the

resources of the crowd were depleted for the night.  I gave them a quick
ballad, accompanying myself on the oud, then bade them a good night.  As
the townsfolk dispersed, the murmurs indicated a good time was had by all.
Always leave �em laughing.

The tavern keeper shooed the stragglers out with a diffident, �Closing
time.  Closing time.  Sorry, it�s the law, you all know that well.  Closing time!�

I scooped my paraphernalia into my bag and trotted across the sticky
floor toward the stairs to our room.  In the interests of both economy and
safety, Dou and I usually shared our quarters.

Dou remained leaning against the bar.  The twins dumped their trays
loaded with used mugs and bowls into the kitchen sink and scurried back to
the overgrown barbarian.  They attached themselves on either side and jointly
whispered into his ears.  He nodded and wrapped a thick arm about each
waist.  Then, three abreast, they awkwardly ascended the staircase.  The girls�
giggles trailed off  as they rose from sight.

I arranged for another room with Barley the tavern keeper, who was
only too happy to rent it.  Aside from Dou and I, the inn was devoid of
guests.  I chose a room at the far end of  the hall, as far from Dou�s as
possible.  From previous experience I know it is a mistake to occupy an
adjoining room when he has company.  I slept well.  I assume he did too,
eventually.

The pleasure of  a real bed kept me from rising early.  I found Dou in the
common room, drinking tea and destroying the better part of a slab of
bacon and pile of  fried potatoes.  A large bowl of  scrambled eggs was half
depleted.  A shattered tower of  pancakes leaned precariously.  He broke his
rhythm only to grunt.

�Sleep good?�
�Oh yes.  Tip top.  How about you, Dou?�
�Like a log.�  Dou is not one to use more words than needed.  Perhaps

he owns only a few and fears he will run out, hoarding them against some
future need.  If he was ever to become a storyteller, he was going to have to
learn to spend his words a little more freely.

I helped myself to a plate and scooped food onto it.  The innkeeper was
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no niggard when it came to the board he offered.  Then, after all, we�well,
I�had filled the inn for most of the evening and kept the crowd there late.
There are some innkeepers too stingy to recompense a man for that, but
Barley was a good enough fellow, as innkeepers go.

When he saw me, he made his way over and sat down at the end of the
table, where he could talk to us both easily.  He watched Dou for moment as
he continued consuming enough food for three normal-size men, then he
looked at me.  He shrugged, and I didn�t need any special powers to know he
was thinking that my diminutive needs balanced Dou�s pillaging of  the pantry.

He took a moment to run both hands over his thinning hair, as though to
satisfy himself it was still there.

�The food is to your liking.�  It wasn�t a question, given the way Dou was
putting it away.

I answered for both of  us.  �Oh, very good.  No complaints.�  Dou
nodded and kept chewing.

The innkeeper eyed us curiously.  �You know it�s the festival of  Erishkagel
here?�

�Really?� I answered.  It�s always a festival of  some god or goddess in
these dusty little towns.  Who keeps track?

He stood suddenly.  �Just wondered if  you had come for that.�
�Is it a big festival?�
He rested his paunch on the edge of the table.
�Runs for the 28 days of  the Moon of  Erishkagel.  It�s lucky you came.

It�s not propitious to have the festival without strangers.�
�Really?�  I wasn�t all that interested in the quaint religious customs of the

region, not being much of  a believer.  If  you ask me, if  there are gods and
goddesses, they have a rather sick sense of  humor.  Barley sensed my disinter-
est and wandered away.

When Dou finished feeding the fires of his appetite, we walked about
the city.  Mal Tenath is a curiously formed place, built into cliffs and hillsides;
streets and alleys wander and writhe among the dwellings.  Shopkeepers and
tradesmen live where they work, their shops in front, facing the street, natu-
rally.  Many of  them invited us inside to tour their premises.  They seemed
anxious to be good hosts, and we consumed many cups of the local green
tea, a fresh, stimulating drink, along with many pipefuls of  kaffir.
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Most of the shops opened onto courtyards in the rear, from which the
living quarters led, rooms carved deep into the cliffs.  It was explained to us
that the rock here was rather soft and easily worked.  The walls and floors
were enlivened and warmed with wool rugs of  many colors.  The people of
this region recline on large silk-covered pillows, with low tables conveniently
placed about.  Servants and family live as one and are sometimes hard to
distinguish from one another.  We saw a general atmosphere of  prosperity, at
least where we went.

By midmorning we reached a large open square that served as market-
place and general meeting area for the residents.  Awnings of  many colors,
patched and patched many times with an eclectic variety of fabrics, colors,
and patterns, presented a kaleidoscope swirl around the borders of the area,
goods spread underneath for the shoppers� perusal.

Everywhere we went the crowd parted to get a better look at the odd
couple.  The big barbarian, shining sword grips sticking above his left shoul-
der, ironbound shield over his back, all muscle and swagger; the glistening fall
of  his golden hair flashing in the sharp Mal Tenath sun.  Men stepped aside
carefully from his path.

I trailed in his wake.  I must walk briskly to keep up with him, even
though he slows his pace to accommodate me.  At least he parts the crowd
and spares me the jolting and treading that is otherwise my doom.

He stopped for a moment, allowing me to catch up, then bent to speak.
�What�s that up ahead?�  He nodded into the distance.
I looked where he indicated, but all I could see was the crowd�s legs.
�I can�t see what you�re talking about.  Your view is somewhat better

than mine.�  I raised my arms, indicating that he could lift me up.  He set me
onto his shoulders.  We have traveled this way through crowds from time to
time.  If he is not insulted to be used as beast of burden, I am not insulted to
make such use of him.

Dou pointed to a gold-capped ziggurat a few blocks away, poking above
the rest of  the structures.  It was obviously a temple, constructed of  black
basalt, not a local stone.  A great expenditure of labor and fortune must have
been required to quarry and transport it to this dun-colored town, then erect
it.  I explained the building�s purpose to the boy.

�They worship their gods inside a building?  Why, when the gods are
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everywhere?�  He had a point.
�Different people, different customs, Dou.�
He shrugged, lifting me a few inches up and then back down.  As I rode

his shoulders in this manner, I noticed a man making his way through the
throngs.  Amid the swirls of  different colors worn by the crowd, this man
stood out, wearing robes of black .  His head was hooded against the glaring
sun, leaving his face in shadow.  He strode on an intercepting course that
brought him before us in due time.  The crowd shrank back a bit to give him
room.  He nodded his greeting to our combined selves.  Dou swung me to
the ground.  My head spun a bit with rapid change in elevation.  It�s discon-
certing to be slung about like a sack of  flour.

�Welcome, strangers.  Welcome to Mal Tenath.  I am Brother Norcet,
Assistant Priest of  the Temple.�  He tossed his head backward to show us
where the temple lay.  Everyone was so friendly.  He looked at Dou closely.
�Yes, welcome indeed.�

He glanced at me and nodded.  �And you, of  course, master.  I hear you
are blessed by the goddess Ea with many gifts.�  In these parts, Ea is the
goddess of magic and wisdom.  I nodded my acknowledgment.

He turned his eyes back to Dou.
�It is almost the end of  the celebration of  Erishkagel.  Your arrival is

most propitious.�  He actually rubbed his smooth palms together while his
eyes traveled up and down Dou�s physique in an interested way, as one might
size up an animal at auction.  He glanced at me briefly with a look that seemed
to ask my pardon for what he was about to say.  I noticed that the word
�propitious� had popped up twice this morning.

�During the Moon of  Erishkagel we hold the Goddess�s celebration.  If
during that period a man of surpassing strength and power presents himself,
he takes on the role of the Enlil.  He resides in the temple for the period,
during which time he receives every courtesy we can offer.�

�What�s the catch?� Dou asked in his thick Dracinthian accent.  Even
Dou is not so ignorant as to accept a proposal like this unquestioned.  He
translated the rather blunt language of his homeland without any flourishes
of  courtesy.  Of  course, among civilized peoples, to speak plainly is consid-
ered barbaric.

The priest spread his hands, the gesture meant to emphasize his inno-
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cence.
�Catch?�  He seemed genuinely confused.  I stepped forward to gain his

attention.  He looked down.
�What my blunt-speaking companion means is only this: What is ex-

pected of him?  Not being familiar with the duties of the �Enlil� during the
festival of  your goddess.�  You never want to offend the local religion.  Not
if you want to live to be old.

He nodded his understanding.
�Of course.�  He leaned forward so as to exclude the crowd and dropped

his voice to a softer level.  �It is the fertility blessing.  All we demand of  you
is your seed.�  He winked.

Dou smiled.  �I can give you as much of that as you may need.�
I had no doubt of that.  Dou is in the first flower of manhood, and his

appetites are rampant.
The priest�s eyes then regarded me.
�I�m afraid ...�  His voice trailed away, not wanting to come out and say

what he had to say.  I felt a bit mean and just stood there, as though not
understanding his intent.

�Well, you see ...�  Again he leaned close, so as not to share his words
with the crowd, which had resumed its ebb and flow around us.  �The whole
point is to pass the best man�s seed ...�  He flinched a bit.  When he saw that
I was going to make him say it, he spat it out in one breath.

�It�s for the best and the strongest!  Perhaps it should be for the most
learned and cleverest as well, but that is not the tradition of  the Goddess.
You will no doubt find Master Barley accommodating for the duration, or
any number of our leading citizens would be happy to have a man of your
talents as their guest.�

I finally relented and smiled.
�Of course, Priest.�
Dou bent to me.  �You don�t mind, do you Mohai?�  The look on his

smiling face was like that of a child being invited by an indulgent relative to
stay for the weekend.

I felt protective of  him; he�s so empty of  guile.  I faced the priest.  �He
can leave the Temple?�

The priest shook his tonsured head slowly side-to-side.  �For purification
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purposes, the ceremonies require he stay within the Temple confines.  But
you, or anyone else, may visit him as you like.�  He paused.  �During suitable
hours, of  course.  The Temple is closed to visitors at night.�  I nodded my
understanding and turned to Dou.

�Well then, off  you go, my lad.  Don�t strain yourself  in the first few
days.�  That elicited a laugh from him.  Then Dou strode off  behind the
priest.  The crowd parted before them like a sirocco wind parting the Shal-
low Sea.

It is hard for others to understand that I am a man trapped in a child-size
body.  Being twelve years older than Dou, I am the mature one, the decision
maker, the leader.  I am not his clansman, nor his superior, however.  We are
a partnership of  complementary abilities.  Together we make one fairly good
man.

As for this �festival,� they are common in many lands I have traveled.  I
suppose a cynic would snigger, but they serve a useful purpose.  These little
villages and towns need all the children they can generate.  An infertile couple
is a problem for the entire community.  So once a year they take the best the
surrounding countryside might offer and give the anointed one a chance to
�spread things around�, to put it indelicately.  Children of  the festival are al-
ways considered a gift of  whatever god or goddess is involved, so everybody�s
happy, not the least of  which the chosen one.

Typically, this is all carried out with circumspection, so as to prevent any
hard feelings later on.  Sometimes the identity of the chosen male is hidden,
sometimes it�s the women who are masked, sometimes both.  I gathered that
here in Mal Tenath it was kept discreetly quiet on both sides.  I appreciated the
wisdom of that.

Over the next two days I was entertained in several homes, and my
tenagyi skills were fully exercised.  I worked my way through several deter-
mined players, careful to lose from time to time, but always vanquishing the
best player at the table sooner or later.  This served to encourage those with
even greater financial resources to have a try.  To keep everyone happy I
juggled and told fortunes as well.

On the morning of  the fourth day of  our stay, I went to the temple to
see how Dou was making out in his role of stud.  I entered through an high
arch cut into the native mountain rock, leading into a wide, square atrium,
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open to the sky, forming a courtyard with galleries around three sides, ulti-
mately leading to the temple entrance inside the black ziggurat.  The gardens
flowed around the temple itself, leading to a collection of buildings that
housed the various priests, neophytes, and attendants, as well as the usual
offices, libraries, meeting rooms, and the like.  Priests and priestesses ambled
along the galleries or strolled the garden paths, appearing to be engaged in
conversations of the most learned kind.  Guards pointed me to the abbey
entrance, and a young girl dressed in a thin muslin shift led me to where Dou
resided.

He waved a languorous arm from the mound of  pillows on which he
reclined.

�Come on in, Mohai!  Welcome to my own personal taste of  the after-
life.�  The Dracinthe believed that they passed on to a great hall when they
died, where every delight of the flesh or spirit would be theirs�if they were
true to the severe standards of their code.  A simple concept for a people
whose life on Earth was nearly Hell itself.

I took a seat next to him and cast my gaze over the loaded table before
him.  Every delicacy the town could produce was arrayed in exquisite pottery
dishes on gleaming brass trays: salty fish roe mixed with boiled egg and
spread on tiny pieces of toasted bread; steamed or fried bits of dough stuffed
with savory meats and vegetables; plates stacked with thin slices of smoked
beef, jerked chicken, grilled pork or fish, either cold or steaming in fragrant
sauces.  I thought Dou appeared a bit bloated.

�You look like a calf  being fattened for the feast.  What�s going on here?�
Dou, as usual, shrugged.  �You would look into the gift horse�s mouth to

check its age, Mohai.  Do not question good fortune.  Accept the grace of the
gods as they grant it.�  He popped a triangle of toasted bread heaped with
the roe and boiled egg mixture into his mouth, then chased it with a great
swallow of  beer.

�And the visitors?  Been sowing the fertile fields of  Mal Tenath?�
He nodded.  �Sure.  They tell me that the festival is almost over.�  He

sighed.  �The women have been ...� he groped for the word �... uh, fre-
quent.�  He gave me a big smile to show his satisfaction.

Something about this whole deal bothered my little angel, but so far I
hadn�t caught a sniff  of  what was wrong.  For some unfathomable reason I
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cannot read Dou�s future or receive more than an inkling of  my own.  The
gods are fickle.

He leaned back with a sigh.  �Yup.  What a great life.  I�m going to be
sorry when this month is over.�  He pushed further back into the pillows and
closed his eyes.  In a few moments he was snoring softly.  Discreet servants
removed the used dishes.  The same girl escorted me back to the entrance.

I sat on a bench outside the inn that afternoon and ignored the longing
looks of  passersby hoping for a quick juggle or palm-reading.  What was
going on in this town?  Why had there been no new arrivals at the inn in all the
time we�d been here?

I asked the twins, Annabelle and Annalise, about the festival of Erishkagel.
They spoke with a curious pattern, completing each other�s sentences and
sometimes speaking together.  This habit made their narrative somewhat hard
to follow.

The first one spoke: �It is said that once the women of this land, tiring of
the rigors of childbirth ...�

The other took up the story: �... refused congress with their men, thus
dooming the people to slow extinction.�

Then, they switched back.
�Erishkagel visited them one night, each woman in turn, and planted

within them a flame of unquenchable desire ...�
�... So they were overcome and joined with their men.  In fact, so over-

whelmed with desire were they, there was a great orgy and after that many
children were born.�

They delivered the last line, obviously from rote, in unison: �Thus, the
people of the city were saved from extinction by the blessings of the God-
dess Erishkagel.�

I nodded for them to continue.
�But in the years following, the men of  the land objected to the orgy,

saying that they did not want to share the bodies of their wives with other
men.  So it came to pass that one man was selected, preferably a traveler, to
continue the ceremony, without planting seeds of  jealousy along with seeds
of men.�

�I see.�  My little angel told me the girls were telling only part of the
truth, and I was determined to have the whole.  I realized that my frontal
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approach had been of  no use and determined to employ subterfuge to learn
Dou�s future.

I set up my table in the market, next to a hospitable rug merchant, happy
to lure customers for his goods by allowing them to sit before me while I
read the crystal.  He created a darkened enclosure by hanging rugs from the
awning above his entry and provided suitable pillows as seats for me and my
clients as well.  In return, I saw that the shopkeeper would be blessed with
many children and grandchildren.  They would give him care and respect in
his old age.  Both of us were satisfied with this exchange.  I had even told him
the truth.

As customers came to me for a reading, I attempted to steer their thoughts
toward the end of the month, the waning of the moon, only a day or two
from now.

�Turn your thoughts to the future, so that the power of  the crystal can
focus upon it.  We must direct the crystal�s mystical powers toward the future
and not the past.�  It didn�t really matter about the crystal.  I could read their
futures, at least to some degree, just by holding something of theirs, or touch-
ing their hand briefly.  Not all of  it, for to know a man�s entire future would
be like living his life for him.  But enough to reassure or warn them, as
necessary.

The soldier heard: �You will be brave in battle.  When you are away your
wife honors your memory every night.�  I did not see any point in adding that
she did so with another man.  It is said, �If ignorance is bliss, then it is folly to
be wise.�

The caravan merchant heard: �Diversify your holdings, for there are un-
settled times ahead.�  There are always unsettled times ahead, sooner or later,
and diversifying one�s wealth is always a good idea, is it not?  I sensed he had
made an over-commitment to the olive oil market and this was keeping him
awake at night.  Perhaps a more conservative investment strategy was in
order.

The barren woman heard: �Go to the temple this night, when the moon
is set, and join with the barbarian.  Nine months from that day you will bring
forth a fine boy.�  We would be long gone in nine months.  My little angel told
me she was ovulating that week and perhaps Dou could accomplish what her
husband could not.
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From each I sensed some darkness that lay in their thoughts concerning
the end of the festival month.  When I told the woman to visit Dou that
night, I almost jumped, for a darkness filled her that frightened me.

The evening sky had melted into another gaudy Mal Tenath sunset when
Brother Norcet, the Assistant Priest, slipped into my makeshift parlor.  He sat
on the cushion across from me, then glanced around to assure himself we
were alone.

�I have a question for you, little sorcerer.�
I shook my head.  �I am not a sorcerer, good priest.  It is the gods who

speak through the blessed crystal, an ancient relic of  the Temple of  Karnak.�
He smiled softly.  �Be that as it may.  It looks like a rather nicely made ball

of glass to me.�  His hand fluttered towards it, but he did not touch it.  �I�ve
heard they make them by the hundreds in towns along the coast, floats for the
fishing nets.�  Well, he could have been right about that.  I did not use it when
we plied the coastal towns.  There I used my magic obsidian god-stone.

�If you do not believe in my powers, priest, then how can I help you?�
�Oh, I believe in your powers, my small tenagyi-playing friend.�  He

reached out suddenly and seized my hand with a determined grip.  �Tell me
my future!�

I can�t always control my angel.  Sometimes it courses through me very
powerfully, sometimes it is only a tickle of  intimation.  This vision seemed to
explode into my head like the fireworks of Adad.  My head fell back, my
voice was dragged from my throat.

�You are standing at the top of  ... it is ... I see ... it is the temple ziggurat.
You stand at the top.�  I shook with effort.  �You are robed all in cloth of
gold.  You wear a tall crown.�

Through the roaring confusion of image and sound inside my head, I
heard him exclaim, �I will be the one!�  I did not know what �one� he meant,
but the vision seemed to indicate that he had risen high in the ranks of the
priesthood.  The vision continued.

�You hold a bloody dagger ...�  I stopped then, for what I saw fright-
ened me into silence.  In the one hand he held a dagger, in the other, the still-
quivering heart of a man.  Upon the altar of the temple was the torn body of
Dou!

�What else?�  He leaned very close, and his eyes became black chips of
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flint.  �What else do you see, little sorcerer?�
I knew it would be fatal to reveal the extent of my vision.  The priest

clutched my arm so hard I cried out.  �That is all!  The crystal is dark!�
He released his grip at once, apologizing.  �I am sorry, Master Mohai.

But you have gladdened my heart.�  He stood hastily and bowed, then tossed
a purse that jingled heavily as it landed on the table.  �You don�t know the
years of sacrifice ...�  He said nothing more, just turned and left as secretly as
he�d come.

I sat stunned.  They intended to sacrifice Dou to their goddess when the
festival ended.  I suppose that was one way to appease jealous husbands.  It
also explained quite clearly why the town was empty of strangers and why
we had met no one on the road.  I suppose everyone in the area knew about
the tradition and stayed away until the Enlil had been chosen or the festival
was over and it was safe to travel in the area.

I quickly stashed my belongings and thanked the rug merchant for the use
of  his facilities.  I made my way through the evening throngs, buffeted and
trod upon in the process.  Just as I arrived at the temple gates, they swung
closed.  A guard stepped forward to meet me.

�No one permitted inside until morning prayers, Doctor Trais�ì.  Sorry.�
We were on good terms, as I had let him win a few silver pennies the previ-
ous night.

�My good man!�  I couldn�t for the life of me recall his name.  �I only
wish to call for a moment upon my partner and friend.�

The guard shook his head.  �It is forbidden ...�  He cast a quick glance
over one shoulder, then the other.  He quickly bent down and whispered, �...
unless you are one of the women celebrants who come with the rising of the
moon.  Then you can slip in through the side door.�  He gestured with a toss
of  his head toward a narrow alley.  �Third door on the left.  The priests
guard it and allow only women inside during the celebratory nights.  No men
can pass.�  He straightened and assumed a businesslike tone as his sergeant
approached.  �You can see him in the morning.�

�Of  course.  Thank you.�  I bowed and then walked away, stopping in a
fine little tavern off the temple square to dine and wait until the rising of the
moon.

If  there is one advantage to being small, it�s that I can move through the
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night without attracting undo attention.  Noises made during my furtive jour-
neys in the dark have been blamed on cats, dogs, beggars, and thieves, but
rarely am I spotted.  As soon as full dark descended I pulled my robes tightly
about me and began my prowl through the quiet streets around the perimeter
walls of the temple.

The main gate was guarded, with torches brightly lighting the approaches.
Only someone who possessed the power of invisibility could have entered
that way.  However, like all large building complexes, other buildings had
grown up around it, so at some points the walls stood further into the street
than others, forming recesses and dark pools in which a discreet person could
hide.  I am nothing if not discreet.

I made my way to the rear area of the structure, approximately where
Dou�s suite would be, if  memory served.  The walls of  the temple were
nearly twice the height of  a normal man�to me they were sheer cliffs.  I
looked to see if  their construction would allow me to climb, but the blocks
were smoothly plastered, the cracks too small even for me.

I was running out of ideas to gain entry when I came upon a ventilation
grate in the wall, a square hole with three bars that secured it from passage by
a normal-sized person.  The gaps between the bars were plenty wide enough
for me, except the grate stood high above my head.

A slender palm tree swayed in the night breeze.  I was struck by inspira-
tion.  I shinnied up the palm, which leaned as my weight ascended the narrow
trunk.  I steered it toward the wall and by subtly shifting my position, the
topknot of fronds finally came to rest against the grate.  I inched my way
along until I reached the wall, then squeezed through a gap between the bars.
When released from my small burden, the tree flipped upright again.  With
the exception of a few palm fronds on the ground, no one would be the
wiser.

The air shaft led through the thick wall.  The other end was also barred,
but I slipped down to the floor by holding the bars and then dropping quietly
to the floor.  Torches lit the hall at intervals, but, as the maintenance of  torches
is a costly and time-consuming chore, they were spaced only as necessary to
prevent plunging the hallways into total darkness.  I stood flattened against the
wall in a pool of shadow for many minutes, but not one sound came to me.
I crept in the direction of  Dou�s quarters like a cat stalking.
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I heard voices down the hall and froze.  They spoke softly.
�Only two more days and the festival ends.  Thank Erishkagel the bar-

barian came along when he did.�
�We will be blessed with some fine men, that is certain.  I wonder what

the daughters�ll be like?�
His companion laughed.  �Pale women, like him, tall, with golden hair?

That would be a change.�  The people of this region are generally not so tall,
and they tend toward black hair and swarthy skin.

�The Goddess will be pleased to eat him.  He�s going to keep her belly
filled for the year.�

�Erishkagel will have no complaints about this one.  I tell you, friend,
we�re in for a great year!�

�How many times have you heard the women�s door used?�
The man chuckled.  �It�s been opening and closing all night long, every

night!�  His chuckles died away.  �It�s best not to think about it, Ramsi.  As far
as I�m concerned, another strong son to work the family orchard when I am
old is fine with me.  Let the women enjoy themselves.  It�s only once a year,
and only if a suitable stranger is available.  The women lost out the last two
years, since word has spread.  Let the barbarian boy have his fun for a few
days.  He�ll be dead as a stone, and our women will be back with us.�

Mal Tenath had seemed like an impossibly friendly town and now I
knew why.

I slipped from dark to dark like a ghost, hoping my little angel was
working to warn me of  danger before my ears or eyes.  Eventually I found a
larger spill of light glowing through the lattice screens of an apartment.  I
peeked through one of  the openings.

Somewhere out of sight a slave sang love ballads in a deep baritone, the
words more a rhythmic chant of  longing and desire than real poetry.  A
drummer kept the time, a steady beat of  give and take, tha-thump, tha-thump,
tha-thump.  One torch sputtered and flickered in the corner, adding more
confusion than light as the shadows shifted and jumped.

It appeared that Dou had not moved from where I had left him.  This
time he was helping himself  to a different delicacy of  Mal Tenath.  I stood
there for some time, trying to figure out how to interrupt him to inform him
that his days, indeed his hours, were numbered.
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I followed the screened wall until I found the entrance to the room.
There was no one about, to provide the ladies discrete access.  The musicians
sang and played in an alcove to one side and could not see the doorway.  My
angel behaved.  I felt no danger.

I waited in the hallway until he and his guest had finished and she dis-
creetly retired.  I slipped up to him in the shadows, but stayed out of reach of
his sword blade.  It�s not a good idea to startle Dou suddenly.

�Dou!�  I used that loudish kind of whisper that one seems to use when
trying to be quiet and make noise at the same time.  He did not stir.  I assumed
he was getting his rest whenever possible.  I found a candlestick that would
allow me to stand at a safe distance and prodded his ribs.  �Dou!�

He sat up, his blade tip poised at my throat.
�Oh.  Hi, Mohai.�  He smiled, then lowered the sword.
�Hi, Dou.�  I swallowed the bile that had jumped into my mouth.  I

drew closer.
�What are you doing here?  I�m supposed to ...� He blushed in the half

light.  �Well, you know ...�
�We have to get you out of  here!�
He just looked at me with that smooth, carefree face.  �We do?  Why?�
I leaned close to him and whispered, �They plan to sacrifice you in a

couple of  days.�
He continued smiling.  �What�s that?�
�Sacrifice, you numbskull!  The high priest is going to cut your heart out

while you�re still using it!�
His eyes darkened.  �They kill people here, for their gods?�
�Yes.  That�s what I�m trying to tell you.  We have to get the Hell out of

town!�  He sprang to his feet, which left me addressing his kneecap.
�Quietly!  Just get your gear and let�s go.�  As for the rest of  our stuff, we

would grab what we could from the inn, saddle our horses, and overcome
the guards.  Well, Dou would do the �overcoming� part.  I would simply ride
as though the Witches of  Darkness pursued us.

Our escape proceeded perfectly.  We stole our way down the hall to the
sally port that served as the women�s� private entrance.  When the two guards
stepped forward, Dou smacked each of them once apiece, and they sank to
the floor.  He reached for the door to push it open, but it opened from under
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his hand.  On the other side of threshold stood Annabelle and Annalise.  They
gasped when they saw him and gasped again when they saw me.

�What are you doing?� they asked in unison.  �You can�t violate the purity
of the cleansing by leaving the temple.�

Dou spoke to the point.  �To Hell with you and your temple!  You�re not
cutting out my heart!�  He pushed them back.

They both looked at me and then back to him, even their slow wits
understanding that I had learned the truth.  Still, they hadn�t quite figured out
that Dou wasn�t going to be available.  �But this is the best night for us.  We
are ripe!�  It is said that women who cohabitate fall into the same cycle.

He pushed past them and suggested an impolite alternative to the two
girls.  Dou�s ungracious remark turned their passion to fury, and they fell upon
him, screaming insults and lashing at him with nails and teeth.  He popped
them both on the chin, first one, then the other, and down they went, but not
before the night watch was alerted.  A clamor in the dark told us we were
discovered.

�Quick, back to the inn, before they realize it�s us.�  I snatched a handful
of his cloak and more or less climbed up onto his back.  He galloped through
the streets.  I tried to guide us as best I could in the confusing maze of  alleys
and byways.  By the time we finally found our way to the inn, the night watch
had realized Dou was gone, and guards had been posted around the inn.

I counted in the dark.  Ten in front, and I assumed an equal number in
back.  By now the gate was no doubt closed against us as well.

Dou started to stride forward.
�Wait, by the Goddess�s Nipples!  Do you want to go to Valhalla to-

night?�
�Better to die with honor than be slaughtered like a sheep!�  His voice

was too loud.
�Maybe no one has to die.�
�How can we get out of town without battle?�
�Shut up, I�m thinking.�  I poked about in my pack and withdrew three

of  my glass crystals.  I walked into the lights of  the torches the guards carried,
tossing the crystals in a simple fountain pattern.  The guards sprang forward.

�Hold!�  The ten of  them clustered around me.  I determined which was
the captain by the gold escutcheon on his shoulder.
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�Problem, Captain?�  I was all innocence.
�The barbarian has left the temple!  It is not allowed.  Where is he?�  The

captain refrained from laying his hand upon me, but his fingers twitched with
the urge to do so.

�Dou?  Left the temple?�  I shrugged.  �I wouldn�t worry about that.
He must have become restless.�  I leaned toward the captain, still tossing the
crystals from hand to hand.  �You know how these barbarian types are,
Captain.  They get the urge to prowl, and there�s no stopping them.�

�He must return.  Where is he?�  His eyes, and the eyes of his men, were
now all watching the lights flickering in the glittering glass balls.

�I don�t know.�  I watched his eyes.  �Shall we consult the crystal?�  I
made the other two orbs disappear, leaving the last spinning in the palm of
my hand.  They leaned forward, twenty eyes fixed on the glass ball as it spun
about.  Suddenly I seized it in my palm and passed my hand over it rapidly.

�Look!  Look deep into the crystal!  It will show you what you wish to
know!�  They could not help themselves now, hypnotized by the patterns of
light swirling in the glass.

�Do you see?�  I urged them with my voice.  �Look, look deeply!  You
see?�

One of  the men seized his fellow�s arm.
�Look!  It is the barbarian.  Oh, spare us!  He will kill us all!�  I stole a

glance at the captain, who seemed to have seen the same thing.  His face was
pink in the red light of the torch.

�Captain,� I said softly.  �Do you see?  The barbarian is in the west end,
by the market!  Did you see?�

He nodded, slowly at first, then more emphatically as the realization
dawned within him that there was a way to avoid the future the crystal had
displayed.

�Come men!  We must surround the marketplace at once!  We�ll head
him off there.�  The ten of them clattered after one another in haste.

Dou ran across the open space and joined me.  �What did you do?�
�I allowed them to make the decision that was in their best interest.�
He shrugged, and the two of  us sprang through the door of  the inn and

charged up the stairs, pushing old Barley to one side.  He protested meekly,
but his mouth shut like a trap when Dou showed him the edge of  his dagger.
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We slung our packs over our backs, Dou taking most of  the load.  He
whispered to me in the dark of our room.  �What about the ones in the
back?  They guard the stable.  I shall kill them!�

�No!�  I hung onto his arm.  �So great a slaughter will have the whole
garrison searching throughout the countryside for us, and word will spread.
You and I will be hunted in every land.  You think no one will recognize a
giant white barbarian and a tiny black conjurer?�

�We must have our mounts.�
�Yes, I know.  Let us get out into the open air and hide for a few mo-

ments more.  I don�t want to be trapped in here.�  We stole down the side
stairs.  Dou used the pommel of  his dagger to smack the head of  a guard
that sat on the foot of the staircase.  Outside, we crouched in the dark.

�Sooner or later the captain is going to remember his duty and then,
vision or no, they will head back.�  I handed my pack to Dou and then ran
into the rear courtyard of  the inn, crying loudly,  �Where�s the corporal of  the
guard?  The captain sent me to find the corporal of the guard!�  The soldiers
stepped out from their hiding places at this noisy intrusion.  One of them
approached.

�I am Corporal Dar.  What message do you bear?�
�The captain and his squad are pursuing the barbarian in the marketplace,

and he needs more men.  He told me to tell you to bring your squad at once!�
I was breathless with excitement.

�Calm down, little man.�  I hate it when people say that.  He seemed to
be in a quandary as to what to do.  Suddenly, in the direction of  the market I
heard Dou bellow a challenge.  That seemed to make up the corporal�s mind
for him, and the ten of them ran off at once.

As soon as they were out of sight, Dou came trotting out from a street
leading to the market.  �You seemed to be having some trouble convincing
them, so I thought I�d help.�

�You did fine.  Let�s get the animals saddled and get out of  here.  We still
have to get past the gate.�

We threw our gear onto the horses haphazardly, lashing everything as
quickly as possible and then leading them toward the gate.  We tried to stay in
the shadows.  The noise of  confused pursuit sounded behind us, growing
closer.
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When we reached the wood-barred gate we saw that it was indeed shut,
with four guards to defend it.  The clamor of our pursuers grew louder
behind us.  Dou shoved me into a shadow by the last building before the gate
and pushed his horse�s reins into my hands.

�No more time for play acting, Mohai.  There are only four of them.�
�It�s not right to kill men for no reason.�
�You may not have a reason, but I do.�  He walked up to the guards

almost casually.  As soon as his huge form appeared in the light, two of  the
soldiers drew their swords, the other two nocked arrows.  Even at such a
close distance, Dou easily deflected the arrows.  When one of  the guards
lunged with his sword, he fell to the ground screaming, the stump of  his arm
spurting blood, the fingers still clenching his weapon as the limb jerked in the
dust.

The archers immediately nocked two more arrows, but before they could
release them Dou leapt between them and swung twice.  Two more bodies
fell, their last breaths escaping from opened throats.  The fourth guard turned
and ran.

I sprang into the gory square, dragging at the animals frightened by the
smell of blood.  Dou had already entered the gatehouse and was straining at
the windlass that raised the gate.  It was a two-man job, and his muscles
bulged with the strain of  turning the heavy gear.  As soon as the gate creaked
up enough to allow the animals to pass beneath, I shouted to him, �Okay,
that�s enough.  Come on!�  He jammed a board into the windlass to hold the
gate open.

I eyed the gate.  It looked to me that I could squeeze through the bars.  I
heard the crash of  approaching boots and armor as the troop finally realized
where we were.  I shouted to Dou, �Cover me with your bow.�  Then I ran
back under the gate and into the gatehouse.  I had to use a chair for a lever to
remove the jamb that Dou had set, and with a crash the gate came down.  I
cut the rope that operated the windlass with my dagger.

I glanced out the gatehouse door to see a number of soldiers run into the
courtyard.  Several of  them raised their bows.  I pushed against the wooden
bars, squeezing myself  between them.  For a moment, I was stuck.  I could
see an archer drawing his bead, and then, with a horrid yank that nearly pulled
my arm out of  its socket, Dou had me free and on the other side.  An arrow
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struck the bar where I had been trapped a split-second later.
We sprang onto our mounts and plunged into the darkness.
�Which way?� Dou called over his shoulder.
�We can�t go back toward Oudath, so we had better head south.  We�re

not far from the border of  Artimisia.  We�ll be safe there.�  The clamor of
the soldiers died into the darkness as we rode for our lives.

After an hour of  hard riding, the horses were spent.  We stopped off  the
road in the dark trees.  No sound of  pursuit came to us.

�You okay, Dou?�
�Yeah, sure.�  A shrug.
�And how are you, Mohai?� I offered.
He ignored my sarcasm; perhaps sarcasm is wasted on him.  �You are

hurt?�  His brow wrinkled.
�No.�  I opened my bag and examined my purse.  �It seems we�ve made

a profit.  We have over two hundred in gold and silver, not to mention a
couple of rings that will fetch a good price in some market.�

He gave me that big smile, full of teeth like a wolf or an ape.  �Gold and
silver are good.  Let me see the rings.�

I took them from my pack.  I�d won them from the owner, an old
herbalist who was a terrible tenagyi player.  One was a tiny figure of  a man,
standing with his arms and legs wide, bordered by a thin hoop of  gold.  In
the figure�s belly was set a glittering white stone.  The other ring was large�
a fat oval of  gold with a deep jet stone, cut with many facets.  The body of
the ring was cast in the form of  a snake eating its tail, the eternal circle.

�Ah!  A snake,� Dou said.  Ever since his encounter with K�Dar, the
Serpent God, he�s had a fascination with snakes.  �I take this as a trophy of
our adventure.�  He slid it onto his little finger.

I slid the other ring onto my thumb, the only finger it fit.  Perhaps I could
find a jeweler to resize it for me one day.

�Sure, Dou�trophies of our adventure.  After all, we might forget Mal
Tenath and need reminding.�

He grunted.  �Right.�
Wasted sarcasm again.  I just nodded in the dark.  �We had better walk

the horses for a ways.�
Another grunt from Dou.
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We strolled down the dark road, under fiery stars wheeling overhead,
slowly circling toward another dawn.
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I�m leaning against a huge stone boulder, listening to the metallic pings of
arrows hitting rock and the deeper clangs of sword meeting sword.  Joqin, a
large and hearty fellow with bright red hair and ruddy cheeks shares my
shelter.  He leans over and holds out a paper bag.  �Henna cake?�

I refuse with a smile.  After traveling with Joqin for two days, I�m well
aware of his love of Henna cakes, and I cannot take one from him.  He nods
and leans back against the rock, taking a round honey colored cake from the
bag and popping it into his mouth.

�Ain�t nothing to worry about, you know,� he says around the mouthful.
�Ain�t anyone in the world that this mob can�t handle.�

I assume �this mob� refers to Hocklin, Armitage, and Stepe, the three
currently enjoined in battle with a rabble of  men behind us.  I don�t doubt
Joqin�s assumption.  From what I have seen of  warrior, mage, and hunter,
they can handle any situation.

An arrow whizzes over our heads, slams into the cliff face in front of us,
and drops to the ground.  Joqin puts the bag down beside him, licks the
crumbs from his fingers, and crawls forward.  He picks up the arrow and
crawls back to our resting spot, dropping the arrow on the pile between us.
None will be useable in the current stoush, but the arrowheads will be re-
cycled later.

�Gonna be bloody killed, we are.�
I turn to look at the figure that reclines on my other side.  A small, skinny

man with mottled skin, he has his arms wrapped over his head to ward off
any errant arrows.  I frown down at him, wondering how such a cowardly
little man could be a part of a courageous quest.

�And all for what?  A bloody old, rusty sword.  I swear, if  I get out of
this alive ...� An arrow passes particularly close to his head, and he screeches
and presses himself flat against the ground.

Joqin crawls forward to retrieve the arrow.  �Yeah?  Just what does
someone like you think you�re going to do to a mage like Armitage, hey?�

The little man, whose name I am yet to discover, snarls and bares his
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teeth.  �Just you wait and see.  I�ve skills that none of you suspect.�
Joqin snorts.  �The only skill you have is avoiding work.�
The man�s face beams a brilliant red, and his jaw opens and closes a few

times.  Just as it begins to dawn on me that he�s about to lose his temper, he
jumps to his feet and grabs hold of me, holding me up in front of him.
�And you�ll be the first to pay, charcoal maker.�  He leaps forward, thrusting
me at Joqin.

I react quickly.  I bend away from Joqin, and for my trouble, I�m slammed
into the boulder.  I turn and glare up at the man.  �I really don�t think this
violence is called for.�

He glares back at me.  �Just do what you�re bloody made for,� he snarls
and lunges again.  This time, I make myself  go limp, and so when I connect
with Joqin�s large stomach, the force is similar to being hit with a wet noodle.

Joqin grabs hold of  me and pulls me from the man�s grip.  �For the
Queen�s sake, man, get a hold of  yourself.�

�As if  I care about the Queen.�  He lunges forward again, this time
brandishing his hands as the weapon.

Joqin holds me out to one side while with the other hand, he grabs hold
of  the little man�s shirt and lifts him high in the air.  �Listen, you raving loony,
if  you�re going to have a go at me, don�t do it in the middle of  a pitched
battle.  Even if you do succeed in killing me, how the hell are you going to
escape those idiots out there?�  He nods to the far side of  the boulder.

Another arrow whizzes by, ruffling the man�s hair.  He shrieks and begins
to cry.  �Put me down!  Put me down!�

With a snort, Joqin drops him, and he crawls back against the rock, blub-
bering.  The cook turns his attention to me.  �Are you all right?�

�Perfectly content, thank you.�  I straighten myself again and give him a
reassuring smile.  He nods and sits back down again but this time leans me
against the boulder on his other side, away from the man.

This I don�t mind, for it gives me the opportunity to study Elma, the
fairy.  She lies over to the side, packed between another large boulder and the
cliff  face.  She is a tiny woman, ripe curves covered in a diaphanous material,
golden hair streaming across her breast.  Her eyes are closed, and she rests on
tattered wings.  It has taken me some time to work out why she is here.
Fairies tend to avoid working with men, yet here is one traveling the length of
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the land with men.  Then I realized that the poor little thing didn�t understand.
Perhaps none of the fairies did anymore.  It was something I will have to
discuss with the Master.

One thing is quite obvious to me: Elma is in a very bad way.  If  she is not
seen to soon, she will die.

A scream echoes through the air, and I grimace.  The sound of death.  It
sickens me.

Joqin laughs.  �One down, three to go,� he chortles.
But Joqin�s desire for blood is in vain.  There is the sound of  a thud, then

the pounding of feet.  A hoarse voice shouts, �Stand and fight, you miscre-
ants.�  But the pounding of  feet disappears into the distance.

Silence reins.  Joqin stands and looks around the edge of  the boulder.
�Scarpered.  Cowards.  Still, what did I tell you?�  He grins at me as he gently
picks me up.  �Safe and sound.�

He walks around the boulder, and we confront our other three compan-
ions.  A tall, muscular figure with golden hair stands near the fallen foe, his
sword drawn and rosy with blood.  He gazes out over the field, as if hoping
the others will return and the fight can recommence.  An equally tall, solidly
built woman with flowing red hair is disappearing around a rock, no doubt
fetching the hidden horse and wagon.

Facing us is a man of medium height, short white hair, and clear blue
eyes.  He wears the robes of  a tenth order mage; robes I am familiar with, for
my Master also wears them. But where the Master always looks slightly lost in
his robes, Armitage wears his like a second skin.

�I take it you are safe?�  He bows his head as he speaks.
I briefly nod to reassure him but give him no more answer.  As far as I

am concerned, Armitage is to blame for this farce, and I will not become
friendly with him.

He nods, then looks over his shoulder.  Stepe is reappearing from behind
the rock, leading the horse and wagon.  �We will need to make camp for the
night.�

�I will ensure we are truly alone.�  Without waiting for a reply, Hocklin
sheaths his sword and begins to stride over the fields, following his prey.

Joqin puts me down against the boulder and walks over to the wagon,
pulling pots and plates out.  Stepe sets off in the opposite direction to Hocklin.
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She will no doubt return in a matter of moments with pheasant to be plucked
and roasted.  Over the past two days, I have noted her connection to the land
is such that she seems to know where the animals will be without seeing them.
I look forward to asking the Master how that could be so.

Armitage walks from behind the boulder with Elma in his arms.  He lays
the fairy down beside me, then moves over to begin a fire.  I lean over to
look at the fairy, and it confirms my earlier suspicions.  She is in great trouble.
I must convince Armitage to speak the ceremony.

The little man skulks out from behind the boulder and lounges against
another, refusing to help.  He interests me.  In the long journey, Joqin has
spoken of everyone but him.  I wonder what he contributes to the quest.

Finally, the fire is set.  Stepe returns with three large pheasants, and they
are soon plucked and staked over the flames.  The smell of  their cooking
flesh begins to fill the air.  Hocklin returns and announces with apparent
dismay that the attackers are long gone.  �But I shall maintain a guard tonight,
for you do not know what other steps the wicked one will take to regain his
prize.�  He glares at me.  I glare back.  Hocklin has no right to belittle my
Master so, and I look forward to the day he realizes that.

As the shadows lengthen, Elma and I are taken closer to the fire to bathe
in its warmth.  The animals are cooked and served, and the only sounds to be
heard are the slurping of  juices and crunching of  bones.  I eat the little that is
given to me with relish.  I do not require a great deal of sustenance, but I do
enjoy what is given me.

Once the meal is done, Stepe leans back on the boulder at her back and
addresses Armitage.  �How long until we return to Whole?�

�A week, I should think.�  The mage leans back on his hands and smiles
with contentment.

�A month.�  Joqin shakes his head.  �We will have been gone an entire
month.  I hope we return to find the Queen is still with us.�

�She lives,� Armitage says.  �We would feel it if  she did not.  The balance
of the land would be gone.�

I wonder what he means.  I try to sense some sort of  balance in the land,
but the only thing I can feel is the uneven ground and the hardness of the rock
I lean against.

�As long as she hangs on until we get there.  I would hate to think we�ve
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gone through all this for nothing,� Joqin nods his head.  �Henna cake, any-
one?�

�She will.  The Wholminome will be returned to its rightful home, and
the land will be restored.�

A shiver runs through me at Armitage�s words.  It has been a long time
since I have heard my true name spoken.  I wonder if he realizes what he has
done.  The ceremony is begun. Will it be concluded?

�My grandmother often spoke of the Wholminome.�  I am surprised by
the wistfulness in Stepe�s voice.  I would not have thought her a sentimental
person.  �She always told me that until the light of the land was returned,
darkness would rule.�

A second shiver runs through me, and I begin to feel heat deep within
me.  I feel a movement and look down at Elma.  Her eyes are open, and she
stares at me with pain and with hope.  Of course, a fairy will realize what the
foolish members of  the quest are doing.  I wonder if  she will attempt to stop
them.

�Darkness rules because men allow it.�  Hocklin speaks with a deep
growl in his voice.  �When men value honor and integrity above riches, dark-
ness will disappear.�

�You don�t understand the importance of  the earth to us.�  Stepe�s voice
echoes with passion.  �The Wholminome is a creature of the earth and so
brings with it the power to heal all of  us.�

Heat grows within me, and I close my eyes, concentrating on that warmth.
It has been so long, I have forgotten how wonderful it feels.

I barely hear the man speak.  �Load of bunkum.  I can�t believe you�ve all
fallen for this old wives tale.�

�Perhaps if  you believed more, you would have been useful,� Stepe says.
�It�s not my fault I�m the wrong Alman,� the man says, his voice ringing

with indignation.  �Blame the all-powerful mage there.�
I shudder, and not from the wonderful warmth that suffuses me.  I

know the name Alman, and I tremble before it.  Thank goodness he isn�t
here.  He would know what is happening and put an end to it.

Still, it explains why they are all here.  A mage, a warrior, a hunter, a fairy,
a cook, and a thief.  All the ingredients of the traditional quest.  I shake my
head.  The Master will be devastated to hear such superstition still exists.
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�That is enough.�  Armitage�s voice cuts into the growing argument,
firm and unbending.  �There will be no more discussion of  this, now and
forever.  Am I understood?�

The final words.
Wholminome
Light of the Land
Creature of the Earth
Heal all of us
Now and Forever
A delicious shudder shakes me, again and again until I feel I am going to

explode.  Then the warmth shoots from me, spreading into space, lighting
the entire world.

�What the hell?�  I recognize Joqin�s voice.
�No.  No, it can�t already have been activated.�  Panic laces through

Armitage�s words.  �How can it have been activated?  The words of  the
ceremony haven�t been spoken.�

My body hums, a strange sound echoes through the air.  I lift myself,
ensuring my beauty spreads throughout the clearing.

How long it lasts, I do not know.  Finally, I rest on the ground again, the
light dissipates, and only the fire disturbs the deep darkness.  I look at my
companions.

Armitage, Alman, Joqin, Hocklin, and Stepe all stare at me, their mouths
open, their eyes wide.  I look down at Elma and watch her sit up, her delicate
wings fluttering gently behind her.  She smiles at me.

�Thank you, sweet Wholminome,� she whispers.
I acknowledge her thanks without correcting her.  The fairies like to think

of my having kind feelings towards them, and I don�t want to dissuade them
of the idea.

She reaches forward and touches me.  Her hand joins to me for a mo-
ment, then she pulls away the slightest sliver of metal.  She presses it to her
breast and smiles.  Then she turns and walks away, into the darkness.  Her job
here is done.

�Elma, wait.�  Armitage jumps to his feet.  �Where are you going?  We
have to ...  Oh, shit.�  He slumps down onto the log and rests his face in his
hands.
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�What do we do now?� Stepe asks.
�Leave the Wholminome.�  Armitage�s voice can barely be heard through

his hands.  �We�ll have to go find another fairy, then come back.�
�We don�t have time for that.  The Queen lies dying as we speak,� Hocklin

says.
�If  the Woods of  Hermain aren�t saved from development, the land will

die,� Stepe says fiercely.
�The Queen and the land will just have to hang on.  Even when we do

find another fairy, then return the Wholminome to Whole, there�s no telling
how long it will take to shine again.  We�ve got plenty of  time from that
perspective.�

�Hang on a second.�  Alman gets to his feet.  �Is that it?  We came all this
way, went through all that shit, I almost got killed, and it was for that?  A light
show?�

Armitage lifts his face from his hands, and I am surprised to see tears
running down his cheeks.  I obviously mean a great deal to him. �Didn�t you
see what it did to Elma?  The Wholminome shines with such pure beauty that
it instantly heals.  It�s the only hope the Queen has of  living.�

It didn�t take long for everyone to curl up in their rolls and fall asleep.  I
continue to lean against the boulder long into the night, considering the futility
of  their quest until finally, sleep also claims me.

When I awake, it is to find the camp fully cleared and the members of
the quest standing around me.  I look at them questioningly.

�We are sorry to do this to you, Wholminome, but we cannot take you
any further until we find another fairy to aid us.  But we promise we will
return as soon as we can.�  Armitage leans down and picks me up.  He carries
me to the spot where Elma rested and pushes me under the overhang of the
boulder.  �You should be safe here until we return.�  He stands and looks
down at me for a moment.  Then he shakes his head, turns, and walks away.

I know the moment they leave because a chorus of  birdsong fills the air.
The insects again begin to dance and sing.  A couple of  curious deer come
down from the mountain and sit with me for a while, sharing news and
views.

The day is waning when I hear a familiar whistle.  A moment later, my
Master rounds the corner of  the boulder and kneels down beside me.  �Well,
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they thought they had us both beat, my friend.  I must say I did not expect
them to speak the words of the ceremony so soon.�

As he gently picks me up and carries me away, I recall the conversation
of  the previous night to him and he nods.  �Armitage always did underesti-
mate the power of  words.  Well, I imagine you want to be heading home.�

I consider our comfortable home, my friends, and I am infused with
happiness.  But first, I ask him about the Queen.

�The Queen?  She is the ruler of Whole, and our health and happiness
depend upon her.  Why do you ask?�

I then explain about the Queen�s illness.  He nods.  �Ah, so that explains
the sudden interest in you.  I wondered why there had been five attempts to
rescue you in the past year.  She has fairy blood, you see, so only you can heal
her.  By the way, I�m assuming the fairy took her sliver.�  I assure him she did.
�Good.  It disturbs me that the fairies have been so badly affected by the
gossip of  the humans.  Once we�ve been to see the Queen, we will swing by
fairy land, and I will assure them when their sliver runs out, they are more than
welcome to come and get another.  I am assuming you wish to heal the
Queen.�

I smile my agreement.  It gives me great joy that my Master understands
me so well.

He nods, grasps my hilt, and lifts me, sliding me into the scabbard.  Then
he mounts his horse, and we set out after the members of the quest.
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From the tallest spire in the Huangshan Mountains, the burning form of
Fei Shang lost contact with the earth and began to fall.  The tail of  the great
serpent finished its brutal arc above him, launching its massive, crimson form
into the sky, and vanished almost instantly into the dense clouds.

Fei Shang fell. And he was on fire.
But his hand still held tightly to his spear, and that was something.

cd

The tea simmered silently in its pot, and the battered, broken hand of  Fei
Shang held the small cup delicately between his fingers.  He winced a little as
he raised the liquid to his lips, burdened by some knot in his shoulder he
couldn�t quite work out.

There was movement in the forest beyond the circle of his firelight, and
his body tensed ever so slightly, prepared to grab the nearby spear if  need be.

Fei Shang�s spear was metal, and it was heavy, but it wouldn�t burn in a
fire, and for the work for which it was intended, that was important.  It didn�t
have a ridiculous name or some preposterous claim to divine origin.  It was
just a spear, and its point was sharp.  In the hands of  someone who knew
how to use it, that was enough.

The leaves of the forest jangled again, then parted, and all at once pro-
duced a young boy who had, in all likelihood, not yet seen a dozen summers.
In the flickering glow of the campfire, the boy looked into the scarred and
mottled features of  Fei Shang and didn�t scream.  A sound caught in the back
of  his throat that could have been a whimper, but to the lad�s credit, he stood
his ground and said nothing.

They locked eyes, and neither moved. Fei Shang knew his appearance
must be grisly and didn�t want to frighten the child with any sudden motions.
Better to let him take the full measure of his appearance and react as he
would.

The minutes stretched out, and the boy seemed barely to be breathing.
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Finally, and very slowly, Fei Shang stretched out his hand, offering the cooling
liquid to the stone-still boy.

�Have some tea?�  Fei Shang asked.  His speech was a little impaired by
the scarring around his lips, but if  he spoke carefully, his words didn�t slur as
much.  �Have you eaten?�

Still the boy said nothing.  Every now and then, he would blink, but that
was all.  Fei Shang put the cup down on a nearby stone and poured some
fresh tea.  His other hand was still bound in the fabric of his robes, and hung
uselessly at his side.

�Are you lost?�
The boy shook his head ever so slightly.  It was progress.
�Where are your parents?  Do you live nearby?�
�They�re gone,� the boy whispered.
�Gone?  Did they leave you behind then?�
�No.�
And no more needed to be said, watching the tears well up in the child�s

eyes.  His parents had not abandoned him, at least not intentionally.  But they
were not coming back.  Not ever.  That much was certain.

�What�s your name, boy,� Fei Shang asked, lowering his voice to a more
soothing tone.

�Wei Lo,� the boy said and took a small step toward the fire.
�My name is Fei Shang,� he said, and the boy nodded slightly.  �Are you

hungry, Wei?�
Again the boy nodded, and Fei Shang reached into one of  the small

bundles beside him.  In a moment, he produced some dried meats and fresh
vegetables.  Fei Shang put them down on the log beside him, and the boy
took another step closer.

�It�s all right, boy,� he said.  �I�m not as scary as I look.�
Wei Lo lowered his head and took the last few remaining steps to the

small meal that awaited him.  He stuffed the morsels into his mouth almost
faster than he could chew them, and Fei Shang smiled a little through his scars.

�Mother always warned me about nesting with another bird�s eggs,� he
said.

Wei Lo seemed not to hear and continued to gorge himself.  Fei Shang
poured another cup of tea and dripped a few precious drops into the fire,
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enjoying the sound of the sizzle.
Tomorrow, they would both feel better.

cd

Fei Shang still limped a little, though the source of  his injuries were now
months behind him.  His left arm had regained most of  its mobility, and even
his speech didn�t require the same effort as it once had.  Still ... fire was fire,
and burns didn�t heal.  He wore a hooded robe now, and it silenced most of
the gasps and whispers of those they passed.

Wei Lo had thickened a bit in the intervening months, and with a full
belly, he had all the boundless energy that one might expect from a boy his
age.  Fei Shang�s pace was a bit too tedious for him, and he would often go
into the forest on little excursions, always returning before dusk.  He carried a
makeshift wooden spear with him, and in the fading light of  the evening, Fei
Shang had begun to teach him the fundamentals of  using it properly.

They weren�t exactly family, but they were both phoenixes, rising from
the flames and ashes of  a former life.  For the time being, their path went in
the same direction, and that was enough.

�I�m hungry,� Wei Lo said, bounding out of  the forest.
�Then go pick some berries.�
�I don�t want berries!  I want something else.�
�Well, what do you want then?�
�I don�t know.�
Fei Shang rolled his eyes and continued to limp down the wide, trampled

pathway.  It was a conversation they�d had daily.
Up ahead, beyond the rise in the hill, two men blocked their path.  The

larger of the two was nearly a mountain unto himself, and his head was neatly
shaved.  The other was lanky, but muscular, and his chin had an odd collec-
tion of  straggly hairs.  Fei Shang continued to limp forward, but he took hold
of  Wei Lo and directed the boy behind him.

�Greetings, Brother,� the leaner man said.
�And to you,� Fei Shang said, pulling his hood back away from his face.
�Gods!  What happened to you?�
�I had a small disagreement with a large dragon.  I lost the argument.�
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The two ruffians didn�t laugh.  They didn�t mock.  And Fei Shang�s scars
suddenly told a very different story.  The mention of  a dragon was nothing at
which to scoff.  They were rarer than ever, and only the occasional dropped
scale or damaged tooth proved that they still existed at all.

�You met a dragon?� Wei Lo exclaimed breathlessly.  �You never said!�
�You never asked.�
�Well, I didn�t want to be rude,� the boy said, and Fei Shang smiled.
�Umm ... listen,� the larger man said, �things being what they are and all,

I feel bad, but we still gotta rob you.�
�I�m sorry?�
�My friend is right, I�m afraid,� the lean man said.  �You�re the first

people to come walking this path in days, and we�re flat broke.  We can�t let
you by without emptying your purse.�

�Hey!� Wei Lo shouted, coming to the fore, and Fei Shang yanked him
back again.

�No, no,� Fei Shang said.  �I understand completely.�
�Umm ... really?�
�Of  course.  You will understand if  I don�t give it up without a fight

though, won�t you?�
�But there�re two of  them!� Wei Lo said.
�Wei ...�
�Listen to the boy,� Lean said.  �No sense in getting yourself  killed over

a few paltry coins and the contents of  those bundles.�
�If  that�s all I have, then it hardly seems worth your trouble to kill me for

it.�
�Be that as it may,� the larger man said, �we have to eat.�
�And this is what we do,� Lean said.  �Nothing personal.�
Fei Shang nodded thoughtfully and handled his bundles over to Wei Lo.

The boy made some threatening motion with his spear, and the two ruffians
laughed.  Fei Shang smiled, too, and turned to face his adversaries.

�Kids,� he said, smiling.  The two men laughed good-naturedly, and it
began.

The two men closed in simultaneously, and Fei Shang jabbed his thumb
into the larger man�s eye while he drove the blunt end of  the spear into the
top of  the other man�s foot.  The larger man�s hands flew to his face, tears
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already springing from the damaged orb, and a short, sharp kick to the hol-
low beneath his ribs relieved him of  his breath for the next few minutes.

The leaner man did not fare so well.  The crown of his foot was broken
in several places, and though he couldn�t bear any weight on it at all, he made
a valiant attempt at pressing the attack.  His hand latched onto Fei Shang�s
robe, and an instant later, his wrist was bending in a direction that was not
originally intended by his Creator.

Just like that, it was over.
The mismatched pair stumbled and staggered around the mountainside,

gasping for air or wailing in pain.  Fei Shang frowned slightly and limped over
to Wei Lo, who sat in silent amazement on the side of  the road.  He got the
boy to his feet and together they continued their journey.

�You ...�
�Yes?�
�There were two of them!�
�So there were.�
�But you made it look so easy!�
�I suppose it was.�
�Did you really fight a dragon once?�
�Yes, I really did.�
�And that�s how you got all scarred?�
�I�m afraid so.�
�Was it a big dragon?�
�Oh, very big.�
�Did you kill it?�
Fei Shang hobbled a few feet forward and considered his words care-

fully.  He covered his head with the hood of  his robe and squinted his eyes
against the setting sun.  The forest around them was very green, and he had
not yet grown so old that he forgot how to appreciate the beauty one could
see through human eyes.  But there was a journey yet to take, and a battle yet
to be fought. At some point, the boy would learn the strange truth that lay
ahead of them.

�Not yet,� he said.

cd
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The village of  Tian San Fa was in ashes.  The remnants of  a few buildings
remained, but it was only the odd smoldering beam or half-consumed wall.
A single skeleton lay in the center of town, its bones stripped clean of flesh
and the ground beneath it fused to glass.

Wei Lo clung tightly to his master�s robe, and his knuckles whitened around
his spear.  He swallowed audibly, and Fei Shang had a moment of  regret for
taking the boy from the Huangshan Mountains.  Perhaps he would have been
better served by stumbling into the light of  someone else�s campfire, but
there was nothing to be done about it now.  He had not walked the long,
arduous journey back to health only to stop now.

Wei Lo�s eyes were wide, and they had the light of  intelligence in them.
His breath was coming in short, shallow rasps, and he was scraping his feet
across the barren, dusty earth.

�It was here,� he said.  �The dragon.  It was here.  Wasn�t it?  It did this.�
�Yes.  And recently.�
�Is that why we�re here?  Is that why we�ve been walking all this way?�
�Yes,� Fei Shang said.  He brushed his hand across the boy�s hair.
�I want to go home,� the boy whimpered quietly, tears welling up in his

eyes.  His lower lip quivered, and Fei Shang fell to his knees and held the boy.
�I�m so sorry, Wei.  You�re too young to fly on your own yet, but there

are things in this world that I must do, and this is the sum of  them.  I have
been a selfish man, and for that, there are no apologies great enough.  You
did not ask for this quest of mine, and it has been unfair of me to keep you
with me.  Come.  We shall go to the nearest village and find you a new
family.�

There was no mockery in Fei Shang�s voice, none of  the playfulness the
boy had surely learned was affection.  He was serious.

�I want you to come with me,� Wei Lo said.
�I will.  I�ll take you there.  And we�ll find you a nice family to take you

in.�
�No!  I want to stay with you!�
Fei Shang realized that as much as the boy wanted to be so very far from

that place, the thought of being separated from his master was doubly pain-
ful.
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�Wei, please,� he said.  �It was wrong of  me to take you along, but
perhaps the loneliness of  this odd life had gotten the better of  me.  But it�s
not too late to undo what I have done.  I can set this one thing right before
my mortal days are done.�

�Please!� the boy begged, throwing his arms around Fei Shang�s neck,
and anointing his shoulders with tears.  �Please take me with you.  Back to
Huangshan.  Don�t you leave me, too.�

At the last, Fei Shang nearly burst into tears of  his own.  He felt a great
deal of  pity for the boy and had no desire to add to the child�s memories of
abandonment.

�All right, Wei.  When this is all over, I�ll take you there.  I promise.�
�What if you can�t?  What if it kills you this time?�
�I�m not so easy to kill,� Fei Shang said, smiling slightly.  �And we�ll find

a place to keep you safe until it�s over.�
�But what ...�
The boy�s words died on his lips, and his eyes rose skyward.  With all the

colors of the dawn, a light illuminated his face, casting his shadow in stark
contrast onto the ground.  Fei Shang turned, his spear at the ready.

The massive, undulating form of  the dragon thundered to the ground.
Its face was short and stout, with a ridged snout and a beard beneath its

chin.  It had no wings, and the length of its body seemed too long for the
four short legs that supported it.  Wei Lo didn�t move, didn�t speak, but he
saw.  And like all who saw, he would never forget.  The dragon didn�t breathe
fire.

The dragon was fire.
Every scale, every tooth and claw, was a flickering flame, held in place by

a magic that had existed long before Man had scratched his first line into a
cave wall.  The dragon�s eyes seethed, boiling like hot magma in its skull, and
it fixed its incendiary gaze upon Fei Shang.

�You�re alive,� the dragon said.
Wei Lo began to shake.
�Did you think it would be so easy to keep me from it?� Fei Shang

asked.
�One has hopes,� the dragon replied.
�I�m sorry to disappoint,� Fei Shang said.
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�No,� the dragon said.  �You�re not.�
�No.  I�m not.�
�Did you bring me a sacrifice, old friend, hoping to cool my resolve?�
�The boy isn�t part of  this, Lung.  He�s just a stray bird I�ve taken under

my wing.�
�A child could get burned that way,� the dragon said, its voice rumbling

like a distant storm.  Wei Lo shuffled slightly to his left, hiding most of  his
body behind his guardian.  But still he cocked his head and never for an
instant took his eyes from the immense beast before him.

It was fire, and like fire, it never ceased moving.  Its entire body writhed,
expanding and contracting as if it were breathing, and its tempestuous, smol-
dering eyes glowing with a determination for which no magic could account.
They were not so close to the living inferno that it would burn them, but even
at so great a distance, the heat was suffocating, thickening the tongues in their
mouths, and evaporating the moisture in their eyes.

Through it all, there was the lingering stench of sulfur and charred flesh.
Wei Lo shook, violently, seemingly without end.

�You cannot keep me from the Light at the Heart of  the World, Lung,�
Fei Shang said.  �I have a right to it.�

�It is all the magic left in the world.  All that makes me Real.  Your rights
end where my existence begins.�

�I�ll come for it.  It won�t be hard to find you.�
�Leave this place, Fei Shang.  Put this foolish quest behind you, and live

out the rest of your mortal days in peace.  I won�t tell you again.�
�Look at me, Lung.  Look at this body.  How can I live like this, knowing

what I used to be?�
�Your life is what you make it.  I won�t let you end mine to make yours

better.�
�I�ll be coming, Lung.�
�I�ll be waiting then.�
Lung pushed against the scorched earth and took to the skies once more.

He moved like a snake on sand, winding his body through the ethereal clouds
and becoming one with the mist.

Wei Lo shuddered, and Fei Shang turned to face him.  The boy blinked at
last, the tears finally purged from his eyes, and he looked down to see that he
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stood in a puddle of his own urine.  He began to keen.
�Scared?�
Wei Lo nodded and fought back his tears.  His breathing was ragged and

his chest shook with every sob, but he stood tall and clenched his teeth.  �I
don�t want to hear about dragons anymore,� he said. �I just want to go
home. Back to Huangshan.�

�I�m afraid I can�t do that anymore, Wei.  There are things that surpass
your understanding here.  But they are important things.  Things that hold the
fabric of  the Universe together.  And we are a part of  that Universe.  It�s too
late to unsee the things that have frightened us.�

�I didn�t know dragons could speak.�
�No reason you should, little one.  But speak they can.  And they say scary

things.�
�It knew your name.�
�Yes, it did.�
�How did it know your name?�
�He, Wei.  Not it.  He.�
�Oh.  Um.  How did he know your name?�
�Because we have met before.�
�The time you got burned?�
�Yes.  And the time before that.�
�You�ve met this dragon twice?!�
�And more than that, Wei.  As I said ... it�s complicated.�
�How did you ...�
�Hush now, child.  Let�s get you out of  those clothes.  There�s a river

nearby.  We could both stand to get the stench of  Lung�s breath off  us.�
�Then will you tell me about the Light at the ...  the ...?�
�The Light at the Heart of  the World.  Yes,� Fei Shang said.  �I will.�

cd

At last, Wei Lo slept.  It would be fitful, and there would be nightmares
for many years to come, but exhaustion had finally taken hold.  For Fei Shang,
the real work could now begin.

�There is a source of  things at the center of  the world,� he had told the
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boy.  �A great, glowing flame.  And in that flame is the sum of  all things that
are possible but have never come to pass.  Things that have once been and
exist no longer.  It is the Divine Spark of  the imagination, and it is there, at the
Heart of  the World, that the monsters and angels of  our dreams may be-
come Real.

�Once, it was as large as the earth itself, and its brilliance would stream
through the very fibers of existence.  It seemed as though night would never
fall then, and perhaps that is so.  Perhaps there was no such thing as night then.
Not until somebody dreamed it, and the Light at the Heart of  the World
made it real.�

�It can make anything real?  Anything we can imagine?�
�Yes.  It can make the sun sleep, and the dragon fly, and it can make all

these scars nothing but a memory that happened to someone else.�
�You can be whole again?  It can do that?�
�Oh, yes, Wei.  The Light at the Heart of  the World can do almost

anything, so long as it exists.  But Man has long-since forgotten the glory of
the world.  They have hunted, and they have killed, and they have stripped the
possibilities from this firmament until there is nothing but the mundane.  And
now ... now the flame is little more than a candle.  And it no longer holds the
power to change the whole world.  But it can bring the Truth to one being.  It
can restore a life or make a dragon into a myth.  It has just enough fire left to
keep the night at bay for one more millennium.�

�But what has happened to the fire?  How do we make it grow again?�
�I�m afraid that�s beyond us, little one.  The Light at the Heart of  the

World does not feed on oxygen, or wood, as other fires do.  It only grows
when it catches hold of the imagination of some dreamer and lives on in
them.  It exists on the lips of  the poets and lovers.  Those who believe in the
intangible wonder just beyond the horizon.�

�Could I be one of those?�
�Oh, Wei ... I have no doubt of  it,� Fei Shang had said and kissed the

boy�s head ever so softly.  �You have seen the Dream made Real.  You are the
last, best hope for the dreamers of this world, and all my hopes now live in
you.�

Wei Lo had begun to cry again, very quietly, and he�d clung to Fei Shang
as if  he were drowning.  Fei Shang shushed at him, cooing at the boy in the
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pre-dawn stillness. He�d found a small cave in the foothills of  the Tai Shan
Mountain, and there he laid the child�s head to rest.  He balled up his robe,
creating a makeshift pillow, and sat beside him until he fell asleep at last.  Then
he took hold of his heavy metal spear and left.

At the edge of the river, he unpacked a small bundle and paused thought-
fully at the contents therein.  A razor.  A snail�s shell.  The hair clip of  a woman
he had known briefly.  Four small rocks, each of  them a signpost to a differ-
ent memory.  This is what this life had amounted to.  A collection of  baubles
and memories.  But the single most precious thing in his possession was his
desire to touch the Light at the Heart of  the World once more.  When that
was done, all those little trinkets would once again belong to the world that
birthed them.  He would be glad to be rid of them all.

Picking up the razor, he shaved his head clean, save for the long, thick
mass at the back that would become his braid.  He bent over, rinsed his scalp
with the cool water, and rose to watch the sun paint the mountain�s peak with
color.  The air was cool on his skin as he braided his hair, his burned and
battered fingers performing the action with a practiced ease.  Finally, he hefted
his spear into his hand and began the long climb up the mountain.

It was just a spear.  It didn�t have a name or a claim to divine origin.  But
it was metal, and it was sharp, and it wouldn�t burn in a fire.  For the work for
which it was intended, that was enough.

cd

There were gods on top of the mountain.  And on the neighboring peak
of  K�un Lun, there was heaven and a river that granted immortality.  Neither
Fei Shang nor the dragon Lung were so presumptuous as to climb so high.
But for a long-wounded mortal carrying a spear, one without the power of
flight, or whose form could be lighter than air, it was high enough.

At midday, he laid the spear on the ground and slept in the cover of  low
trees.  The dragon would be easier to spot at dusk, glowing as it did, and he
needed to conserve his strength.

Fei Shang�s eyes opened as the light above the world dipped behind the
sacred peaks of  Tai Shan.  The sky glowed orange and purple, and Fei Shang
felt a gratitude in his heart that he should die on a day like this.  He thought
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briefly of  Wei Lo, but knew that, one way or another, he would live on in the
memories of  that boy.

Above him, the dragonfire shone like a beacon, emanating from a cave
that, during the day, had looked like nothing more than a shadow in the cliff �s
face.  Fei Shang picked up his spear and covered the last stretch of  ground to
his destiny.

cd

The stone around the mouth of the cave was ashen and black, and he
stopped briefly to camouflage himself with the loose soot.  He spit into the
palms of his hands and gripped his spear, making sure that the ash had not
compromised his ability.  With his mouth set into a grim, steady line, he
proceeded.

The cave mouth was wide, but it narrowed as it went further in.  Fei
Shang kept the spear close to his body, the point always out in front of  him.
And slowly he crept into the den of the dragon.

At last he turned the corner, and there was flame.  Not celestial flame.
Not dragonfire.  And not the Light at the Heart of  the World.  Just a fire.  A
decoy.

And then the panic set in.
Fei Shang spun on his heel and ran for the cave entrance.  His feet slipped

on the dry ash, and were it not for the spear he planted into the ground, he
would have fallen to his death as he raced to see the horror he knew he would
find there.

Hundreds of feet below him, the dragon wound its way into the cave
where Wei Lo slept.  Its long, sinewy body slithered through the night.  Muffled
by the stone, he heard the boy scream.

Fei Shang launched himself  out of  the cave mouth, bounding down the
mountainside with a reckless disregard for his own safety.  Only the boy
mattered now.  Not the spear.  Not the Light at the Heart of  the World.  He
had to save the boy.

He ran, stumbled, fell, ran.  He abandoned his metal spear and his grace.
He would throw himself  into the dragon�s mouth if  he had to, but the boy
must survive.
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And all at once, a clarity came over him, and he stopped running toward
the cave where Wei Lo was trapped.  He was too far for such heroics.  But
there might be a way to save him after all.

Fei Shang reversed his direction, scrambling back up the mountain on all
fours, his clawed fingers grabbing shrubs and fistfuls of dirt to propel him
forward.  In the blink of an eye, he was back in the cave, hurling himself into
the maw of  the inferno.

The fire rose up before him, hot ash stinging his flesh and a collection of
dead branches fueling the blaze.  But on the other side of it, there was a light
that burned differently.  A light that the serpent had thought to hide amongst
the common flame.

Or so he hoped.
Fei Shang threw himself  into the fire.  Like a thing alive it came for him,

wrapping itself around his frail mortal frame as if it wished to finish the job
it had started so many months before.  It ignited his hair like a fuse, climbing
upward, inching toward his skull to make it explode like a keg of  powder.  It
clawed at his eyes, it filled his lungs, it gnawed at his feet.  And then he was
beyond it, and in the presence of  the Light at the Heart of  the World.

cd

Wei Lo screamed again, his throat raw from the acrid smoke and heat.
Lung inched forward again, forcing the child further into the cave, where its
cries would echo for all eternity.  The great beast drew its head back, the
flames of  its eyebrows dancing maniacally, and a deep, low, thunderous growl
issued from its throat.  The air in the cave shimmered in the unforgiving heat,
and then the dragon�s head snapped forward, its jaws engulfing the boy whole.

Wei Lo shrieked once more, pinning himself  to the wall with his eyes
closed, and waited for the searing death that never came.

Slowly, after a time, he opened his eyes and looked into the burning eyes
of the dragon that had ceased to be Real.

�Hello, Lung,� Fei Shang said, standing behind the beast with his youth
and body restored.

�Fei Shang,� the dragon said, heartbroken.
�You nearly had me again.�
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�Fei Shang ... what have you done?�
�I have unmade you, demon.  I have spared the life of this child.�
Lung�s fire no longer produced any heat, and any further words it had

meant to speak were lost as its body dissipated into the vast ether of nothing-
ness.  Wei Lo sat silently for a moment, and then threw himself  into the arms
of  his savior.

�You did it!� he cried, hugging Fei Shang tightly around his neck.
�I did,� he said, pushing the boy away.  �But it�s not over yet.�
�What do you mean?�
�Wei ... do you remember when I told you that my relationship with

Lung was complicated?�
�Yes ...�
�Well, I had a dream once, Wei.  A dream that I was a man.  A human

man.  And the Light at the Heart of  the World made that dream come true.�
�I don�t ... I don�t ...�
From the center of  his being, Fei Shang began to burn.  From the very

heart of his spirit, out through his chest and into his extremities, he burned.
His fingers turned into feathers, his braid a tail, and the sharp nose upon his
face transformed into a beak.  Wei Lo stood astonished as the man he had
known became the phoenix he had only heard stories about.  They stood eye
to eye as the flames rolled in waves over the bird�s wings.

�I had a dream, Wei,� he said again.  �And then the dragon stole the Light
and hid it away.�

�So you were trapped ... the whole time ... you were trapped, too ...�
�Yes, son.  But now I�m free.  And so are you.  Now I can take you back

to Huangshan.  Now I can take you home.�
�What happened to the Light at the Heart of  the World?� the boy asked.
�I am the Light at the Heart of  the World, child.  And someday, I shall

perish from this earth in a great burst of flame, and I shall take all the magic
with me.  There will be no more dragon, and there will be no more phoenix,
but there will be you.  You, who have seen and touched these things.  You will
remember, and your memory will give way to dreams.  And those dreams,
passed on to your children, and your children�s children, will make us live
again.�
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�This ... all of this ... this is important, isn�t it?�
�Wei Lo ... you have no idea.�
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A quarter moon hid behind ebony clouds, and a chill wind shook the
trees.  In the village at the edge of  the great woods, the fires flickered and a
maze of shadows swept along the main street.

In the hut near her workshop, only a dozen feet from the forge, Tamara
thrashed on her sleeping mat.  The nightmare gripped her again: her mother�s
head rolled across the forest floor, her mother�s body slumped against a tree.
Cold sweat bathed Tamara�s slender figure.

A boy�s hand touched her shoulder; Tamara woke with a start.
�He�s here,� said the boy.  Barely fifteen winters had passed since his

birth.
�Now?� Tamara shoved herself  to her feet. �Damn him.�
She tugged a thick robe about her shoulders.  Then, following the boy,

Tamara pushed through the heavy door flap.  Cool night air whipped her
waist-length hair about her face.  The pale moon shone down, burnishing her
auburn hair into a fiery radiance.  She refused to shiver.

On the far side of the fire, still astride his horse, surrounded by a dozen
men on horseback, sat the giant warrior Wulfgar.  His voice boomed across
the flickering fire.  �You are Mistress Tamara.�

Her voice as strong as his yet not so deep, Tamara said, �I am.�
�I have heard tale of  you.  I come for one of  your swords.�  Many

winters had passed since their previous encounter, though Wulfgar remem-
bered nothing of it.  He remembered little of his quest for domination of the
known world, save for the previous day�s battle.

�And if  I choose not to sell you one?� Tamara asked.
Wulfgar laughed.  The sound cascaded through the sleeping village.  Be-

side Tamara, the boy cringed in fear.  Wulfgar said, �Then I will take one,
Mistress Tamara, and I will spare you nothing in the bargain.�

Tamara stood silently.  Before her the fire crackled.  She was a craftswoman,
not a warrior.  She forged swords that sang in battle, but she could not make
them sing.

�Come,� she said.  �Let us talk.�
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Turning her back on Wulfgar and his men, Tamara entered her hut.
Wulfgar swung down from his horse.  Bits of  armor clanked, thick leather

rustled.  From his saddle, Wulfgar unslung a battle axe half  as tall as a man.
He carried it at his side as if it were a mere mead-hall wench.

Behind him, Wulfgar�s band dismounted.  One warrior took the reins of
Wulfgar�s horse.  Tamara�s boy pointed toward the village stable and, without
a word, Wulfgar�s men led their mounts away.

The boy watched Wulfgar duck low to enter Tamara�s hut, then he took
a torch from the fire and followed the giant warrior.  He lit a fire inside, then
gathered a slate and a stick of charcoal and sat on the far side of the room.

Wulfgar examined the boy.
�Ethelred,� Tamara explained. � He writes for me.�
Wulfgar nodded, his once coal-black mane brushing his broad shoulders

like threads of  silver.  He laid his battle axe beside the bench where he sat.
Beneath him the two-man bench creaked.  The table swayed where his el-
bows rested.

When Tamara offered the mead cup, Wulfgar accepted, then downed its
contents in one quick gulp.  Tamara did not offer a second cup; Wulfgar did
not ask.

With the courtesies aside, they dickered over the price of the sword.
Wulfgar offered nothing; Tamara demanded everything.  Each sought the
other�s negotiating weakness.

By morning they settled on a price: two fine horses, four fully-dressed
deer, and a sack of  gold weighing as much as the boy.  Ethelred recorded the
agreement on the slate.

�It will take a month,� Tamara said as the giant pushed himself  up from
her bench.

�When the quarter moon is again in the sky,� Wulfgar said, �I will return.�
Tamara had Ethelred measure the giant�s hand, test the strength of  his

grip, and display his favored fighting stance.  The boy recorded the informa-
tion on his slate.

Finally Wulfgar strode from Tamara�s hut.  Tamara stood in her door-
way, the light of  dawn assaulting her tired eyes.

�A month,� the boy said.  �That is too soon.�
Tamara said, �I have seven strong virgins to temper my steel, and I have
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you.  I have no other commissions.�
Wulfgar disappeared around the corner of  the mead hall at the end of

the street.  Within minutes Wulfgar and his men rode from town as quietly as
they had arrived.

cd

�Is it true?� Moria demanded.  A winter younger than Ethelred, she
stood a handwidth shorter, and her flowing black hair and blossoming fea-
tures frequently caught his attention.

�I swear,� Ethelred told Tamara�s lead virgin.  �He was as big as a house.�
They stood in Tamara�s doorway.  Ethelred stretched upward and touched

the top of  the opening with just the tips of  his fingers.  �He bent nearly in half
just to get through the door.�

Moria�s eyes grew wide.  �Why didn�t you wake me?�
�There wasn�t time,� said the boy, puffing out his chest.  �I had to protect

the Mistress Tamara.�
Tamara rounded the corner of  the hut just then, and Ethelred�s cheeks

grew crimson.  He dropped his hands to his sides.
�Not nearly so tall as that,� Tamara said to Moria.
When Ethelred realized Tamara would comment no further on his boast-

ing, he stood straighter.
�There�s work to do now,� Tamara told them.  She sent each on an

errand: Moria for cheese and milk, Ethelred to the iron merchant for a bid.
As she watched them hurry away, she counted the days before Moria�s next
menses.  Unlike other sword makers, she did not bleed her virgins for sword
tempering, preferring instead to use what nature provided.  Then she re-
turned to the forge and began plans for Wulfgar�s sword.

cd

Ethelred finished his meal and leaned back.
�Fill his bowl again,� Tamara said.  She slid the last of  the bread across

the table toward Ethelred.
Moria scooped stew from the pot.
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�But I am full,� Ethelred said.
�Fill it,� Tamara said to Moria when the young girl hesitated.  The other

virgins watched in silence.
�But��
�Each meal an extra portion.�  Tamara spoke to her virgins.  �He is too

small, too weak.�
Moria filled Ethelred�s bowl.  He dipped bread into the stew and began

eating.  Tamara smiled.

cd

Later that night, Tamara walked quietly through the great woods near
their village, fighting off  the sleep that brought her nightmares.  She heard a
familiar voice and stopped.  Through the trees ahead of her, she saw Ethelred
and Moria.

�There is no man more fierce in battle than the giant, Wulfgar,� Ethelred
said.  �I have sat in the mead hall listening to the warriors gossip.�

Moria listened intently.  She and Ethelred had crept from their beds to be
together.

�Some say that Wulfgar is the devil himself  come to life, but others say he
is only a man�and that any man can be beaten.�

A twig snapped under Tamara�s foot when she shifted her weight.
�What was that?� Moria whispered.
�It was nothing,� Ethelred said as Moria�s firm young body pressed

tightly against his.  �Nothing at all.�
They stood quietly in the dark woods, their breathing the only sound.

Then Ethelred bent forward and Moria stretched upward until their lips met
in an exploratory kiss.

A moment later Moria pulled away.  �We�d better hurry back before the
Mistress Tamara discovers our absence.�

She tugged at Ethelred�s hand, pulling him along the path toward the
village.

Tamara watched them disappear into the darkness, promising to keep
closer watch on her apprentice and her oldest virgin.
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cd

Tamara rolled over in her sleep.  The nightmare had started again.
�Climb!� her mother screamed.  Seven-winters-old Tamara started up

the tree.
She hesitated, looking down at her pregnant mother.  �Are you coming,

momma?�
�There�s no time!�  Thundering hooves echoed through the great woods.

�Climb as high as you can and stay there until I tell you it�s safe.�
Tamara climbed to the top of  the tree.  From her perch she saw her

village; it blazed from a dozen fires.  A band of  warriors on horseback
thundered toward her, away from the blazing village and into the great woods.

She realized they were passing below her, and she looked down.  Her
mother ran through the woods, her swollen belly swaying from side to side.

The warriors descended upon her mother.  The first drew his sword,
swung it in a wide arc, and sliced clean through her neck.  As her mother�s
head rolled away, his laughter echoed through the great woods.

Tamara woke screaming.
Ethelred burst into the hut.  �What is it, Mistress Tamara?�
She stared at him in the dim light.  Cold sweat ran down her body.  �It is

nothing,� she whispered.  �A bad dream.  Go back to sleep.�
When she�d climbed from the tree hours later, Tamara walked to the

village.  Like her mother, her father lay dead.  Her aunts and uncles, her
cousins, her friends�all dead.

Tamara sat in the center of  the village of  the dead and did not move until
Trothnard the swordmaker found her three days later.
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The next morning, Erin, the youngest virgin, fell from a tree while strain-
ing to reach an empty bird�s nest for her collection.  She twisted in mid-air
and landed awkwardly on one leg.  The bone gave way with an audible snap,
and she collapsed in a heap.  She screamed and tears rolled down her cheeks.

Ethelred rushed to her and scooped the young girl into his arms.  Erin�s
leg bled where bone protruded.  �Oh, girl,� he said.  �You�ll never see your
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seventh winter if  you keep on like this.�
Tamara hurried from her workshop.  When she saw the blood, she yelled,

�Moria, my kit!�
The lead virgin rushed to Tamara�s hut, returning with Tamara�s healing

kit.  Tamara dusted the young girl�s leg with powder, whispered a simple
healing spell, and waited.

The blood ceased flowing, and moments later the young girl stopped
crying.

�Take her to her bed,� Tamara said.  �Let her rest.�
Ethelred carried the young girl to her sleeping mat.  Moria followed.  �I�ll

care for her,� she said.

cd

�I can�t eat another bite,� Ethelred said.
�But you must,� Moria said.
Tamara and the six youngest virgins watched as Moria shoved another

apple slice into Ethelred�s mouth.
�You�ll be a rolly-polly piggy,� one of  the young girls said.  The others

giggled.
He chewed slowly, then swallowed.  �I swear, no more.�
�For me,� Moria whispered as she leaned forward.
�Ethelred the expandable,� the six youngest virgins chanted.  �Ethelred

the enlarged.�
They all knew of  Tamara�s agreement with Wulfgar�the two horses, the

four deer, and the sack of gold weighing as much as Ethelred.  They spent
their days preparing him meals, enticing him with sweets.

cd

Tamara stared at Moria�s nakedness.  �You bring me disgrace.�
She grabbed Ethelred�s hair, pulled him to his feet, and threw him from

the barn.
Pointing at the departed boy, Tamara said to Moria, �He will go on to

other conquests.  For you it is over.  I have no virgins ready to take your place;
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the others are too young.�
Moria did not speak.
Tamara threw the girl�s clothes to her.  �Get dressed.�
When Tamara left the barn, Ethelred stood waiting.
�Do not send her home,� he insisted. � She did nothing wrong.  It was

my fault.�
�She is worthless now.�
�No.  Not at all,� Ethelred said.  �She can care for the young ones, like

now.  No one needs to know.�
Tamara stopped and turned to the boy.  She took a deep breath to calm

herself, then said, �She can stay.  For now.�

cd

�It is good that you are not with child,� Tamara said a week later when
Moria began menstruation.

The young girl stood in Tamara�s hut.  �Yes, Mistress Tamara.�
�I won�t send you home.�
�Thank you, Mistress Tamara.�  Moria stared at her feet.  She had been

apprenticed to Tamara before her first menses and had since learned from
girls in the village how terrible other masters and mistresses were to their
apprentices.

�You will care for the others, just as you have, but I cannot use you for
the sword spells.�

�Yes, Mistress.�
Both were silent for a moment while Tamara came to a decision.
�I have been teaching Ethelred the secret of sword-making, just as

Trothnard taught me,� Tamara said.  �Perhaps I can teach you as well.�
Moria looked up.  Her eyes sparkled.  �You will do that?�
Tamara nodded. �Now go before I change my mind.�

cd

When the quarter moon returned to the evening sky, Tamara, Ethelred,
Moria, and Tamara�s six virgins stood by the fire facing Wulfgar and his men.
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Ethelred held the agreement slate.
Tamara handed the sword to Wulfgar.
His massive hand wrapped around the hilt.  �It is a good fit,� he roared.

He turned the sword this way and that, examining the workmanship.
�My lord,� Tamara said.  �The blade must first be dipped in virgin�s

blood.�
�Then bring me a virgin,� shouted the massive warrior.
�Moria, sire, is the only virgin spilling her blood.  It will take time to

collect.�
Ethelred saw no empty horses, saw no dressed deer, saw no sack of

gold.  He understood Tamara�s deception.  He pushed Moria forward.
Without warning, Wulfgar swung the massive sword through the air and

plunged it through Moria�s abdomen.  The six younger virgins screamed as he
pulled the bloody blade free.

Ethelred rushed to the fallen girl, dropping the slate in the dust.
�Is that all?� the warrior demanded.
�And the payment you promised,� Tamara said.
The giant warrior spat on the ground at Tamara�s feet.  �That is your

payment.�
He reined his horse around, and the band of  warriors thundered away.
Tamara sent her youngest virgin for the healing kit, then bent over Moria

and began the healing spells.

cd

Tamara placed a hand on Ethelred�s shoulder.  He started.
�You�ve been sleeping,� she said.  �Let me sit with Moria.�
�No.  I�m fine.�
�Just for an hour,� she said.  �I will wake you.�
�Promise?�
When she saw the sorrow in Ethelred�s eyes, she said, �I promise.�
He bent forward and kissed Moria�s forehead, then whispered, �I love

you.�
Moria squeezed his hand, and her eyelids fluttered.  �I love,� she said, her

voice a hoarse whisper.  �I love you, too.�
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He looked up at Tamara.  �I can�t leave now.�
�She will be fine,� Tamara said.  �I will send one of  the others to heat

stew.  You must eat now.  You have been too many days without food.�
�When she wakes--� Ethelred�s voice caught in his throat.  �When Moria

wakes, I shall atone for my behavior.�
�Perhaps betrothal will keep you away from the other virgins.�
Ethelred smiled for the first time in many days.

cd

Later, Tamara returned to her sleeping mat and fell into a restless, dream-
filled sleep.

She heard the thundering hooves of a dozen warriors as they passed
beneath her tree and before her mother�s head even stopped rolling, she saw
Wulfgar�s young face as he raised his head to laugh.

Then the dream faded away, replaced by another.  Tamara heard Wulfgar�s
sword sing in battle, slicing through the best chain mail.  She also heard the
sour note of its song when the blade first cracked, and then when it broke in
two, leaving its owner defenseless.

Wulfgar roared in pain as a broadsword sliced through his armor, pierc-
ing his ribcage.  Another separated his fingers from his left hand.  A battle axe
sliced through his jugular, and he fell from his mount.

There would be no time for healing spells.
Tamara smiled in her sleep.  Wulfgar�s quest had ended, and she would

have no more nightmares.
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Dorian
Today during our training at the Tetrahedral, Professor Ptolemy asked,

�Should Coronaire Tithran be condemned as a war criminal?�  The question
brings back memories of Father, memories that I thought long repressed.

When he received the summons, I was only a child, six years on the
planet.  At that time, Father held the title of  Warfmaster on our small island,
a job he had had for seven years.  Because of  this, Father was one of  the most
respected people in our cluster of  islands.

We are simple people, we of  Plenty Island, whose livelihood depends on
the sea.  As Warfmaster, Father oversaw the loading of  our chief  exports,
which included such culinary delicacies as oysters, abalone steaks, concen-
trated algae protein, king crab, and queen conch.  Along with the exports of
food, were the luxuries: pearls in hues that ranged from subtle aqua to pastel
pink, antique ivory to brilliant white, even the rare Crimson Princess (only one
in 3,000 oysters contained a Crimson Princess pearl making them in high
demand by wealthy mainlanders); jewelry made from abalone shells and coral;
and sea silks�copper-green, cobalt-red, chromium-blue, and egg-shell white.

He was also in charge of the imports, chief among them being honey
from the New Median Union, fruits such as figs, pears, and tomatoes from
Novilandia, and velvet, turquoise, and silver from Caevda.

cd

Olivia
My older brother, Kai, was born autistic.  He would often stare into

space.  Because of this, most people thought that he was simple; I knew
better.  Kai was in his own world, a world that he did not allow others to take
part in, a world where he saw everything in swirls of coalescing colors and
the very air around him sang with angelic voices.  Do not ask me how I know
this, for my brother speaks to no one, but the smile that lights his face ... well,
I just know.
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One day, while skipping stones in the ocean, Kai at my side, we spotted a
dolphin.  Head raised above the surface of the calm surf, the dolphin studied
my brother quizzically.  Kai waded out chest-deep into the brisk water, then
gestured at the dolphin.  The dolphin disappeared under the waves, only to
resurface moments later next to Kai.  I smiled as it rubbed its beak against my
brother�s chest.

Kai retrieved a biscuit from the satchel that hung around his neck and fed
the creature.  �Phinius,� he said, then laughed.  It was the first word I�d ever
heard my brother speak ... and I do not think that I would have been more
amazed if the word had been uttered from the dolphin instead of Kai.

Kai mounted the dolphin�Phinius�and before I could say or do any-
thing, he took off, being given a ride.  My brother could not swim, but I�d
been so overjoyed by the fact that he�d finally spoken, that with the fact that
my people have an intrinsic reverence for the dolphin species, alleviated my
worry.

They dove beneath the glassy surface only to reappear moments later
with Kai laughing in delight.

For many years to come, sailors and islanders alike became accustomed
to the odd pair playing in the ocean.

The same year the two met, Coronaire Gideon enlisted my uncle Dagaim
as a trainer.  He didn�t like or want the job, but under the treaty he had no
choice.

cd

Dorian
I return to the adder, late in the afternoon, the professor�s question still

burning in my thoughts.  I go into the den and carefully remove the sculpture
of  Laviathina, the sea goddess, and rifle through Father�s old papers, hidden
in the secret alcove beneath her.

I find papers that date back to his training days before the war.  They are
old, cracked sheets of  seaweed paper, crumpled into balls.  I wet the papers
and smooth them out as flat as possible, scanning the documents and notes
for any indication of  his name or handwriting.  Whenever I come across
either, my heart pounds with frustration and anger.  I miss my father.
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�Why did you have to go to that awful, oppressive war?� I rage at the
papers, as if  they contained his ghost and would answer.  All the while hot
tears spring to my eyes.  In my anger, I refuse to let the tears escape their
confines.

One particular piece of paper captures my attention.  I find it folded into
a square, pushed back in a dark corner of the alcove.  I unfold the paper and
see that its typeset of  the kind not in use after the end of  the 21st Century.  The
document fascinates me, for I have heard of typing�have even seen a com-
puter once in a museum, but I have never actually seen words typed onto
paper.  Ever since the 119-year war ended over a century ago, technology has
been feared and abandoned by most on our small blue planet.  I read the
page:

Office of  the Coronaire NOW
Top Secret
Re: Invasion of the �Visitors�
Reliable intelligence has surfaced that the �visitors� are not as benign as they at first

appeared to be.  They arrived offering miraculous cures for various diseases, but our intelli-
gence suggests they are here to denounce our one and only god.  Just the existence of  these
visitors� will put many people�s faith at risk.  This is to be seen as an invasion of  the most
invidious kind.  We must prepare a preemptive strike.  Our, children, our way of  life, our
very faith is at great risk if  we allow these beings to commingle with humanity.

There is no date on the paper, which is addressed to no one in particular.
I refold the document and place it and all the other papers back where I
found them.  I put the statue back in her place.

I think back to that day, in the Year of  the Crab, when he left for the War.
The whole island had gathered in the courtyard, between the Tetrathedral and
the Lighthouse, to send him off.  Everyone smiled and congratulated Father
on the great honor at his being chosen to fight under the Coronaire, in his
�righteous war.�  Women cried, men patted him on the back and kissed his
cheeks.  The children ran laughing through the courtyard enjoying a game of
run-n-touch.

I sat in a corner, near a Rowan tree, watching the women set-up the great
send-off  feast.  I was proud of  Father, but I would miss him tremendously.

The large tables were laid-out with baskets of breads and muffins, steaming
Abalone steaks drenched in fig sauce (for which Plenty is famous), and sea-
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weed salads with scallops and garlic vinaigrette.  Also, there were plumbs and
figs and cheeses, many cheeses, from mild goat cheese and Jack, to creamy
Havarti and even Narwhal cheese (another specialty of my people).  All of
this was followed by a dessert of steaming vanilla beans, lightly sweetened
with honey and garnished with sprigs of  purple sword-mint flowers.

We thanked the various deities that made this feast possible, then gorged
ourselves, many getting drunk on the heady dandelion wine we washed it
down with.

�Don�t worry, Dagaim, I will look after Alima and the boys,� my father�s
friend, Marv, told him while kissing his cheek farewell.

�Thank you,� Father replied, returning the kiss.  You work hard boys.
Dorian,� he had said, directing his gaze toward me, �you keep an eye on Dar
and your cousins.�

�Yes, Father.�  I kissed him farewell.
We worked hard, making preparations for the war effort, for we were

of strong stock; besides we would have done anything for our beloved
Coronaire and his cause.

Because childcare was the elect duty of  men over sixty-five years, Marv
moved in and took care of  Dar, who was only two.

Mother went to the shores every third day and boarded her fishing ves-
sel.  I always loved to join her but seldom got the chance because of the
training.

During the Neaps, training was let-out so that the professors could help
the women unload their docked vessels. We children were left to our own
mischief.

One day I decided to join Mother on the Queen Delora.  I loved watching
the activities of the boats, especially when the women hauled in nets full of
oysters, abalone, and clams.  The crashing of  the waves sent blood rushing
through my veins, making me feel alive.

�Chavi,� Mother affectionately called me�it means daughter, since fish-
ing is women�s work��where is your usual smile?  I thought that you loved
the Neaps.�

�I do, it�s just that ... I don�t know.�  I hung my head in shame.
�I miss him, too, Dorian.�
�How did you know?�
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�I�m your mother; it is my job to know.�  She�d smiled and affectionately
hugged me.

�Why do people go to war?�
�Well, sometimes, wars are unavoidable.  Sometimes a man has to fight

and even die for what he believes in.�
�Are you saying that he might be�� I�d started to ask, tears surfacing.
�It is okay to cry, my son.  Your father could possibly come home at any

time.  As for war, many are fought for unjust reasons like wealth and power.
War�s like that, they are wrong.�

�Do you believe that Father will return?� I�d asked.
�We can always be hopeful.�
After the fall, we all waited in expectation for Father�s return.  We scanned

the sea with telescopes, hoping to spy the red sail of a message ship bringing
news of  Father.  The days grew long and turned into years.  Then one winter,
my cousin died.

cd

Olivia
Kai had just turned seventeen when he was struck by pneumonia.
�It is because of  those swims,� chastised Physician Catalin.  �I told you

the water was too cold at this time of  year.�
For weeks, Kai was delirious with fever, and he would call out in his

delusional state.  �Plenty is on fire!  Momma, momma, put out the fire!�
He also called to Phinius to come and rescue him�carry him away into

the cold Sea�and cool his feverish flesh.
More words were heard from his lips in those few, feverish weeks than

he had uttered his whole life.  But it was not a happy occasion, for we knew
that Kai was dying.

Phinius, whose bond with my brother was almost spiritual in nature,
sensed Kai�s pitiful, delirious cries, for he went to the shore where they had
first met and threw himself onto the grainy sand.

The islanders tried to push the large dolphin back into the water, but
were powerless amidst his frantic thrashing and flapping.

When Kai finally breathed his last breath, Phinius expired there on the
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beach, joining his old friend, my brother, in death.
That same week, news arrived on the island that a group of dissidents

had risen to oppose the war, rumored to be led by my uncle.  Stories spread
of atrocities committed against the Messengers, as the beings from offworld
had been named by us of Earth.  Documents had been unearthed that showed
that the Coronaire had lied to us about the dangers that the Messengers posed
to us, documents that showed that the Coronaire and NOW wanted to kill,
study, and extract healing chemicals from them�if  the government had power
over these healing abilities, they would have complete power over the entire
population of the world.  There were even theories that the Messengers were
angels and carried the answers to the questions that we�d always had about
God, death, and the hereafter�information that contradicted everything that
we�d ever believed.

Two years later, my aunt Alima received a paprusgram.  My uncle had
now been away for seven years.

cd

Dorian
My mother read the paprusgram aloud:
�Dearest family Kell, this is in regards to Sir Dagaim James Kell, hus-

band, father, and brave warrior.  Sir Kell died fighting a great cause.�  At this
point, my mother faltered and a quiver entered her voice, but she went on
reading.  �He fell four years ago, in the Year of  the Nymph.  A gift to honor
this righteous man will arrive soon.  It is his graduation chalice.  Be proud of
Sir Kell, for he died a hero.�

My heart seethed, for his death was for nothing.  Who I was angry to-
ward though, I could not say.  But I was determined to do something.

Three days later, the package arrived.  A small, unmarked wooden box.
My mother handed it to me.

�You are now man of  the house.  This is for you.�  A lone tear traveled
down her check before she turned and left the room.

I waited several days before opening it.  When I did, I discovered a silver
goblet with my father�s name engraved at the base in a fancy script.

I brought the chalice with me to the dinner table that evening to show to
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the rest of  the family.
My nine-year-old brother, Dar, burst into tears.  �I want no cup.  I want

my father!  Father is dead; they killed him!�
Mother looked at him lovingly, then put her arms around his thin shoul-

ders.  She tried to quiet him, comfort him, but deep down we all felt the
same.  Father was dead; Kai�s death could have been prevented by the Mes-
sengers; Dar would never really know what it was to have a father�never
know what a kind, loving man our father had been�and I was the man of
the house.  At thirteen, I was old enough to understand that Father did not
want to go to war, but was proud of the fact that he fought for the right side.

It has now been nearly a century since I received the silver goblet.  Mother
has been dead for twenty-seven years.  She lived long enough to see the death
of Coronaire Gideon and the emergence of a peaceful, self-governed soci-
ety where the few Messengers that had survived had assimilated into or cul-
ture beginning The Age of  Wisdom.  (I took one of  the �angels,� Serphina, as
a wife.)  Mother also lived long enough to know her seven grandchildren and
nineteen of her twenty-three great-grandchildren.

The silver chalice sits on an altar near the now-aged sculpture of Laviathina.
I tell my grandchildren that it once belonged to a martyr of peace, their great-
grandfather Kell, my father.

I still do not understand the need for war, and I hope that my great-
grandchildren and their great-grandchildren after them continue to live in a
world of eternal peace where they never have to worry about such a quest
for understanding.
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THE REALM OF THE VALIANT
Dunson stood on a balcony, looking out over the universe.  From here,

the god of Romendor could see the shining planets in their celestial dance.  At
times this view of  creation brought him insights.

�Sometimes, I begin to suspect there is a grand design in all of  this,�
Dunson said to the arch devil standing beside him.  �A design that even the
gods do not comprehend.�

�Circles turning within circles,� Black Diablerie replied.  �All without be-
ginning or end.�

Dunson considered the arch devil.  �Perhaps.  Now, what you want to
do is too much for any being.  Even I would not undertake this.�

Black Diablerie stood next to Dunson, studying the same stars.  The arch
devil was huge for his kind, with powerful red hands and clawed fingers that
could rip through steel.  In his time on Romendor, his name meant terror and
death.  Few had so terrorized the nations of  Romendor.

�Nevertheless, lord, I beg your leave to do as I have asked.  I fear I shall
never rest until I do.�  To call anyone lord was irksome to the devil; indeed, he
would sooner have died than done so, when he was alive.

Dunson was aware of  the devil�s internal conflicts.  �That�s what being
damned is about, devil.  Suffering the pangs of  conscience for your acts.�

Black Diablerie�s powerful fingers wrapped around the balcony railing.
�But I want to make restitution!  I want to make it right, so that those I
wronged may have the peace that eludes me.�

�So, you claim you want to do this for your victims.  Most of  them are at
peace and have no need of your restitution.�

The arch devil boldly met the god�s eyes.  �By the standards of  my people,
I am insane.  They consider me not only to be a pervert, but a traitor.  For in
my time on Romendor I chose violence and anarchic freedom over seizing
control of the nation.  I took profit and pleasure where I should have usurped
control and painted entire nations in my image.  There was a woman ...�

Dunson smiled.  �Yes, there always is.  I was mortal once.�
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Black Diablerie nodded respectfully.  �Now, my vile perversion persists.
It is a whole-hearted pervasion I embrace.  As my people reject me, I reject
them.  To do that, I must go beyond repentance.  I must make restitution.  I
must at least try, I must ask the ones I did violence to.  If  they do not want my
gift, then I shall find those that do.  Look into my heart, you know I have no
deceit or ulterior motives.�

Dunson looked out over the universe.  Stars were born, planets dying.
The grand dance continued, but the purpose behind it all eluded him.  �Of
course I know your motives are as you state.  That is the only reason we speak
still.�  A comet with a tail of ice passed over a planet.  Some people wor-
shipped the comet, some committed suicide. What was the reason?  �Very
well, devil, I grant you your request.  But know this, you will not be allowed
to cause any further harm.  And even if  you do complete this quest set before
you, even if every person you ever wronged grants you forgiveness and
allows you to grant them a wish�you will not be allowed to walk here
among those who were valiant.  In the end, your reward for your efforts will
be nothing.�

Was that a smile on the arch devil�s wide, sensuous mouth?  �No, lord,
when I have finished my quests, my final fate means nothing.  If  I can erase
my sins and help all those I harmed, that will be reward enough.�

Dunson studied the arch devil for a moment.  �You are granted this
boon.  You may take material form in the mortal�s realm, with your old
powers and abilities.  I also grant you the ability to convince those you speak
with of  the truth in your words.  You may freely visit the dead, to see what
they would have you do to clear your debts.  In some ways, I admire you for
this, but you will never succeed.  This is impossible.  I wonder, though, if you
have been invited to the dance.  Is there a role in the grand design for an
insane arch devil?�

Black Diablerie faded from view.  But before he vanished completely, his
last words to Dunson were: �Wheels turning within wheels.�

Dunson smiled.

NINEVAH
Things at the Lazy Dragon Inn were slow in the morning hours.  The

Lazy Dragon�s clientele observed the sensible policy of  waiting until nightfall
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to engage in their pursuits of  pleasure.  Still, a few people had time to stop by.
Sitting at tables with drinks in hand and listening to the soft voice of the
storytelling bard; the customers seemed to be quietly enjoying themselves.

Melyani sat at a corner table, going over the day�s business with the tavern
manager, Amurette. Melyani�s red-brown hair was complimented by the
embroidered silk dress she wore.  Her eyes, normally a shade of  gold, showed
her irritation as they turned flat yellow.

�This is ridiculous,� Melyani said.  �I know times are hard, but they must
be kidding about these prices.�

Amurette threw down her stack of paper and rubbed her forehead.  Her
blond, curly hair fell over and around her narrow pixie face like a frame.
Unusually focused and capable for a sprite, Amurette had a mastery of pa-
perwork and tax laws that Melyani found highly valuable.  She sat back,
relaxing against her blue wings.

�This is the best we could do.  The drought and the strike at the docks
have caused hard times for all the city�s merchants.�

�It could be worse,� came a voice approaching them, �at least you�re
alive.�

�How ...� Melyani said as she recognized the speaker.  So tall as to hardly
fit under the ceiling, with a red face, black goatee, and the penetrating eyes
that had chilled many a being to the bone.  Melyani saw someone she�d be-
lieved she would never see again: Black Diablerie.

�Who is your friend, Mel?� Amurette asked, eyeing the huge arch devil
with caution and interest.

Melyani scrutinized him, noting that rather than the leather armor Black
Diablerie always wore, he was in a simple homespun woolen robe.  The
undyed robe was pulled around his heavily muscled body in what was almost
modesty.  He bore no weapon, his great black sword Ravager was at the
bottom of the sea. Melyani recognized the face, but without the rage and the
hate, he appeared a whole different being.

�I�m not sure who this is,� Melyani said in a soft voice, but she knew
immediately who this was�her dragon�s memory excruciatingly long.

Black Diablerie sat carefully at Melyani�s table, not wanting to break the
chair.  The chair was sturdy, although it did creak a complaint at his weight.

�He is something unknown,� Black Diablerie said, taking Melyani�s hand.
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�And he is the last person she ever thought to see walk in her door again.�
�Um, okay,� Amurette said.
�How?� Melyani asked, as she and the arch devil gazed intently at the

other.
�How?�  Black Diablerie repeated.  �Does how matter?  With each

passing minute, I understand more and more what a fool I was�so long
ago.�

�Are you real?  One thousand years ago I met a good being, a harsh but
rational devil that wanted so little, but had so much to offer.  I never thought
to see him again.�

Black Diablerie sat back in his chair, pulling his hand away.  �No, speak
not of him.  It pains me beyond enduring to think of it.�

Melyani pulled her hand back reluctantly.  �How can it be?  I was there
when you accepted death and went to your reward.  Your hand is warm, it is
real.  Your eyes have something in them they never had before.  Remorse,
deep and genuine, infinite.  Why are you here?�

�I have come to beg your pardon, to plead for your forgiveness.�
Melyani was stunned.  Amurette watched for an awkward moment, then

stood up, gathered all the papers they�d been working on, and flittered away.
Finally Melyani spoke.  �But I bear no tally with you.  There is no account

that requires balancing between us.  By some accountings, it may be me that
owes you a debt.�

Black Diablerie traced the talon of his right forefinger through the air,
drawing a circle in the air.  �Life is a circle.  It has no beginning, and no end,
yet goes forever.  But I shall be forever stuck in one place on this circle.  Not
advancing, not regressing; a damned being.  I have asked and Dunson has
granted that I be allowed to right all my wrongs.�

�Are you saying that you will crave pardon from each and every being
you wronged?�

�Not only to beg for forgiveness, but also to make restitution.  I will
persist, even if it takes me all of time.�

Melyani�s gold eyes for a moment turned red, reflecting her dragon side�s
hot passions.  �That will take forever.  Many will not even grant it, just to hurt
you.  This is not possible.�

�You, who have seen so much, lived so long, and been through so much,
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how can you doubt?  No, doubt not, fair lady.  You defied fate, you rejected
what the stars declared to be your course and chose another path.  And if she
who was once my lady can make the impossible possible, then so shall I.�

Melyani sighed.  �You are as foolish as ever, black one.�
�I came to you first, Melyani. It was pure selfishness on my part, but I

had to see you again.  Your account must be balanced before any others.�
�I would have you do no quest, Diablerie, no errand.  For though you

sinned against me in the greater part, I did sin against you in the lesser part.  I
did betray you, at Dunson�s request, to end your reign of  terror upon the
waters.�

�Please,� Black Diablerie said, and the word, though uttered softly, seemed
to be delivered with the crashing of  a gong.

Melyani added this surprise to a list of  surprises from the day.  �Black
Diablerie, terror of the Sea of Non, would sooner cut out his tongue than
have said please.�

�It can be anything, anything at all.�
Melyani rose and went to a tapestry on the wall.  While her eyes traced the

woven fibers that made the picture, her mind was racing.  Finally, she returned
to the table.

�There is a thing you can do for me.  There is a land known as Aham.  It
is a mirror of this land, Romendor, a distorted and twisted image.  Go to
Aham, to the city with the same name.  Seek out one known as the Lightning�s
Hand and give him aid.  Make it narrow and limited aid, for I�ll not have you
spending all eternity on me, when there are so many others.�

�It will be so.�  Black Diablerie stood.  �How do I get to this Aham?�
�I�ll show you the way there, and the way back.�  Melyani placed a hand

on his massive chest.  �Diablerie, when you have finished your insane
quest ...�

Black Diablerie gently placed his finger on her lips, stopping her words
before they could come out.

�Melyani, say nothing.  For if  you were to ask me to return to you some-
day, then my quest would hang on me like a stone around my neck, each day
a torment for the separation.  And if  you were to say you never wanted to
see me again, I would return to Dunson and demand that he dissolve my soul
and give me the true death from which there is no return.  Nay, let me labor
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in ignorance.�
A tear came to Melyani�s golden eyes.  �Oh, you devil,� she said wistfully.

AHAM
Lightning�s Hand had seen better days.  Someone had betrayed him.  On

his way to meet with Mordeci the infamous Necromancer and brother to his
arch-enemy Melyani, he had been ambushed.

The rumors said that Mordeci was more than a little tired of being
Melyani�s lackey.  He was said to be nursing ambitions of  his own.

Lightning�s Hand considered this too much of  an opportunity to pass.  If
he was ever to free his land of  Melyani�s control, he would have to take risks.

Lightning�s Hand fought to liberate his land from the great red dragon,
Melyani.  One of the most powerful wizards to ever arise in Aham, he was
dedicated to bringing freedom to the oppressed people.  He was one of the
most powerful wizards in all of  Aham, but Melyani�s immortality and ancient
experience made her more formidable still.

And she had allies and resources that he could only dream of  possessing.
With his robe pulled around him and his hood over his head, he was just

another one of the anonymous throng of creatures in the Romstone district
of Aham.  Beneath the robe, he was a powerful physical specimen, for
Lightning�s Hand believed in developing both might and magic in his per-
sonal abilities.

Romstone was a dirty, harsh place.  Beings came here to buy vice, and any
vice desired was available if  the buyer could pay.  But Romstone was also a
place that Melyani couldn�t see into.  Her spies were numerous, but they could
be avoided with a healthy dose of paranoia.  She was not loved in this district,
and her forces barely tolerated.  Her spies turned up daily with cut throats in
Romestone.  The city was a perfect place for a clandestine meeting with
Mordeci.

Or so he had thought.
Only his unique affinity with lightning saved him.  For even as Lightning�s

Hand passed the entrance to the Romstone Circus, he �felt� someone calling
upon the skies, unleashing a lightning bolt.

With acute paranoia fueling him, Lightning�s Hand jumped into the circus
entrance, scattering a crowd waiting to see the show.
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A brilliant flash of lighting struck the ground where he had just been,
blowing a crater in the ground and scattering pavement shrapnel through the
air in all directions.  Lightning�s Hand rushed past an usher at the curtained
door, and shouts behind him let him know that someone was after him.

He had dodged Melyani�s assassins for so long that it was now second
nature to immediately react to danger.  He rushed into the main stadium of
the circus.  A condemned criminal was about to be thrown into a maze.  At
the other end of  the maze was a half-starved behemoth.  The massive crea-
ture with sloping shoulders and jaws more powerful than a dragon�s was
crazed by the smell of so many people about it.  It continually smashed
against the iron bars of its cage, and the iron bars were beginning to bend
outward.  The stadium was full of cheering people overlooking the maze�
all eager for the gruesome blood sport.

It was a waste of  mana, and it drew attention to him, but Lightning�s
Hand quickly cast his own lightning spell, slaying the behemoth in an act of
mercy.  Then he went down as a muscular body tackled him.

Lightning�s Hand found himself  grappling with a blue-skinned genie.
Fast, deadly, and powerful, genies were more than a match for most men.
The combatants crashed through the startled circus spectators, smashing rows
of seating and scattering the audience.

Lightning�s Hand rolled and threw the genie off.  As he jumped to his
feet, a second genie cast an ice blast that slammed into him, knocking him
backward.  Lightning�s Hand cast magic repellant on himself, ignoring his
frostbit arms and face.  With his anti-magic protection he couldn�t heal him-
self, but was now invulnerable to any more spell attacks.

He threw off his cloak and pulled his lightning sword from its scabbard.
The enormous broadsword glowed in the darkened circus with white, flow-
ing energy.  The genies, now joined by three more, all hesitated as they con-
fronted the formidably armed man.

�You won�t be collecting a bounty if  you�re dead,�  Lightning�s Hand
stated.

�Human bravado,� one of  the genies said.  They had the hardened ap-
pearance of  professionals.  It would take more than a glowing sword to
intimidate them.

The genies cautiously spread out, surrounding him.  Some of the circus
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audience had fled at the first sign of violence.  Most found remote positions
of safety to view this new big-top entertainment.  It was more than an apt
substitute for the behemoth versus criminal blood-letting they�d expected.

One of the genies cast a mass reflective magic spell.  All the genies bathed
in its momentary glow.  Lightning�s Hand shrugged.  The battle was now
mostly going to be settled by skill at martial arts.

Lightning�s Hand jumped over the edge and ran down for the maze.
The genies pursued.  In the maze the genies� numbers would work against
them.  Or so he hoped.

The first genie came at him high and fast.  Lightning�s Hand swung his
sword.  There was a scream of pain as the genie flew past.  But then another
genie slammed into Lightning�s Hand from behind.  His blade flew out of  his
hand.

He caught his balance, cursing himself  for an amateur.  Lightning�s Hand
cast an inferno at his own feet.  The explosion of flame would hurt neither
himself nor his adversaries due to the reflective magic spell they all wore, but
it caught them off  guard.  The genies lost sight of  Lightning�s Hand in the
roaring fire, and the wooden maze burst into flame with real fire.

�Where is he?� a genie demanded.
�There�s a false floor to the maze!� another said.  �He must be below.�
�The stage�we�ll use a trap door,� another said.  All streaked off  for the

stage, where the condemned criminal, still caged, watched with great interest.
Below the maze, Lightning�s Hand was in a staging area for circus acts.

He raced down a hallway and through a doorway.  A dozen or so women
turned to look at him as he ran through their dressing room.  They had dead
eyes, and all looked old beyond their years.  Lightning�s Hand shuddered to
think of what their act in the circus must be.

As he ran, he willed the anti-magic away and summoned a cure wounds
spell.  �The building�s on fire, get out!� he yelled at the women in passing.

�Oh, hell,� he said, distressed about using more mana.  With a thought,
he teleported the women up to street level, where he knew a dozen naked
women would cause not a raised eyebrow in Romstone�s throng.

As Lightning�s Hand turned a corner, he ran through a room that smelled
of  animal droppings.  He passed cages of  scorpicores, behemoths, wolves,
and more.
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�May I have a moment of your time?� an arch devil asked, appearing
out of nowhere.

�I�m a tad busy,� Lightning�s Hand shouted, going back to release the
animals from their cages.  Arch devils were rumored to be all but extinct in
these lands.  Melyani had long ago done her best to eradicate them from
Romendor.  She didn�t like the competition.  �It�s about to get rather danger-
ous in here!�

The arch devil followed Lightning�s Hand as he grabbed a cage lock and
yanked it free of  the door.  �Why are you releasing these beasts?�

Lightning�s Hand raced to the next cage.  �The building is on fire.  I won�t
leave them caged.�

�When you have finished, I do need to talk to you.�
�Well, there is still the gang of  murderous genies I must deal with.  Plus,

I don�t know you, and that makes me nervous.�
�Suppose I dispose of  these genies for you.  Would you then grant me an

audience?�
Lightning�s Hand shook his head as he ran down another hallway.  �Afraid

not.  I have an appointment or two, and I still don�t know you.�
The arch devil disappeared.  Lightning�s Hand found himself  in an im-

mense prop room.  The smell of smoke followed him as he carefully made
his way through the strange collection of costumes, devices, paraphernalia,
props, and all kinds of  things required to put on the circus.  The room was so
crowded with props that it was impossible to see more than ten feet in any
direction.

From a darkened corner, a genie launched himself  onto Lightning�s Hand.
Lightning�s Hand took the full force of  the blow, but even as he fell, en-
tangled with the genie, he landed a powerful blow to the genie�s stomach.
The genie went limp before they hit the ground.

That left three to deal with.  Lightning�s Hand stood, throwing off  a
horned helmet that somehow had perched on his head during the fall.

All three genies confronted him.  �Your time has run out, human.  It will
be a pleasure to fulfill our contract on you.�

Lightning�s Hand stepped into a battle stance.  Fists up and close to his
face, left leg out and right leg slightly back.  DarkSword, his mentor, had
taught him well before Melyani had him murdered.  �As they say on the farm,
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don�t count your chickens before they�re hatched.�
Suddenly, the genies� eyes grew wide.  They looked at each other, then at

something just behind Lightning�s Hand.  Without a word they flew off  as
fast as they could.

Lightning�s Hand spun around.  �Not you again.�
�May we talk now?�  Black Diablerie asked.  He towered over Lightning�s

Hand, and the darkened room accentuated his devilish appearance.
�I take it you�ll follow me all over Aham until you have your say.�
A rare smile passed over Black Diablerie�s face.  �Something like that.

Would it help if  I gave you this?�
Black Diablerie tossed the lightning sword out.  Lightning�s Hand caught

it with a smirk.
�All right.  I have an appointment, but meet me on top of  the old temple

of  Wogain at nightfall.  In the easternmost spire there�s a room that only the
pigeons know about.  Melyani would never think to look there.�

�Melyani?� Black Diablerie asked as Lightning�s Hand fled the smoke-
filled prop room.  He felt worlds away from Melyani here in Aham.

cd

Nightfall over Aham brought an end to another day for the sorrow-
filled city.  Lightning�s Hand, who had arrived at the spire over an hour ago,
looked out over the city from his high perch.  The city, and the lands around
it, was held in the grip of a tyrant.  Melyani, and a few trusted allies, reaped
huge sums in gold and gems, while most of the beings in the city suffered for
lack of  food and shelter.  No dissent was tolerated, people were executed for
the smallest of infractions, and the lords of the land took whatever plunder
or pleasure they desired.

Lightning�s Hand fought against the spoil and rape of  the land.  But he
was one man, one man against a nation and the power of an ancient red
dragon.

The orb of  Aham�s sun slid under the western horizon.  Black Diablerie
appeared next to Lightning�s Hand as he contemplated the approaching night.

�I wonder if  there is hope for this land,� Lightning�s Hand mused.  �I�m
not enough to hold back the darkness.  I�m just not enough.�
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Black Diablerie pointed to the east.  �The morning always follows the
night.  It has never failed.�

�So, what do they call you, devil?�
�Black Diablerie, at your service.�
�You�re a big one, that�s certain.  I�m pleased that Melyani couldn�t de-

stroy all of  you.  Now, what do you want?�
Black Diablerie was perplexed at the mention of  Melyani�s name.  But he

held the question back for now.  �Did you ever find out more about those
who ambushed you?�

Lightning�s Hand chuckled.  �My erstwhile ally sent them �as a test�.  He
said he wanted to see if I was worth his time.�

�Well, I�ve been sent here by Melyani, to offer��
Black Diablerie gulped as Lightning�s Hand�s blade was at his throat.
�There�s something about you that made me want to trust you,� Lightning�s

Hand growled, �but now I see I have been deceived.�
�Hold your blow,� Black Diablerie said.  �I am already dead and wouldn�t

like to spend the rest of my unlife with a gaping wound at my throat.�
�So what offer did Melyani authorize you to make?� Lightning�s Hand

demanded.  He pressed his sword further against Black Diablerie�s throat.
�She sent me to offer aid.  I owe her a debt and have come to repay it.�
�Aid?  Melyani?  You babble, devil.�
�Melyani told me how to get here from Ninevah.  She sent me to aid you

to discharge my debt to her.  I swear by Dunson that this is the truth.�
Lightning�s Hand lowered his sword.  �Ninevah?  Could this be true?

Tell me of  Ninevah, and I�ll know if  your words ring true.�
Black Diablerie nodded.  �Ninevah, actually Romendor, is my home-

land.  The way it was explained to me is that Ninevah and Aham are mirror
images of  each other.  Ah, but Ninevah is fair, bustling, with beings of  all
kinds and sights that the imagination cannot conceive of.  This place, this
Aham, is one great festering sore.�

Lightning�s Hand put his sword away.  �Only someone from there would
know these things.  So, what kind of  aid do you offer?�

�That is for you to decide.  I�d rather not kill anyone, but I will perform
most any task or quest you may have.�

Lightning�s Hand considered for a moment.  �For some reason, I feel
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you are being honest with me.  Why is that?�
Black Diablerie shrugged his massive shoulders.  �It could very well be

the fact that I am being honest about my intentions.�
�All right, I�m going to go against my every instinct and tell you.  My ally

has granted me an army of  his undead.  We are going to attack Melyani�s
treasury tomorrow.  With her gold, I will be able to purchase more armies.
This is the first step towards freedom for Aham!�

�That is the second time you have mentioned Melyani.�
Lightning�s Hand chuckled.  �You do not know, then.  There is a Melyani

here in Aham.  She is the same being as the Melyani in Ninevah, but she is evil
and greedy.  She rules this land and is destroying it.�

Black Diablerie was quiet for a moment.  Hearing this was like being hit
with a dragon�s tail.  �My Melyani is a simple tavern keeper.  Let us pray we
do not see this Melyani, then.  Dunson grant me this.�

Lightning�s Hand studied Black Diablerie.  �I did not know that devils
could love.  I can only wonder why Melyani, your Melyani, sent you here,
knowing of  her evil twin and your feelings.�

Black Diablerie turned away, his mind clouded, his feeling in a jumble of
confusion.

�Let�s not talk of  it,� Lightning�s Hand said, �for we have work to do.  If
you assist me on the raid against the treasury, I will declare myself  satisfied
with your aid.  With a legendary arch devil at my side, I will surely succeed!�

Black Diablerie pulled his attention back to Lightning�s Hand.  �This
treasury, it is well guarded?  Your forces few in number?�

Lightning�s Hand nodded.  �I have their schedule, purchased from a
guard who had gambling debts.  We will strike when the guard is numbered
at their lowest.�

�This is not wise.  I once was a pirate.  My ship and my men were feared
all over the lands of  Romendor.  Yet never did I have more men than most
garrisons or patrol ships.  Still, time after time, I triumphed, winning prize
after prize.�

�You knew the land and the territory.  You had spies, informants, and
knew the juiciest targets.  Is this correct?�

�That is correct. But there is more to my success.  I only went after sure
victories.  No matter how tempting a prize, I passed on it if  there was any real
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risk.  Many times, my victories were guaranteed beforehand through bribery
or blackmail.  I never fought a fair fight, not once.�

�Your advice is appreciated. But I know this land, and I know what I
must do.�

Black Diablerie shook his head.  �I hope you�re right.�
�Let us hope so,� Lightning�s Hand said.
For the second time in as many days, Lightning�s Hand was betrayed.

The treasury guard who had given him the schedule of the guards had con-
fessed his misdeed to Melyani�s inquisitors.  His last words had betrayed
Lightning�s Hand�s plans.

Melyani was ready when the attack on the treasury came.  Not wanting to
miss finally capturing Lightning�s Hand, she�d kept her forces hidden, waiting
for the attack.

Lightning�s Hand, with Black Diablerie at his side and a large force of
undead at his back, appeared in the main square of the treasury building,
coming in on a teleport spell.  It was late at night.  The spell allowed him to
appear without warning.

Then all hell broke loose.
Dragons flew overhead.  The great winged beasts did not attack, but

their presence served to bottle up the courtyard.  Then the forces of  his
enemy attacked from all sides.  Their numbers were superior, and they had
positions all around them.  Arrows and spears took out the outer units.  Many
of  the zombies Mordeci gave him fell under the rain of  arrows.  Then just as
the arrows stopped, the ground shook.  A squad of minotaurs attacked.  The
minotaurs were the ultimate shock troopers�fast, powerful, and willing to
take damage to deal even more out.

The powerful axe strokes of the bull-warriors cut down the remaining
zombies and quickly rendered the liches useless.

Watching in dismay as his force was shredded, Lightning�s Hand called
on the heavens to cast a chain lightning.  Chain lightning would dance from
foe to foe, taking many of  them out and giving him the chance to regroup.
But his brief  incantation failed.  Lightning�s Hand quickly switched magic,
casting a fire ring.  That spell also failed.

�You may notice that we are on cursed ground,� Black Diablerie said.
He pointed out the black soil beneath them.
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Cursed ground was specially enchanted to absorb any mana used in its
presence.

�That wasn�t there yesterday,� Lightning�s Hand said, drawing his sword.
�Time to retreat.  Live to fight another day.�
�We are surrounded by flyers, and they have range strikers.  I can�t cast

any spells.  My troops are being chopped up.  My time has come.  I hope that
you have a way back to Ninevah.�

�I do, and I�ll take you with me.�
Lightning�s Hand spurred his stallion.  Another battle, another useless

effort to defeat the undefeatable red dragon.  Secretly, he considered death in
battle to be a release from his burden.  �This is my home, I�ll not leave it.  And
if  the gods have written my end this day, then so be it.  Have a good unlife,
black one!�

So saying, Lightning�s Hand charged into a knot of  minotaurs that had
just finished off  the last of  the liches.  With the unbelievable speed and the
blade skill that comes from constant training and skill developed in the heart
of  battle, Lightning�s Hand tore through the minotaurs.  Three of  the bull-
warriors were dead before they knew he was there.

He ducked under the whistling swipe of an axe and cut a minotaur at the
knees.  The creature fell to the ground with a pain-filled roar.  As he moved he
punched a minotaur in the snout, smashing the creatures� nose into a bloody
pulp.

Black Diablerie quickly joined in, for he had promised aid.
Melyani had left nothing in her trap to chance.  A squadron of ogres now

marched forward.  Not as strong or as fast as the minotaurs, but ogres could
take more punishment.  Black Diablerie teleported into the midst of the
goat-men and lashed out with both of  his powerful arms.  Ogres were sent
flying from the attack.

A spiked club smashed into Black Diablerie�s back.  The arch devil roared
as he spun around, gripped the ogre by neck and crotch, and flung the crea-
ture into the air.  The ogre screamed as it shot out into the darkened sky.

Black Diablerie knew the battle was hopeless.
More minotaurs and ogres joined the attack.  The unseen archers on the

heights of the surrounding buildings were shooting again, apparently more
concerned with getting Lightning�s Hand than they were with scoring casual-
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ties on their own forces.
With an arrow in his back and another in his thigh, Lightning�s Hand was

losing blood.  His mobility was hampered, and his spell casting abilities were
negated.  But the wizard fought on, his lightning sword slashing through
minotaurs and ogres as they closed on him for the kill.

Then Black Diablerie came up from behind him and hit him at the base
of  his neck.  Lightning�s Hand fell, his sword falling from numb fingers.

The last of the undead troops fell.  The square became silent.  Black
Diablerie picked up the fallen Lightning�s Hand and his sword.

There were dozens of bodies scattered around the square.  Black Diablerie
had seen many such scenes of carnage.  Once, he relished it, standing over the
dead bodies of  the slain.  Now, an odd sense of  loss was all he felt.  Arch
devils were not supposed to feel such things.  That he was was more evidence
of  his insanity.

�I�ll speak with your mistress,� he stated to a surviving minotaur as
Melyani�s troops surrounded him.

Melyani walked out from a doorway, where she had witnessed the battle.
Like the Melyani of Ninevah, her hair was red-brown, her eyes golden.  But
this Melyani was harder.  Her lips had a cruel twist, and her eyes were severe.

�Bring a lamp,� she barked.  A servant appeared with a brightly burning
oil lamp.

Melyani stood speechless as she studied Black Diablerie�s face.  �How?�
was all she uttered.

�How?� Black Diablerie responded.  �Does how matter?  How are you,
Melyani?�

Melyani looked at the ground.  Black Diablerie was standing on the cursed
ground she had imported.  She reached forward and pinched his arm.

�This must be a trick ...  But how?�
�I am Black Diablerie.  No one would dare impersonate me.  I imagine

you thought you�d never see me again.�
Melyani looked over the corpse-littered square.  Her eyes returned to

Black Diablerie.  �Bring them,� she ordered.
Black Diablerie, carrying Lightning�s Hand, followed behind Melyani.  They

passed from the square into the treasury building.  Then from the treasury
building, they went out to the street.  Hundreds of people had been rounded
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up and forced to wait there.  They were to play the part of cheering follow-
ers, giving her her due at finally triumphing over Lightning�s Hand.

Black Diablerie stood next to Melyani.  �You know, I like you more as a
goodie-goodie.  And I never thought I�d say that.  Farewell.�

So saying, he teleported away.  He and Lightning�s Hand disappeared
from sight.  Hundreds of cheering people went silent.  Melyani looked around,
her anger building, then turning to rage.

�Kill them, kill them all!� she screamed at her troops, who fell on the
crowd and began slaughtering the people.
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�Now, I am in your debt,� Lightning�s Hand said.  He stood on the roof
of  the abandoned temple of  Wogain, looking out over the city.

�Not so,� Black Diablerie responded.  �You have allowed me to erase
one of the many stains on my soul.  That is a gift beyond price.�

�Well, say what you will, I know the price of  honor.  I�d like to think that
we part now as friends?�

�Friend, a word almost foreign to me.  I had brothers in arms, I had
enemies, and I had those that feared me.  I rarely have had a friend.  We are
friends then, even though we�ll never meet again.�

�Don�t say never, friend.  For no one knows everything, not even the
gods.�

Black Diablerie nodded.  �True enough.  Well, time for me to go.  Eter-
nity isn�t getting any shorter.�

�Fare you well, Black Diablerie.  Know this: from now on, I fight no fair
fights.  I�ll take on only those battles I can win.  I�ll think like a pirate.�

�Perhaps that is the best favor I did for you,� Black Diablerie said.  �Look
to the east, for the day always follows night.�

Then he was gone.
Lightning�s Hand took a deep breath of  the night air, and then he too

disappeared.

THE REALM OF THE VALIANT
�Quite impressive,� Dunson said to Black Diablerie as the two stood on
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the balcony that overlooked the universe.  �A good start to your quest.  And
I�ll tell you a thing I now know, a thing that has come to me.  You have taken
a step into the dance.  And there are other steps for you to take.  You have a
role now, a role even I don�t understand.�

Black Diablerie inclined his head in a nod.  �Lord, a question.�
�Of course.�
�Why did Melyani send me to that place, where I would find what, at

one time, would have been my fondest dream?  A place where I would be
tempted severely to betray my oath to you and achieve all my heart could
desire.  Was it an act of  cruelty?�

�No, it was an act of  love.  Not romantic love, but godly love.�
Black Diablerie was startled.  �How so?�
�She gave you an out.  You could have stayed there and lived your fond-

est dream, of Melyani as mate, unlimited power, and unlimited wealth. She
knows your quest is impossible and made it possible for you to have some
measure of happiness, if you so chose.�

�I, I didn�t think of  it that way.�
Dunson gestured at a meteor, nudging its course just enough so that it

missed a planet it was on a collision course with.  �It also allowed you to test
your resolve.  There will be few tests to your oath that will press you more
than that.  Yet you passed that test.  The Aham Melyani, once the kind of
Melyani you wanted, you found her to be almost loathsome, and even piti-
able.�

�Yes, it was like wanting a thing all your life, then when you get that thing,
you find the wanting was the greater attraction.�

�Did you know that there was a Black Diablerie in Aham?  In Ninevah,
when you begged Melyani to be your partner, she refused.  In Aham, that
Melyani said yes.  That one decision made all the difference for that sad land.
That Melyani learned of greed and rage, and one day had her Black Diablerie
murdered so that it would all be hers.�

Black Diablerie was not surprised.  That was the kind of being he once
was.  �Then, my Ninevah Melyani actually did me a favor by saying no, and
even enabling your forces to capture me.�

�Funny how those things work out, isn�t it?�
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The sudden groan of  ropes and gears sent Blackthorne�s bats screaming
from the battlements.  Belin�s narsiit, Gytel, danced back into the wall, his
wings flying open to crack against the cold stone of the narrow tunnel.  �Damn
those flying rats,� Belin said.  He soothed his mount with a softly whispered
word of command.

As the massive drawbridge fell, the bats fled into the cold night.  On any
other night, they would have resettled under the merlins, but not tonight.  It
was a bad omen.  They screamed of betrayal�the death of the Emperor
and the silent assassins which stalked the capital Raynor, ready to finish their
bloody work.

Belin clenched his fist, feeling the power in his huge arm.  I am still strong
enough to stop them.  Time is my enemy now.

�Only fools and Eathal would be abroad on a night like this,� muttered
Kalyth, Blackthorne�s Captain of  the Guard, as he watched the heavy timbers
fall into place across the dry moat.

Belin searched the clear sky.  Some had said the Drakons of  Asgod-Ki
had been seen on nights like this, hunting through the dark, taking man and
beast alike.

Above, the stars were scattered against the dark vault of  Yos� sky.  The
moon Rea waxed full, its small disk livid like a swollen red eye, shedding only
a few tears of  light.  Rea�s larger cousin, the moon Asic, was below the
horizon.

A soft breeze stirred the silent fields, carrying with it the fresh salt of the
Sea of Mists, whose crashing waves rumbled faintly in the distance.

Belin rode his great black narsiit from the walls of  Tower Blackthorne,
the winged-steed�s shoes ringing on the wood and stone.  The narsiit was still
uneasy, but had folded his thin wings tightly against his body to conserve
warmth.  Belin rode the beast in a circle to calm him, his armor and deadly
blades glinting in the torchlight.  He was riding to battle.  With a sigh he
looked up at the sky once more.  This was madness.  Madness!

When Belin reigned in the winged steed, Kalyth put his hands to his mouth
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and yelled across the moat.  �Should we close the drawbridge, my Lord?�
Belin turned his narsiit stallion on the gravel, the winged steed�s breath

misting in the cold air.  �Aye!  Close it, Kalyth!�  The steed moved impatiently,
but Belin subdued the powerful mount with ease.  �If a week passes and you
hear nothing from me, send word to the Athrian Sarlord, Myan Cintros.  Tell
him everything.  Farewell!�

�Aye Lord!  Farewell, Belin, my old friend.�
Belin paused, then urged the sleek narsiit into the night.  The soft breeze

soon rose to a torrent of wind as the night slipped past, falling below the
effortless gait of  the plains� runner.  Tower Blackthorne receded into the
distance, not that Belin would have looked back.  He never looked back.

The voice of  Emperor Riin Cinanac echoed in Belin�s head.  Allspeed Belin.
For the sake of  Larus come with allspeed.  The voice had come to him in a vision
yesterday.  He feared it was madness.  There had been no history of  insanity
in his family, and yet ...  Perhaps he feared sorcery even more than madness.
Belin pushed these uncertain thoughts aside.  If he could not trust himself�
his own mind�he could trust nothing.  He knew that if  he faltered, the
looming dark ahead of  him would become an armored demon in his mind,
sewing madness with acid blood and talons fetid with rotten flesh.  Instead,
he fixed his gaze forward, through the leagues, toward the distant Spires of
Raynor.

Belin had known little doubt in his life.  He was a warrior.  Not born to
question or to debate.  His brilliance on the battlefield had given him honors
by the score, power and wealth.  Give him an enemy and he would fight,
courting the dark angles of  the Underworld like lovers.  He�d tasted the
nearness of death many times and found the strength within to face it again.
Sorcery ... that was another matter.

An ancient gravel road wound its way through sixty leagues of country-
side to the capital.  By first dawn, the massive gates of Raynor would lay
before him, and beyond these, an ending to doubt.  Be that ending in death ...
his life was in the hands of  The Yellow Goddess, the Provider, Larus.

Belin traveled on through the sleepy Yasser delta, leaving the sea behind.
The only noise that came to his ears was the labored breathing of the stallion
and the occasional call of a hunting bat.

Belin longed for action.  The still night only fed his doubts.  He longed to
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still the memories which surged to the surface of his mind like rank oil on a
boiling sea.  In his long life as a warrior he�d been accustomed to forgetting
easily, leaving the past�fallen comrades and old enemies�behind him.  But
these memories would not fade, and he could find no peace.

The visions had begun yesterday.  The first came to him on the practice
yard, in the middle of  a bout with Kalyth.  The two suns of  Yos, Larus and
Uros, the Yellow and the Red Sisters, had stood out brightly in the Summer
sky, the air clear and fresh with the sea breeze.

Kalyth circled Belin, his greatscythe held in a deadly poise.  �Ah ... you�re
slowing down lately, Lord.  And I thought living in the Delta province would
be good for your health!�

Belin grunted.
�I see one of your lanedd blades is looking a little worse for wear, my

Lord,� Kalyth said.
Belin knew Kalyth was trying to distract him, but could not resist a quick

look along the lanedd blade to check the ceramic for fractures.  Though
razor-sharp, they were notoriously brittle.

Just as he looked away, Kalyth lunged.
Belin side-stepped easily.
�I keep on trying to think of the reason I keep you around, Kalyth.  One

thing is for certain.  It�s not for your conversation!�
Belin leapt forward, his greatscythe, a greatstaff counterpointed at either

end with deadly lanedd scythe-blades, moved in a swift arc toward Kalyth�s
head.  The younger man quickly raised his scythe to block the force of the
swing, but instead of  meeting Belin�s blade he met only air, the heavy shaft of
his own greatscythe leading him off balance.  Before Kalyth could recover,
Belin gave a shout and spun, his greatscythe striking Kalyth�s outstretched
greatscthye and flinging it across the yard.

One of  the blades of  Belin�s greatscythe hovered at Kalyth�s throat.
�Take a look,� Belin said.  �Any cracks?�
Kalyth swallowed and looked down at the blade at his throat.
�Ahhh!  Stinking Uros!  Do you ever stop coming up with new moves?�

shouted Kalyth, his face contoured with pain as he nursed his right hand, still
numb with the shock of  the counterswung blow.

Belin lowered his weapon and laughed.  �I�ve forgotten more moves
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than you�re likely to learn!�
Belin thumbed a release stud and twisted the haft of his greatscythe.

With a snap, the twin blades disappeared inside the greatscythe.  He leaned
forward on the heavy and ornately cast body of the weapon and removed
his helmet, revealing a hard but pleasant face.  The silver hair whipped in the
wind as he laughed, the mirth in his gray eyes at odds with the deep lines of
hardship.  Although he stood half  a head shorter than Kalyth, Belin had tre-
mendous strength.  And despite the solid muscle on his thickset body, he was
also fast�and capable of  almost gymnastic agility.  He was every inch the
warrior, despite his sixty years.

Kalyth took off his helmet and walked to Belin.
�Well matched again, my Lord.  Perhaps you�re not slowing down as

much as I thought.�
Belin laughed and slapped Kalyth on the back.  �I�ve spilt so much blood

on the battlefield, its good to swing a blade without spilling more.�
Kalyth smiled.
The old warrior took in a deep breath of the salty wind and glanced

about the training yard at the other combats in progress.  He looked to the
morning suns and the blue sky above.

A scream pierced the air.
�Did you hear that, Kalyth?  Was it a sea-raptor?�
�I heard nothing, my Lord.�
�No, it was beyond the walls.�
They searched the sky together.  The scream came again; louder, inhu-

man, triumphant, but still on the edge of  Belin�s perception.  He listened with
determination.

Then the vision struck him.
Belin was seized by a sense of  unnatural clarity.  The sensation brought a

heady elation, then suddenly his focus shifted, out of control.  The elation of
his victory over Kalyth was gone, and the air grew heavy.  His body receded
into the distance, and fear shot through him like a gray shaft.  What�s happening
to me?  Out of  control he tumbled through limbo, drawn like a falling star
toward the Underworld.

The sound of  the combats in Blackthorne faded to nothing.  Belin stood
instead on a vast plain.  Before him, through the stillness of  the new day, two
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columns of horsemen rode westward toward the fading night.  Horses and
men breathed mist into the bitterly cold morning air, which would soon
warm under the planet�s two Suns.  They were weary, but all proud, for they
were led by a man they would die for.

Belin hovered closer to the leader, but his face was still darkened by the
twilight.  He drew closer.  Then he saw him, and his heart gave a twist of
apprehension.  It was Riin Cinanac, once his ward, now Emperor of Bulvuran.
His view expanded to take in the vast plains.  These must be the Plains of
Poulos, he thought. The Emperor was fleeing the siege of  Husdoom�and
he was in danger.  The capital Raynor and Riin�s throne were still many leagues,
many days, distant.  The siege must have gone badly for Riin to be fleeing with so few men.

Dew laden grasses glittered in the Yellow Sister�s first rays as the eastern
sky lightened to blue.  The twilight lingered for another moment until the
small red sun began to lift from the horizon.

Riin was a large man, with a wide and unimpressive face.  Light dust
from the track had turned his dark hair to gray.  Durn, his Commander and
Chief, rode beside him.

�Your mought armor looks worse for wear, my Lord.�
Riin inspected his mought armor.  The tough, cast ceramic armor was

chipped and broken, the red tinting covered with mud and dried blood.  He
merely smiled, then said, �We made good time old friend.�

�Aye, Lord.  We�ll be in the cover of  the forest soon,� Durn said, reach-
ing into his jacket for a small clearglass flask.  He took a swig, then handed the
bottle to Riin.

The Emperor accepted it with a smile.  �The courage of  Uros,� he said,
raising the flask to his lips and taking a shot of the volatile spirit.

�Aye, Lord.  Courage well needed.�
Both men turned to watch Uros lift from the horizon.
That was all Belin saw in the first vision.  It was not until the second vision

that he saw Riin die.
The first vision had faded slowly.  As he came back to consciousness,

Belin became aware of  Kalyth�s voice nearby.  �Lord Belin!  Lord Belin!�
He�d opened his eyes to see his Captain�s concerned face above him.

�Riin?� Belin asked, perplexed.
Kalyth looked at Belin with concern.  �I think he�s delirious,� he said to a
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ring of soldiers who surrounded him.
Belin pushed himself  up from the ground.  �Riin returns with Durn,� he

said.  �The siege of Husdoom has failed.�
Kalyth made the sign against ill-fortune, his wide-eyed gaze fixed to Belin.
Belin suddenly realized what he�d said.  He had no way of  knowing this.

He looked at the fearful faces of the men around him.
�Well!� demanded Belin.  �Have you men nothing better to do than

stand and gawk?�  The soldiers melted away.
When the men had gone, Belin turned to Kalyth.  �What happened?�
�You seemed fine, then your eyes glazed over and you fell.�
�How long was I out for?�
�Only for a few moments.  Should I fetch the Moon Druid?�
�No, don�t be ridiculous.  All I need is a drink,� Belin said, forcing a

laugh.  �Keep training the men.�
�Yes, my Lord.�
Belin had walked away then, not daring to even consider what it may

mean.  He did not even dare call it what it was�a vision�until the second
one had taken him.

Belin�s senses returned to the night.  Beneath him, his narsiit moved pow-
erfully, easily.  Ahead were the gates of  Raynor.  He had a quest.  This was
reality�the here and now.

�I have no Sorcerer�s blood!  Why will these visions not fade!� Belin
shouted to the night.

Belin could take no more of  these gnawing doubts.  He gave a yell, giving
vent to fear and sadness, and spurred the narsiit on to his limit.  Wind passed
him in a gale, and the sound of hooves blurred into thunder as the Heat rose
within the great stallion.  With a snap the narsiit extended his wings, and his
fierce cry of  defiance rose into the wind.  Through the night it seemed to fly,
hurtling toward the final conflict.

Belin had been a young warrior during the great purge of the Emperor
Cerrin, Riin�s father, but the memories would never leave him.  Hundreds of
Suul�the privileged upper class of  Yos�had been dragged to the execu-
tioners block by squads of Uros Druids, others had been murdered in their
beds.  Some poor fools even surrendered themselves out of  loyalty to the
Emperor.  Sorcerers of  the Old Blood, adept in the Fire.  At first it had
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seemed righteous, but then his own grandmother had died at the hands of
Cerrin.  He still remembered his father, jaw clenched with suppressed rage,
his eyes like stone as he stood beneath Cerrin�s throne renouncing his own
mother, renouncing the taint of  Sorcery.  Sorcerers had always been feared;
now thanks to Cerrin�s purge, they were hated and slaughtered as well.  Riin�s
grandfather the Emperor Jykor, like every Emperor for a thousand years,
had been adept at Sorcery.  Cerrin had grown to manhood without the
power�a failure in his father�s eyes.  He had grown bitter and vengeful, but
had bided his time.  When Jykor died, the purge began.  It had taken the death
of his grandmother to waken Belin to injustice.  It had been no holy quest,
only petty revenge.  Later, when the Sorcerers of the Realm had either been
executed or had fled, Cerrin�s rage had lessened.  Even so, his fear of  Sorcery
remained, infecting all those who served him and the Bulvuran Empire like a
plague.

Belin tightened the set of  his jaw, his eyes falling to the greatscythe strapped
to the side of the horse.  Questions besieged him, and the only answers lay in
the capital.  Slowly he turned his fear to rage.  Fear will not give me strength.

The countryside passed him in stillness and seeming peace as the stallion
moved through the night in a blur of  power.  Raynor drew him, and the
sadness of  Riin�s fate drove him.  Despite his rage the tears fell, and he let
them come knowing that he would have little time for them in Raynor.  As
the night drew on, the tears drew him back in time yet again to the second
vision.

He�d been at table when the second vision took him.  It had been a night
of laughter, at least to begin with.

Belin remembered wiping away tears of mirth, shaking his head and
reaching for a goblet of wine.  This was yesterday night.  Dinner was long
past, and his tables were set for his close family and friends.  Kalyth had
organized a jester.  Wine had flowed freely while Belin drowned his first
vision in a torrent of good Elsian red and a fireside tale.

He had laughed as the jester continued his tale.
��... and I say you shall not pass!� said the Eathal, crossing his huge arms

over his mighty chest and looking out from his gnarled face with red glowing
eyes.

��But my Lord said to milk the goats, good Eathal, and they have wan-
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dered over to the other side of your hill!� said the little girl.
��Ha!  Ha!  Ha!� said the Eathal.  �Then I will take the goats for myself and

roast them over my deep hearth.�
��Oh no!� said the girl.�
The room burst into another chorus of  laughter at the jester�s high fal-

setto imitation of  the girl�s voice.
�So the Eathal drew a wily smile and said, �Well I may let you milk the

goats on one condition.�
��Anything!� said the girl.
��Ha!  Ha!� said the Eathal with an evil smile.  �Bring me the throne of

Cinanac in a pig�s bladder!��
Belin had laughed again and reached for his goblet, but it never reached

his lips.
�Eathal ...� he said, the smile fading from his lips.
The second vision struck.
Once more the scene shifted, the blazing hearth becoming a firestorm, a

great gout of flame which flew past him into the night to explode with a
massive concussion.

�That was close, my lord,� said Durn.
The scene shifted.  I�m seeing through Riin�s eyes.
Riin was besieged on a distant hill-top.  He and Durn had thrown them-

selves to the ground to avoid a huge spear of flame which had flown from
the Eathal ranks.

�My liege, I�ve never seen the Eathal in such strength before.  Please my
Lord, we must flee!�

Riin stirred.  His mind slowly cleared.  A warrior helped him to his feet,
and he armed himself.  Then a yellow flare lit up the night.  Another huge jet
of flame moved past them from the lines of battle, carrying with it the
screams of  those it sent to death.  Riin�s heart raced with fear.  Sorcery!  Could
it be that the Eathal were adept?  Or were they aided by Verial, or Northmen Druids?
Our own Sorcerers are long dead.  My father saw to that.

The night was chaos.  The sounds of  battle all around them.  Then an-
other of the jets of flame seared through the night, its brimstone tendrils
striking Riin in the chest.

The Emperor sank to his knees as the pain of the wound threatened to
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overcome him.  The battle moved closer, and he was surrounded by a ring
of  soldiers.  Riin�s head swam.  Suddenly Durn was at his side.

�Sorcery, Lord!  We have no defense against them.  The Eathal wield the
Fire!�  Durn shook with impotent fury.  �I have failed you.�

The pain in Riin�s chest prevented him from speaking, but the word
Sorcery rang in his head like some clarion call.  Yes he could feel it.  He felt it
in the air.  It was the Fire.  The screams of  those around him fell away.  He
sensed death approaching him, stalking him like a hunter.  Yet his only thought
was for his child.  He wept, and he felt the void hover over him, beckoning
him.

Somewhere nearby, Durn fell.
One by one his warriors were cut down by the attackers until he re-

mained alone.  Inhuman screams of triumph filled the night.  The Eathal
hoard pressed in around him.

The leader�his massive, hairless chest heaving in the cool night�moved
forward to face him.  His head was domed like a natural helmet, hairless and
dark-skinned.  Beneath the heavy brow ridges his eyes were dark empty pools,
without mercy.

After regarding Riin for some time he spoke in a curious parody of a
human voice, deep and harsh.

�At last the Cinanac throne is humbled. �
Within Riin, the Fire still glowed.  He felt it.  Its raw power waiting

release.  Like the familiar haft of his greatscythe, he gripped it.  His last weapon.
So the Old Blood runs true after all, he thought.  If my father had known, he
would�ve had me slain with all the rest.

The Eathal hefted his greataxe.  The blood of  Riin�s warriors still glis-
tened on the darkglass.

�Breathe your last, Cinanac.  The time has come for you to die.  Your
mate and squawking get will be next!�

The Eathal�s axe swung through the air in a measured arc that separated
Riin�s head from his body.

In the moments before death, Riin reached within himself and opened
the floodgates to his power.  The Fire was unleashed.  Lacking any skill, he
opened those gates as wide as they would go.  It became a torrent.  It con-
sumed him, and it consumed his enemies.  Their inhuman screams reaching
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Riin as though from a distance.  Then with his last human will, he reached out
across distance and time to his old mentor Belin, speaking to him from the
dark as the winds of  the Underworld swept him away.  Belin, save the child�
take the child and flee.  Allspeed Belin.  For the sake of  Larus, allspeed.  Farewell old
friend.

Then vision had ended in darkness.
Belin had loved Riin as a son.  He�d been General and friend to his father,

Emperor Cerrin.  Even after the death of his grandmother and his own
estrangement from his father, Belin had stood by his liege-lord.  Later he was
Riin�s mentor in all the arts of  war and strategy.  It had only been a vision, but
he�d felt Riin�s death as surely as a blade in his own heart.

Belin galloped on through the moonlit countryside.
As the hour fled, the sparsely wooded countryside of the Delta province

gave way to the outskirts of  Raynor.  Small rural villages now clustered around
the road.  Ancient trees stood motionless, spreading their limbs to the star-
filled sky.  The cool country air rushed about him, seeming loud in the silence.

His memory of the visions faded in the chill.
Dawn was still hours away, and Asic, the moon which marked the months,

was now high in the east.  Belin reached a summit and reigned in his stallion.
Below him was the sprawling capital, Raynor.  To the south of  the center of
the city lay a structure whose spires and high walls could just be seen in the
dim night, the fabled palace of  the Cinanac Emperors.  As he urged his tired
narsiit down the road toward the western gate, he looked up at the palace
knowing that in one of those elegant spires lay the Empress and, with the
blessing of  the Sisters, Riin�s newborn son.

Belin slowed his steed and trotted toward the western entrance to the
city.  As he approached the gatehouse, two guards lowered long spears tipped
with lanedd points and barred his way.  Belin reigned in his steed, wary.  He
was a Lord of the Empire, but who was his enemy and who was his friend?
He examined their livery.  The Mace and Fist of  the Sarlord of  Hend.  Strang-
ers.

One of the guards challenged him.  �Who seeks to enter the city of
Raynor?�

Belin�s narsiit snorted and paced uneasily, furling its wings in the anticipa-
tion of conflict.  Belin tightened the reigns and, using the diversion, backed his
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steed out of  range of  the spears.
Belin drew back his hood.  His tossed silver hair and hardened features

now visible in the torchlight, he replied warily, filling his voice with as much
authority as he could muster.  �Belin Kaidell, Suul Lord of  the Court.�

He paused, meeting the gaze of each guard in turn, filling his voice with
impatience and threat.  �Where is the Emperor�s Guard?�

The guards warily moved toward Belin.
�The Emperor�s First Legion have been sent to the frontier.  Steward

Delphos left orders to escort you to the palace.  Dismount!�  The warrior
turned to the guardhouse and shouted, �Summon the guard Captain!�

The Hend warriors walked forward toward Belin�s mount.  Before they
reached him, Belin spurred his narsiit forward and gave the steed a word of
command.  Gytel reared, striking powerfully with his forehooves.  The first
warrior fell, blood falling from his face.  The second stumbled back, winded
from a strike to his midsection, which had shattered his mought armor.  The
narsiit gave a cry and raced through the gates with explosive power.  A shout
rose from the guardhouses, and three squads of  spearmen and scythemen
began to fill the courtyard beyond the gates as a horn was raised on the wall
above.

With a war-cry, Belin drew his greatscythe.  The twin lanedd blades rose
and fell in whistling arcs of  deadly accuracy.  Before the horn�s swelling tones
had ceased he was past the massive gates, the squads of soldiers already
falling away behind him.  He lowered himself flat against the body of the
stallion as arrows sped through the dark from the wall above.  One struck the
heavy mought armor on his back, but bounced harmlessly away.

About him were two- to five-story dwellings made from sandstone, as
ancient as the huge walls, nestled against each other amid an endless maze of
streets and alleys.  He sped past them, leaped a pile of  debris, and fled into the
city�s back-ways.

Steward Delphos and the warriors of  Hend held the city.  Belin had
always disliked Derise Vener, the Sarlord of  Hend, but the betrayal of  Delphos
was a hard blow.  Casting thoughts of  betrayal aside, he ran through the
wreckage of  his hastily drawn plan.  He�d been counting on gaining entrance
to the palace itself  and the support of  Delphos to stop the assassins.  With
Vener�s men manning the garrison and an order out for his arrest, he dared
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not risk the palace gates.  Somehow he had to gain access to the palace through
other means.

Lifting his gaze toward the walls of the palace, he knew the answer�
Oren Seth.  Oren was a master glassmith and made the best lanedd blades in
Bulvuran.  He was well connected in Raynor and a stalwart friend�some-
thing which Belin desperately needed now.  If  anyone could get him into the
palace, it would be Oren.  He supplied not only the Raynor Suul, but the
masked lords of the Brotherhood of the Night as well.  Belin flicked the
reigns, and the narsiit flew across the cobbles toward Oren�s manor.

Once he�d gained entrance to the palace ... his blades would answer well
enough.

Belin rounded an alley corner, and there before him in the moonlight was
the palace.  Its spires seemed elegant and beautiful in the dim lights of  the city.
He slowed his narsiit and drew back the twin blades of  his greatscythe slowly.
Unbidden, an old battle cantra filled his head.

Into battle,
toward death.
The leave�s pattern,
�neath the turning tree.
Season�s rise, the Scythe rises,
Season�s fall, the Scythe falls.

Belin emerged from the shadowed alleys of the city on the outskirts of
the Palardos, the great cobbled way which circumnavigated the palace wall.
He stopped his steed and listened.  In the distance more horns sounded, and
the heavy tread of harena mounts echoed through the quiet twilight.  In the
east clouds were already being colored by the subtle brush of dawn.  All
seemed to pause, as if to draw breath.  From his position in the shadows, he
could see Oren�s manor on the other side of  a large open thoroughfare.  He
quietly dismounted and patted his winged stallion affectionately.

�Ah, my friend.  You have served me well.�
The stallion tossed his head, his great dark eyes glittering with arrogance

and intelligence.  He snorted and gave out a wild cry.  There were Meadrel
shaman who claimed they could talk to narsiits; Belin doubted it, but there
was no doubting their intelligence.  As trained war-beasts they were without
peer.  They could not be bred in captivity, only captured as foals and trained.
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Gytel could understand more than a hundred commands and on the battle-
field was worth ten men.

Belin removed the saddle and harness.  He dumped them in a shadowed
alleyway and covered them with debris.

Gytel reared and shook his wings.
�Gytel!  Go back to Blackthorne.  Return to the tower.�
The steed gave out a whinny, his body shaking with suppressed power.

The narsiit reared and screamed, then in a moment he was gone, racing for
the city gates, racing the shadows of  the fading twilight to be free of  the city.
Would that he could join him.  Good luck old friend.

Belin heard the thundering hoof-beats of  the Sarlord of  Hend�s harena-
borne troops getting closer.  The sooner he was inside Oren�s manor the
better.

He found the street clear and walked silently but quickly to the house, a
black figure on a darkened street.  After a few tense moments he reached the
doorway and knocked as loud as he dare.  Nobody came.  He tried again
louder.  Still no answer.  From the other end of  the Palardos came the angry
trumpets of  the harena steeds.  Anxiously, he knocked again.  This time the
door opened.

A manservant opened the door, looking weary and annoyed.  When he
saw the dark robes and greatscythe, his eyes opened in alarm.

�What do you want?� he asked a little shakily.
Belin recognized the servant.
�It�s Lord Belin.  For the sake of  the Sisters, let me in.�
�Lord Belin, I�m sorry I didn�t recognize you.�
Belin pushed through the doorway and shut the door behind him.
�This is important, Teny.  Go wake your master at once and bring him.

Tell nobody I am here.�
Teny bowed and hurried deeper into the building.
Belin bent to the darkened glass windows set in the masonry facade and

peered out into the street.  The squad of mounted soldiers were directly
outside now, the dark mought armor of  Hend shining in first dawn.  The
great horned heads of the harena steeds tossed with irritation, and they ex-
pelled huge jets of steam as they bellowed.  The beasts moved with a heavy
tread, the thick, hairless hide gray in the morning light.  The riders goaded
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them on with whips and guided them with reigns set into the soft tissue about
their mouths.  Their almost blind eyes looked dull and unintelligent, but they
lifted their single sharp horn with deliberate strength, tilting their keen snouts
to the wind to smell for their quarry.  For long and tense moments they
passed Oren�s door.  The vigilant gaze of  the riders sweeping every corner of
the Palardos.  The shouts of  Hend�s spearmen and the trumpets of  the steeds
echoing menacingly in the street.

At one point, one of the harena paused, turning its head toward an alley-
way.  It made to pull away from the Palardos, but the rider savagely pulled its
lip-chain to bring it back onto the great cobbled way.  Perhaps it smelt some
food, thought Belin.  Gradually the column moved on, and Belin smiled in
relief.  They were big, but they were stupid.

Hearing footsteps behind him, he turned to find Oren approaching with
Teny in his wake, a look of  concern on his face.

�Belin.  By the Sisters, it�s good to see you.  Come up to my solar where
we can talk in private.�

Oren was a short, thickset man well past middle age.  His sandy hair was
almost gone from his head, and his round belly pushed his silken gown for-
ward from his body.  His face was flushed with ill-health, his eyes blood-shot.
But Belin could see Oren�s unique intelligence and perception remained, how-
ever clouded.

Oren turned to Teny and raised his left hand in an unconscious gesture of
command.  �Prepare a supper and bring it upstairs to the solar.  Oh, but first
set the fire for us, would you?�

Turning back to his friend Oren beckoned him down the darkened hall-
way, then up a narrow stairway to his solar.  It was a large and tastefully
furnished room set with huge clearglass windows, each showing a wide view
of  the Palardos.

Belin and Oren seated themselves at a table by the fireplace, while Teny lit
lamps and stoked the fire into life.  Belin laid his greatscythe by the hearth and
leaned forward to warm his hands.  Teny left unnoticed, closing the doors
silently behind him.

Oren regarded Belin with a warm smile.  �Ah, Belin my old friend.  There
is so much to say I scarce know how to begin.  These are dark times to meet
again.�
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Belin nodded.  �Hend�s men are at the wall.  I barely escaped capture.�
Oren nodded gravely.  �Well, you always had the luck of  Uros.�
Belin sat forward.  �We will need more than luck.  Tell me of  the court.

Is Delphos in league with Hend?�
Oren paused and looked into the fire, as though exhausted.  Then abruptly

he spoke.  �It was soon after the Legions left for the eastern battlefield.
Vener arrived with an Eathal ambassador called Geisil and half  a Legion of
his best men.  Delphos received them, of  course.  Vener claimed he was
leading the forces of  Hend to the war in support of  Riin.  Well, of  course
Delphos welcomed that.  There was a grand reception, a parade as Sarlord
Vener�s men entered the city.  Thereafter all seems madness.�

Oren stopped and returned his gaze to the fire.  The silence extended into
an uncomfortable pause and Belin studied Oren with concern.

�What happened, Oren?  Tell me, old friend.  Time runs short.�
Oren turned as though wounded.
�How can I explain madness!�  Oren�s exclamation set him to coughing,

and Belin watched with concern as his friend tried to calm the spasms it
induced.

Despite his urge to know the truth, Belin restrained himself until Oren
was ready to answer.

Finally the glassmith spoke again.  His voice quiet and hopeless as it touched
the darkened corners of the hall.  �Delphos turned.  He turned on us all.
Betrayed our trust.  The Emperor�s advisers were imprisoned, Belin.  Then
they were killed.�

Belin could restrain himself  no longer.
�So it was Delphos who ordered the Emperor�s legion to the frontier.�
Oren nodded.
�It was Delphos who allowed Hend the run of the city?�
The glassmith sighed and gave the assent, as though he was past talking,

then to Belin�s surprise he continued once more, his voice stronger.  �The
Empress has been locked in the east tower and is guarded night and day.  I
have tried everything in my power to procure her freedom, all in vain.

�The axeman�s blade has tasted the blood of  many.
�What will await the Emperor when he returns from Husdoom I dread

to think.  We must somehow intercept him and together marshal support
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from nobles still loyal.  The city must fall to us again.  How many of the
people would support Delphos if they knew he opposed the Emperor?�

Belin turned away at the mention of Riin, a sense of hopelessness sud-
denly besieging him.  He looked across at Oren who waited expectantly for
Belin�s answer.  If  only you knew how far advanced these intrigues have become, how
deeply lost our old order is now my friend.  Belin longed to tell Oren of  Riin�s death,
but a lifetime of scorn for the ways of Sorcery prevented him.  The old
warrior thought that Oren would discount the vision as a disturbed night-
mare.

Putting aside his thoughts, Belin said, �The Emperor�s Legions may come
in time, but you must agree that we have to free the Empress and the child
from the tower, otherwise Delphos will invent some convenient means for
their death.�

Oren nodded gravely.  �The child and Empress Evylin must be hidden.
There are many places even Delphos and Hend cannot reach.�

They were interrupted by a knock at the door and paused while Teny laid
a plate of food on the table and exited.  The delicious aroma of stew rose
from a steaming bowl.  Beside it lay a fresh loaf.  Belin broke the fresh loaf in
half and began eating, the hearty broth welcome after the long ride.  Oren
reached forward and seized a jeweled mought goblet, taking a long draught
of mulled wine.  The sour smell of healing herbs rose from the goblet, and
Belin grimaced.  Poor man, he thought.

�First,� Belin said between mouthfuls, �we must free the Empress, and
for that I need entry into the palace.�

Oren coughed, then nodded.  �By all means.  I have ... friends who can
smuggle you into the palace.  Once day breaks, I will seek them out.  It may
take some hours.  Even so, getting into the palace will be the easy part.  Get-
ting out�with the Empress and the child�will prove altogether more diffi-
cult.�

Belin smiled grimly.  �Surely I must win some support from within the
palace itself.  If not I will not leave alive.�

He ate in silence for a while, but then a distant thunder caused him to lift
his head from his plate.  That is not thunder, it is the tread of a harena column!

�Curse, Uros!� spat Belin.  �The harena are back.�
He walked to the window and looked down anxiously into the Palardos
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below.  In moments the harena came into view.  It was the same column
which had come past nearly an hour past, but now they were joined by a
second group of lancers mounted on narsiit.

�By Uros!  They have Gytel!�
Oren rushed to the window to stand beside Belin.
Four of  the narsiit-mounted warriors held ropes, each as taut as a bow-

string.  Between them, tied to the ropes, Gytel struggled with every ounce of
his power.  A broken lance jutted from his hind quarters, while two arrows
showed on his left flank.  Blood seeped from the wounds.  The pain must be
driving him mad.

Belin strode across the room and seized his greatscythe from beside the
hearth.  Oren strode to the door and barred his way.

�Out of  my way, Oren.�
�Think, Belin.  This is what they want.  They have failed to find you�

don�t let them win now.  You are our only hope.�
�I cannot let them kill Gytel!�
�They will not kill him.  What purpose would it serve?  Most likely they

will treat his wounds.  Come,� said Oren, laying a gentle hand on Belin�s rock-
hard forearm, �let us go back to the window and watch them depart.�

Belin reluctantly walked over to the window.
To see Gytel captured and injured, and yet do nothing!  Only his duty to

the Emperor�and his wife and child�stayed his blade.
For a while it seemed as though the harena-borne column would pass by,

but then the same harena who had pulled from the column earlier, surged
from the line, trumpeting fiercely.  The rider tried to draw him back into the
line, but the harena had taken the scent and was lumbering toward the same
alleyway.

�No!� Belin shouted.  He knew what was in that alleyway.
Moments later a command halted the column.  The vagrant harena re-

turned from the alleyway, Gytel�s saddle raised on its massive horn like a
prize.

Belin was deathly still, causing Oren�s face to go white with fear.
From the rear of  the column came a litter, borne by four huge slaves.

The litter was lowered, and a cowled figure emerged.
�Delphos,� hissed Belin.  But why does he not ride his own narsiit?
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The Steward drew back his hood.  Beneath it, his face was gray and
lifeless, with savagely cropped black hair.  This is not the man I remember,
thought Belin.  The Delphos he knew was full of  life and energy, tall and lithe.
This man was stooped and bent.

For a moment Delphos seemed to shimmer, then he turned and scanned
the street. He waved a hand in command and shouted back at the column.

The mounted warriors brought forward Gytel, all four struggling with
the powerful stallion.  From his robes Delphos drew forth a darkglass greataxe.

Since when did the Steward use a greataxe? thought Belin. The man he
remembered was adept at sums and scribing, not the warriors arts.  Delphos
could barely heft a paper-weight!  He certainly could not wield a greataxe.

Belin knew what was to come.
�No!� Belin screamed.
Delphos�s head whipped round toward the sound of  Belin�s voice.  He

pointed, and the warriors from the column poured toward Oren�s manor.
But there was no way he could have heard me.

Then Delphos looked straight at Belin and smiled.  He raised the greataxe
and with one powerful stroke, severed Gytel�s powerful neck.  The great
beast shuddered and fell to the cobbles in a pool of steaming blood.

�Damn you to Kallor�s pit!� Belin screamed.
A deep booming sound resonated through the house.  The troops had a

small ram at the door.  The door would not hold them for long.
�I will make them pay dearly for this,� Belin said, hefting his greatscythe.
�No,� Oren said.  �You must flee into the palace as we planned.  Noth-

ing you can do will bring Gytel back.�
�But we are trapped here!�
�No,� Oren said, looking fearfully into Belin�s eyes, �there is another way,

even if I have to be damned for it.�
�What do you mean?�
�Come with me.�
Belin followed Oren through his solar into a twisting series of rooms

and passageways.  Behind them the smash and splinter of  glass and wood
announced that the door had fallen.  They had only moments before the
house would be swarming with soldiers, but Belin followed Oren in silence.

Finally, they met a solid wall which differed from the masonry of  the
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manor, with massive dry-set blocks of  stone.  Turning to his left, Oren de-
scended a set of  narrow steps that ended in a dusty wine cellar.  The air was
damp and chill, and dripping water sounded in the dark.

Oren indicated a section of  the wall with his oil lamp.  �This is the wall of
the palace, on the other side is a little used corridor in the older part of the
servants� quarters.  It probably will not be lit, but that may be to your advan-
tage.�

Belin nodded.  A secret passage into the palace!
�I know the area.  But you never mentioned this passage before.  Why is

that so?� Belin asked.
Oren smiled sadly.
�Because it can only be opened by a Sorcerer, my friend.�
Oren stopped to concentrate, then his eyes glowed strangely in the dim

cellar.  He raised his hands and grimaced as a bolt of  jagged blue shot from
his hands into the wall.  Dust fell, then from within the wall a distinct click
sounded.  With a groan, a small section of  the wall moved upwards.  The
borders were now plainly visible, and a crack appeared between the base of
the block and the floor.

�Oren, I scarce know what to stay.  All this time ...�
Oren shook his head.  �My family is Old Blood, Belin.  Perhaps we are

not Suul, but the blood runs true all the same.  Will you condemn me for this
if  you survive?�

Belin looked at Oren, one of his oldest and dearest friends, and smiled
ruefully.

�Have no worry, my friend.  I am less fearful of  these things than I have
been.�

Oren nodded, satisfied.  �It�s counter-weighted.  Help me pull this thing
up.�

The men bent down to lift the block up from the floor.  It proved
surprisingly easy to lift despite its obvious bulk.  It disappeared up into a
recess, and with another click it maintained its position.

�When you get to the other side you will find a light fitting.  If  you lift it
from the wall there will be a slot a finger-width wide.  Push your long-knife
into the slot, and the block will be released again.  Ensure it is locked in
position again or we may be discovered.
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Belin paused to thank Oren, but the shorter man waved him on.
�Go now.  Time is already short.�
Belin took a firm grip on his greatscythe and stooped down, scrambling

through the passage.  Within minutes he had emerged on the other side of the
wall.  The other side was dark, but as his eyes adjusted he realized that there
was light further down the corridor.

In the gloom he spotted the unused light fitting and using his calv�a
lanedd long-knife�he released the block, pushing on it to lock it in place.

Setting his face with determination, Belin swept back his robes and hood,
slinging his greatscythe across his back in typical Bulvuran military style.  He
set off toward the eastern towers where the Empress was held.  Sweet Larus,
I hope Delphos has not killed her and the child already.

As he emerged from the shadows into a fully lit corridor, he walked with
all the confidence of  authority.  The route he had chosen carefully avoided
garrison rooms and apartments, and he traveled unchallenged for long min-
utes.  The stairs to the eastern tower from the lower levels had been closed
for years, so first he would have to pass through the servants� quarters.  As he
made his way through the honeycomb of rooms which had stirred to life
long before dawn, servants bowed their head to him without thinking that he
may be pursued by half  of  the forces of  Hend.  Most of  the servants recog-
nized the old General, and the newer ones merely paid respect to the rank his
clothes and bearing implied, whispering questions to their friends when he
passed.

Belin accepted the bows and respectful greetings with an air of annoy-
ance, as though he was impatient to get where he was going, although be-
neath the calm exterior he was at a fever-pitch of  alertness.  If  one of  these
servants knew he was a fugitive, he would be surrounded as soon as they
passed the word to Hend.  The sands in the hour-glass were running out.  He
was so close�could he fail now?  He knew the answer.  The history books
were cluttered with near-victories.

After passing the servants� quarters, he soon reached the steep, winding
stairwell to the upper levels.  The main entrance to the eastern tower was three
levels above and would be guarded, as would the tower rooms.

Without pause he mounted the stairs.  They were narrow and worn, the
dark granite unyielding beneath his feet.  Each step seemed to close a chapter
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on his life as, unbidden, memories of a score of good years passed his minds
eye.  The old Emperor Jykor, cruel but intelligent, full of  the Power of  the
Fire; his beautiful Elsian wife.  Countless faces.  Laughter and festival.  The
endless battlefields, the victories�and the innocent blood on his hands.  Ech-
oes of  life and love, and the tragedy of  Cerrin�s purge of  the Empire.  His
destruction of  the Sorcerers had weakened the Empire severely, he could see
that now.  But at the time Cerrin had been too easily swayed by the Druids of
the Temple, who had always been enemies of  the powerful and independent
Sorcerers.  Now the High Druid had what he sought�a monopoly on magic.
But at what cost?  The powers of Druids paled before the might of a Sor-
cerer.

The narrow stairwell emptied into a brightly lit corridor.  As he reached
the top of  the stairs, Belin slowed and scanned the corridor.  He saw that the
stairs to the eastern tower were indeed guarded.  The two soldiers lounged
sleepily on their scythes�thick wooden staffs set with a single, fixed, lanedd
blade.  They were obviously bored and tired and watched the corridor with-
out interest.  Their livery bore the hammer and fist of Hend.

Careful not to make a betraying sound, Belin took the greatscythe from
his back harness, the twin lanedd blades hidden within the solid mought body.
Leaning heavily on the haft like a supporting staff he made his way toward
the two guards.  He bent over, as though he were an old man bent with age.
As he approached they raised their weapons.

�None may pass!� said the first, holding his scythe out in front of him
like a spear.

Belin continued without pause.  �I have a message from Lord Hend,� he
said.

The soldier looked confused, but stepped forward.  His blade hovered
threateningly.  �Stop where you are then!�

Belin continued on.  �Lord Hend insisted I deliver it in person.�
Almost casually, Belin knocked away the first warrior�s scythe and re-

leased his blades in the same motion�one of the deadly lanedd blades reaching
its full extension within the throat of  the warrior.  Stepping forward he span
the haft with such speed the air whistled at its passing.  The second guard
staggered backward, but not quickly enough.  He gave a gasp as the second
blade cut through his scythe�s wooden haft and continued on to sever his
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head from his shoulders.
Belin quickly circled, spinning the greatscythe in a deadly circle of lanedd.

There was no-one else.  He snapped the blades back into place and slung the
greatscythe across his shoulders, drawing his calv.  Without pausing, he moved
past the bodies.  He ascended the stairs to the Empress�s rooms, alert and
ready.  Something nagged at him, and as he rounded the top of  the stairs he
glanced back as though expecting pursuit.  Nothing.  He shook his head.
Time was running out.  He couldn�t afford to look back, only forward.

The stairwell worked its way up the northern side of  the tower.  Belin
climbed past fourteen levels, pausing at each, expecting resistance.  Still some-
thing nagged at him.  Something did not ring true.  He listened intently for any
sound of movement, either above or below him.  He knew from bitter
experience that the slightest sound could mean danger.  A nervous hand play-
ing over a scythe haft or the clink of  mought armor, a soft prelude to mortal
danger.  His alertness could mean the difference between life and death.  As
he continued up the stairs, his heart raced, and he felt the familiar flow of
adrenaline through his veins.

Belin reached the top of  the stairs.  He carefully sheathed his calv before
he rounded the stairs.  The corridor, which gave entrance to the eastern tower
rooms, was guarded by five burly guards.  They appeared quite alert in con-
trast to the guards in the tunnel.

Belin observed the guards closely.  Their black livery and insignia identi-
fied them as the Black Guard, the Sarlord of  Hend�s elite fighting force.  They
noticed Belin immediately, and with practiced ease they were armed and
facing him within the passing of  a breath.  Armed with Greatscythes.

Belin tensed in anticipation of conflict, but with iron control he moved
casually toward them.  His voice assumed the guise of  authority.

�Well done men, at ease.  It�s good to see you are not as sleepy as your
friends guarding the stairs below.�

The guards relaxed, suddenly confused by the tone and confidence of
Belin�s voice.  The guard leader spoke up, relaxing his grip on his greatscythe
but still remaining armed.

�The Sarlord gave strict orders to admit nobody except himself and the
Steward Delphos.  We must obey on pain of  death.�

Belin was about to try another ploy when he heard sounds of movement
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in the corridor below.  His heart leapt.  It was a trap.  He realized now why it
had been so easy to obtain entry to the lower stairs.  The guard at the base of
the tower had been deliberately weakened!

With lightening speed Belin drew the greatscythe from across his back,
the blooded blades extending as it moved.  Any advantage he had was gone
now.

The five men grew grim and moved forward.  To kill.
Belin leapt, then spun, the blades whirling in a blur as he danced in to-

ward the leader, then back.  The leader turned to follow Belin�s movement,
then screamed in horror as his greatscythe fell�with his severed hands�to
the floor.

The old warrior drew the Greatscythe back and held it high ready for the
next strike, the weapon whistling as it spun in his grasp.  The leader of  the
group fell backward in shock, his bulky body falling between the guards and
Belin.  Taking advantage of  the moment�s delay, Belin switched the greatscythe
to his left hand and drew the calv from his belt.  In one quick motion the
lanedd long-knife flew from his hand to the throat of the next warrior as they
charged him over the body of their fallen captain.

With two hands once again on the greatscythe, he warded them back
with a wide swing, then slipped past them into the corridor beyond.  The
narrowness of the passage restricted their attacks, and with consummate skill
he parried every blow and kept the greatscythe hovering dangerously in the
air ready for the next strike.  The blades descended again and again, halting a
blow here, delivering one in return.  As the minutes passed one of the three
fell with his throat cut, another screamed in pain as his chest was laid open.
The last faced him across the corpses of his companions, the agonized groans
of his leader filling the corridor as he fought to keep conscious against blood
loss.  Finally, the last warrior broke and ran.  Belin fell to his knees in exhaus-
tion, his chest heaving.  But he did not tarry long.  Replacing his greatscythe in
his harness, he hurried to the door of the apartments and entered the rooms
as the clamor from the stairwell announced the impending arrival of the
forces of Hend.

The trap had closed.
Belin hastily shut the door behind him, blinking in the light of day which

streamed through the tall open windows of  the tower.
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�Belin!�
Belin turned to find Evylin, pale and small in the huge bed of the apart-

ment; the small tattoo of womanhood like a dark bruise on her left cheek.
Beside her was a newborn baby, quietly asleep beside his mother, and in a
carved chair beside the bed sat the midwife, who looked even more pale and
frightened than the Empress.

Belin dropped a heavy bar of cast mought in place across the door to
secure it, then turned toward Evylin.

�Empress.�  Belin bowed his head, then walked forward to the bed.  His
chest still heaved from the fighting, and the blades of his greatscythe dripped
with blood.  He withdrew the blades and laid the mought haft down.  Belin�s
eyes met Evylin�s.  He saw the grief  in them, and the fear.  Here was the birth
of  her child, Riin�s son, and the promise of  death had usurped the promise
of life.  Without a word he took her into his embrace.  Evylin shook with the
nameless grief  that had engulfed them all so suddenly.

Through the sobs, Evylin fought to speak, but Belin silenced her.  He held
her through long and precious moments as she gave way to her sadness.  A
friend amid enemies, a hope when hope had seemed to die, a source of
strength amid the paralyzing fear that had taken her since Hend�s treachery.

Belin helped her sit up.  It had been a hard birth, and she was weak past
the point of exhaustion.  It was a miracle she was conscious at all.  It was only
her inner strength and fierce determination to protect her baby that had kept
her from despair thus far.  Allowing her to fight the chilling thoughts of
waking to find the child gone, or waking instead in the Underworld.

Evylin motioned to her baby, and Belin picked up the tiny newborn and
handed him to her.  She held the small boy close to her breast, tears of  joy
and sadness falling together as she met Belin�s eyes once more.  Looking
toward the child her face rose like the dawn, her smile alight with love and
boundless joy.  Then a rhythmic pounding resounded through the chamber.
Her face fell.  She clutched the child to her chest.  �No!� she screamed.

Belin put his hand on hers.
Evylin cried once more, the intense fear had taken its toll.  Between sobs,

she struggled to tell Belin what had happened.  �The Eathal ambassador,
Geisil, is a shape-shifter.  He killed Delphos and took his place.�

So the bastard who killed Gytel was the Eathal Sorcerer Geisil, disguised as Delphos
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through magic!  That explained much.  Delphos had been true to the end.  No
doubt he�d been murdered by Geisil shortly after the Eathal arrived with
Vener and the forces of  Hend.

Evylin paused to wipe the tears from her face and struggled to rise out
of bed.

The midwife stood by helpless�the fear in her face enough to tell Belin
how weak Evylin was.  He leaned forward.  �Rest easy Evylin, the door will
hold a while yet.�

Belin considered her news.  A shape-shifter.  A Sorcerer.
�The Eathal mean to enslave us all.  To destroy Raynor, to bring down

every last stone of the Empire.�  Evylin shook with exhaustion.
Belin bowed his head, the memory of the second vision livid in his

memory.  They wield the Fire, Lord, we have no defense against them!
Belin stood and walked to the great windows as the sound of the ram

echoed throughout the chamber.  Below the palace of  the Cinanac, the city
sprawled toward the massive stone walls of  Raynor.

Belin turned back to Evylin, determined to fight to the last.
�Raynor will not fall so easily.  And they do not have us yet.�
With a resounding crack the milkglass hinges on the oaken door shat-

tered.  Now only the mought brackets which held the bar remained.  Evylin
clutched the child to her chest, and the midwife fell to the floor wailing in fear.
Belin and Evylin looked toward the door.  A spirit of  defiance rose between
them.  No more tears fell from Evylin�s eyes.

Belin turned to her.  �Is there any other way out of  here?�
Evylin struggled to rise from the bed.  Belin looked on concerned, but

didn�t stop her.  She shuffled toward the end of  the bed, and Belin reached
out his hand to help her up.

�For the sake of  Larus, Belin.  I have to walk alone!�
He looked around the chamber.  His gaze fell to the wooden posts of

the huge bed.  With two blows from his fist he had one of the posts in his
hands.

�Here, lean on this.�
She stood.  Her legs shook, but with the staff she could stand.  The loose

bedclothes fell around her, dwarfing her thin frame.  Her dark hair hung
around her shoulders as she gathered up the child.
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�The stairwell is the only way down, but I know there is a secret way to
enter Jykor�s Spire somewhere in the next chamber.�

�Come then,� Belin said.  He took her arm, and they moved deeper into
the tower.  The next room was disused and scattered with dust and ancient
furniture.  Not a single opening was visible.  Evylin struggled to an old chest
and sat heavily.

�How do we find it?� Belin asked.
Evylin put the child down beside her and plaited her hair back away

from her face, her dark eyes looking wildly around the chamber.  �The Phoe-
nix crest.  Riin told me the key was in the Phoenix crest.�

Belin searched frantically along the walls.
�Here it is!�  He wiped away the dust from a dark section of wall.  Amid

the dusty mural, stood the Phoenix of Bulvuran, the bird born of Fire.  His
finger probed, searching for the release.

A frightened scream from the midwife cut through the air followed by a
massive crash.  Evylin grabbed the child and struggled to stand, leaning heavily
against the staff.

�They have broken through, Belin!�
The old warrior did not slow in his investigation.  He already heard

sounds of movement from the next door as he found the release.  With a
click, a section of the mural moved inward.  He ran to Evylin and half
carried her and the child through the opening.

The shouts of  soldiers came from the other room as the midwife�s
screams abruptly ceased�no doubt silenced by a blade.  An unfamiliar voice
shouted above the fray.  �The inner chamber!�

With Evylin safely through, Belin paused.  As he watched, the pale, squat
image of  Delphos led a squad of  soldiers into the room.  Belin�s teeth clenched
with anger and fury.

�Geisil!�
The pseudo-Delphos paused in surprise, but only for a moment.  He

raised his hands.  From them flowed the Fire.  It came in a roaring storm,
smelling of sulphur and smoke.  Belin quickly shut the secret panel, leaping
from the wall into the darkness beyond.

�Belin?�
The corridor was dark, but he still heard the muffled fury of  Geisil�s
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attack as the wall began to glow a deep angry red.  It would be melted to
nothing in moments.

For a brief  time he gave way to fear.  Sorcery.  How could he fight an
Eathal Sorcerer Lord?  Deep within him he knew he must�this was his
enemy.  Somehow the contest would be joined.  They wield the Fire Lord!  We
have no defense against them!

He shook himself to action.
He felt around him in the dark.  The corridor curved away in darkness,

rising steeply.  He felt for Evylin and took her arm.  The child cried weakly in
the dark.

�Evylin do you know anything about this place?�
�Riin once told me that it held a way out.  The secret was passed down

through the royal family.�
Evylin paused to breathe as a wave of  weakness took her.  Belin sup-

ported her as she fought for consciousness.  Light suddenly flooded the cor-
ridor as part of  the wall fell away, melting amid the heat of  the Eathal�s Fire.

Belin picked up Evylin and the child and desperately ran up the corridor
away from the gathering light.  What lay in the gloom ahead of him he did
not know.  Evylin struggled to speak as he ran.

Behind them the shouts of  men filled the dark corridor, then came Geisil�s
voice.  �Bring the Archers, quickly!�

Evylin spoke once more, weakly, though urgently.  �I don�t understand it,
but the way out lies in the Temple of  the Iris.�

Belin�s mind raced.  A Temple hidden within a Spire?
�Beneath an altar-stone lies a Silver glowmetal.  It must be placed at the

center of  the Iris.  Then the way will open.�
Belin looked into the gloom ahead.  Behind came the sounds of running

feet.  Arrows whistled through the dark in a deadly rain, striking his armor
and the walls around him.  He heard Evylin gasp, but he ran on.

Then he saw a light.  A single point of blue.  He turned from the corridor
through a doorway and ran toward it.  Behind him he heard the confusion of
the soldiers as they milled about in the corridor.

The light quickly grew into a shimmering curtain.  It filled the corridor
and gave a weak illumination to the dark stone.

�Evylin, what is this?�
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Evylin was silent and motionless in his hands.
�Evylin!�
Belin laid her down.  Her face was deathly pale in the blue light.  An

arrow had pierced her throat, and the dark fluid of her life looked black in
the gloom.  The child struggled weakly against her fading warmth, giving a
strangled cry.

�Evylin!�
Evylin�s eyes fluttered open and she whispered the child�s name to him,

then she was gone.
Belin held her against him, her lifeless form like a rag doll, the blood

running freely onto his armor.
In the distance he heard the soldiers.  �This way!  I heard a shout!�
Belin reluctantly lay Evylin down.  A rough barb of pain ripped his heart

as he left her on the cold stone.  A deep grief  beyond healing.  In a daze he
picked up the small child, the tiny form almost dwarfed by his hands.  Turn-
ing from Evylin�s corpse he faced the blue curtain.  It shimmered and shifted,
rippling like the surface of a stream.  Through the translucence he saw the
other side of  the corridor.

He briefly raised his hands in supplication to the Sisters, then stepped
forward toward the rippling sheet of  energy.

�Larus, protect us!�
Belin gasped as he passed through, the blue fire reaching every part of his

body.  Time seemed to slow, he heard a wind rising, a Rainbow Wind, and on
that wind voices whispered.  Voices long stilled, spirits long faded were stir-
ring.  They seemed to turn toward him, the whispering grew louder�but
then he was through.

He looked back and saw Geisil and the soldiers.  Arrows struck the blue
curtain and fell back charred.  The Sorcerer raised his hand and a great sheet
of  crimson flame hit the barrier.  The blue shield pulsed and flowed with
power.

Geisil�s flame turned back on itself, seeking release like a turned animal.  It
struck the soldiers, taking them and Evylin�s corpse to oblivion, engulfing
Geisil in a torrent of  his own making.

Belin became abruptly aware of  his danger.  The dreamlike quality of  his
passage through the blue flame had faded.  He ran ahead into a cavernous
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enclosure lit by a single round skylight.  He looked about him in wonder.
The Spire of  Jykor is hollow.  The whole Spire served only to enclose a

Temple.  The Temple of  the Iris.
Belin moved into action.  He knew what to do.  Cradling the child, he ran

to the altar.  He set the child down, put his shoulder to the stone, and heaved.
The heavy stone lifted slowly, then tumbled back with a resounding crash that
sent dust falling from the rock vaulting above.

There, set upon an ancient clearglass stand, lay the glowmetal just as Evylin
had described.  He reached forward and held it before him.  It was a single
twisted crystal of  Silver, interlaced with a glowing field of  black energy�
pulsing, alive.

Belin grasped the child and ran to the center of  the Temple, seeking the
Iris.  In the light of  the small skylight he searched for the eye in the dusty floor
mural.  Finally he found it.  He carefully placed the glowmetal on the eye.

Nothing happened.
A scream came that chilled him to the bone.  At the entrance to the

chamber stood the Eathal, his disguise discarded.  His eyes glowed red be-
neath heavy brows, his massive shoulders outlined in shadow against the wall
of  the Temple, and his black skin smoked from the heat of  the Fire.

Without warning, jets of  flame erupted from clawed hands.
Belin cast a desperate glance down at the glowmetal.  He saw the Iris!  It

was a separate stone amid the mural.  He bent down and depressed the stone
just as balls of flames soared overhead.  The glowmetal fell neatly into the
depression and immediately five points of flame erupted from equidistant
points around the floor of  the Temple.  The flames raced across the floor;
burning pitch flowing along five channels, racing toward the Iris and the
glowmetal.

Geisil shouted in rage and ran forward, massive legs pumping as the
Eathal drew the greataxe from a harness on his back.

��ou cannot hope to defend yourself against me!� Geisil yelled.
The pitch reached the glowmetal, and the heat induced a change in the

magical crystal.  It pulsed and shifted, the black energy giving way to new
shining tendrils of  silver.

The Temple filled with intense light.
Geisil cried out and covered his eyes in shock.
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The Eathal are creatures of  the caverns.  A rising chorus of  song began to
pulse and resound through Belin�s head.  Five songs, all sounding together,
given voice by the glowmetal as its form struggled to resist the burning pitch.

The five songs grew until they were almost deafening, and Belin began to
hear an echo.  Hidden within the fabric of  each song was a part of  the echo.
This was where the five songs overlapped and fell around each other.  Like
five waves crashing together amid a rocky channel, working together to crest
the shore.

The echo drew him, and he focused on it.  The five songs became five
places in his mind.  Three were deep and dark, one high on a mountain; the
last a ruined Temple near tower Blackthorne.

As simply as stepping through a doorway he was back in the delta prov-
ince.  He walked from the ruins of  the Temple into the bright new day, the
screams of the Eathal Sorcerer Geisil fading behind him.  The air around him
still sang of  the five places, but ahead of  him he saw Blackthorne and safety.

Belin ran for the tower.
The startled guards at the tower lowered the bridge with all haste.
A look behind revealed that Geisil had come through the Iris, followed

by Derise Vener and a squad of  his Black Guard.  The strength of  the guards
seemed to double with each breath.

Kalyth rushed to meet Belin as the drawbridge was lowered.
�Quickly Lord!  We must raise the bridge!�
Belin shook his head.
�No!  We meet them on the field.  We must fight our way back to the

Iris.�
Kalyth looked at the small child in confusion.  �You came from Raynor?

Out of thin air?�
�There is no time for questions.  We must act!�  Belin offered Kalyth the

child.  �Take the child, Kalyth.  Hide him.  He is the heir to the throne of
Bulvuran.�  Belin looked around at those within earshot, then leaned closer to
Kalyth to whisper the hiding place and the child�s name.  He did not know
what would befall them in the next hours.  Best if  only he and Kalyth knew
where the child would be hidden.

Kalyth stared at Belin briefly, then turned to the nearest warrior.  �My
narsiit, quickly!� he shouted.
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Belin strode toward his men.  He left Kalyth standing alone with the
child.  The heir to the throne of Cinanac.  The Scion of the Empire.  The last
of his line.

�Gather the harena mounts!  We are going to meet them on the field!�
Belin turned to see Kalyth already mounted, the child gathered in his

arms, his narsiit casting eyes around warily.  �Go!�
Without another word, Kalyth urged the narsiit through the gate and out

into the bright day.
Belin took the greatscythe from his back and ran across the bridge.  Scores

of  soldiers were almost upon them, Geisil and Vener striding behind them.
With a savage twist, the twin blades locked into position.  He focused his

gaze on Geisil.  The enemy.
�For Riin!  For Evylin!  For the Empire!�
Belin raced at the advancing ranks, his blades whirling in a spinning fury.

He cut a path through the ranks.  Limbs and warriors fell as though before a
storm.  Behind him he heard the heavy tread of  the harena as they left the
walls of  Tower Blackthorne.  Then the angry trumpets of  the beasts as they
charged the massed ranks, following in his wake.

Belin fought as he had never fought.  He struggled against a black sea.
Pushed against the heavy tide.  Toward the Eathal who cowered behind
them, conserving his strength.  Through the throng he met Geisil�s gaze.  Despite
the Sorcerer�s strength, he looked back to Belin in fear.

Behind Belin, the harena mounts had scattered the ranks of the Black
Guards, and the foot soldiers from the Tower were cutting them down.
Geisil ran for the Iris.  Belin ran after him, following the Sorcerer into the
pulsing heart of  the Iris.

They faced each other amid the broken Temple.  Around them the five
songs still grew and crashed around each other.  Beneath them the echo rose
again.  The Eathal raised his arms, sending a gale of  Fire toward Belin.  Belin
dived and rolled behind a pillar, the force of  the hot wind passing him by.

Belin heard the echo swelling to fill the space of  the Temple.  He stood to
see the Eathal leap into the pulsing heart, vanishing from sight.  With an angry
shout, Belin leapt after him.  Once more he became immersed in the songs.
He searched about him amid the strange landscape until he saw the five places.
The Eathal had fled to the Broken Mountain.
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Belin stepped through the Iris.  As he left the heart of  the Iris, he turned
to see the massed ranks which were leaving Raynor to join the battle at
Blackthorne, passing him by like shadows.  His heart fell.  He must stop them,
somehow.  Blackthorne would never hold against them.  With determination
he forced his way back into the Iris, pushing his way through half-formed
shapes.  The songs were deafening, the echoes thundering into infinity, riding
on the Rainbow Wind.  Amid the maelstrom he saw the glowmetal, pulsing
and shifting among the flames of  the Temple floor.  He reached across,
through the place which was five places, and grasped the glowmetal.  He
heard distant shouts, phantom hands sought to stop him but they could not.
The pitch seared his hand, but he held fast and withdrew the Silver crystal,
leaping toward the Iris at Broken Mountain on the last cresting wave of the
songs.

He�d done it.  He�d severed the link.  Blackthorne now at least had a
chance.  The child would be safe.

Belin�s final battle now lay before him.  His enemy waited.  Between one
step and the next the strange landscape resolved into a ruined Temple stand-
ing high above the shattered peaks of Broken Mountain.  The air was strangely
silent, the day clear and bright.

With a muffled concussion the gateway within the Iris closed. The
glowmetal had ceased to sing, and Belin let it drop to the ground from his
burned hand.  He smiled.  �Did you hear that, Geisil?  You cannot run again!�

Belin heard movement behind him and turned to see a huge column
falling toward him.  He jumped out of  the way, tripping then falling amid the
scattered debris.  The massive column rolled on toward him, driven by Sor-
cery.  It crushed the mought haft of  his greatscythe, pinning his hand beneath
it.  He struggled to free his hand as he heard the Eathal�s harsh laugher nearing
him.

�You are a fool if  you think you are a match for me!�
Belin struggled to his knees. He set his shoulder against the column and

pushed with all his strength, fighting against the agony of his burnt hand.  He
soon realized it was useless.  The column would not move.

The Eathal drew closer.
Belin desperately searched the ground for a weapon.  There amid the

crushed remains of  the greatscythe mechanism lay one of  the lanedd blades.
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Razor sharp and finely balanced.  Belin gripped the blade.  He would get only
one chance.

Geisil stepped past the end of the column and paused.
Belin was shocked by the extent of  the burns across Geisil�s body.  The

black flesh was charred and cracked, smeared with blood from open sores.
�You�re finished, Geisil.  There is no way you can survive those wounds.�
Geisil laughed.
Concealed against his body, Belin held the lanedd blade in a throwing

grip.  He would only get one throw.  The closer Geisil stood, the better his
chances.

The Eathal stood solid and menacing, his grip on the greataxe powerful
and determined.  �These wounds are nothing to a Sorcerer Lord of  Maht,�
Geisil said, his voice deep and harsh.

Despite these words of  bravado, Belin saw that the Eathal�s face was
drawn tight in a mask of pain.

�You have caused us all a lot of  trouble, Belin Kaidell.�
Belin noticed the Eathal�s grip on the axe haft slackening, but he did not

move any closer.
�My mission was to weaken Raynor, but above all to destroy the last of

the cursed line of  Carris Cinanac.  This I must do.�
The Eathal had been relaxing, giving in to the pain and exhaustion, but

now he appeared strengthened.  He raised the axe and stepped closer to
Belin.

The old warrior gripped the blade.  Closer.  Closer.
The Eathal paused again, perhaps sensing some danger.  He looked care-

fully at Belin, using his free hand to shield his sensitive cave-dwellers eyes
from the harsh glare of  the twin suns.

�It is fateful, Belin.  That I should flee here.  It was here that Carris raised
his banner.  It was here that the great injustice against the ancient Eathal began.

�It is here you will die.  To meet the same fate as Riin, your Emperor.  To
pay for the murder of our people.

�But first the last Scion of the line must die!  I give you a chance to tell me
where Riin�s son is.  If  you tell me, I will kill you cleanly and with honor.  If
not, I will quarter you slowly and leave the raptors to fight over your entrails
while you watch.�
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The Eathal stepped closer.  Closer!
�I�ll give you nothing!�  Belin threw the blade.  It moved without sound,

a blur as it sped true to its mark within the Eathal�s chest.
Geisil gave a harsh animal cry and fell back onto the dusty mural of the

Temple stone, the axe spinning from his grasp.  He gripped the blade and,
crying out in agony, drew it from his chest.

Belin worked anew to budge the massive marble column, but its weight
was immense.  A strange pulsing energy drew his gaze back to the Eathal
Sorcerer.

Belin�s heart clenched in fear as the Eathal�s form became encased within
a nimbus of  glowing golden energy which pulsed and shifted.  Within, the
Eathal�s body rippled, as though some animal sought exit from his skin.

For long minutes Belin watched in horror and fascination.  Then finally
the glow faded away.

In disbelief, Belin watched the Sorcerer stand.  His skin was new and
unblemished.  Only scars remained of  the savage burns.  The lanedd blade
had left a thin scar at the Eathal�s breast.

�By Uros, you should be dead!�
Geisil made no comment.  With deliberate motions he retrieved his axe

and faced Belin.
�You men have forgotten and lost so much.  It is just as well.  You will

soon be in Eathal chains.  You are a man of  honor, Belin.  I should have
expected you to fight to the last.  I will ask you nothing more.�

The Sorcerer put away his axe and raised his hands.  Once more the
flame rose.

Belin had no way to run.
Stubbornly, he sought some weapon.  His eyes fell on the Silver glowmetal,

and he gripped it in his free hand, intending to throw it at the Eathal, but the
Fire struck before he could raise it.

The column exploded in a shower of stone, and Belin was thrown from
the Temple to land on a grassy knoll.  He heard the Eathal�s cry of  rage and
watched amazed as the glowmetal hummed and shifted in his grasp.  It had
taken in the Fire!  It sung in his grasp�an inhuman cry, like the voice of  the
dead.  The glowmetal had drawn the Fire to itself, shielding him from the
force of the blast, while the strike itself had shattered the column and freed
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him.
Belin stood and turned back toward the Temple.  The Eathal advanced,

axe drawn.
�Come and die human!�
Belin felt a rising rage.  He had suffered too much at the hands of this

Eathal.  This one Eathal.  This being had been at the heart of the web of
deceit and murder which had slain his ward Riin, Evylin, and scores of good
men.  And which had opened the gates to the savage tides of  war.  It was
time this enemy was taken.

Belin advanced, his eyes fixed on the advancing Eathal.
This was his element.  The battle.  This was the final conflict, the dance

with death.  Its familiar steps he�d danced many times before, and now he fell
into the rhythm he knew so well.

The Eathal gave a shout and ran forward, swinging the greataxe.  Belin
moved fast.  He ducked under the axe and brought the heavy weight of the
glowmetal down on the skull of the Eathal, crushing the great bald dome.

Geisil gave a strangled cry and fell forward lifeless.  So it seems not even a
powerful Sorcerer can survive a blow to the head.

Belin walked back into the center of  the Temple.  There the great column
which had pinned his arm lay shattered.  Within the debris of  the column lay
a spear, held within a delicate crimson cloth.  Belin took the spear and held it
to the Suns.  The Golden tip glittered and rippled in the bright morning light.

Belin was in awe.  He had unearthed the ancient Spear of Carris, hidden
by the Emperor Jykor before his death.  It rippled with power.  He felt the
Fire pulsing within it.  With relief  and exhaustion, he fell to his knees.  Riin�s
son was safe.  With the strength that remained in him, he would see that child
safely onto the throne of Cinanac.

A strange glow rose from the Spear.  A blue nimbus.  Belin moved to
drop the weapon, but his hand held fast.  Terrified, he watched as the blue
glow engulfed him, its whipping tendrils alive with suppressed power.  The
Spear has a magical guardian!  Belin fought to move, but the tendrils held him.
He watched helpless as one tendril whipped onto his head, searing into him
savagely.

Belin�s ears rang with an exultant cry of  triumph.  The nimbus faded, and
Belin fought free.  He spun around to face the new enemy.  The Laughter
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increased.
�I am the Ward of  Jykor!� a strange voice shouted.
Belin stopped turning.  He lowered the Spear.  He saw no one, heard no

voices aloud.  The voice spoke inside his head!
�I have waited almost a century for release, Belin.  We now are bound

together.  I, the Master.  You, the Servant.  Together we will safeguard the
Spear of  Carris.�

Belin shouted in rage, �No!�
The laughter continued.  He felt the force trying to control him, trying to

take over his body, drawing its power from the Spear.  He attempted to cast
the weapon away from him, but his hand would not obey.

Belin looked up to the Sisters in defiance.  �Curse you!  Curse your
destiny!�

Inside him the laughter rose.  He watched himself pick up the Silver
glowmetal and walk toward the Iris.

�Where are you taking me?�
The laughter stopped.  �To a deep fastness.  To a place of  power.  Here

I will bide my time until I emerge to find the true heir of the Cinanac.  Only
he shall wield the Spear of  Carris.  Once he holds the Spear in his hands, I will
cease to exist, and you shall be free.  But fear not, while linked to the Spear,
you will not age.�

Belin fought fear as the songs grew around the Iris.  Once more he
moved through the Iris to another place.

The Ward was a magical construct, a thinking being left in place by the
Emperor Jykor when he hid the Spear of Carris to protect it, and do his will
after he died.  Not trusting his son Cerrin to protect the artifact, Jykor had
instead hidden the powerful weapon with a magical guardian.

Belin willed himself  to resist this Ward to the end.  His thoughts went out
to Kalyth.  Fly Kalyth.  Fly like the wind.  Hide the child well and do not desert him.  He
has battles to fight.

�So you know where the child is to be hidden,� said the Ward.  �Even
better.  When he comes of  age, we shall seek him together.�

Belin emerged into a darkness deeper than night.  A Temple, deep below the
Ranmyden ranges, whispered the voice of  the Ward of  Jykor.  Belin�s body
moved without his thought, at the command of  the Ward.  This was evil,
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thought Belin.  Evil Sorcery.  But I will not fear it.  Never again.  I will wait,
find my chance, and destroy the Ward.  Then I will be free.  It is for the child
himself  to decide whether he raises the Spear of  Carris, not a dead Emperor.

Belin heard the Ward�s laughter. But Belin had discovered something else.
He also felt the Fire.

�It seems I take after my grandmother after all,� Belin said.  �How do
you like that, Ward?�

The laughter ceased, replaced by a brooding silence.
Belin smiled. It was a small victory, but it was a start.
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In a cave deep in the Northern Mountains there lived a Dragon and a
Princess.  Dragon played host to all visiting heroes; later he left their bones in
neat little piles by the door and promptly forgot the names of all but the very
few who tasted particularly good.  The Princess slept an enchanted sleep and
didn�t do much of  anything but lie in the claw-carved bed Dragon had made
for her and look ravishing.  She being a True Princess and he being a True
Dragon this was all they expected of  each other.

One fine spring afternoon, when Dragon and the Princess happened to
be asleep at the same time, there came a knock on the door.  Dragon opened
one eye and considered the matter.  His appetite wasn�t exactly keen�he had
already left one exceptionally tough hero half-chewed that month.  The knock-
ing persisted, and he opened another eye as a faint voice came wafting through
the cracks.

�On guard, Fiend!  I am Prince Eric of Sturga come to rescue the Prin-
cess Allison!�

Dragon opened his third and final eye and made a mental note of the
name.  He wasn�t optimistic--knights-errant as a group weren�t very tasty but
princes were worse.  Since they were reared on weird delicacies from birth,
they tended to lie like stones in his stomach.

�I suppose you have your heart set on this?� asked Dragon.
�Open this door or I�ll break it down!�
There wasn�t much chance of that, so to spare the newcomer embarrass-

ment Dragon gave the door a nudge with his forepaw. The prince, standing
too close, was knocked sprawling partway down the rocky slope.

His armor made a gratifying clatter.
Dragon bared his long teeth in a grin.  A bag of  gold to the harper who sings

this part of  the story honestly.  The chance of  losing part of  his horde didn�t
worry him; Dragon considered himself a student of the possible and let the
saints worry about miracles.

Dragon studied his opponent with professional detachment as Prince
Eric hauled himself upright using his sword as a crutch.  He was larger than
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most, with long fair hair, blue eyes, and a face that wasn�t so much merely
handsome as a sculptor�s masterpiece waiting to happen.

Everything a hero should be, Dragon thought.  It depressed him a little.
While Dragon looked at Eric, Eric shielded his eyes against the glare and

got his first good look at Dragon.
�Gods ...�
�Don�t tell me,� sighed Dragon, �I�m bigger than you expected, yes?�
�By a few hundred stone,� Prince Eric admitted, �but I�ve sworn to

rescue the Princess Allison and rescue her I shall.  Prepare yourself!�
Sometime later, with his armor shredded and most of  his hair singed,

Prince Eric leaned on his sword again and tried to catch his runaway breath.
�Well fought, Dragon,� he managed.
�Thank you,� Dragon replied, courteously.  �Well fought, yourself.�  Which

wasn�t just manners--Eric had scratched one of  Dragon�s scales.  He rarely
took so much damage.

Several times during the fight Dragon had found himself trying to think
of an excuse not to kill Eric.  He couldn�t find one, but the trying allowed the
fight to drag on.  Then he tried to think why he was trying to think of an
excuse in the first place, which of  course let the fight go on even longer.  It
was during one of these distracted periods that Eric had landed his
scale-marring blow.

When Eric recovered enough to lift his sword, the whole thing began
again.  And again.  The shadows lengthened.

�Prince Eric,� Dragon said, finally.  �Should a gentleman such as yourself
be fighting so late in the day?�

From his present position--flat on his back--Eric considered the matter.
�Well, I seem to recall some reference to it in the Code of  Chivalry, but I�m
not sure.�

�I wouldn�t want you to compromise your principles for me,� Dragon
said.  �We can pick this up later, if  you don�t mind.  I�m a little tired.�

�It would certainly be chivalrous to allow you some rest,� said Eric.
�Perhaps tomorrow ...?�

Dragon shook his head, causing a minor rockslide.  �Tomorrow�s a holy
day,� he pointed out.  �The Feast of  Saint St. John the Persistent.  It�ll have to
be later.�
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�Later is fine,� said Eric.  �Good night, Dragon.�
�Good night, Highness,� said Dragon, going back into the cave and

closing the door.
Now why did I do that? Dragon wondered.  It wasn�t because he liked

Eric--which he did, but that was beside the point.  Dragon had been on good
terms with several heroes before devouring them.  He shrugged, and several
small stalactites shattered.  Dragon crawled deeper into the cave to where
Princess Allison lay sleeping, her long golden hair lovingly arranged on the
pillow.  He drank in her beauty like a familiar vintage, resting his three eyes on
the curve of  her dainty breasts, the roses of  her cheeks, the line of  her dear
little nose.

�Do you know why I let him live, Dearest?�
It wasn�t exactly an answer, but, deep in dream, the Princess smiled.

cd

Later that evening, Prince Eric of Sturga, the third son of Konrad II of
Sturga and heir to not very much, slept the sleep of the totally exhausted next
to the cold ashes of his campfire.  He shivered occasionally through the thin
blanket, but not quite hard enough to wake himself.  Somewhere in the depths
of  sleep, Eric�s situation was a lot better.  Somewhere there was a quiet stream,
and soft grass, and a soft lap to lie his head in.  Princess Allison tended his
wounds in regal silence.

�I failed you,� said Eric, close to tears.
Allison daintily dabbed blood from a long scratch on his cheek.  �You�re

the first to even survive the attempt,� she said.  �Surely the fates spared you
for a reason.�  Allison dampened her kerchief in the stream, watching blood
drift away in little red puffs.  �Will you try again?� she asked.

�If  it means my death,� he said, knowing that it probably would.  �If  I
have your promise ...?�

�Slay him and I will be yours for as long as you want me,� she replied,
turning her eyes away with becoming modesty.

Eric lay enraptured by the thought, just as he had the first time Princess
Allison had appeared to him in his dreams, the most beautiful vision he had
ever seen.  The fleeting dreams were no longer enough; he had to make them
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real.
Somewhere near Eric�s camp a meadowlark began to sing, and within

the dream the grass grew colder, Allison�s touch more distant.
�There�s little time,� she said, �but now that you�ve proven your courage

I am free to tell you�there�s another way.  Seek the mage Amadon at Crum-
bling Tower due east of  here.  He can help you ...�

Allison disappeared, and Prince Eric awoke stiff, sore, and chilled.  He
regarded the pitiful remnants of  his armor a little wistfully and finally left
them where they lay.  He buckled on his sword and dagger, unhobbled his
gray stallion, and rode toward the rising sun.

cd

�Crumbling Tower� was hard to miss.  It was intricately cracked from
base to crenellations, and bits of it pelted down all the while Prince Eric
approached.  Oddly, the tower never seemed to get any shorter or the piles
of  debris any taller.  Eric turned his mount loose to graze at a safe distance,
stepped carefully over the rubble-filled moat, and--with many nervous glances
upward--made a dash for the door.  He made it and rapped the lion-headed
knocker once.  The lion spat a stream of stale-smelling fluid into his face.

�Poison!� shrieked Eric, dabbling frantically at his cheek.
A voice from within the tower demurred.  �Hardly the Nectar of the

Gods, but not as bad as that.�
Amadon stood in the open doorway, a wide grin on his face.  He wasn�t

what Eric expected: he was little more than a boy, with a wisp of  fine yellow
hair on his chin pretending to be a beard.  The rest of his hair was short, ill-cut
and unruly, and he had watery blue eyes that seemed a little too large for his
face.  It gave him a look of constant amazement.

�Sorry about the knocker,� he said, �but I get so few visitors I couldn�t
resist trying it out.  Not very subtle, but effective, don�t you think?�

Eric bit his lip and nodded, already starting to question Allison�s judg-
ment, if  not her intentions. �You are Amadon, aren�t you?� he hesitated, then
added, �The Wizard?�

Amadon sighed deeply.  �It�s that hateful Meralna�s fault.  The witch in the
next valley.  She put an �Illusion of  Youth� spell on me, and just because I
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grew a wart on the end of  her nose.  It�s not as if  it was the only one there,
heaven knows.  Still, it was clever trick; I confess it.  Who expects an
almost-beardless boy to know anything about the Mystic Arts?�

�I imagine it�s a problem,� Eric said, trying not to sound too abrupt, �but
I�ve got one of my own.�

Amadon looked him up and down.  �Your youth isn�t an illusion, so let
me guess--love.�

�Partly,� admitted Eric, �but mostly it�s the dragon.�
Amadon�s eyes narrowed.  It made his pointed hat fall over his face.  He

paused to adjust it.  �That wouldn�t be the one guarding Allison of Adriatica?�
Eric frowned.  �There�s another?�
�More than you can shake a sword at,� said Amadon, �but he�s closest.

Come in and we�ll discuss it.�  Eric hesitated, and Amadon grinned.  �The
tower is perfectly safe--another of  Meralna�s illusions.  I�ll pay her back when
I get around to it.�

The inside of  �Crumbling Tower� wasn�t crumbling at all.  It was a simple
round tower with a spiral staircase.  The walls were lined with tapestries that
changed scenes while you watched, and the main room was packed full of
some of the oddest bric-a-brac Eric had ever seen: grotesque glassware,
statues of green marble and lead, metal popinjays that sang the time and hour
in tinny voices, and several spring-cog objects that didn�t seem to do anything
but hum together in harmony.  Eric was a bit overwhelmed.

Amadon watched his reaction carefully, then he smiled.  �Nine parts of
wizardry is the accumulation of  trivia, Prince Eric.  You gather and consider
until the patterns are clear, then tap their power.  My old master learned his
most powerful spell by studying all the synonyms of �salubrity�.�

Amadon kept up a stream of such trivial chatter as he seated Eric at a
round table and poured him a goblet of rich red wine.

�How do you know about Princess Allison?� Eric asked between sips.
�Or me, for that matter?�

�The necessity of  trivia, Dear Boy.  Let�s see ... Allison of  Adriatica.
Quite a little hellion if the stories are true: self-centered, vain to the point of
obsession, even dabbled in Black Magic, not to mention politics--�

Eric stiffened.  �I�ll thank you not to slander the woman I love, Wizard!�
Amadon smiled a disarming smile.  �Your pardon, Highness, but I can�t
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help but glory in the details: kidnapped by a dragon under mysterious cir-
cumstances, kept in an enchanted sleep for four hundred years, heroes slain
left and right trying to rescue her ... the first one of your ancestral kinsmen, I
believe.  Prince Alexander of Sturga.  Did you know about him?�

�Of course!� snapped Eric.  �But this is hardly--�
�Relevant?�  Amadon sighed.  �My boy, everything is relevant.  But I can

see you�re not interested.  Your main concern is to slay the beastly beast and
claim the lovely lady, yes?�

�I mean to rescue her,� said Eric.  �I�ll marry her if  she�ll have me.�
�Oh, I�m sure she will.�
There was an undercurrent of  cynicism in Amadon�s voice that irritated

Eric.  He rose, finishing his wine in one long gulp.  �I can see this is a waste of
time.  Allison was mistaken--�

�Sit down, Prince.�
Eric sat down.  He didn�t want to.  He didn�t have any choice.  The

compulsion was overwhelming.  �What have you done to me?�
�A minor enchantment--in the wine, of  course.  I�ve not lived so long by

allowing armed men near me without some precaution.�
The effects of  the potion, triggered by Amadon�s voice, left Eric�s vision

a little fuzzy except when he looked at the wizard.  Now he could see through
the illusion: Amadon was a wizened old man with face and head totally shaven.
His eyes held little of the aimless humor in those of the illusory boy--it had
been replaced with an odd, unsettling intensity.

�I mean you no harm, Prince, but it seemed as if  you were going to leave
without asking for my assistance.  Since I�ve decided to give it, that would not
do at all.�

Eric was still angry, but pragmatic enough to realize the matter was out
of  his hands.  �Very well.  What do you want in return?�

Amadon shrugged.  �The only thing of  real worth in this world--trivia.
Knowledge, to the high-minded.  If you rescue Allison I may be able to add the
missing pieces of  her story, and frankly I�m interested.�

�How can you help me?�
�Well, surely when you fought the dragon you noticed he was awfully

hard to hurt?�
Eric, not for the first time, got the distinct feeling that the fates had writ-
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ten down the story beforehand and given the scroll to Amadon for safekeep-
ing.  �I never said I fought the dragon.�

Amadon laughed.  �You didn�t have to; it�s in the pattern.  I know you,
Prince.  Or rather, I know what you are: a hero, down to your toenails.  You
wouldn�t come to someone like me except in utter desperation.  Now, to
business.  That dragon is harder than Sturgan steel.  The only way you�re going
to defeat him is with something harder.  Come with me.�

Amadon led Eric up the spiraling stairs like a bald vulture, circling.  He
stopped at a door that looked like all the other doors along the way and
opened it with a key that looked like all the other keys on his belt.  Eric
stepped inside and gasped.

The room was large, and every few feet along the walls there hung a suit
of  armor of  exceedingly fine make.  Racks of  weapons stood about full of
swords and axes and war hammers and some things Eric didn�t recognize at
all.  The far wall was empty, but large chests were lined along its entire length.

�Pick a suit that fits,� Amadon said.  �The straps may need a little grease.�
Prince Eric picked a suit of delicately fluted Milthan workmanship and

set to with a rag and a cake of lard while the wizard fiddled with one of the
chests.

�... know I left it here somewhere ... ah!�
Amadon pulled a long bundle from the chest and handed it carefully to

the prince.  Eric unwrapped a longsword edged with a blue-white crystalline
material that turned the light from the small window into rainbows.

Eric�s eyes widened.  �Is this ...?�
�Yes,� said Amadon, wearily, �but don�t get any delusions of  invincibility.

It cuts well enough but it�s not much for parrying.  Too brittle.  In fact, it�s fair
to say you�ll only get one stab at the beast ...  So to speak.�

Eric couldn�t hide his disappointment.  �It was hard enough to ask for
help in the first place.  And now you tell me there�s no certainty?  What if  I
fail?�

�Then Allison will have to wait for another hero.  I doubt if  she�ll wait
long; something�s kept that dragon fed over the years.�

�But it has to be me,� Eric insisted.  �I love her.�
Amadon shrugged.  �You�re in love with an idea.  You don�t even know

her.�
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�That�s where you�re wrong, Wizard.  I�ve met her, spoken to her.�
�In your dreams?� asked Amadon, mildly.
�Yes!�  It came out like a snarl.  �It�s the truth; do you doubt me?�
Amadon shook his head, slowly.  �Not at all, but old men were young

men once upon a time, and that�s just as true for wizards.  I seem to recall a
thing or two about love.  Have a care, Prince.  That sword won�t help you
there.�

cd

Dragon heard the old familiar knocking and opened an eye.
Already?
He opened the rest of  his eyes and looked sadly at the princess.  She lay,

demure and silent, as always.
�I�ll have to kill him this time, My Love,� he said.  �He�s determined to

take you from me.�
Allison smiled.

cd

Eric hid the sword behind his shield as Dragon peered out the door.
�Hello, Your Highness.  Are you ready now?�
Eric nodded.  He held the sword at the ready, but hesitated.  �Dragon,

before we meet again there�s something I must know.�
Dragon�s eyes--all of  them--narrowed.  �What is it?�
�Why did you kidnap Allison?�
�I didn�t.  She came willingly.�
Eric shook his head.  �That can�t be.�
Dragon shrugged, and the earth trembled a bit.  �As you will.  Be ready,

Prince Eric--I really must kill you now.�
Eric gripped the diamond-edged sword tighter as Dragon inched for-

ward.  One thrust ...  Eric tensed.
�Prince Alexander!�
Amadon ...?  For one silly instant Eric wanted to stop, but his reflexes had

taken over.  Just as Dragon turned, distracted, Eric sprang forward and drove
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the blade with all his strength into Dragon�s massive chest.  The beast screamed,
spitting fire.  A claw from a convulsing leg grazed Eric�s shoulder and sent
him spinning down the slope again.  This time his head met something harder
than it was, and night fell a little early that day.

cd

When Eric opened his eyes again, he was immediately aware of some-
thing very large.

Himself.
�Amadon, what have you done to me?�
�Nothing, dear boy.  But I can�t say I�m surprised.�
Amadon perched on a jutting shard of mountain, just out of easy reach.

Eric looked down at his dragon�s body.  The sword lay several yards
away--unbroken--and the wound in his dragon chest had closed as if it had
never been.

�Wizard, change me back this instant!�
�Highness, your ability to ignore the obvious astounds me.�  Amadon

sighed.  �I didn�t change you in the first place, and if  you�d been listening-- �
Eric still wasn�t listening.  �Change me back or--�  He breathed fire a full

second before he realized he knew how, but by the time the fire reached
Amadon there was nothing left of him there to burn except his voice.  It
wasn�t particularly flammable.

�Go greet your lady love, Eric.�
Eric glared at the spot where Amadon wasn�t.  �This wasn�t how I planned

to greet her.�  But, because he didn�t know what else to do, Eric crawled into
the cave.

Princess Allison lay asleep in her bed, radiating serene beauty.
�Quite striking for a woman of  four hundred and twenty.�  A stalactite

with Amadon�s face was smiling.  �As I suspected, it was Allison who set up
this little love-nest.  She kept it going.  How better to keep the dragon fed
than to make each hero think he was the chosen one?  Yet as you�ve discov-
ered the beast can�t be killed--not really.�

Eric glared at him.  �You knew!�
Amadon appeared in human form at the bedside and shook his head.  �I
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suspected; not the same thing.  The evidence suggested that Allison was an
adept; your transformation was the final proof  of  that.  Still, I admit none of
the hints really conveyed the genius of her concept.�  Amadon bowed his
head in respect. �To cast a would-be lover as the dragon?  To enchant herself?
That was a master stroke.�

Eric-dragon looked at his love woefully.  �But why?�
�Because it fits the pattern: Allison was--is�vain.  Obsessively so.  This

way she can remain young and beautiful forever.�
�It�s not true,� Eric insisted.  �She promised.�
Amadon shrugged.  �And she meant it.  Slay the dragon and she is yours

forever.  Or at least until time and the burdens of  being her watchdog wear
you down.  Like Prince Alexander.  I rather thought he was the one.�

�Damn you!  Never mind how I got this way!  Change me back!�
Amadon shook his head.  �Don�t be deceived by her seemingly dormant

state, Prince Eric--Allison makes the rules here, but there is a way.  I believe it
just arrived.�

Eric-dragon turned at the faint scrape of  metal on stone, and his dragon�s
blood burned a few degrees colder.  Someone with Eric�s body and Dragon�s
eyes stood in the doorway holding the diamond sword.  A trail of red from
a scalp wound marred his face.

�I believe you�ve met Prince Alexander,� Amadon said.
Eric�s soul was at war with itself  as the changeling limped closer.

�Alexander ...�
The former dragon looked right through him, his eyes fixed on the sleeping

princess.  The point of  his sword made little chopping motions in the air.
�What are you doing!?� Eric demanded.  Amadon removed himself to

a stalactite�s-eye view from the ceiling.
�She betrayed me,� Alexander hissed.  �After four hundred years!�
Alexander�s threat marked a clear path for any hero to follow.  Eric was

almost grateful.  �I can�t let you harm her,� he said, moving between them.  It
wasn�t just instinct; part of him wanted to kill Allison himself.  None of him
could do it.  Student of the possible ...  Where had Eric heard that before?�

�Don�t be a fool!� Alexander snapped.  �Let me attend to her, and I�ll
make the exchange with you willingly.  I�ve rather grown accustomed to
being a dragon.�
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I do believe that�s true, Eric thought.  �Then make the change now!�
Alexander�s eagerness, so brightly mirrored in his eyes, betrayed him.

Eric turned his frenzied lunge with one flick of  a talon.  �You were after me
all along, weren�t you?�

Alexander�s pretense fled.  �Allison is mine!�
�She betrayed you,� Eric reminded him.
Alexander smiled a bitter smile.  �Do you really think I didn�t know she

might?  Or that it makes a bit of difference?�
Eric shook his head.  �You�ve loved her for four hundred years.  You

had to know what she was.�
Amadon�s laughter rang through the cave.  �Trivial paradox!� he chortled.

�Love can die, but it can�t be killed.  Not even by the truth.�
Eric looked at the beautiful devil on the bed.  Quite true.  Unfortunately.

�Be silent, Wizard,� was all he said.
Eric�s new body tensed for combat as Alexander took a swordsman�s

stance.  Now Alexander hesitated.  �She�ll betray you, too,� he said.  �Sooner
or later.�

Eric could do no better than to turn Alexander�s knowledge back on
him.  �Do you really think that makes a difference?�

Alexander smiled again, but there was no bitterness now.  It was the smile
of  one comrade-in-arms to another.  �Not in the least.�

cd

Dragon licked the last scrap of  flesh from Eric�s right femur and dropped
the bone into the pile with the others.  Something glittery on the floor caught
his attention.  The sword.  Dragon paused in thought for a moment, then
smashed the blade into dust with one blow of  his paw.

�I gather your decision is final, then?�  Amadon was speaking from the
ceiling again.  The sight of him was beginning to annoy Dragon.

�Did you get what you wanted?� Dragon asked.
The stalactite nodded, creaking.  �Powerful, vintage trivia of  the first

order.  Meralna will be so jealous!  To celebrate, I�ll add a bit of  advice,
gratis�kill all the heroes the first time they appear, Prince Eric.  Don�t let
Allison think your love is fading.�
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It was good advice, but Eric didn�t really need it.  Already he gazed at the
lovely fiend in the bed with a dragon�s true pride of  possession and with
delicious anticipation of the dreams to come.

�My name,� he corrected firmly, �is Dragon.�
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